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PREFACE

The 17th European Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Heating was held in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, from the 25th to the 29th of June 1990 by the Plasma Physics

Division of the European Physical Society (EPS).
The Conference has been organized by the FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen,

which is part of the Foundation for Fundamental Research on Matter (Stichting Fundamenteel
Onderzoek der Materie). FOM is supported by the Dutch Research Organization NWO and
Euratom.

The Conference has been sponsored by the Koninklijke Nederlandse Academic van

Wetenschappen (KNAW) and by the Foundation Physica.
The programme, format and schedule of the Conference are determined by the

International Programme Committee appointed by the Plasma Physics Division of the EPS.
The programme included 18 invited lectures; from the contributed papers 24 were

selected for oral presentation and 470 for poster presentation.
This 4-volume publication is published in the Europhysics Conference Abstract Series

and contains all accepted contributed papers received in due time by the organizers. The 4-page
extended abstracts were reproduced photographically using the manuscripts submitted by the
authors. The invited papers will be published in a special issue of the journal "Plasma Physics
and Controlled Fusion" and sent free of charge to each registered participant.

The editors would like to acknowledge the skillful and dedicated support given by Laura
van Veenendaal - van Uden, Rosa Tenge - Tjon A Tham and Cora de Bruijne in preparing the
manuscripts for reproduction in these four volumes.

May 1990 The Editors
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PAPER IDENTIFICATION

All contributed papers are listed with their title and responsible author. In those
cases where no author was underlined the first author mentioned was taken. The
day of the poster presentation of each paper, followed by the number of the poster
board, is given under the title in the list of contributed papers. The four poster
sessions will be held on:

Monday afternoon indicated as Mo,
Tuesday afternoon indicated as Tu,
Thursday afternoon indicated as Th,
Friday afternoon indicated as Fr.

The poster boards are numbered from 1 to 130. From the 494 contributed papers,
24 were selected for oral presentation. The authors of those orally presented papers
were requested to give also a poster presentation. Most of them continued that they
were prepared to do so.
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D-D NEUTRON PRODUCTION FROM JET PLASMAS

G.Sadler, J.M.Adams, S.Attenberger, B.Bolet, J. G.Cordey,
0,N,Ja,rvis, T. T.C.Jones, P.Kupschus, B.Laundy, P.J.Lomns, M.J.Loughlin,

F,B.Marcus, M. Olsson, P.M.Stubberft'eld, D.F.H.Start, A.Tanga, P.R.lmas,
B. Tabbing, Roan Belle

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3EA, England

Abstract: The D-D neutron yield obtained from JET plasmas during the 1989
operating period under conditions of intense auxiliary heating (NBI and ICRH)
has been compared with results obtained during the 1988 campaign. The rrkaidmum
neutron emission strength has been more than doubled from 1.45 101 n/s to
3.45 IOIbn/s. A substantial increase of the yield with applied RF power due to
RF—acceleration of deuterons has been observed in many cases during combined
heating.

Introduction: A systematic approach to the optimisation of the D-D fusion
reactivity from JET plasmas by using combined NBI and RF heating was started
in 1988 and first reSults are described in ref [1]. Since then several changes
to the JET machine have been made, those of relevance for the present
investigation being: a) the introduction of beryllium, first by evaporation
and then later in the form of a belt-limiter made out of Be tiles and b) the
conversion of part of the NBI injection system from 80 keV D° to 140 keV D”.
As in the pre—Be phase [1]7 a range of plasma geometries were assessed:
plasmas resting on the belt limiter and on the inner wall, and plasmas with a
double—null X-point magnetic configuration.

Comparison with previous results:
a) Inner wall limited discharges: The scaling of neutron yield with additional
heating power shows the same behaviour as observed previously, with the
maximum neutron yield being limited by the dilution of the fuel ions by the
sudden increase of carbon impurities when the carbon bloom threshold is
exceeded. However, because of the ggttering action of Be, yields comparable to
the record yields of 1988 (1.4 10 n/s) could be obtained regularly without
having to condition the wall with a lengthy sequence of He discharges.
b) Belt Limiter discharges: Discharges resting on the belt limiter showed a
distinct improvement, both during the Be evaporation phase (Carbon limiter) as
well; as during the Be limiter phase. With NBI only, record yields of 1.7
10 n/s (exceeding all 1988 values) could be achieved. Best previous limiter
discharges reached 8.4 101 n/s, as can be seen from fig. 1 where the maximum
neutron yield reached is shown as a function of NBI power for a large set of
the 1988 and 1989 limiter discharges. The main reason for this enhancement is
shown to come from the improved density control due to the gettering action of
Be [2]. Following the introduction of Be, no difference is apparent between
discharges limited on the inner wall and discharges in contact with the belt
limiter, However, discharges resting on the belt limiter have the advantage
that RF power can be coupled to them with relative ease. As demonstrated in
fig. 1, this leads very often to a significant enhancement of the neutron
yield. The highest yield discharge (2.2 1016 n/s) was obtained during a series
of similar beam heated discharges and the addition of 9 MW of RF power led to



a doubling of the yield.
c) Double-Null X-point configuration: By far the highest neutron yield
discharges were obtained in the doublenull X-point configuration, with most
of them developing an H—mode. The record neutron yields were generated by NBI
only discharges. The improvement here was mainly attributable to the spreading
of the heat load on the X-point tiles by sweeping of the X—point, thus
delaying the influx of impurity ions and allowing the thermal component of theneutron emission to build up. This component reached 50% of the total for thehighest yield discharge. A clear scaling of neutron yield with applied NBIpower could not be established due to the variable time delay and the strongbuild-up of the thermal component before the maximum emissivity was reached.

140 keV vs 80 keV beam comparison: The slowing—down averaged reactivity of a140 keV deuteron, which is typically four times that of an 80 keV deuteron,
shows the importance of the conversion of 6 out of the 16 installed PINIS from
80 keV to 140 keV injection energy. The effect of the higher injection energy
could be demonstrated by the substitution of 80 keV beams by 140 keV beamshalf—way through the heating pulse. From the resulting sudden increase of the
neutron yield, a typical quality factor of 1.75 for the generation of beam
induced neutrons per unit power by 140 keV beams as compared to 80 keV beams
was deduced. This is in excellent agreement with the expected increase as only
60% of the particles are injected at full energy. Neutron energy spectraobtained before and after the changeover confirm this observation; after the
changeover, the component corresponding to low energy deuterons accounts onlyfor 5-10% of the total beam induced neutrons. The high energy beams also havea better penetration, leading to a higher concentration of beam particles inthe centre of the plasma thus enhancing the neutron yield by better fueling
and increased beam-beam reactions during hot ion mode plasmas.

RF-driven tail reactivity: When applying ICRF heating at the H minorityfundamental frequency to DO—beam heated deuterium plasmas, a large enhancementof the fusion yield (theoretically up to a factor of 10) is expected byformation of a strong tail above the injection energy via second harmoniccoupling to the deuterons. As already mentioned above, many cases with largeRF enhancements in neutron yield have been observed, including the highestneutron yield limiter discharge, for which the neutron yield is more thandouble the yield obtained with NBI heating alone at equal NBI power. In orderto assess the number of neutrons due to the RF induced high energy tail, usewas made of the TRANSP code to calculate the thermal and beam inducedcomponents of the neutron yield using the measured background plasmaparameters as input parameters. Preliminary runs for this particular dischargeshow that a minimum of 40% of the total neutron yield cannot be accounted forif the RF is assumed to produce only changes in the back round plasma. Thehighest such value observed in the pre—Be phase was 25% 1%. A 30 % short—fallhas also been found in a final TRANSP run for a di erent discharge. Thepresence of fast deuterons with energies in the MeV range in RF heated plasmashas beelrb clearly establighed by the observation of :r-lines from thegBe(d,n) B and 9Be(d,p) Be reactions [3]. Moreover, there is a correlationbetween the stored fast particle energy, measured with the diamagnetic 100p
and enhanced neutron production. Definitive proof of the presence of asignificant number of deuterons with energies well above the NBI injectionenergy was obtained for the first time from neutron energy spectra, whichshowed a distinct tail. The most pronounced example found so far (discharge20725) is shown in fig.2, where the measured neutron spectrum is compared to



that of a NBI—only heated case. A preliminary assessment based on unfolding
the spectrum using precalculated shapes for the various components thermal,
beam induced and RF driven) indicates that, in this case, at least 60 o of the
neutrons were caused by RF accelerated deuterons. The same analysis applied to
discharge 20934 (fig.3) gives a deuterium tail temperature of 60—75 keV that
accounts for 30—40 % of the total neutron yield. A possible explanation for
this increased deuterium tail formation as opposed to previous observations is
the absence of H in these discharges due to a combination of pellet fueling
and Be gettering.

Be neutrons: The interaction of fast RF—driven protons and degterons with Be
impurlt 0ions can lead to the generation of neutrons via Be(p,n) B and
QBe(d,n1 B reactions. For hi h power Raly heated discharges, these
neutrons can constitute a signi cant fraction of the total neutron yield. The
effect is particularly pronounced during long sawtooth—free periods, when the
fast ion popplatiOn lcoan build up without being redistributed by sawtooth
crashes. The Be(d,n) B cross—section peaks at around 1 MeV, where it reaches
a value of 350 mbarns in contrast to the D(d,n)3He cross section, which
reaches a maximum of only 110 mbarns at around 3.5 MeV. At 450 keV they are
equal (62 mbarns). Assuming a two temperature Maxwellian distribution function
for the fast RF—driven minority, the ratio of d—d neutrons to d-Be neutrons as
a function of tail temperature has been calculated to be 3.7 at 100 keV and
0.32 at 1 MeV with a crossover point at around 200 keV. Before the
introduction of Beryllium into JET the measured neutron spectra were Gaussian
with a width reflecting the doppler broadening of the Maxwellian distributed
ions. However, for a number of recent discharges heavily distorted spectra
were observed with a broad flat distribution underlying the d~d peak. On
several occasions, spectra were obtained for which the 2.5 MeV peak was absent
altogether. A systematic study showed that this distortion is correlated with
the length of sawtooth free periods and the Be concentration as obtained from
visible spectroscopy measurements, although there are exceptions. The
distortion is also found to be correlated with the y-ray intensity from
reactions of fast deuterons with Be.

Summary and conclusion: Significant improvements in the D—D neutron emission
have been achieved. Neutron yields comparable to those obtained in inner wall
limited discharges are now regularly produced in belt limiter hot ion mode
discharges due to the improved density control from the gettering action of
Be. Highest values have been achieved in double—null eoint discharges
developing H—modes due to the delay in the impurity influx from tile heating
by X—point sweeping and, simultaneously alternating the load between upper and
lower X—point. Combined H minority ICRF and NBI heating leads to enhanced
neutron yields by RF acceleration of deuterons. Enhancements exceedin 60%
have been observed in contrast to the pre«Be phase, where a maximum of 25 a was
found. The efficiency of the RF in accelerating deuterons is so high that, in
high power RF—only discharges, the neutron yield from reactions of these fast
deuterons with Be impurities ions can significantly contribute to the total
yield.
References: l) J.M.Adams et al, ’D-D Fusion Reactivity Studies in High
Temperature Plasmas’, 1990, JET preprint JET P(90) 10.
2 T T Jones et al., this COnference
3 G Sadler et al., IAEA technical commitee meeting, Kiev 1989, JET—P(89) 77
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PEAKED PROFILES IN LOW q HIGH CURRENT LINIITER
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G. A. Cottrell, A. Edwards, T. T. C. Jones, P. Kupschzts, P. J. Lamas,

P. Nielsen, J. O’Rourke, D. Pasini. R. Prentice, G. Sad/er, G. Schmidt#,
P. Slubberfield, A. Taroni, F. Tibone, H. Weisen.

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0xon, 0X14 SEA, UK
# PPPL, Princeton, New Jersey, USA.

1, Introduction.
JET plasma pulses characterised by a safety factor qw ~ 3 , e.g. plasma

currents of 5-7MA, normally feature broad profiles of current, density and
temperature. Such pulses are relevant for reactor studies but their fusion
performance can be reduced by sawteeth which affect a large region.
Experiments have already demonstrated that. application of high power ion
cyclotron heating (ICRH) during the current rise phase can result in long
sawtooth free periods [I].

In section 2, three types of new experiment are described using a fast
(lMA/s) current rise at constant [1,7, ICRH and pellet injection, with the
Carbon belt limiter conditioned by Beryllium evaporation. Section 3
briefly explains the current penetration during the current rise phase. The
electron heating with ICRH is discussed in section 4, and the effects of the
various plasma density profiles are described in section 5.
2.Experimental Results.

The first type of experiment has ICRH early in the current rise, from
~ 2.5MA, after the first sawteeth appear. Sawteeth are then suppressed for
periods lasting several confinement times and well into the SMA flat top
despite the radius of the 1],, = 1 surface growing to 0.5m. The axial electron
temperature quickly reaches steady values TmSIZkeV with strongly peaked
profiles at low axial densities n30~2.5>< 10191714. Figs 1 and 2 show
LIDAR ng and Te profiles taken [.53 after the start of ICRH for such a
pulse (#20371).

In the second type of experiment pellet injection prior to the ICRH
transiently produces a high axial density and a highly peaked density
profile provided that the pellets penetrate deeply (inside (h, = 1). However
variations in the pellet penetration depth produce a wide variety of density



profiles. Usually sawteeth are absent and polarimeter data shows q,fl > 1
in these cases. Figs 1 and 2 also show 11,. and Te profiles for such a case)
again taken 1.55 after the start of ICRH (#20370).
In the third type of experiment pellets are injected at intervals throughout
the current rise to build up a peaked density profile with
1150523 x 1030m‘3 and (1,0 > 1 by the time SMA is reached. The ICRH is
then switched on following the last pellet. With only 6MW of ICRH an
enhanced neutron feature was produced, similar to ref [2] but now at SMA,
and 1.5 sec after the start of the ICRH a vestigial peaked profile with
Hm ~ 6 x 10‘9m’3 remained, as shown in fig 1 (#20388). Tm was much lower
than in the previous experiment but Tm was ~ Ta, ~5keV. The global
confinement was improved by ~ 300/0 compared with gas fuelled plasmas,
and high values of nDo-rETm in the range 3 to 4 x 103°m‘3s keV were
produced transiently ($0.7s).

In both second and third types of experiment the density decays during
the ICRH but the density profile shape can remain peaked. In contrast to
the first type of experiment, these experiments with ICRH following pellet
injection often show MHD activity in the core of the discharge which
might explain the decay of the central density. The electron temperature
profiles are broader in the flat top heating case than in the current rise case
as shown in fig 2. These new experiments demonstrate that a wide variety
of 21., and TE profiles can be established at low 4,), without sawteeth and that
Tm ~ lOkeV can be reached with the density constant, decreasing or
increasing with time.
3.The Current Rise Phase.

The initial current rise phase up to ~ 2,5MA can show MHD
instabilities before the first sawteeth appear, and during this time the
plasma resistivity is anomalous. The magnetic field diffusion during the
subsequent lMA/s rise from 2.5 to SMA has been studied using the
TRANSP code [3] for an Ohmic pulse (#20360). The time evolution of the
surface voltage and the q profiles from polarimetry can be completely
described by neoclassical resistivity calculated from measured profiles of
Te and Zeff. As the current approaches SMA the q), profile becomes shallow
with (MS! out to half radius and this shape is then maintained during the
flat top.
4.Electr0n Heating.

A general feature of the experiments is a fairly sudden change in the
electron heating rate observed'from an initial lOkeV/s to a low value
slkeV/s which persists for the remainder of the sawtooth free period. The
gradient VTE can reach 20-30 keVnr'. Previous experiments [1] showed a



linear rise of T3 with increasing ICRH power per particle PRF/llgo. The
recent experiments (without pellets) cover a wider range of PRF/ngo and
suggest there is a saturation of T. or VTg as shown in fig 3 (note that
sawtoothing and sawtooth free cases are distinguished by open and solid
symbols respectively). This saturation may be due to thermal transport

or possibly an effect of a different ICRH deposition profile. In such
plasmas, the fast ion slowing down time is long and the some fast ions have
high energies ZlMeV where orbit effects might be important [4]. 'Analysis
of the fast ion stored energy and comparison with theoretical prediction
suggest that orbit effects are small in these high current discharges. Also,
the highly peaked Te profile suggests that the deposition profile is still
peaked.
5.Pellets + ICRH.

For the wide range of density profiles in the second and third types
of experiment, the saturation of TE with Pkg/um is less marked as shown in
fig 4. However the data does not extend to such high values of PRp/Ileo.
Comparing figs 3 and 4 it can be seen that T5 ~ lOkcan be reached with
Pier/”so ranging from 1 to 4.5 despite the variations in density profile and
time evolution. Further transport analyses of these results will be presented
in order to determine the mechanism for the saturation.
6.C0nclusions.
The experiments described in this paper have demonstrated that the
deleterious effects of sawteeth in low (1.) JET discharges can be eliminated
for a wide range of density profiles. The current penetration remains
neoclassical despite the high temperatures and current ramp rate. A
saturation in Te sets in at values Pier/Um ~ 2 whereas ion heating
experiments [5] show a linear rise of T. with increasing NBI power per
particle n/neo up to 20keV and PNg/ngo~6. Further experiments are
required to resolve this difference.

[1] M.Bures et a1, Plasma Physics and Controlled Fusion
31 (1989) p1843 and JET-P(89)O3 p77.

[2] G.L.Schmidt and the JET Team, Plasma Physics and Controlled
Nuclear Fusion Research, Proceedings 12th IAEA Conference,
Nice, Vol 1 (1988) p215.

[3] R.J.Goldston et al, J. Comp. Phys.
V0143 (1981) p61.

[4] D.F.H.Start et al, this conference.
[5] T.T.C.Jones et al, this conference.
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Introduction. A major part of the recent JET experimental programme has been

devoted to optimising the performance of materially limited plasmas. This paper

describes results of experiments designed to maximise the fusion yield, measured in

terms of DD reaction rate RDD, corresponding QDD, and fusion product IID(0)T;(0)'CE.

The data therefore refer to low density, hot-ion plasmas with predominantly NB

heating using mixed 80kV and 140kV D0 beams, and also combined NB plus

H-minority ICRH. The most important aspect of the experiments concerns the

relative performance of bare graphite, Be coated graphite, and solid Be limiter surfaces

in respect of density control and impurity influxes. These factors largely determine the

attainable fusion yield and the maximum duration of the high-yield phase of the

discharge. The NB driven fusion yield and nD(0)T.-(0) product are expected to increase

if the density profile can be made more peaked. Profile peaking from the effect of NB

fuelling has been demonstrated for bare graphite and Be coated graphite limiters. With

solid Be limiters a new scenario has been developed in which the target plasma density

profile was controlled using pellet injection. Using this technique Rm) = 4.2x10'f’s’|

was obtained,the highest ever value for a JET limiter plasma, using 17MW NBI

combined with 9MW lCRH. There is also evidence for a substantial contribution to

RDD arising from synergetic effects /1/ in this case.

Review of high fusion yield results with bare graphite surfaces. During I989, JET

operation prior to the introduction of Be took place at a time when the machine was

not particularly well conditioned immediately following the restart of plasma

operation. Therefore the l988 data [2/ provide a more representative baseline for bare

graphite plasma facing surfaces. In summary, the most effective density control

(P,,,,/ <ne> Sl6xlO—19MWm3) was obtained for plasmas in contact with the graphite

protection tiles of the vessel inner wall following intensive conditioning by He tokamak

discharges. The high T, regime (71(0)>20keV) was readily entered and rzD/rn~0.5 was

obtained at the highest P,,,,/n,. Density profile peaking from NB fuelling was observed,

and QDDSBX 10‘4 achieved. A severe limitation to performance was the carbon bloom

emanating from excessively heated tile edges, which invariably occurred after S 15 at

full NB power. For the belt-limiter, insufficient density control was available to access
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the hot-ion mode even following He conditioning. At moderate Pun/n“ QDDS5x10~t
and nn/rzc~0.4 - 0.8 were obtained, depending on conditioning. The above results refer
to 3MA discharges; at SMA, no experiments with inner-wall plasmas and high powel.
heating have been attempted, but for belt—limiter plasmas the accessible range of
P,o,/n€ was much reduced.

Results with Be coated graphite surfaces. Be was first introduced into JET in the form
of evaporated films 10-50 nm in thickness. Density control comparable to the best
1988 inner-wall data was obtained in both inner-wall and belt-limiter configurations
with no further vessel conditioning. The favourable density control properties
deteriorated only partially over successive discharges between overnight evaporations,
rip/n,~0.6 was obtained at the highest values of I’m/n: in both configurations]
representing a slight improvement for the inner-wall data.

The fusion performance of inner-wall plasmas was equivalent to the best 1988
data, but despite an attempt at realigning the tiles during the proceeding shutdown the
carbon bloom problem remained. Fig.1a illustrates an inner-wall discharge early in a
sequence following Be evaporation. The density remained steady even in the presence
of 18 MW NBI until the onset of the C bloom. Z2]; initially fell and the density profile
became peaked due to NB fuelling; a peaking factor n,(O)/rz,.~3 was attained at the
maximum of RM in line with predictions based on the relative core (NBI) and edge
(recycling) fuelling rates /3/. According to PENCIL code predictions of the
beam-plasma reaction rate, the fall in RDD is due, in roughly equal measure, to
simultaneous broadening of the electron density profile and falling fuel concentration
following the C influx, with lip/n, actually approaching zero before the end of the
heating pulse.

The improved hydrogenic pumping by the belt-limiter after Be evaporation
(P,,,/ <21: > Sl4x10"9MWm3) led to an increase in QDD to 6.5x10—4. Fig.1b illustrates
the behaviour of a hot-ion belt-limiter plasma; the density control was not quite so
effective as in the inner-wall case as indicated by the rising density during NBI but a
peaked density profile nevertheless developed. The fall in RDD is again attributable
both to density profile broadening and C limiter influxes, but the latter appeared to
be of a more benign nature than the inner-wall blooms, the plasma tending towards a
new steady-state with reduced yet non-zero [ID/He. A few low density SMA belt-limiter
discharges with NBI heating were Were also performed, which achieved central ion
temperatures T,-(O] > l4c, and fusion product nD(O)T,-(O)IE~1.9x1030m‘3.keV.s This
latter parameter compares with ~1.5x102°m‘3.keV.s obtained in both belt-limiter and
inner-wall configurations at 3MA. QDD was however less (SSXIOT4) in the SMA ease.

Results with solid Be belt—limiter. Following installation of solid Be belt-limiter tiles the
accessible range of Pm] < ne > was extended to 20x10’19MWm3 at SMA whilst
nD/n,~0.6 was maintained. At moderate values of Pm/ne , Ild/I’le was improved to better
than ~ 0.8. For plasma equilibria well matched to the belts, Be influxes were generally
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observed after S ls of high power heating. This led to termination of the high yield

phase in a similar manner to the graphite belt ease. Until the end of the ~2.55 heating

pulses of these experiments, Be light intensity levels and nD/nz subsequently remained
at roughly Steady but degraded levels compared with the pre-influx phase of the

discharge.
Despite low particle recycling, it was not possible to obtain a peaked density

profile by NB fuelling alone, and QDD did not exceed 7.7x10—4 for gas fuelled target
plasmas. One possible explanation is a stronger influence of sawteeth due to reduced

toroidal field in these experiments (2.4T c/f 3.1T). Also, effects due to differing

ionisation profiles from incoming Be and hydrocarbon species may play a role. In

order to recover favourable peaked density profiles several 4mm pellets were injected

during the OH phase. Heating was subsequently applied as the density profile relaxed.

It was not possible to sustain the profile shape by NB fuelling, as illustrated in Fig. 2

which is based on single LIDAR profiles taken over several discharges to build up the

time evolution. While the profile was still centrally peaked, a transient phase of

substantially enhanced RDD was observed for both NB and combined heating. With

combined heating, there is evidence for 2nd harmonic acceleration of the beam

deuterons from neutron spectra /l/ and indirectly from magnetic measurements of the

pressure anisotropy.
Best fusion product values similar to the Be coated graphite limiter results were

obtained, in the discharges with pellet fuelled target plasmas which also gave the

highest R0,) and QDD(~9x10—‘*) .

Summary of high fusion yield results. Fig.3 summarises data for all three surface states

for 3MA belt-limiter discharges and shows that the ratio Fwy/”9(0) is a good predictor

for QDD , as expected when beam-plasma reactions dominate, thus illustrating the

importance of effective density control. The scatter is attributable to variations in

plasma purity and profile shape, differing mixes of 80keV and l40keV beams, and to

varying amounts of ICRH which, whilst increasing Ron, generally depress QDD- A

particular feature of the pellet fuelled target plasma is that addition of up to 9MW
lCRH produced no degradation in QDD and led to the record RDD for a JET limiter

plasma. Although no differences in global confinement due to Be have been observed,

the equivalent QDT (thermonuclear) as deduced from nD(O)7"i(0)tE for belt-limiter

plasmas is substantially improved mainly from the stronger pumping capability with
Be evaporation and Be tiles.

References .
/l/ G Sadler et al, this conference.
/2/ C G Lowry et al, 16th Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, 1989.

Europhys. Conf. Abstracts Vol. 13B, Part 1, p87
/3/ T T C Jones et al, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. Vol.34 No.9 p2054 and JET—P(89)80
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THE ROLE OF VARIOUS LOSS CHANNELS IN THE ION ENERGY BALANCE IN
T — 10

E.L.Bere20vskij, A.A.Medvedev, A.Yu.Pigarov

I‘V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, 123182 Moscow, USSR

The ion energy balance study on THlO performed recently under

ohmic and microwave plasma heating has shown that one needs to

introduce the anomalous ion heat conduction coefficient,

noticeably different from the neoclassical one in comparison

between the real ion energy losses and the data from the

neoclassical transport theory, and to the central zone. This

increase in the peripheral anomaly turns out to be dependent on

the atomic flux from the vacuum chamber walls.

The results of the studies in spatial distributions of atomic

fluxes along both major and minor torus circumferences are given

in the paper. Do the basis of these results the calculations

allowing one to determine the role of ion energy losses through

the channels of convection and charge exchange under various

operating conditions of the facility have been done and thus the

role of the losses determined by heat conduction is singled out in

the total ion energy balance.
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FIRST EXPERIMENTS AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF APLASMA COLUMN COMPRESSION IN HIGH FIELD TOKAMAK

E.A.Azizov. G.G.Gladush. V.N.Dokuka, V.E.Lukash.
S.V.M1rnov, R.R.Kha1rutdinov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow. USSR

In a high magnetic field tokamak TSP [1] experiments werebeing conducted to study plasma properties at the 1—st stage ofa tokamak cycle preceeding the plasma column compression alominor radius. Toroidal field BT was created by two generators
TKD—BOO; BT=2T at R21 m. Plasma current range of 100—200 kA was
inverstigated with the safety factor q N 3. Plasma parameterswere close to those obtained in other tokamaks with the samedimensions and energetics. Experimental data analisis shows,that there exist X — point near inner surface of the column(R=70—5 cm), i.e. the configuration is the same one of Japanestokamak DIVA.

Numerical simulation. An air inductor placed outside thecentral opening of the torus is used in the TSP to exciteplasma current. This inductor produced a sufficiently highpoloidal magnetic field in the region of the plasma column,which can significantly affect the shape and dimensions of theplasma column cross~section at the initial stage of currentinput. The inductor can also have similar effect on the columnat a plasma current close to the limit, imposed by the facilityenergetics. In this case while compressed on major radius thecolumn experiences an attraction from the main inductor coil.which under certain conditions can lead to a violation of thequasisteady character of the compression process and columnejection onto the inner wall of the vacuum vessel.
Model. To calculate the process of current input to TSPand plasma column compression on major radius 1s1/2Devolutional code DINA [2] was used. An MHD equilibrium isdescribed in a two—dimensional approximation and transportprocesses and magnetic field diffusion in a one—dimensional onetaking into account a specific shape of magnetic surfaces. Inthe equation for plasma density beside the diffusion flux aterm simulating plasma transport by convection was taken intoaccount. Electron thermooonductivity was chosen in accordancewith the Merezhkin—Mukhovatov scaling (T—11). The calculationfor currents induced on the vessel walls due to the plasmacolumn movement was done including a vacuum vessel inductance.Analitical model. Plasma compression on the major radiusis produced by increasing the current in the compression coilIQ. Due to an elongated shape of the vacuum chamber the plasma

can be compressed by 2.5 times. Preservation of the toroidaland poloidal fluxes yields the plasma current Ip:
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R
Ipzxg/R[1n(8RO/aO)—2][1n(a/ RRO/aO)—2]"‘+o.5c(1§ fo°bi(R)RdR—

R _1 -1 _-Ii(R)fobi(R)RdR)R [1n(8¥ RRO/aO)—2] +0.25R 1c[IéO)R: —

~ICR2][ln(8V RRO/aO)-2]_1 (1)
The compression coil current necessary to maintain the column
in the point R can be found from the balance of the forces of
the column compression and expansion.

—1 /Ic=_bi(R)Ii/bc_lp(bcRo) [ln(8 RRO/ao)~1.25]-

-2%cn kT a 2(R /R)7/3(I Rb )‘1 (2)
0000 po

At obtaining (2) it was assumed that the plasma density
and temperature increase according to the adiabatic law. In
the expression (1—2) Ii — the current in the inductor coils,

b1(R)’bo_ the coupling coefficients (bi(R)=Bi(R)/Ii, bc=BC/IC,

B1’ B6 — the magnetic field of the inductor and the compression

ooil).The initial values of parameters are marked with the
index "o”. It can be seen from (1,2). that during the column
compression a plasma current rise can slow down. This effect is
due to decreasing of the external pcloidal magnetic field flux
at the plasma edge, which leads to generating inversed emf and
opposite sign current. As to the behavior of compression coil
current with decreasing R, it is determined by competing of the
first and the rest terms (2). As seen from (2), the second and
the third terms are negative and decrease with decreasing R,
and the first term is positive and increases with decreasing R,
(bi(R) increases with decreasing R). From Fig.1 it is seen,

that at B3=O.5 and |I1|>25 kA IG — non monotonous function of
R: i.e., at the monotonous compression coil current increasing
(by module) there occurs a moment.when the column spontaneously
jumps into a state with smaller radius R. With increasing the
initial 53 such a jump is observed at larger values of the

inductor current. Thus at 63:1 the spontaneous compression can

occur at II1|>35 RA. The plasma current in some range of R can
even decrease with decreasing R at large 11(Fig.1). To reduce

the influence of the reversed emf it would be possible during
compression to increase the current in the inductor in such a
way that a negative emf could not be generated (i.e. the second
term in (1) should be kept equal to zero). However, the
calculations showed that no significant plasma current rise can
be achieved in this case(see the curves 3',5' Fig.1), while the
solution disappears, which corresponds to a stable compressed
state (curve 5 Fig.1).

Fig.1 shows, that at one value of the compression current
three steady states of the plasma column can exist at different
values of the plasma current. This confirms a possibility of
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simultaneous existance of two plasma columnein the tokamakI
which correspond to stable solutions with OIC/OR>O.The
MED—equilibrium calculations of two columnes attracting Bach
other showed that such equilibrium to be possible (see Fig.2)‘
The curves differ by the ration of initial currents in the
columnes. At such approach the idea of two columnes in the
tokamak remains open. Two columnes can develop, for example, at
breakdown. At this stage two regions with a zero—poloidal field
develop in the chamber where the most favourable conditions for
gas breakdown arise.

The process of "spontaneous" compression of the plasma
column can be approximatily described by adding a force from
currents induced in the vessel to equation (2). Substituting
the vessel by two plates [3]. obtain

—1 __ o_ —-1 _ 3 —1VO dR/dt—[IC IC(R)]Ip (R), VO—c dbc(4%06)
where 2d — the distance between the plates, 0, 6 — the
conductivity and thickness of the vacuum vessel wall. For the
TSP conditions at the compression current I::~4O kA the "jump"
time is 6 ms at €021.

1—1/2D model. 1—1/2D calculations considering the plasma
resistivity are on the whole consistent with the results
obtained for a "o"—dimensional model of ideal plasma. One can
select the scenario of compression in such a way,that the
compression velocity is constant. For example, at 6321, Ig=500
kA, Ii=—30 kA the compression occurs in a quasi—stationary way
at a rate of 6'108 cm/s (Fig.3). At a fixed compression coil
current the plasma column does not stop, the velocity sharply
slows down. This effect is dueto a resistive decay of plasma
current Ip.The picture substantially changes if the compression
takes place at a larger current in the inductor coil (I =—34kA)
In this case, if the compression current is fixed on the
unstable part of the curve I0(R),the situation is quite
different. The movement of the column is sharply accelerated
and the rate of the plasma temperature rise is increased. The
violation of the quasi—stationary compression takes place. The
calculations showed that in spite of the energetic time (”14
ms) being close to the compression time (”10 ms) ions are being
heated adiabatically. Due to generation of a reverse emf on the
inner part of the plasma column the skinning current is
negative (Fig.4). For this reason the Troyon factor at the
stage of compression can exceed 4. These calculations also
showed that a divertor configuration with zero field on the
horizontal axis is being formed during the compression stage
and zero field point moves inwards in front of the plasma
column.

References.
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2.E.A.Azizov et al. Preprint 3—251, IVTAN, Moscow, 1988.
3.V.E.Zhogolev, S.V.Putvinskij, "Nuclear Fusion", 1982, 22. 947.
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Fig.1 Plasma column position
vs oompressign coil current.
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A STUDY OF POLOIDAL AND TOROIDAL ROTATION IN THE
TJ-I OHMICALLY HEATED TOKAMAK

B. Zurro and TH Team

Asociacion EURATOM/CIEMAT para Fusion. 13—28040 Madrid. Spain

INTRODUCTION

Plasma rotation is of paramount interest for understanding confinement in magnetic devices.

The magnitude and direction of poloidal rotation are interrelated with the diffusion fluxes of the

bulk component and of the plasma impurities. For this purpose poloidal rotation velocity

profiles have been measured as a function of density, in order to establish some empirical

correlation between particle transport and rotation, when the tokamak operational space is

covered. Preliminary measurements of toroidal rotation velocity have been performed for

estimating how important is its contribution to the observed poloidal flow. Measurements of
plasma rotation in ohmically heated tokamak can be found in (1) and the references therein, but

systematic studies as a function of radius, density and other parameters are not available.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

TJ-I is an ohmically heated tokamak (R0 = 30 cm, a = 10 cm) and was operated for this

experiment with toroidal fields ranging from 0.8 to 1.5 T and a plasma current between 35 and

45 kA. The chord averaged electron density was varied between 0.5 and 3x1013 cm‘3.

Rotation measurements have been performed in the TJ—I tokamak by measuring the shift of

well known and isolated ionic lines with spatial resolution. For this purpose a 1 m

monochromator with an intensified multichannel detector mounted in its focal plane was used.

A linear dispersion of 2.6 A/mm is typical in third order, and a thermal drift of 0.1 pixel per

0.1 9C must be corrected during a sequence. The line of sight can be scanned by a shot to shot
technique.A set of 20 good reproducible discharges are needed to obtain a rotation profile
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from djfferent ions with ionization potential ranging from 40 to 390 eV. Fortunately for these

measurements, it is possible to observe emission from highly ionized impurities at the plasma

edge, supposedly due to charge exchange of deconfined ions of higher charge which reach the

plasma periphery with high temperature. For poloidal rotation measurements the input slit is

imaged onto the plasma edge and rotated 909; for toroidal rotation measurements the light

collected along different chords almost tangential to the major toms circumference, is relayed

to the input slit by means of a lens and a quartz fibre bundle.

RESULTS

The TH plasma poloidal rotation profiles have been measured using the following lines: CV

(2271 A), 0v (2781 A), CW (5290 A), cm (2296 A); first ion peaks at plasma center,
whereas these oxygen ions peak at a radius between 2-6 cm and the last one at the plasma

edge. To construct a rotation profile with these ions, it is necessary to expose three different

spectral ranges using the optical multichannel intensified detector. The CV is measured in third

order and the others in first due to the presence of interferences lines when trying to work in

higher orders. The rotation velocity is determined by scanning the line of sight of the

spectrometer across the plasma cross section on a shot to shot basis during a series of well

reproducible discharges. Changes in the location of the line center measured at half intensity

(after been corrected for thermal drift) are attributed to Doppler shifts. A method to deduce

rotation from line integrated data was explained before (2).

Fig. la shows a typical shift profile for CV as well as its line integrated emission profile; a

pixel unit in this figure is equivalent to 0.2 A. In Fig. 1b the angular poloidal velocity of the

same ion along with that of a peripheral one (CIH) is plotted versus line averaged density, as it

is varied between 0.5 to 2.6x10l3 cm'3; positive velocities correspond to electron diamagnetic
drift direction. It is worth to notice that central and intermediate ions rotates in TJ-I in the

electron diamagnetic direction with a velocity which diminishes as the density increases.

However, an edge ion like CIII rotates in the opposite direction at low densities, see Fig. 1b,

and in the electron diamagnetic direction between 1.5 to 2.62:10l3 cm'3. Intermediate ions like
OVI and 0V, which data are not included in Fig. 1, behave similarly to CV with plasma

density but rotate with lower angular velocities.
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Fig. l. a) Typical shift and line averaged emission profiles for CV; b) Dependence of angular poloidal rotation

with line averaged density for central (CV) and edge ions (Cl'll).

This inversion of the rotation is clearly evident in CV shift profiles and other ions which

emission pealc at medium plasma radius. In TJ-l plasmas we can detect emission from CV, 0V

and CHI along peripheral plasma chords, but the inversion or reduction in poloidal rotation is

markedly more evident in the two last ions. We provisionally ascribe this effect to the fact that

since CV ions at the edge have thermal temperatures in the same range than central ones, the

viscosity and other effects which damp the rotation should be less effective for it than for the

colder particles. In Fig. 3, an angular poloidal velocity profile, obtained from data shift

profiles from three different ions, is shown.

In order to elucidate the meaning of the measured velocity, v9, we must consider the basic

mechanisms driving it. From the radial component of the flux-surface averaged ion momentum

equation, we can put V9 = VE + VD + Be/BT VT, where the meaning of these terms is the

conventional one (3). To estimate the importance of the last term, the poloidal projection of the

toroidal flow, we have measured the ionic toroidal velocity by using the OVI line at 5290 A.

well transmitted by a fiber guide. The raw profile so obtained is depicted in Fig. 4, where

pronounced deeps are evident around the position of the q=2 rational surface; islands could

be the cause of this observed rotation damping as has been theoretically suggested. The plasma

in TJ-I rotates in the counter current direction. Although the absolute values of toroidal
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esu‘mated from these data are in the same range as poloidal rotation velocities, when entered

in previous equation its contribution to the poloidal rotation is less than 10%. A pixel in this

figure is equivalent to 0.2 A. A more detailed analysis of rotationprofiles at three different

plasma densities will be presented. Similarly. the dependence of plasma rotation with toroidal

field, Which according to first measurements seems to rise with it, will be presented at the

conference.
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Fig. 3. Plot of poloidal rotation as a function Fig. 4. Toroidal rotation profile showing

of radius for fl=1.8x1013 cm'3. damping supposedly due to magnetic islands.

In conclusion, TJ—I plasmas exhibit sheared angular rotation profiles, whereas at high

densities the entire plasma rotates in the electron diamagnetic drift direction, at densities below

1.5x1013 cm‘3 the cold peripheral ions rotates in the opposite direction. The toroidal rotation

seems to have a modest contribution to the poloidal flow, being the EXB term the dominant

drive of poloidal plasma rotation, at least at low densities.
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RUNAWAY ELECTRON FLUCTUATIONS STUDIES IN TJ-I

L. Rodriguez R., J. A. Vega
Asociacién Euratom-Ciemat para Fusion

28040 MADRID-SPAIN

Introduction
The runaway electron characteristics (energy, confinement time, distribution

function, and intensity spectra) have been studied for ohmic discharges in TJ-I tokamak

(RO=0.3 m, a=0.1 m, BT < 1.5 T, Ip < 60 kA) by using a simple 2—D model for runaway

dynamics [1]. In the present work, this model has been used to study time evolution of the
runaway electrons along a TJ—I discharge under different plasma conditions by analyzing
fluctuations on the total hard-X-ray flux signal. Frequency spectra and correlation with

"e fluctuations, either at the edge of the plasma, or me inside the plasma, and poloidal

magnetic field fluctuations B have been analyzed.
13

Experimental set-up
The experimental setup used consists of, on the one hand, by a data acquisition

system that allows to record in a same TJ—I discharge, different X-ray spectra, coming
from a Si(Li) detector and two NaI(Tl), one of them “viewing” the plasma column

tangentially and the second one, perpendicularly, with seven 4 ms time-windows that
correspond to the rise, plateau and sloping down of the discharge. In addition, a third
NaI(Tl) detector working in current mode for hard—X-ray total flux fluctuations, a

Langmuir probe measuring density fluctuations [2], a microwave reflectometer working

in the band 30-55 GHz to obtain ne fluctuations with radial resolution [3], and a magnetic

pick-up coil to study B19 fluctuations are used.

As to photon spectra, data acquisition was accomplished by using four channel

camac modules (LC6210) described in [41. Fluctuation signal data acquisition used

identical modules, which were digitized at a 1 MHZ sampling rate. Conventional FFF
was used for data analysis.
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Discharges with hard-X-ray fluctuations have been observed in low toroidal

winduw

0 I5
time(ms)

30

Figure 1. Plasma discharge.

field conditions (0.9 T) and low density:

0.8 x1013 cm"3 at maximum current
intensity, and falling down at puffing gas

cut-off. Loop voltage is 3 V at lp

maximum (figure 1).

l-X rays spectra,
Pulse height amplitude spectra

have been measured with fluctuations
and accumulated in 9 repetitive
discharges in seven time windows begin-
ning 2 ms after discharge start-up.
Electron temperature obtained from
Si(Li) detector and the inverse value of

hard-X-ray spectra slope (expressed in
keV) are shown in figure 2. Hard X-ray
data are obtained from “tangential"

detector since perpendicular one does not provide a good statistical result. The value of
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Figure 2. Electron temperature from SXR and inverse HXR spectra slopes.
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the inferred runaway confinement time are shown in figure 3. The evolution of 5166110“
temperature corresponds to a normal discharge with the highest temperature at Current
maximum, and the values higher than normal ones can be related with the no
perpendicular viewing chord of the detector. The runaway regime at the end of the
discharge can explain the absence of low energy photons in this detector. laway
confinement time is higher than in discharges without fluctuations, but this Can b:
explained by the low electrons density. After fluctuations there is a loss of runaWay
electrons with a higher confinement time.

fluctuations
Fluctuation frequency spectra are shown in figure 4 for the second time window,

where the HXR flux presents fluctuations in the time signal and no disruption Was
observed. Reflectometer frequency is chosen at 35 GHz (r = 6 cm). Langmuir probe and
reflectometer both present a high level of fluctuations. MHD signal has two zones of high
activity, one around 50 kHz and a second one around 100 kHz, that does not appear

without HXR fluctuations. VL frequency spectra is also peaked around 50 kHz,

3
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0 . . . , .
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Figure 3. Runaway confinement time.

Frequency spectra obtained from HXR present a dominant frequency around 5 kHz.
From these measurements, it is seen that low frequency fluctuations are related

with MHD activity and high frequency ones decrease like density spectra (in the border
and inside) with an exponential shape, suggesting that high density fluctuations in HXR
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flux are induced by density fluctuations. Runaway confinement times are in agreement

with previous measurements from total particle flux [2] and spectroscopy [5].

r‘rrrr
lillhjllilil“

room

Figure 5. Frequency spectra from a)VL, b) HXR, c) Langmuir probe, d) reflectometer, e)

MHD. On x-axis frequency is in Hz and on y~axis amplitude is in arbitrary units.
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N THE TEXAS EXPERIMENTAL TOKAMAK (TEXT)'
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in the Texas Experimental Tokamak (TEXT), the confinement time for
particles and impurities is significantly longer in a helium plasma than in either
hydrogen or deuterium plasmas. In a general sense, a study of confinement in
helium plasmas is warranted simply to identify the features which distinguish
helium from hydrogen plasmas and thus perhaps learn more about confinement.
in particular, the focused goals of this experiment were 1) to determine whether
electrostatic turbulence contributes significantly to edge transport in He as it does
in H [1] and 2) to contrast the behavior of impurities in He plasmas with that
observed in H plasmas. in addition to the transport results, an unexpected
diagnostic result was that He and H plasmas are qualitatively and quantitatively
distinct in both the toroidal plasma rotation and the plasma potential.

For these experiments, the plasmas generated in TEXT were Ohmically
heated. The major radius was 1 m, and the minor radius was limited to 0.26 m by
a full aperture, poloidal titanium carbide coated graphite limiter. Typically, the data
was taken during a 300 ms interval in which the macroscopic quantities such as lp

and he were constant.
The particle flux, F, was derived from measurements of the particle source,

8, via the continuity equation
V-F=S.

The local particle source was inferred from spectroscopic measurements of the
rate of ionization of the fueling gas.[1] For both H and He, the particle confinement
measurements refer to confinement of the fully stripped ion. The particle
confinement time, “tip. is used here as a convenient tool for comparison of the
discharges and is defined as

J'ni(r)dV
Tp =

rAp
where Ap is the surface area of the plasma.
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In figure 1, there is a comparison of two particle confinement time density

scaling studies, one for He and one for H. For both, lp=200 kA, B¢=2.5T, and
=1)=4. Clearly, particle confinement time is longer in helium, but it is also

interesting that the confinement scales differently in H and He. Specifically, the
low density increase in confinement apparent in the hydrogen results (see also
figure 2) is not evident in helium.
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Figure 1. Particle and impurity confinement times for H and He plasmas with
|p=200 kA, and B¢=2.5T.

As shown in figure 2, the density scalings in H and D are self-similar.
Although the confinement time for D is larger than that for H. the principal features

of the density scaling are the same, an increase in 1p with fie at low density and a

decrease at higher fie. The scaling for He is not self-similar with those for H and
D. The H and D results suggest that there is an isotopic dependence in the
transport. When the He results are also considered, the transport mechanism
appears more complex perhaps even suggesting a dependence on ion mass.

One component of the total particle flux, F, is that due to electrostatic

turbulence, l“(E><B). In figure 3, that component is compared with the total flux
which was derived from the spectroscopic measurements as described earlier.
The magnitudes of the two sets of values have fairly large uncertainties and

agreement can be claimed only to about 50%. In the figure, F(E><B) is normalized
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to F at fie = 4x1019m'3 to demonstrate that the total flux and this turbulem
component scale in the same way. This result coupled with a previous Similarresult in H [1] suggests that electrostatic turbulence is a major driving mechanismfor particle transport. While the phenomenological conclusion of the previousparagraph may indeed be correct, it should be modified so that the electrostaticturbulence is acknowledged as a major contributor to transport and, if there is anisotopic dependence or an ion mass dependence, then these must be acting 3through the turbulence.
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Figure 2. Particle confinement times for H and D.
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Figure 3. Particle flux at the plasma boundary for He plasmas. Total particle flux is
represented by (0 ). The particle flux inferred from electrostatic turbulence
measurements is represented by (A).
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The impurity transport information is derived from the temporal evolution of
a short pulse of scandium which was injected into the plasma by laser ablation.
The confinement time for the highest ionization stage is shown in figure 1 for the
same plasma conditions as for the particle confinement results described earlier.
Clearly, the central impurity confinement time is much longer in He than in H.
From comparisons of the transient response of the lower stages of ionization of Sc
which appear at the plasma edge with the behavior of the higher stages near the
center, it follows that impurities are more peaked in the He case.

The impurity transport in the H and He cases was simulated using the FRC
transport code CHAPO.[2] In the simulation, the impurity flux is assumed to be
independent of charge state and to consist of diffusive and convective terms,

an; r
I‘=-Da—r+Vnza

The case simulated is for |p=200kA, B¢=2.BT, and fie=2.5><1019 m‘3. The
hydrogen and the helium cases are alike to the extent that they can both be
simulated with this model, but as might be expected they differ in the transport
coefficients. The simulation results are summarized in table 1.

Table 1. Impurity transport coefficients in helium and
hydrogen plasmas.

Plasma Ion m2 mDi?) Vi?)
H 1.0 -5.0
He 1.3 -15.0

The diffusion coefficient is essentially the same for the two cases. The major
difference is in the convective velocity, V. The larger inward convection leads to a
more strongly peaked impurity profile and to a longer confinement time. At least
for these discharge conditions, impurity transport in He is characterized by a
stronger inward convection than in H.

Plasma rotation and plasma potential were both measured during these
experiments, the former using Doppler shift of ambient impurity spectra and the
latter using a heavy ion beam probe. A striking result was a reversal of the toroidal
rotation direction when the fuel gas was changed from H to He. This was promptly
traced to a reduction In the inward-directed electric field. If the neoclassical
velocity is naively used as a comparison, then the rotation in H is much smaller
than expected while the rotation in He is of the order of the expectation.
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Abstract

We describe the design, construction and partial operation of a small
Tokamak facility (NOVILLO Tokamak) intended for research purposes, with -
the following main characteristics: R=O.23 m, a = 0.06 m, I maxiZilZ kA,
BT14] kG, Te:150 eV, Tizso eV, “(£25 Rsec, c123.

The predominant design conditions were: stray field due to.the hour——
glass shaped ohmic heating transformer £2 10 G, toroidal magnetic field

-

ripple less than 1% at R = 0.23 m, vertical equilibrium magnetic field l
3:2:150—315 G with appropiate decay index n05: 0.5, and multiple access
ports covering a total area of 617.78 cm2 for diagnostic purposes.

The vacuum system provides a base pressure of 4x10“8 mbar. According
to a residual gas analyzer, 80% of the base pressure is reported as being
due to water.

Furtherly, a general description of the design and construction of the
power sources and data adquisition system is also included.

The tokamak operation in the discharge cleaning regime was obtained —
with a 10 kw 17 kHz oscillator for 50—100 msec, at a pulse rate of 2 pps and
a gas (H2) working pressure between 1.5 — 4.7x10‘4 mbar.

1. Structural and Magnetic Specifications /1/.

NOVILLO small tokamak has been conceived as a first step facility —
focoused on experimental research and future scaling. Four 316/L stainless
steel 90° bends are assembled by O—ringed insulating flanges to provide a
0.0032 m wall thick toroidal vacuum chamber with a 0.23 m major and 0.06 m
minor radii, allowing a total Eort covered area of 617.78 cm2 whose base a
vacuum pressure, under 4.0x10‘ mbar, is reached by a TPU/500 Balzers turbo-
molecular pump.

A central hourglass shaped bobbin acts as an 1.2 mH ohmic heating trans
former (OHT) fed by a double fast—slow (Cf=0.44 mf/Vf=12 kV, Cs=4500 mf/
VS=1700 V) capacitor bank while a 12 module toroidal coil run on a 62 uf/
ZOkV bank is perfoming BT=O.47 T, IT=1500 A, RT=O.32—A— and a ripple a; 1%
at the major radius, Fig. 1.

In consequence, a maximun current I =12 RA and temperatures Til: 50 eV
TE 2:150 eV are attainable implying a Bp=0.04 T {3=0.997 and if :15 msec.
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spurious OHT field inside the chamber is to be counterbalanced by a 210 G
vertical field supplied also by a fast—slow field with VF = 1700 V,
CF = 0.736 mf, VS = 250 V, CS = 45 mf leading to a decaying index nO :‘O.5.

Ripple (Z)
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Fig. 1. Toroidal field ripple versus major radius R.

2. Present periphereal systems

Six capacitor banks in the ranks 62.5-45000 uf, 0.25—18 kV, 147—
26010 J, 180—6031 A, 1.43—9.0 mH including 1.17—15 msec for current rise—
time, supply the magnetic systems by means of a charge circuit. Endowed
with a GL—7703 General Electric ignitron it manages a voltage up to 20 kV
and currents 2'2 c/sec. A 120 sec recovery time is required by consecutive
shoots of the capacitor system and a TTL technology time control unit —
synchronise the 6 banks.

Once an IBM compatible PC—AT system is available, a 32 channel proto—
type circuit for acquisition data system (ADS) will be in operation (Fig.
2).

3. Development of cleaning discharges /2/.

Residual gas analysis at the base pressure exhibits an 80 Z water —
vapour and 20 Z hydrogen, oxigen and carbon spectrum. Water contents can be
further diminished up to 20 Z by an adequate baking process. When used as
a leak detector, the spectrometre indicates partial pressures at the —
components 28, 14, 32 and 16 attributable to atmospheric air. Comparative
measurements are carried out with argon as a test gas.

So, in order to accomplish an efficient vacuum surface conditioning,
a discharge cleaning plasma has been produced by means of low temperature
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Fig.2. The prototype circuit for the acquisition data system

Hydrogen discharges sustained for several hours per gay at a 2 pps pulse —
rate, and a working pressure between 1.5 and 4.7x10 torr.

To this purpose, 17.5 kHz AF fields drive about 10 kw into the dischag
ge thanks to a AF power oscillator. Being specifically designed and assem -
bled, it consists of a T8w7/8000 water cooled triode, plate power supply
tank circuit and grid pulser as shown in figure 3, enabling 0—50 msec AF —
pulses amounting 10 kV peak to peak voltage and a 70 A rms current.

The discharge cleaning mode has been successfully performed by a 2 Hz
repetitive operation of the toroidal field in a 600 G regime on a 5 msec
180 A pulse cheme simultaneous to the oscillator discharge (Fig. 4).

We wish to acknowledge the assistance of the IAEA (project MEX/I/OlS)
in the activities above reported.
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Fig. 3. AF oscilator (the coil is the GET).

Fig. 4. Osciloscope discharge cleaning plasma current (top),oscilator
OHT currént (center) and toroidal magnetic field (bottom).
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ABSTRACT

The various confinement improvement modes different from H-mode, are
found in JIPPT-llU. They are characterized by the steep density gradient.
The study of the turbulence in these modes is also performed.

INTRODUCTION

An important task of tokamak research is to develope the method of the
confinement improvement and to understand its physics. Recently
experimental results on TFTR and ASDEX showed that the optimizations of
the fueling and the wall condition are one of the ways to the confinement
improvement different from H-mode , aflhough the mechanism is not well
understood [1,2]. In the present paper, experimental results on the
improved confinement of JIPP T—11U[3], by the control of the fueling such as
gas puffing and NBI, are reported. In addition the preliminary results on
the study of the density turbulence in those improved confinement mode is
presented.

GAS PUFFING

The effects of variation of the strong gas puffing‘on the ohmic
plasmas are shown in fig. 1. After the gas puffing rate is reduced, the
loop voltage drops and diamagnetism and the neutron yield are observed to
increase, while the average plasma density is kept nearly constant. The
peaking factor of the plasma density Hn(O)/Om(r)), keeps on increasing to
about the value of 3.0 after the decrease of gas—puffing. The ECE
temperature in fig. 1 decreases in the last phase, while the electron
temperature measured by the PHA analysis of the soft x-ray does not
decrease. The decrease in the ECE signal is attributed to the cyclotron
cutoff of the ECE'emission[h] and supports the fact that plasma keeps on
peaking on the improved phase. This is the first observation of IOC
(Improved Ohmic Confinement) modefl] i.e. the switching of SOC(Saturated
Ohmic Confinement) to LOC(Linear Ohmic Confinement) in limiter discharges.
After the reduction of gas-puffing the joule-input decreases due to the
decrease of the loop voltage and the~radiation measured by the bolemoter
arrays decreases roughly in proportional to the decrease of joule heating.
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These facts mean that the effect of radiation in IOC is not significant.

Counter NBI

Comparison of plasma behaviours with co- and counter—injected neutal

beams of 300 kW net power is shown in fig. 2. The counter-injected plasma

is Characterized by higher impurity and higher plasma density, in

rdance with a better particle confinement[5,6,7]. In addition, the
o

2::ntef NBI plasma has much higher peak ion temperature and toroidal

rotational velocity as shown in fig.2. The central ion temperature and

torOldal rotation velocity increase as the peaking factor increases during

the pulse width of counter—N31. In case of co-injccted plasmas, the

peaking factor, ion temperature and rotation speed stay constant at the

latter half of the pulse. These facts indicate the close connection between

the radial inwards flow and the improvement of ion energy and momentum

confinement in conunter-injected plasmas. The improved confinement can be

also obtained by pellet injection. The degree of the improvement is larger

when the density profile of the pellet-injected plasma is more peaky.

TURBULENCE STUDY

In order to study the improvement mechanism, the FIR heterodyne

scattering of HCN laser light of lOOmW was performed on the limiter-IOC

mode with counter injection of neutral beam. The area of the observation

by the FIR scattering is chosen to be in upper half of the plasma so that

directions of the propagation of turbulence along electron and ion

diamagnetic driftxcan be distbgished[3]. The typical scattering signals are

shown in fig. 3, where the limiter IOC plasma is almost the same with the

case of fig. 1. When the IOC mode was set by the decrease of gas—puffing,

the integrated scattered signals of turbulences with the propagation vectors

along electron diamagnetic drift and ion diamagnetic drift, both show the

decrease, while the plasma density is kept almost constant. But at the

time N81 is introduced, there are no change in the scattered signals. The

wavelength of the turbulences shown in this figure have the waves of 10
cm_ and corresponds to the wavelength of the maximum growth rate in drift

wave instability. This may suggest that the confinement of the NBI heated

plasma is not determined by the drift-wave turbulence while the ohmic

plasma confinemnt is limited by the drift-wave turbulences. The magnetic

turbulence with long wavelength may be the candidates for the confinement

of the additionally heated plasmas, since the magnetic turbulence with long

wavelenth will not be effectively detected by FIR laser scattering.

Further study will be performed with the introduction of HIBP and

reflectometry for the study of the plasma turbulence in the various

confinement mode.
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MEASUREMENTS OF FLUCTUATIONS AND SPACE POTENTIAL PROFILESIN THE TEXAS EXPERIMENTAL TOKAMAK (TEXT)'

P. M. Schoch, R. L. Hickok, A. J. Woorton,T and X. Z. Yang"

Fiensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NYTThe Fusion Research Center, The University of Texas, Austin, TX USA”Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica, Beijing, PRC

A Heavy Ion Beam Probe (HIBP) has been used to measure density andspace potential fluctuations, and the space potential profile in TEXT. Part Apresents the fluctuation data with emphasis on poloidal variations. Spac9potential profiles are discussed in Pan B.
TEXT is a non-divertor tokamak with a major radius of Fi=1 m and a minorradius of a=0.26m The results presented are for ohmic heated discharges. TheHIBP on TEXT consists of injecting singly charged thallium ions into the plasmawith ion energies up to 540kev.[1] Doubly charged ions, produced dominantly beelectron impact ionization, are detected using an electrostatic energy analyzer.The change in ion energy is a measure of the space potential, and normalizedvariations of the detected current are a measure of density fluctuations. Thedensity and potential fluctuations are simultaneously measured at up to threespatial locations, this allow evaluation of the phase angle and coherence betwaenthe fluctuations, as well as estimates of wave numbers.

PART A: Poloidal variation of fluctuations
Figure 1 shows contour plots of density fluctuation data taken during a 2.8T,

200kA helium discharge with a line average density fie = 2'1019 m‘3. The vertical
axis is normalized radius in flux coordinates, p ~ r/a. The horizontal axis is
poloidal angle 6 where 6 = 0 is the outside midplane of the plasma. and 9 = 90 isthe top. This plot shows the outer portion of the circular plasma mapped onto arectangular grid: flux surfaces would be represented by horizontal lines.The density fluctuation levels (fi/n) are large at the plasma surface anddecrease towards the plasma interior. The fluctuation level is not constant on a
flux surface, but actually varies by 30% at the p=0.9 surface. The plasma spacepotential fluctuations also show a poloidal variation, as does the phase anglebetween density and potential fluctuations, (not shown.) The combined effect of allthese variations is that the particle flux due to electrostatic fluctuations would varyby nearly 100% over this poloidal range, (at p = 0.9 and assuming that there areno poloidal variations in average wavenumbers and electron density.) Thepoloidal variation would be consistent with a m=4 mode. possibly a stationaryisland chain. The radial location of p = 0.9 coincides with the q = 4 flux surface forthis discharge. This is not the first measurement of poloidal asymmetries for ohmic
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heated plasmas in TEXT [2]; however. it is the first measurement with potential
and phase angle Information.
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Fig. 1 Contours of constant relative density fluctuations (Fl/n). Contour
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Fig. 2 Contours of constant relative density fluctuations (ft/n). Fig. 23
is for the discharge before the resonant helical perturbation is
applied. Fig. 2b is torduring the perturbation. Contourlines
from bottom to top are for fi/n - 0.02. 0.04, 0.06. 0.08. 0.10, 0.12.
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Figure 2 shows density fluctuations of a 2T, 190kA, hydrogen discha,with fie - 2'1019 m‘3. Figure 2a shows the contours of density fluctuations fer thisdischarge. There is a high degree of poloidal symmetry, the variation seenbe due to finite sample volume effects of the HIBP. Figure 2b shows contours 0,density fluctuations for the same discharge after a resonant helical magnefiperturbation has been applied. The resonant fields are produced using diSCretgpoloidal coils placed around and outside the vacuum vessel.[3] For this dischar ethe dominant toroidal mode number n=2, with multiple poloidal mode numbersaround m~7. There is a strong correlation between the island chains produCed bthe magnetic perturbation and the changes in the fluctuation levels. When thecurrent in the perturbing coils was reversed, the changes in fluctuation levglsmoved poloidally to match the changes in the island chains. The similaritybetween Figs. 1 and 2b leads to the speculation that the poloidal variation in Fig, 1could be driven by external magnetic field errors which produce stationamagnetic islands. There is no other evidence on TEXT to support this speculation.Work on Dill-D and other machines would indicate that such islands might exist[4,5].

PART B: potential profiles
The HIBP has measured space potential profiles for TEXT dischargesduring Ohmic Heating, strong MHD activity, ECH, and with applied resonanthelical magnetic perturbations. Due to space limitations and for continuity withpart A, profiles will be presented for before and during the applied resonant helicalperturbation, as shown in Fig. 3. The radial electric field is negative, (inwardpointing) for the nonperturbed discharge for all radii inside of the limiter. This

changes during the applied field to a positive value for p > 0.85. Figure 4 showsthe dependence of the potential profile on the magnitude of the perturbation. Theregion of positive electric field increases with increases in the perturbation.Analysis shows that the radial electric field in the absence of the magneticperturbation is consistent with the ion momentum balance:
1 BPEr =W+ <v¢iee> - <veie¢>

n: and Pi are the ion density and pressure,
Be and B4, are the poloidal and toroidal magnetic field,
Vei and V4,; are the poloidal and toroidal plasma rotation velocity, and
Vet is taken as the neoclassical value and V¢= 0.

During the magnetic perturbation there is an edge region of stochasticmagnetic field. In this region, particles can reach the limiter along field lines.Electrons would leave the plasma more rapidly, giving rise to a positive ambipolarelectric field which adjusts the electron flow rate to equal the i0n rate.[6] The radialelectric field can be expressed as:

T a 1E,=--é§xa-r[ln (nT2)]
This is consistent with the measured electric field and the edge density andtemperature profiles in TEXT during the magnetic perturbation. Increases in the
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n1agnitude of the perturbation cause increases in the region of stochastic fields,

this is qualitatively consistent with the measured potential profiles.
The measurements of potential profiles in TEXT are consistent with those

calculated from radial ion momentum balance using experimental values of the

density, ion temperature and neoclassical plasma poloidal rotation velocity. When
the magnetic flux surfaces are distorted enough to cause island overlap.(as by
applying a magnetic perturbation), the potential profiles are consistent with

estimates from stochastic field theory. This latter statement indicates that intrinsic

magnetic fluctuations may not be large enough to drive stochastic regions in

TEXT. because the electric field is everywhere negative.
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\
electron thermal diffusivities, x, and M, are much larger than neoclassical predictions,
and are reduced for plasmas with peaked density profiles. In addition, it was found
that the ion temperature and density profile shapes were correlated such that the
plasma was close to the theoretical [2,3] marginal stability for ion temperature gradientdriven turbulence (ITGDT) [4t Similar results were obtained for related plasmas with
unidirectional injectionlSl. Since theoretically predicted transport[6] is larger than
observed, ITGDT transport should be able to enforce near marginal stability. Due to
the large values of Ti/Tfl, 2 ~ 3 for supershots, the flat-density expressions {Or a critical
LT_ E a, logT, threshold for lTG»mode stability were found to be appropriate.

Previous studies of steady state transport in supershotslll have shown that the ion and

To test and confirm the ITGDT marginal stability of these plasma, the peaked density
profiles of supershots have been transiently broadened. using either a helium gas pull" or
a deuterium pellet. Ifmarginal stability to lTGDT is controlling the transport in these
plasmas, the ion thermal transport should adjust during the perturbation to attempt
to keep the plasma near the stability boundary.
The target plasmas discussed here are supershots with ]p : ] MA, ET 4 4.8 T,
H. : 2.45 m. and 1-! MW of balanced co and counteptangential ~ 100 keV deu—
terium neutral beam injection. This produced a plasma with 719(0) 2: 5 X 1019 m’a,
ne(O)/(uu) N 2.3, 72(0) 1: 8 keV, 71(0) x 25 ke\', and 773/7113” 1: 2.7, where TE is
the confinement time from L-mode scalingiTJ. The density profile was perturbed by
injecting either 2.5 Torriliters of He in a 16 msec pulse (see Fig. 1a) or by injecting
a deuterium pellet (Fig. lb). The gas pulse perturbed the outer half of the plasma,
while the pellet size could be chosen to produce perturbations at various radii. The
perturbed ne(7‘,t) is measured by a ten-channel infrared interferometer array, with a
time resolution of 0.5 msec, and Thomson scattering. The T,(r,t) response is measured
by charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy of the C VI 5292 A line, with a time
resolution of 10 msee.

The consequences of the difierent perturbations are the same: the plasma is driven far
from the theoretical lTG stability boundary during the perturbation (Fig. 2). The
density profile is locally broadened (Lm E 6,. log 71: increased by a factor e» 8), but
the T, profile becomes slightly steeper ( LT, dropped), as seen in Fig. ‘2. In contrast,
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the theoretically predicted[3] critical-LT, for ITG-mode linear instability is predicted
to increase during the perturbation, making the plasma more unstable. The increase
in the critical LT. is due to Ti/Te dropping during the perturbation, and due to the
increase in Ln. While changes in the Zgfl profile have not yet been included in the
analysis, they are expected to increase the critical L1 further (i.e. indicating the
plasma is more unstable). Similar results are obtained using other expression[2] for the
critical 1,73.

The thermal energy transport in these plasmas has been analyzed by the 1%»D time—
dependent code TRANSP [8] using the experimentally measured temperature and den-
sity profiles. Te(1',t) is measured by ECE spectroscopy and Thomson scattering. The
ion depletion is calculated using tangential visible»bremsstrahlung measurements for
Z4} and x-ray spectroscopic measurements of metallic concentrations. Edge hydrogenic-
neutral influx is inferred [9] from the measurements of an array of absolutely calibrated
Ha detectors. The beam-ion slowing down distribution is simulated as a separate
species not subject to anomalous transport, consistent with experimental observations
at low power [10]. The beam ions are treated as joining the. background thermal ion
species when their energy falls below g7}. Electronvion energy exchange is assumed to
be classical.

The transport analysis indicates that the ion heat flux q,- remains approximately Con-
stant throughout the perturbations, as seen in Fig. 3. The increase in ion heat flux
after the pellet perturbation appears to be consistent with the density increase, in that
the inferred x, E q,/n.VT,, Fig. 4, is not changed. The theoretically predicted x,
for fully turbulent lTGDT[6] is a factor of 3 to > 30 times larger than the observed
values (varying with minor radius). In addition, microwave scattering during the per
turbations shows the emergence of a broad spectral feature rotating in electron-drift
direction, but no apparent structure rotating in the ion-drift direction (as would be
expected for ITG DT).

Thus, even though the ITGDT stability threshold is strongly violated by the perture
bations and the lTGDT transport is predicted to be strong enough to dominate the
observed transport, we find that the ion thermal transport is unaffected by the perture
bation. we conclude from this experiment that the anomalous ion thermal transport in
supershots is not controlled by lTGDT marginal stability, as presently understood. As
a consequence, the observed [1,4] parametric dependencies of x, and X2 in the supershot
regime (both decrease with increasing Ti, Te, or flip) may need to be reexamined.
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PERTURBA'ITVE TRANSPORT STUDIES OF NEUTRAL BEAM HEATED
TFTR PLASMAS USING CARBON PELLET INJECTION

R A, Bulge, A. Cavallo, D. Johnson, H. Park, A.T. Ramsey,
G.L. Schmidt, B.C. Stratton, E.J. Synakowski, G. Taylor

Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08543 USA

J. Terry, B. Howell, E. Marrnar

Massachussetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139 USA

[NTRQIQUQTIQN - Carbon pellets have been successfully used to produce well localiZed,
moderate-sized density and temperature perturbations deep in the confinement region (r/a ~ 05)
of high-power neutral beam heated TFI‘R plasmas. These experiments have been carried out
specifically to extend the potential of pellet injection as an approach to detailed heat and particletransport studies, with the ultimate objective of identifying significant dependencies in the
transport matrix based on analysis of the plasma response to such perturbations of the variousthermodynamic driving terms. The use of carbon pellets allows one to achieve the deepestpenetration of high-temperature plasmas for a given perturbation size, relative to otherperturbation techniques such as gas puffingm, laser ablationz, and deuterium3'4’5 or lithium6
pellet injection. The initial results reported here serve to both establish the basic viability of this
approach, and, in addition, show several transport effects of immediate physics interest in the
response of L—rnode and supershot plasmas to the pellet perturbations.

L-Mg QDE EXPERIMENTS - Fig. (1) shows the electron density profile evolution produced by
carbon pellet injection into the steady—state neutral beam heated phase of an L-mode TFTR
plasma with I = 1.4 MA and Pb = 11 MW of balanced neutral beam power. The hollow
electron densigl profile immediately following the pellet deposition at t = 3.425 5 peaks well
into the plasma, as desired, subsequently filling in smoothly until a sawtooth at t = 3.5 s.

The pellet perturbation is also clearly seen in the electron temperature profiles, as shown inFig. (2) for this same plasma. Of particular interest is the existence of a fast time scale
component to the electron temperature profile relaxation following the pellet. As shown in the
figure, this profile relaxation to a significantly reduced gradient similar to that of the pre-pellet
plasma occurs on a time scale on the order of the 4 ms resolution of this measurement, with
Tc(r) simultaneously decreasing at smaller minor radii while increasing at larger radii.

Other aspects of the response of this plasma to the perturbation are shown in Fig. (3),
together with the behavior of a reference no-pellet shot (shown as dashed). In Fig. 3(a), the
perturbation to the total electron density is seen to be roughly AN/N ~ 30%, with a smooth
decay indicating a l/e particle confinement time scale of approximately 1 ~ 80 ms. The pellet
contribution to the plasma Zeff as measured by visible bremsstrahlung alga decays in a similar
fashion, indicating similar transport and confinement of the carbon ions as for the electrons.

The plasma total stored energy, measured magnetically, is shown in Fig. 3(b), and is seen
to be unperturbed by the pellet (the slight variation after t ~ 3.85 is due to a drop in beam
power). The electron stored energy (determined from the electron density and temperature
profiles) exhibits a small, transient increase within this constant total stored energy, recovering
on the time scale of the electron density and Zeff decay. This behavior reflects a transient shift
in energy partition between the electron, thermal ion, and fast ion channels, presumably
directly attributable to this increase in density and Zeff during this time. The energy
confinement time in Figure 3(c) does not Show any significant response to the pellet
perturbation, reflecting the unperturbed behavior of the plasma total stored energy.
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W- Carbon pellet injection into supershot plasmas has also been
carrifid out, successfully yielding similar deep r/a ~ 0.5 penetration, hollow electron density
rofiles, and relaxation behavior qualitatively similar to that shown in Fig. ( 1) for the L-mode

plasma. Details of the perturbation amplitude, transport time scales, and profile shapes, of
course. differ, as will be discussed. Supershot electron temperature profiles are also seen to
undergo a fast time scale post-pellet relaxation similar to that shown in Fig. (2) for the L-mode
case. This recovery of both L-mode and supershot electron temperature profiles towards their
reperturbation gradients on time scales of 1: << 10ms is suggestive as it relates to the issue

of pmfile consistency and possible marginal stability criteria7. However, some supershot
plasmas exhibit strong MHD activity for several milliseconds after the pellet deposition,
thereby obscuring this and other fast time scale post-pellet transport behavior.

Fig. (4) shows the response of an I = 1.0 MA, Pb = 14MW (balanced) supershot to
carbon pellet injection, to be compared with the Fig. (3) data for the L—mode case. Pellet
injection occurs at t = 4.519 s, as the stored energy reaches its maximum. Perturbation of the
[owl electron density (Fig. 4a) is in this case AN/N ~ 70%, with a 1/e point indicating a particle
confinement time scale of 1 ~ 45ms. As with the L-mode case, visible bremmstrahlung Zeff
measurements indicate similar particle confinement for the carbon ions.

In Fig. 4(b), we see that, in sharp contrast to the L-mode case, the plasma total stored
energy shows a dramatic response to the pellet perturbation, dropping for ~ 150ms after the

ellet, and recovering only slowly to the original supershot level by the end of the beam heating
phase. Within this dropping total stored energy, the electron stored energy component shows a
similar but more marked transient rise than for the L-mode case, again presumably attributable
to a similar transient change in the electron-ion coupling and fast ion slowing down in this now
even more ion energy dominated plasma. This decrease of the total stored energy in response
to the pellet perturbation translates into a corresponding marked drop in the energy confinement
time, as seen in Fig. 4(c). In a series of other pellet injections into supershots, similar overall
time behavior has been seen for perturbations produced both early in the ramp-up phase of the
supershot, as well as later into the evolved supershot phase as shown here. No simple
correlation is seen between recovery of the profile peakedness factor ne(O)/<ne> following the
pellet perturbation and the long time scale recovery of the energy confinement time. Detailed
characterization of this drop in energy confinement in terms of changes in the associated
transport coefficients is still under study, but three features of the effect are separately notable.
First, there is the apparent absence of this effect in the L-mode case. Second, the loss of total
stored energy occurs on a transport time scale, not more rapidly as might be associated with the
instantaneous violation of some marginal stability condition4. Finally, there is the observation
that the recovery of the energy confinement time occurs only slowly on a time scale long
compared with decay of the density perturbation, as indicated by the electron and Zeff decays,
as well as slowly relative to the r ~ 100ms energy relaxation and fast ion slowing down times.

SUMMARY - Carbon pellet injection has been successfully employed as a perturbation
technique in neutral beam heated TFI'R plasmas. Several effects of transport physics interest
are evident in the plasma response to these perturbations, and further detailed analysis of the
energy and particle transport fluxes and associated local transport coefficients is in progress.
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MEASUREMENTS OF RADIAL PROFILES OF TRANSPORT
PARAMETERS OF HEZ+ ON TPTR

E. J. Smakowski, B. C. Stratton, P. C. Efthirnion, R. J. Fonck,a R. A. Hulsc
D. W. Johnson, D. K. Mansfield, H. Park, and S. D. Scott

)

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey USA 08543

a University of Wisconsin at Madison, Department of Nuclear Engineering,
Madison, Wisconsin USA 53706

The behavior of helium in a tokamak plasma will be of tremendousimportance in the cost and operations of future fusion devices. In this light, an
understanding of helium transport is essential. In this paper we describe the first
measurements of spatial structure of transport coefficients of He2+ in a tokamakplasma. Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) [1] has beenused to measure the time evolutions of nHez+(r) following a helium puff on
TFFR. The temporal behavior of the He2+ density at several spatial points hasbeen modelled with the impurity transport code MIST [2], allowing the spatial
structure of transport coefficients to be adduced. The transport coefficients
have indeed been found to have large spatial variations, increasing by a factor of
several between r/a = 0.35 and the plasma edge. Diffusivities and convective
velocities in this region are at least 100 times those predicted by neoclassical
theory. Inside the inversion radius, transport rates are reduced, but are still an
order of magnitude above neoclassical values.

The plasmas for this experiment had a major radius of 2.45 m, a minor
radius of 0.80 m, a plasma current of 1.4 MA, a toroidal field of 4 T, and adischarge duration of 6 seconds. These plasmas were neutral-beam heated with
7 MW of co-directed deuterium injection from 3.5 to 4.5 seconds. The
targetplasma had a deuterium prefill only. The peaking parameter ne(0)/<ne>
was typical of most low-density L—mode discharges on TFTR, while the energy
confinement time was modestly higher than the L-mode value (TE = 1.31141.
mode) Central ion temperatures were 9—10 keV during the beam flattop, and the
central electron temperatures were ~5 keV. The central Zeff was 4.0. These
discharges possessed ~150-200 ms sawteeth and had an inversion radius of r/a
=0.30-0.35. A 16 ms helium puff was introduced at 4.2 5, well into the
equilibrium phase of the neutral beam pulse. The line-averaged density of the
plasma increased by 2-3% as a result of the puff; the perturbation in electron
temperature was somewhat less.
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1asma increased by 2-3% as a result of the puff; the perturbation in electron
temperature was somewhat less.

The CHERS spectrometer was used to view a coinjecting heating beam.
The neutral beam—CHERS sightline intersection radii are separated by ~10 cm.
The He2+ density evolution after the puff was measured by following the time
behavior of the n=4-3 4686 A line of He“, induced by charge exchange
recombination with beam neutrals. Time resolution for these measurements was
10 ms, and the data was averaged together from fourteen discharges without
regard to sawtooth phase. The helium profiles were inferred by calculating the
predicted line brightnesses including the effects of neutral beam attenuation and
the drifting ion plume [1]. Beam attenuation was calculated using the mean free
path treatment of Boley er al [3], and reaction rate coefficients for inducing the
"=4—3 transition by charge exchange with beam neutrals was calculated from
theoretical UDWA calculations [4]. The reaction rate coefficient for exciting
this transition by charge exchange from the n=2 level of beam neutrals [5] has
been calculated using the CTMC code of Olson [6]. With central ion
temperatures of ~10 keV, charge exchange from thermal halos is negligible [7].

The time evolution of the densities was modelled by solving the impurity
continuity equation using the impurity transport code MIST. It is assumed that
the helium flux can be expressed as

1“He = 'D(T)VDHe + V(r)nHe

where D is the helium diffusivity and V is the convective velocity. The neutral
helium source has been programmed into MIST by assuming that the energy of
recycled neutral helium is 0.1 eV, typical of the temperature of a carbon tile on
the bumper limiter. The time behavior of the He2+ source was deduced from
measurements of the n=2-1 304 A He1+ line by a VUV spectrometer viewing
along a radial chord at the bumper limiter. Use of this measurement of the
source eliminates the need for any assumptions regarding helium recycling
efficiency.

In the modelling, D and V are constrained such that D/V = LHe, the
helium scale length in equilibrium . It is found that no spatially constant D will
reproduce the data satisfactorily. The range of D. and V that best fit the data is
shown in figure 1. Of note is that the best-fit D(r) varies by over an order of
magnitude across the plasma, with the largest variations found near the plasma
boundary and for r/a < 0.35. The nonviability of D=constant is illustrated in
figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the measured local He2+ density at (a) r = 65 cm
and (b) r = 39 cm. Also shown in this figure are MIST modelling results using
D(r) and V(r) of figure 1 (solid line) and D = 1.2x105 cm28‘1 (again with D/V =
LHe; dashed line). The results for the two cases are indistinguishable at r = 65
cm. Diffusivities on the order of 105 crnzs'1 are required there. However, D =
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constant cannot reproduce the data successfully at r = 39 cm while maintain‘u1
agreement at 1' = 65 cm (figure 2(b)). Agreement with the data at all radii is

Fig. l - D(r) and V(r) for
He2+. Error bars indicate
estimated range of
acceptable transport
coefficients, including
Statistical errors and those
due to uncertainties in He2+
profile shape.
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found only if large spatial variations in D as shown in figure 1 are used. Errms
in the inferred transport coefficients were estimated by propagating a i 20%
uncertainty in the beam stopping cross sections through the profile Shape
calculations as well as including estimates of the uncertainty of the best fits.
Measured and modelled profiles after the puff are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a
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Fig. 2 — Measured He2+ density and modelling results for the transport coefficients in figure 2
and for D = 1.2x105 cm23'1 (with D/V constrained as discussed in the text). (a). r = 65 cm.
Modelling results for the two cases are indistinguishable. (b). r = 39 cm. The predicted
evolutions differ.

shows the profiles inferred from CHERS measurements. To note is the short
time scales (~50 ms) required for the profile at r/a > 0.5 to reach its final scale
length. However, the time scale required to reach the final scale length for r/a <
0.5 is typically ~lOO ms, suggestive of slower transport there. Figure 3b shows
the modelled profile shapes from MIST using the transport coefficients of figure
2. Excellent reproduction of the measured profiles is achieved. However, the
profiles obtained using the constant D required to match the data at r = 65 cm do
not reproduce the measured time evolutions (figure 3c); transport is found to be
much too rapid in the interior. More modest values of constant D also fail to
reproduce the profile evolutions observed.
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Finally, thermal transport coefficients have been calculated using the

steady—state transport code SNAP. Interestingly, it is found that D(r) ~ xi(r) ~
70W) > Xe(r) (figure 4). The implications of ratios of the impurity fluxes to the
heat and momentum fluxes on the viability of proposed transport mechanisms is
being explored.
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Introduction

The resilience of the electron temperature profile in a tokamak plasma is a well hIOWn
phenomenon , but not at all understood. On ASDEX it was found that the normalized shape of
the electron profile can be represented as a fairly straight line with constant slope outside the
= 1 surface; the different Te profile shapes at various qa values are only due to changes Within
the q : l suface /l/; a similar behaviour has also been found On other machines /2/. As the
safety factor seems to be the only clear parameter to influence the temperature profile, it is
often argued that the current density profile is actually invariant and the stiff coupling j ~ T 3/2
causes the Te profile consistency. This early analysis was carried out under steady State
conditions, and is now extended to transient ASDEX plasmas with the plasma current being
stepped up and down within the same discharge. The conductivity of the plasma column was
calculated radially and time resolved including neoclassical trapped particle effects using the
measurements of Te(r,t) and netr,t) with the 60 Hz Nd:YAG laser scattering system. Cur-rem
profiles were then calculated with a diffusion code starting with a radially constant electric
field from a steady state discharge and the electric field at the plasma edge derived from the
measured loop voltage around the torus as boundary condition.

Experimental results

Fig. 1 shows a neutral beam heated discharge with a plasma current I of 0.42 MA being
stepped down within 0.15 sec to 028 MA and up again within the same discharge. In fig.2
the development of the current distribution j(r,t) is displayed separately for the two cases
when the current is ramped down and up. The beam heating power was 2 MW and basically
constant during the ramp phases. In the first case the loop voltage becomes negative, which is
reflected in a negative current density at the plasma edge at the beginning of the current
change at t = 1.35 sec. When lp has reached its minimum value at t = 1.5 sec the current
density also takes its maximum negative value at the plasma boundary. Within the next ~200
ms the current disturbance diffuses towards the hot centre until it reaches another equilibrium
at about t = 1.7 sec.

The development of temperature profiles during this transient phase is quite different as
shown in fig.3. Normalized at about half radius the profiles exhibit the usual invariance with
changes only inside the q = l suface as a consequence of the changing plasma current. These
profile changes, however, do not follow the external qa - value but rather the amplitude of the
current density at the core. The temperature profile is certainly not coupled rigidly to the
current density as in a stationary state, but the profiles do have the tendency to show a slight
deformation at the edge in the same way as j(r) after a disturbance of the total current

During the current decrease the electron temperature profile remains unchanged. The
decrease of TC(0) doesn’t begin before j(O) begins to drop at t ~1.5 sec., which is the time
when the current disturbance has reached the plasma centre during its diffusion process. This
phenomenon is also reflected by the integrated thermal energy content of the electrons as
shown in fig 3a. It also begins to decrease at t: 1.5 sec., when Ip is already down at 0.28
MA. Thus the energy confinement time stays constant while the current is being ramped
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down and the relation TE ~ Ip does certainly not hold in this transient phase. This is also

demonstrated in an overshooting of the poloidal beta as shown in fig.4b. 11E remains at the
hi )1 value corresponding to the initial current typical 2 - 3 energy confinment times before it
rapidly decreases.

The observed delay of the change of the electron energy against the plasma current change
is much less, when l is ramped up again (5. fig.lc and 4). This can be understood if one
considers the difference in the j(r,t) profiles in the two cases of a negative or positive current
step in fig.1. In the first case with d1 / dt < 0 , the power deposition, mostly neutral beam
heating, remains unchanged in the Centre until the diffusion process has come to an end and
the plasma center is affected. The ohmic power is also deposited mainly in the centre as the
current density at the boundary is negligible. Thus the energy transport from the centre to the
edge is not very much affected and the temperature profiles and gradients remain unaltered
until the confinement properties of the inner confinement zone is changed owing to the
reduced current density j(0) .
when dl / dt is positive, on the other hand, there is an instantaneous rise of the current density
at the edge with a localized additional ohmic heating of the electrons at the boundary and a
subsequent instantaneous hampering of the heat outflow from the plasma centre. In this case
the total energy rises with much less delay against the plasma current, which is also seen in
fig. 4. This delay time disappeares in the case of pure ohmic heating. In our opinion this
effect indicates the important influence of edge gradients to the global confinement.

Conclusions

The invariance of the electron temperature profile prevails also during a transient plasma
phase, when the total plasma current is strongly varied;

the dominant parameter is not qa, but more the central current density which influences
the profile at the q = 1 surface;

the current density is certainly not an invariant quantity when the plasma is not
stationary;

IE is no longer a linear function af 1p , when (H / dt at 0;

profile gradients at the plasma bormdary play a decisive role for the global confinement
behaviour;

the mechanism which governs profile invariance is not simply dominated by qa or
other local parameters .
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current was ramped down and up again (0.42 MA / 0.28 MA) during the discharge.
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2 fig.3. shot 30691:
Electron temperature
profiles normalized at r
= 18 Cm (the influence
region of the q = 1
surface) within the time
interval 1.3 sec S t S
2.2 sec, covering the
current ramping phase
0.42 MA / 028 MA.
The normalized profiles
are invariant for r 2 18

r [m] cm also in the transient
0 ‘ ' I phase.
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fig. 4. shot 3069lztotal integrated electron thermal energy (a) and the poloidal beta of
the electrons as measured with the Nd:YAG system, versus time. the change of the
total energy is delayed agajnst the onset of the current change by about 200 ms during
ramping down, When thre Current is ramped up again the delay is much shorter. This
is also manifested in the overshoot of [3p function vs time.
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A. Kallenbach, K. McCormick, F.X. Soldner, U. Stroth
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Abstract
in this paper we continue our report on the study of the dependence of plasma parameters onthe ion mass At. Both under ohmic and beam heating conditions a strong sensitivity of thecentral electron temperature, the electron and total energy content , the energy confinementtime, and sawtooth repetition time are observed. The previously observed strong sensitivnof the edge density on A, is a secondary effect. The observation of an A, dependence both inlower hybrid heated discharges but also in the momentum confinement with NI demonstratesthat the ion mass affects both electron and ion transport. Transport analysis indicates thatthe effective heat diffusivity is lower in deuterium for all radii.

Introduction
The ion mass is a substantial and robust scaling parameter of the confinement time in allregimes of Asdex /1/. Deuterium plasmas show the better confinement. This is not inagreement with theoretical expectation. Previously it has been noted that deuterium has thebetter confinement both in predominantly electron or ion transport dominated plasmas andthat both energy and particle transport are affected 12/. A strong sensitivity of the centra|electron temperature Teo and as a consequence of the electron and of the total energy content,E6 and E0, and the power input Poh was observed under ohmic conditions. The Ai variation orboth E0 and Poh gives rise to the strong dependence of IE on A; { TE 0: Ate-5 in the ohmicsaturated regime, SOC }. Other parameters which vary strongly with A; in the SOC regimeare the edge density ne(a) {cc Arc-8 ) and the sawtooth repetition time 132 { o: Ai0-54 }.Because of the difficulty of theory to understand the underlying mechanisms, a careful studyis necessary to rule out the possibility that the isotope effect does not enter heat and particletransport directly but is actually the result of a secondary process e.g. different onsetconditions for turbulence. As deuterium discharges display generally more peaked densityprofiles, Tii or Tie driven turbulence might be a possibility for such a secondary causality.Hydrogen or deuterium pellets fuelling target plasmas of the same isotopic mass lead todischarges with neprofiles which are peaked sufficiently for Tli orne turbulence to bestabilized. Nevertheless, pellet refuelled deuterium plasmas show the better energyconfinement.

Though the improvement of TE with Ai is a welcome development with regard to DToperation, the isotope effect has also a negative aspect linked to the stronger scaling of theparticle confinement time rp with Al { ac Ai1 ) and the different MHD activity: At the sameplasma density. the divertor gas and plasma densities are lower in deuterium and, as aconsequence, the divertor impurity retention efficiency must be lower. Together with thehigher impurity sputtering, the more pronounced impurity accumulation tendency and theless effective sawtooth-cleaning of the plasma core. deuterium discharges are moresusceptible for developing impurity problems.

At dependence in the discharge breakdown phase
The isotope effect can be noted shortly after breakdown of the discharge. The gas consumptionand the H0, radiation differ notably after about 100 ms after breakdown; deviation in Bpol’the loop voltage and the electron temperature can be detected after about 200 ms. Such, the

4i
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Isotope effect is present in a phase where the plasma current profile is not steady state, the

diverlof configuration is not well established, and the electron distribution may still be
non-Maxwellian.
We have further studied whether the method of plasma build-up introduces the isotope

effect. Two identical low-density helium discharges (fig =1.5 x1013 cm'3 ) are compared
where in the plateau phase the density was ramped up to fie :45 x 1013 cm‘3 by either H2
or 02 gas puffing. The isotope effect was still present in the two high-density phases. With

this study we rule out another secondary effect viz. that the appreciably larger gas
consumption in the initial discharge phase of hydrogen forces the plasma boundary to

interact with a large amount of gas throughout the pulse which might cause some degradation.

The isotope effect in lower hybrid heated discharges
In order to study the isotope effect under conditions of strong electron heating and of an

energy content basically determined by electrons, lower hybrid ( 2.45 GHz ) was applied in

me range .63 S PLH (MW)51.1 and 1.4 SE, (1013 cm'3 )5 4.3. For the lower power T90
increased typically by 50 %. Both in the ohmic target plasma as with LH, the central

electron temperature was larger in D+ than W. In the density range from 2 to 3 x1013

cm'3, when neither extreme non»Maxwellian electron distribution nor different ion

coupling of the wave at the edge play a significant role a similar scaling of TeolTeo“

At 0-24 } like in the ohmic LOC regime is observed. The presence of the isotope effect under

LH conditions indicates that the ion mass enters directly the electron heat transport as
already indicated by the dependence of Teo and Ee on Ai in the OH LOC regime /2/.
The study of the sawtooth propagation, however, did not yield any direct evidence for an A3

dependence in xeSZ. Under OH conditions at fie=2x1 013 cm'3, 76682 = 3-5 m2/s is
observed both for H+ and 0* which is a factor of 3-4 above the value from transport
analysis. No isotope dependence in x332 can be resolved.

The isotope effect in momentum confinement
As the parameter dependence of A; is noted also in ohmic discharges at high density ( close to

the density limit ) where the dominance of ion transport is expected. we have separately

studied ion transport via momentum confinement in L-mode discharges with NI/Sl. A strong

isotope dependence of the momentum confinement time ( 14;. ac Ailio-02) or the momentum

diffusivity averaged over the gradient region { xq, ac Ai'0-87i0'02 } is observed. The
analysis is based on 33 discharges. The results clearly show that Ai affects ion transport

characteristics.

Comparison of OH discharges with carbonized or boronized walls
in our previous report we have studied the isotope effect under carbonized wall conditions.

Now we will supplement these studies with results from boronized walls. The plasma
parameters are varied in the following ranges: 200kA s Ips 450kA, 1.8T 5 3‘5 2.8T,

2.5><1013 cm'3 S De $5.5x1013cm’3. The results from the regression analysis are
shown in Tablet. The comparison with the results in the SOC regime from the carbonized

wall series / 2 / shows the reproducibility of the regression exponents. With respect to the
Ai dependence ( analyzed in the form of a power law, exponents given in brackets ), we again

observe a strong dependence of Teo (C: 0.36; B: 0.33 ). Ee (C: 0.27; B: 0.36 ). E0 (C: 0.28;

B: 0.47 ), Poh (C: 022; B: -0.18 ), TE (C: 0.50; B: 0.65 ) and 182 (C: 0.54; B: 0.44 ).

Much weaker. however, is the isotope dependence of the edge density. With carbonized walls,

ne(a) o< Ai‘O-B1 and with boronized walls ne(a) a: Ai'0-29 is observed.
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. . . . Ils
Corn artson of NI and OH discharges WIth borontzed wa- .
We have extended the ohmic parameter study of Ai to NI heated discharges wrth fiXed NI
power of 1.6MW. The ohmic power input can be neglected at this auxiliary heating level. Th
results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 2. A strong Ai dependence is ObServed
in the following parameters: Teo (NI: 0.25; OH: 0.33 ). Ee (Ni: 0.24; OH: 0.36 ), Eo (NI:
0.44; OH: 0.47 ), TE (NI: 0.34; OH: 0.65 ) and TSZ (NI: 0.46; OH: 0.44 ). The Ai scaling of
IE is weaker but all parameters which show a clear isotope scaling under OH conditionS
display it also with strong auxiliary heating. The scaling of the edge density ne(a), hOWBVerI
further diminishes to ne(a) cc Ai '0-17.
In a separate study /4/ we could demonstrate the dependence of the edge density on the POWer
flux within the SOL and describe it by a simple tD-model. The application of ”1655
considerations clearly explains the strong A; scaling of ne(a) in the carbonized case by the
sensitivity of the impurity radiation from the plasma on Ai ( PRAD cc Aio-3 ). In deuterium,
the actual power flux in the SOL is low on account of high impurity radiation and the edge
density is low. With boronization the impurity radiation is strongly reduced, the power flux
into the SOL is high even for 0+ and therefore the isotope dependence of ne(a) is reduced.
This trend continues to auxiliary heated discharges.

Results from transport analysis
We have tried to study the radial range where the heat diffusivity is affected by the choice of
the isotope mass. This study is guided by the conventional wisdom that different transportmechanisms may prevail in various radial zones: the core of the plasma is governed bysawteeth, the insulation zone by electrostatic and the edge zone by resistive turbulence. in
order to have sufficient accuracy for this study, we have done a series of high density ( n9 =
7.2x1013 cm'3 ) discharges so that we could do a single fluid analysis which does notdiscriminate between electron and ion transport. The heat diffusivities for hydrogen anddeuterium are plotted in Fig. 1. The central part of the discharge is additionally treated witha sawtooth model with various assumptions of sawtooth amplitude and radius of q=1 surfacearound the measured quantities. Figure 1 indicated that sawteeth contribute to the core
transport in particular in hydrogen (shorter TSZ ). Furthermore, it is shown that 7650* is
lower than e+ for all radii irrespective of the expected transport mechanisms in the
various radial zones.

Summary
We have increased the evidence that the ion mass affects both electron and ion transport. The
most sensitive parameters which respond to Ai are the electron temperature, the electron
and total energy content, the confinement time and the sawtooth repetition time. These
dependences apply generally. The Ai dependence of the edge density is understood as a
consequence of different radiation levels in H+ and D+ giving rise to differences in the SOL
power fluxes. Heat diffusivity is lower for D+ over the whole cross-section. Still no
theoretical explanation can be given. The consideration of those parameters which are knownto depend on A; ( like the electron-ion coupling time reg, the Allven-velocity, the sound
velocity or the ion-ion collision time ) does not give clear hints.

References
/1/ H.D. Murmann, et al. Proc. 15th Europ. Conf., Dubrovnik, Part1, p3.
/2/ F. Wagner, et al. Proc. 16‘h Europ. Conf.. Venice, Part1, p195.
/3/ A. Kallenbach, et al. Proc. 17th Europ. Conf., Amsterdam. to be published./4/ M. Bessenrodt-Weberpals, et al. PSI Conf. 1990, to be published.
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Flagdial variation of the 1 .
SingIe-fluid heat diffusivity

for H+ and D+ series at
ne=7-2 x1013 cm'3, 420
kA. 2.2T. The plasma core is
analyzed with and w/o a
separate sawtooth model. 0. 1 1 1

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4-

const. I p B t ne A i

Poh 5.62E—04 1.13 0.02 -0.35 0.03 0.26 0.02 —0.18
Eo 1.55502 1.19 0.04 032 0.07 0.44 0.05 0.47
Ee 1.32E+02 1.17 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.02 0.33
«E 3,305+01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.05 0.35

Teo 1.35E+02 0.29 0.02 0.72 0.03 -0.50 0.03 0.33
'17» 2.34E+00 0.96 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.55 0.03 0.29
Tea/<Te> 5.75E+01 —O.66 0.03 0.68 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05

neo 2.57E+00 -013 0.01 0.18 0.02 0.91 0.02 0.03
<ne> 1.911501 0.27 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.93 0.04 -0.12

neo/<ne>‘l.12E+01 -0.40 0.03 0.23 0.05 0.08 0.04 0.17
Tio 3.555+02 0.17 0.04 0.35 0.06 -0.42 0.04 0.00
152 1.20E+02 -0.43 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.11 0.44

E0 2.40E-01 0.87 0.02 -0.14 0.04 0.14 0.02 0.44
Ee 5.25E-02 0.88 0.02 0.09 0.03 0.52 0.02 0.24
‘EE 1.10E+00 0.55 0.03 -0.14 0.04 0.09 0.03 0.34

Teo 2.63E+02 0.27 0.03 0.55 0.05 -0.46 0.04 0.25
<Te> 6.61 E+00 0.83 0.02 0.11 0.03 -0.49 0.02 0.13

Tea/<Te> 3.98E+01 -0.56 0.03 0.44 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.12
neo 1.45E+00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.02 0.90 0.01 0.07
<ne> 5.13E—01 0.08 0.02 -0.06 0.02 1.11 0.02 -0.15

neo/<ne> 2.82E+00 -0.11 0.02 0.14 0.03 -0.21 0.02 0.22
tSZ 1.10E+01 0.15 0.07 0.23 0.11 —0.39 0.07 0.46

Table:
Exponents of the regression analysis in the form const x 1pc! x 815... . The column following

the power gives the standard error; R is the regression coefficient. Table 1a: results for the

ohmic, 1b for the NI phase ( 1.6 MW ). Units: ms, kA. T, 1013 cm'3, kJ, eV.
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PROFILES IN THE BORONIZED ASDEX

K.-H. Steuer, H. Rohr, W. Engelhardt, G. Fussmann, A. Kallenbach, B. Kurzan,
H.D. Murmann and ASDEX, NT Team

Max-Planck-Inst.f.P1asmaphysik, D-8046 Garching, FRG, EURATOM Association

Zel‘f

Substantial progress towards fusion has been made in the confinement, stability and heating of
tokamak plasmas. The transport behaviour of magnetically confined plasmas, however, is Still
an unsolved problem. The transport mechanisms of hydrogen and of impurities are known to
be different, leading to phenomena such as impurity accumulation on axis, especially in good
confinement regimes, and more generally to demixing of the various species. Besides Energy
losses from impurity radiation, one has to be concerned about dilution of the fuel-ion density,
and about effects that impurities may have on the main ion and elecuon transport. To under-
stand the transport behaviour of the different plasma species, one needs their spatial density
profiles. The evolution of the electron density profiles is well known, the impurity profiles may
be inferred from spectroscopic measurements, but usually the proton density profiles are less
well documented. From reliable Zcff measurements it is possible to infer the proton density pro
file using a typical species mix derived from spectroscopic data and assuming quasi~neutrality,
It is covenient to represent the various impurities by a characteristic impurity ion with a density
nZ and a fictive charge Z (Z = Zni Z? / Zni Zi ; i 2 2). A typical value for Z is 7, indicating that
light impurities are dominating. Comparing the different profiles, we find characteristic dif—
ferences in the electron, proton and impurity transport behaviour.
Zm diagnostics
The detection system of the ASDEX Nd: YAG laser scattering device is used to measure the
bremsstrahlung along 16 chords in 3 different broad wavelength bands between 820 nm and
1060 nm with a spatial resolution of 4 cm. Line radiation is negligible in these bands, as veriA
fied by spectroscopic measurements. Using in addition the simultaneously measured rte and Te
profiles, we obtain radial Zaff profiles. The statistical errors are mainly caused by the density
measurement and vary in the range between 10% on axis and 30% in the plasma edge.
Carbon and oxygen density profiles and their Zcff contributions are absolutely measured by
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) during beam injection. This method
allows an independent cross—check for low-Z impurity density profiles.
Experimental results

1) Plasma parameter improvements with boronization
Boronization of ASDEX results in significantly improved plasma conditions. The decrease of
Zeff on axis due to boronization may be seen in fig. 1 for ohmic discharges. As a consequence
of the reduction of metal and light impurities (Fe, Cu, O) Zeff is strongly reduced for all elec-
tron densities and reaches values close to 1 at densities He 2 3 ~ 1013 cm'3.

The increase of Zefl‘ normally observed during auxiliar heating is also markedly reduced as
shown in fig. 2 for LH~heating.
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2) Transport behaviour in the central plasma region

The average radial flux F of the various plasma species is frequently described by the same em-
pineal formula (1) leading to the same profile shape for all particles :

_ an r
F—-Da—r+v0;n (1)

In boronized discharges we find, however, that this expression cannot be used simultaneously
for all species with the same coefficients, because the observed profiles of protons, electrons
and impurities are different. For the central plasma, where the particle sources are negligible in
stationary cases the fluxes vanish and from the density profiles in figs. 3-6 we can determine
the ratio of D/vo which is a characteristic decay length of the profiles. Assuming constant coef—
ficients D and v0 we determine their ratio by comparing the profiles at r = O and r = 25 cm
(table 1).

table 1 nc(0) Zeff(0) D / Vo (cm) D / v0 (cm) D / vo (cm)
(1013 cm'3) electrons deuterons impurity (Z=7)

OH (fig. 3) 1.8 2.7 27 4O 14
OH 3.5 1.8 19 25 7
OH (fig. 4) 5.0 1.4 22 28 7

H—mode 6.0 2.7 22 4O 11
Ctr.-inj. 7.0 3.3 12 36 4.5

2.1 OH plasmas

Ln ohmic discharges at low densities (fig. 3) we see that the deuteron profiles tend to flatten in
contrast to the neoclassical prediction of an increased Ware pinch at low collision frequency.
The impurities are peaked by a factor 3-4 as compared to the deuterons (table 1). This is charac-
teristic of boronized discharges and was not observed before. It may be due to the reduction of
metallic impurities which, in non-boronized cases, expel the lighter impurities from the central
region.

The electron peaking is stronger than that of the deuterons and cannot be ascribed to sources by
ionization of impurities. It is clearly a transport phenomenon indicating that the transport coef-
ficients are different for electrons, protons and impurities. They also depend in different ways
on the plasma parameters.

2.2 Auxiliary heated plasmas

In the ELM-free H-rnode ( co-injection) the electron profiles in the bulk plasma are very similar
to the comparable ohmic case but the Zcff values are higher. The impurity peaking is somewhat
reduced and the deuteron profiles are broader (fig. 5).

During counter injection there is a strong accumulation of impurities. The central concentrations
are: B (1%), C (1.5%), O (1.5%), and Cu (0.2%) resulting in a fictive impurity charge of
Z=8.5. In the accumulation case the difference between electron and deuteron transport is
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particularly pronounced. The deuteron profiles become slightly flatter than those in comparable
ohmic discharges. Strong peaking of electrons in the central region is observed, which is again
not explainable by internal ionization sources. It must be due to a change of the ratio D/Vo fer
the electrons, but we cannot decide from the measurements whether D is decreasing or v0 is
increasmg.

In contrast to previous observations we now find an accumulation of light impurities Which
dominate Zeff. The accumulation of light impurities was possibly prevented by the accumulat'mn
of metallic impurities in non»boronized conditions. A further hint for the evidence Of this
finding is provided by CXRS, which shows an even stronger peaking of oxygen ( Z = g ) as
compared to carbon ( Z = 6 ) during the accumulation phase . A discussion of multispecieg
accumulation phenomena in the framework of neoclassical theory is being presented at this
conference /2/.

3) Observations in the plasma edge

There is a general tendency in all discharges for Zeff to increase towards the plasma edge (see
figs. 3-6). From a simple diffusive model like (1) with the same transport coefficients for all
species this is to be expected, since the penetration depth of neutral hydrogen is much longer
than that of neutral impurities. A closer look at the profiles shows, however, that the profiles of
the impurity ion has a positive gradient towards the plasma edge, which cannot be explained by
the source distribution. Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy confirms these profiles.
The transport behaviour of hydrogen and impurities must be different. An outward drift velo—
city of the impurities is formally required to describe the observation. This demixing effect may
even be stronger than evident from the figures as we have assumed Z = 7 for the characteristic
ion which may be too high in the boundary region where impurities are usually in a lower ion~
ization stage. This strange transport behaviour is possibly explained by neoclassical temperature
screening which in particular during the H—mode with its very steep temperature gradients at the
boundary results in flat Zeff profiles in the centre and in a Zeff increase towards the edge /2/.
Ref: /1/ H. Rohr, K.-H Steuer, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 59 (8). 1875 (1988).

/2/ G. Fussmann et al. , this conference.
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Fig. 1 Density dependence of Zeff before and after Fig. 2 Improvement of Zeff due to boronization
boronization in LH heated plasmas
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CONFINEMENT STUDIES OF SAVVTOOTH-FREE OHMIC DISCHARGES

U. Stroth, R. Biichse, W. Herrmann and K. Krieger

MaxePlanckwlnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik,
EURATOM-IPP Association D-8046 Garching, FRG

1. Introduction
Fusion reactor studies are based on H-mode plasmas because of the improved energy confine.
ment and, being realized in the divertor configuration, the possibility of impurity control, In
H»mode plasmas impurities are controlled in the edge by ELMs.

The problem of impurity accumulation rules out another family of discharges with improved
energy confinement time (TE). This family is characterized by centrally peaked density profiles
and its members at ASDEX are the IOC regime [1], pellet [2] and counter neutral beam
injection discharges [3]. In all cases impurity accumulation can lead to a limitation of the
TE improvement or to disruptions of the plasma. In this contribution we present sawtooth
free discharges, another member of the peaked density family. They achieve stationarity with
a saturation in the impurity accumulation. Because sawtooth activities are absent in these
stationary discharges, they are an ideal opportunity to study the transport properties of a
peaked density plasma.

2. Properties of Sawtooth-Free Discharges
The systematic investigation of sawtooth—free discharges has become possible after boronization
of the ASDEX vacuum vessel. They appear in a transition stage from freshly boronized to
unboronized conditions. This gives reason to the assumption that sawtooth-free plasmas need
a specific impurity mixture to develop. Only under these conditions sawtooth-free phases can be
reached as soon as the external gas flux to the plasma is reduced in order to establish a density
plateau at low line averaged densities. As an example, in Fig. 1 we compare a sawtooth~free
discharge to a sawtoothing one. The bifurcation appears at 0.5 s. A small gaspuff broadens one
discharge. This can be seen at the density peaking factor (central to volume averaged electron
density, QN : n5(0)/7‘L;’). The sawteeth develop then as usual. When the plateau density is
reached. the external gas flux is reduced. This leads to a strong peaking of the other discharge
while the already sawtoothing one does not change its density profile.

The peaking of the density profile leads to impurity accumulation which is saturated, as it
can be seen from the soft X-ray signal, when the neutral beam starts injecting at 1 s. The then
enhanced impurity production leads to a further accumultation which drops when the density
profile starts to flatten. The flattening of the density profile can be due to an enhanced gas
flux that is needed to compensate the deteriorated L-mode particle confinement. The sawteeth
set in after the the density profile has flattend. The signals of the sawooth-free discharges are
similar to those of O~type plasmas at Doublett III [4].

At low densities parameter studies of Deuterium discharges led to the following results: QN
does not depend on the edge safty factor qa and is between 2.1 and 2.3. It is well separated from
values of sawtoothing discharges which are 1.5 at low 11a and 1.8 at (Ia=4-3~ QN is the same in
sawtooth-free D and He discharges. The peaking of the radial electron temperature (Te) profile
depends in the same way on 95, independently whether the discharges are sawtoothing or not.

.r
.
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With decreasing (1., the temperature profile flattens. In the sawtoothing discharges this occurs
because of at expanding q:1 surface and a consequent enhancement of the sawtooth transport
and in the sawtooth-free discharges because of a central impurity accumulation at higher rates

the lower q“.
At high densities sawtooth-free discharges are difficult to achieve because of the higher

external gas flux needed. We observed sawtooth-free discharges during a density limit program.
They remained sawtooth~free up to the density limit at the high line averaged density of
7 X 101977173 at I = 320kA and BM : 2.17T. This has to be compared with a density limit of
5.4 x 101971f3 in the sawtoothing case

3, Stabilization of Sawtooth-Activities
Two mechanisms can in principle stabilize sawteeth: the vanishing of the (1:1 surface with a
central q value above 1 or a stabilization by profile effects in the presence of a q:1 surface.

In counter injection discharges we observe the first mechanism. The moderately peaked
density profiles invoke impurity accumulation in the plasma centre. This leads to an increasing
Z51] and, because of high radiative losses, decreasing central Tc. Consequently the current
profile broadens and the central q value rises above 1.

A different mechanism can stabilize sawteeth in ohmic discharges. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 2. The upper part shows line averaged density (7—2.3) and soft Xsray intensity, integrated
along a chord of 4 cm minor radius, of a sawtoothlree discharge that remained stable for 3 5.
During the first density plateau at fie : 2.2 x 1019771.‘3 a strong m=1 mode reveals the presence
of a q:1 surface. This is in accordance with neoclassical current density calculations which are
shown in the lower left part of the figure. The calculation gives a. q=1 surface at r E 9 cm in
accordance with the data from the soft X-ray camera. array, where the m:1 activity vanishes
between 7.5 and 10 cm. At 1 s the density is ramped up to a second plateau at 3.5 X 101971173.
This broadens the TE profile and consequently the current profile. The central (1 value increases
obove 1. This is again in accordance with the soft X-ray data, which shows that the m=1 mode
vanishes. The calculations were performed using measured radial Zeff profiles. In agreement
with soft X-ray data they show that sawteeth can be stabilized even in the presence of a q:1
surface. This has also been reported for ICRH plasmas at JET [5].

Also the sawtooth-free discharge of Fig. 1 has a central q value below 1. Since the Te profiles
of the discharges in Fig. 1 are almost the same, it can be deduced that the steep density gradient
in the centre stabilizes the sawteeth. Also during neutral beam heating, at 1.3 s, the density
profile first flattens and then, 70 ms later, sawteeth set in.

4. Transport Studies
For the improvement of TE found in discharges with peaked density profiles two mechanisms are
held to be responsible [6,7]. A common feature is the reduction of the sawtooth activity which
accounts for an improvement in the plasma centre but this only gives a small contribution to
the global improvement. The main effect is speculatively attributed to the flattening of the ion
temperature gradient in the confinement zone, leading to a suppression of the 7/.- mode there
and to ion energy transport on the neoclassical level.

These arguments also hold for the IOC regime where the linear dependence of TE on density
is recovered towards higher densities. The loss of the density dependence in the SOC regime
can therefore be attributed to the anomalous transport mechanisms described above. At low
densities IOC and SOC have the same TE (called LOC). This is already a hint, that the
anomalous transport mechanisms responsible for the SOC regime are not as active in this
domain. Therefore it is not surprising that the global TE 0f sawtooth-free discharges are
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found at the upper margin of the values for the LOC and 10C regimes. That the i011 energy
transport is on the neoclassical level can be seen from Fig. 3. The ion temperature (T.-) {mm our
active beam neutral particle analyser coincide with the band for T,- predicted from neoclassicaltransport using values for Z.” between 1 and 2. Also the impurity accumulation can heexplained with a neoclassical inwards drift (Vim : 3m/s at the edge and 0 in the centre)and a. constant diffusion coefficient with neoclassical and anomalous contributions of the Sameorder (Dam E DMD E 12001712/3). In Fig. 4 we analyzed three sawtoothefree discharges atdifferent toroidal field (BM) and otherwise identical plasma parameters. Since TE is a131,)“identical. the soft X-ray intensities are a measure of the impurity concentration. With the Sametransport coefficients the average trends of accumulation and saturation are well I‘EPFOdUCed.The Bro, dependence of the neoclassical transport coefficients together with a small anomaicmscontribution to the diffusion coefficient explain 50% of the difference in the soft Xeray emiSSiouand 50% are due to minor changes in the central electron lemperatur.

Finally we performed transport calculations for the discharge of Fig. 1 with an earlysawtoothefree and a late sawtoothing phase. We use neoclassical transport for the ion Channel,in the first phase because of the results in Fig. 3 and in the second because neither TE nor thediamagnetic 13W; do change.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. In the upper part the enhanced radiative losses in thecentre of the sawtoothefree discharge can be seen. The minor differences in the electronionexchange term are due to difierent Zeff and density profiles. It is surprizing that the reductimof sawtooth energy transport does not lead to higher Te values but to enhanced radiation byalmost the same amount as the sawtooth transport is reduced. As a. result one finds a strengreduction of the thermal electron diffusivity, X51 as shown in the lower part of the Figure. In theXe of the sawtoothing discharge the contribution from the sawteeth is contained. An estimatefrom a simpel sawtooth model, however, shows that the reduction in M can not be explainedby the vanishing sawteeth alone and Xe must be further reduces together with the amount ofenergy to be transported in order to leave T,3 unchanged.
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introduction

The behaviour of the electron density profile in ASDEX, measured by HCN~1aSer
interferometry during lower hybrid power ( 2.45 GHz ) injection into ohmic target plasmas
was studied for operation with symmetric N” spectra and LH current drive cases. For the
same parameters oscillating gas—puff experiments were performed. These experiments allow
evaluation of both the particle diffusion and inward convection frOm the propagation of density
perturbations, induced in the different interferometer channels. An improved version of the
particle transport code, described in /1/, was used for the analysis. The discharges included
average densities of ne = 1.2 - 2.6 . lO13 cm‘3, the launched LH power ( ~1 MW) allowing
full RF current drive only at the lower densities in this range .

Modification of density profiles

With a grill phasing of 0 0 1: 111, corresponding to a symmetric spectrum at low N//, almost
no modification of the density profile is found. Only for the highest LH powers does the
sawtooth period slightly increase at low densities and the profiles sh0w weak broadening. No
influence on sawteeth and profile shape is seen at the higher densities.

More dramatic changes of the density profile are encountered for non—symmetric settings
of the grill phase with N// around two ( 75°, 900 ), which are typical for optimum current
.drive. In this case stabilization of sawteeth already was possible at moderate LH powers due to
modification of the current profile. In ohmic discharges this would lead to peaking of the
density profile, because the central transport effect of sawteeth is switched off. In contrast,
current drive at the low densities results in a continuous profile broadening with increasing LH
power. For conditions close to full current drive ( i.e. E ~ 0 ) the profiles Show a flat centre or
may even become hollow (Fig.1 ). Strong central electron heating is seen in these cases,
leading to axial values of Te above 5 keV, if the m=1 mode, remaining in the plasma after
stabilization of sawteeth. becomes stable at LH powers close to full current drive /2/.

At the higher densities, where only partial current drive was possible, sawteeth can be still
stabilized with increased LH power, but now the familiar central peaking of the density
distribution occurs ( Fig.2 ).

Transport analysis

The evaluation of transport coefficients is based on a transport code, which allows an
independent description of diffusion D and convection V in a model, delivering typical values
for the inner and outer part of the plasma and a linear transition region /3/. For V an additional
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1/1— dependence is imposed, to maintain V:0 on axis. Small density perturbations about

equilibrium, induced by sinusoidal modulation of the gas valve, are analyzed at different radial

interferometer positions.The measured amplitude and phase pattern is compared to calculated

Values, gained from a solution of the particle conservation equation, including both diffusion

and convection and a realistic source term. The numbers for D and V are fixed by a non-linear

fitting procedure, for which the transition radii have to be choosen appropriate for minimum

error.

Transport results

For low density and injection of symmetric LH spectra, as compared to the ohmic phase,

the transport analysis shows a slight decrease of both diffusion and inward convection in the

central plasma region, while a moderate increase of D and decrease of V is found in the

gradient zone (Figs. 3 and 4 ).The resulting decrease of the density gradients in this region is

consistent with the measured profile modifications. No changes are seen for symmetric

spectra, if the density is increased above 2 - 1013 cm‘3 .

For cases close to full current drive at a density of ~1.3 - 1013 cm'3 a central diffusion is

inferred,which is reduced by a factor of up to five, while the convective drift term in the inner

part of the plasma decreases and may reverse its sign, as compared to the ohmic caseln the

outer region both D and V are slightly reduced, the convective term keeping its inward

direction. These changes in transport are demonstrated in figs. 5 and 6.
For partial current drive at densities above 2 - 1013 cm'3 the central D is only moderately

reduced and V stays nearly unchanged at very low values, while both parameters show an

increase above ohmic levels at larger radii ( Figs. 7 and 8 ). These transport modifications

could explain the above—mentioned profile changes for current drive at different densities.

Summary and conclusion

In conclusion, the analysis indicates only a small effect of lower hybrid power on particle

transport in the target gas for symmetric spectra. In contrast, there are clear modifications for

the current drive case. At low densities and conditions close to full LH-current drive, transport

seems to be governed by changes initiated by current drive, while the sawtooth term

dominates at the higher densities, where only partial current drive was possible.
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I) Introduction

Particle tagging in a tokamak provides an attractive method for studying
transport mechanisms. The injection of test particles at the plasma edge and the
subsequent measurement of their concentration at the centre can be used to quantify
the underlying transport mechanisms. This was done on the TCA tokamak by injecting
hydrogen into a deuterium discharge, and simultaneously measuring the temporal
evolution of the central effective mass and the edge ionisation rate.

11) Measurement of the effective mass

For different species of ions with mass A and density m, the effective mass can
be defined as the number of nucleons per free electron :

Aoff = 2 nigAk (2.1)
k

Typical values are 1 for hydrogen only, 2 for deuterium and close to 2 for most fully
stripped impurities. Hence for clean plasmas, a real-time measurement of Agff provides
a measurement of the ratio of hydrogenic species.

The effective mass at the plasma centre is measured by frequency tracking a
global Alfvén wave during the plasma current flat-top (R=0.6l m, a=0.18 m,
1133170 kA, B¢=l .51 T, fieswzo m-3). The diagnostic, described in [1], gives A9“ in real-
time with an accuracy of 3% and a temporal resolution < 0.2 ms. Numerical simulations
show that the measured mass is heavily weighted by the centre of the plasma [2].

The hydrogen and deuterium recycling rates at the plasma edge are inferred from
the intensity of the Hgand Dfilines as measured by a visible spectrometer. The
spectrum is repetitively integrated and acquired every 2-3 ms. This limits the temporal
resolution of the diagnostic.

The ratio of the intensities of the lines yields a measurement of the incremental
effective mass, which we define as :

RA = 1—'H + 2 'D (2.2)|H+lD |H+|D
Since the impurity concentration was always small, and the analysis is based on
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changes of RA, impurities can be neglected and RA is proportional to the effective mass

at the plasma edge.

111) Dynamic response analysis

The diagnostics described both provide a well-localised measurement and allow

a Simultaneous monitoring of the mass change at the plasma edge and at the centre. In

this experiment we puff hydrogen into deuterium plasmas and measure the subsequent

change in RA and A9”, fig. 1. For relatively small density increases (Ans/n9 Z 30%) the
measured mass changes are proportional to the local density of the injected gas. We

therefore conclude that the dynamic response of the central effective mass to the edge

incremental mass is governed by the particle transport of the injected species.
Several methods allow us to study the dynamic response of A9” to HA. In order

to retain the maximum amount of information, we extract the transfer function by

performing a system identification analysis :

H(a)) = ERG—'1 (3.1)
A

This transfer function is most easily expressed by its gain IH(0))I and its phase A H(o)).
These are given over a continuous frequency range (0 < f < 1/21, I is the temporal

resolution) and determine the underlying particle transport mechanisms. Next, we

compare this experimental transfer function with the one obtained from a particle

transport model.

IV) Particle transport model

We assume that the transport of the injected gas can be described by a simple

model which includes spatially uniform diffusion coefficient and convective velocity [3] :

ank 1a ank 13 nk—=——( D— ——(2— 4.at rarr ar)+rarrva)+S(r) (1)

The effect of the injected gas is analysed as a time—dependent perturbation of its
density :

nk(r,t) = mm + fik(r)e-iwl (4.2)

The homogeneous solution of equation 4.1 is a confluent hypergeometric function :

~ ~ 'ma 2 _v_r2
nk(|’) = nkoM(—JEI-.1.§VaL5)e 2aD (43)

so that the transfer function becomes :
HUD) = nk(r=0)

nk("=a)
._ V 'ma va— M(_J_,1,1a)e—i (4.4)

2v 20 20
which for the range of v and D values considered here can be approximated by a Bessel
function :
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a - 2

This simple model adequately reproduces the measured transfer function, fig. 2‘A non-linear optimisation routine is further used to estimate v and D by minimising thephase and gain differences between the measured and the calculated transfer functicm.The frequency dependence of the amplitude and the phase is dominated by the value ofthe diffusion coefficient, whereas the convective velocity mostly determines theaverage amplitude. Due to the good parameter sensitivity of the diffusion coefficient,the highest accuracy is achieved for D. Its statistical measurement error is typically10%. The value of v however is more difficult to extract, since it is very sensitive to theabsolute calibration of the diagnostics; in general, the accuracy is 0.8 ms-l.

(4.5)

V) Experimental Results

The dynamic response measurements were made for two different conditions whichhave important implications on the validity of the measured particle transport.
1) First results, in an unconditioned tokamak, indicated that a negligible fraction ofthe injected hydrogen was absorbed by the vessel wall. Since we could assumeparticle conservation, the mass measurement could be used to determine thehydrogen transport coefficients. Measurements at qa=3.l, fie: 3—5-1019 m'3 gavethe following results :

D = 0.58 i 0.04 m25-1
v = 0.571083 ms—lFor comparison, results obtained under similar conditions from particle balanceequations and laser ablated impurity injection [4] gave :
p = 0.70 i 0.20 mes—1
Dab] = 0.73i 0.10 m2s-l respectively.We note that p > D, which implies that the central mass change is due to adiffusion of the injected gas as well as the plasma working gas, as one wouldexpect.

2) Other experiments were performed in a tokamak in which a film of boron carbidehad been deposited. This film appeared to significantly enhance the working gasabsorption by the vessel, accompanied by a partial release during subsequentdischarges [5]. Under these conditions, particle conservation was no longersatisfied. The edge incremental mass was no longer measured by the Hfiand DBline intensities which were more influenced by local edge recycling. The absence ofthis measurement prohibited our analysis.

VI) Conclusion

The dynamic response of the effective mass provides an attractive method of studyingtransport of an isotope of the working gas injected into a plasma. Provided theabsorption at the tokamak vessel wall is sufficiently small, the method can be used toseparately estimate the diffusive and the convective transport coefficients. Themeasured values are consistent with those obtained from global particle balanceequations.
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Figure 1
Temporal evolution of the effective mass during hydrogen injection in a deuterium

plasma, showing : RA measured at the edge (bold line). Aelf measured at the centre

(plain), Aeff as simulated from RA (dashed) with the transfer function shown in fig. 2.
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and the phase as calculated from the best fit for D and v (plain line).
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of/ine
density, bp+li/2, mode activity
and gas valve voltage.

For certain experiments, and to
improve plasma performance, high
values of plasma density are
required. The density limit for
quasi stationary discharges (QSDL
with soft gas puffing, is
approximately 5-1019 m'3 in the TCA
tokamak. We have Observe¢
however, that higher line average
densities, above 1020 m‘3, can be
obtained by hard gas puffing. When
this hard puffing is followed by a
gentle decrease of the gas flux,
reproducible discharges without dis—
ruption can be obtained. In these
discharges the density limit
achieved EeR/Bt = 3.9-1019 m-ZT—l
(for qa = 3.2), was similar to that
found in a similar sized machine)
and to that observed in JET ). The
Troyon fitor limit3), which for TCA at
qa = 3.2, is 1.3%, was closely
approached at the end of these
discharges near the density limit.
All of the data to be presented were
obtained on TCA with boronized walls
at constant plasma current and with
qa = 3.2 t 0.1, although it is
believed that the main features do
not depend on the treatment of the
walls.

A Thomson scattering system was
used to measure the electron
temperature and density at ten
radial points and a single time in
the discharge. Other standard TCA
diagnostics were also used.
Figure 1 shows the typical time
dependence of the gas valve voltage,
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together with the electron density,
flp+li/2 and the level of mode
activity. In these hard puffing
discharges the plasma density and
Bp+li/2 responded in a highly non—
linear fashion to the gas input.
Figure 2 shows the change in density
and fip+li/2, defined as the
difference between their values at
the beginning of the hard puff and
40 ms later, as a function of the
height of the gas valve voltage

0 1 2 pulse. For low gas valve voltages,
AV [Von] the plasma density increased until

the typical QSD density limit was
30 reached, whereupon large mode

onmmd activity generally led to a
y . /gi/Oo disruption. As the voltage was

. dsmmwe 0 increased further, there came a
point when the plasma gas acceptance
suddenly increased and the plasma

10' attained a much higher density. By
&&%///fi this hard puff method, strong mode

activity and disruptions at the QSD
density limit could be avoided. A
similar discontinuity in the
behaviour of fip+li/2 was also
observed. The hard puff produced
only a moderate increase in mode

. , , activity and an increase in the
59-2- Changelnhne dQN' plasma resistance at later times.
S’ty and bP'Hi/Z' 333 fund/0n These observations are indicative of
ofgasstep VOItagev a transition to a different

discharge regime.
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The response of other plasma parameters to the hard puff
is shown in Figs. 1 and 3. In general, the plasma started to
react to the puff after a delay of about 5 ms. At this time
the parameters fip+li/2, Te, Hg and Ti (not shown in these
figures) started to increase. In addition, the density
profile flattened (ne(0)/<ne> decreased) and the temperature
profile peaked. Initially the electron temperature increased
for about 20-25 ms which is 3 to 9 times longer than the
energy confinement time TE = 4-7 ms at this time. Within
experimental error the increase in flp+li/2 can be attributed
solely to the increase in fip, however the fact that the
temperature peaking (Te(O)/<Te>) increased suggests that 11
may also have increased. During the initial phase the
sawtooth period increased linearly with the density (Fi . 4),
in approximate agreement with the TFR sawtooth scaling. The
change in mode activity (Fig. 1) is a further indication of a
change of the current profile during this initial phase.
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After the initial phase the electron temperature and the
peaking of the electron temperature started to decreaSe.

The electron density began to peak
at about 50 ms after the start of

> 1500 the puff, when the gas valve voltagea: 0 T80 .__‘ A <Te> was reduced, but it . was alwaYs
A 1000- flatter than at the beginning of the
a, discharge. fip+li/2 increaSed
’- 500_ continuously and Bp and fitor werev m almost linear functions of the
2 density up to the hard puff density0 r l . u I . .lg) 40 0 80100120140160 limit. Measurements of the pressure
puffslans tlme [ msec ] profile showed that the radius

of the maXimum value of Idp/drl
4 moved out for the first 50 ms of

the puff. During the initial phage
3 o the sawtooth period increased
*3 3' linearly until the QSD density
8 0° limit was reached. Thereafter it
fl remained constant and only

2 , , . . . started to increase again near the
0 0 80100120140160 density limit for these hard puff

9””5’ans ”m9 [ msec 1 discharges (see Fig. 4) .‘

g; A possible explanation of the
A 21— plasma behaviour at the beginning of
g 2.0. the puff is that a large amount of
X 1'9. 0 cold gas reduced the temperature at
3 1'8. the plasma edge. (This was not
2 1.7- 0 measured as the last exterior

M; . . . , . Thomson scattering channel was not
40 0 80100120140160 reliable at these low densities.)

PU’IS’E’TS (Ime [ ”1595] As the total current remains
constant, the current density on
axis would increase, which would

Fig_ 3. Measurements of result in stronger heating near the
central temperature, VO/ume axis and a corresponding increase in
averaged temperature and the electron temperature. It is
temperature and density also possible, however, that a dense
peaking factors asafunction cold gas blanket reduces the losses
oftime. and increases the energy con—

finement. The ion temperature
(measured by charge exchange and

collective Thomson scattering ) increased. This is to be
expected since both the electron temperature and density
increased, which favours transfer of power to the ions.
However, the ion temperature did not decrease at
later times. The strong influx of gas at the plasma edge made
the density and dp/dr profiles broader. This broadening is
known to increase MHD stability against kinks.“ Detailed
numerical simulations would be needed to determine if this is
why higher densities can be obtained with hard puffing. The
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20 almost constant sawtooth period
above the stationary density

0 0 limit (QSDL), departing from the
o caao linear increase below the QSDL,

151 c an suggests a strong modification
000m of the current density profile.

The peaking of the density
1 profile at later times suggests

1D 0 0 that these hard puffing
discharges might be similartp
the IOC discharges in ASDEX.

0 However, the kinetic energy
confinement time saturates at
high density, as in the SOC
regime. Also, the ratio TE/ne

00 . I . . increased for a short time after
‘0 2 4 6 B 10 puffing but then decreased

ne [1e191n4 ] during the later reduction of
the gas valve voltage. The
peaking of the density did not

. , produce an increase in T , as
F’g- 4- SQWtOOth Per/0d 35.3 would be expected in ad3 IOC
function oflme averaged denSIty discharge. The density peaking,
forahardpuffdlscharge. ne(O)/<ne>, is lower in the hard

puff discharges than in QSDs
near the QSD density limit.

We conclude that these hard puffing discharges are not IOC
discharges. Nevertheless, the method of hard puffing reported
here allows plasmas to be created which are close to the
Murakami density limit and the Troyon fl limit.
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CURRENT PENETRATION MEASUREMENTS IN TUHAN-B

BY ACTIVE CHARGE EXCHANGE DIAGNOSTICS

V.I.Afanasjev, F.V.Chernyshev,V.E.Golant, E.R.Its,

A.B.Izvozchikov, V.G.Kiptilyj, A.I.Kislyakov.

A.V.Khudoleev, A.A.Korotkov, S.Ya.Petrov,

V.V.Rogdestvensky, N.V.Sakharov, K.G.Shahovets,

S.P.Yaroshevich

A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute

Academy of Sciences , USSR

A technique for measuring the poloidal magnetic field in

a tokamak based on using of a molecular beam was suggested in

[1] .In this method the molecular hydrogen beam is injected

into a plasma and escaping hydrogen atoms formed by the
o

+ 2
ions H2 are detected. Recently its potentialities have been

following ionization of H and dissociation of molecular

analyzed for ASDEX tokamak [2]. The first measurements were

made on the TUMAN-B tokamak [3].

0n TUMAN-S the measurements of the poloidal magnetic

field Bp were made with a set-up for active charge exchange
diagnostics: an injector of the atomic beam DINA-4A mounted

on a vertical port and a five-channel atomic analyzer mounted

on a horizontal port in the equatorial plane. The beam

energy was about 10 keV, duration of beam pulse was 10"4 s,

beam dimension in the poloidal direction was 2 cm, fraction

of H: of the beam was very small (about 1%) but enough for

measurements.
Due to geometry conditions the measurements were carried

out only near the plasma axis (r < 5 cm). B was measured as

a function of the radius in the main torus plane, position of

plasma current was determined and the current density, j(r).

near the axis of the discharge was calculated from these

data. Ohmically heated helium discharges in the toroidal
magnetic field Be = 5.2 k6, with mean plasma density as =

1-1013 cm_3. Zeff = 3 were investigated.The TUMAN—s device
dimensions are: major radius Rk = 55 cm, minor radius a = 23

cm. Measurements were made in steady state period of the
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discharge for two values of the plasma current I = 40 RA and

Ip = 70 kA (regimes Ia and lb) and for the initial period of

the discharge for different current ramps: ”slow“ I“ 4 MA/s,

regime II) and “fast“ (“ 12 MA/s, regime III). For regimes II

and III the different technique or the preionization was

used: only electron cyclotron radiation (EC) or (EC + UV)

radiation. In the latter case the breakdown voltage was

lower.

Results of B? measurements for regimes Ia and Ib are

presented in Fig.1 as a function of the radius.( ”+" - for 39

up, ”—” - for Bp down)It is seen that the current density

which correlates with a slope of the B@(R) dependence is the
2same for both regimes (~ 53 1 5 A/cm ) but the discharge

axis moves inside at 2 cm with increasing plasma current from

40 RA to 70 kA. Both these effects can be explained by

broadening of the current density distribution and by

decreasing of the internal inductance.

Fig.2 shows the discharge oscillograms for regime II and

III: plasma current Ip, soft and hard A-ray emissions and

signal of the X-ray spectrometer tor E7 2 1 MeV (N ). Fig.3

presents the results of the measurements (circles, triangles

and crosses) together with computer simulated current

distributions for regimes II and III (solid curves). For the

simulation computer code developed in [4] was used. hodel for

calculation of the time evolution of the current distribution

is based on the neoclassically conductivity, the

experimentally observed time evolution of the mean, plasma

density and plasma current as well as time evolution of B9

were taken into account in simulating the j(r). From

comparison of the experimental and simulated results one can

conclude that in the case of the fast current ramp (regime

III) current penetration is determined by classical skin

effect for both types of the preionization (EC - open

triangles, EC + UV - full triangles). For regime III current

penetration depends on the type or the preionization and,

respectively, of the breakdown voltage. For the lower

breakdown voltage (EC + UV preionization. tull circles) the

plasma current density j(r) near the discharge axis is rather

close to j(r) determined by the classical skin effect. In the
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case of the high breakdown voltage (EC preionizstiOn,
Open

circles) current penetration time is much higher. At the 10
ms of the discharge there are piratically no the current in
the center plasma and it becomes measurable at the 20th ms.
The time evolution of the 1-ray flux with E1 2 1 Mev (Fig. 2)

shows that in this regime there is a beam of the accelerated
electrons in the plasma up till 17th ms of the discharg,_

Conditions of the generation of such beam in TUHAN—a Plasma
are discussed in [5]. These results shows that the beam has a

hollow shape and it screens, for instance [6], the central

discharge part from the current penetration.

The authors would like to express their gratitude to
P.N.Yushmanov for his help in the calculations of the current
density distribution.
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OHMIC DISCHARGES IN TORE SUPRA - MARFES AND
DETACHED PLASMAS

.C. VALLET and TORE SUPRA TEAM

Association Euratom-CEA sur la fusion
CEN Cadarache 13108 Saint-Paul—lez-Durance

l / TORE SUPRA PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS

TORE SUPRA current recently reached 1.9MA exceeding the 1.7MA design
value. Experiments are usually carried out with DC. 4 Tesla toroidal field.
Discharges are either leaning on the graphite inner first wall or limited by
movable pump limiters located outboard and at the bottom of the vacuum
chamber. The plasma major radius can be changed, typically from 2.25m to 2.45m,
the maximum minor radius is .8m for either situation. Density is controlled by
preprogrammed of feedback gas puffing and by pellet fuelling. Both deuterium
and helium have been used. the volume average density was varied from
1.1019m-3 to 4.1019m'3.
A 1.MA D2 typical discharge with density 2.1019m'3 has ion and electron central
energy of 1.8keV and 2.2keV respectively. Energy lifetime from diamagnetic
measurements is .185 in accordance with integration of local energy content.

2 / RADIATIVE PHENOMENA.
a) experiments

In this section, we investigate particular plasma conditions which lead to Marfes
and Detached Plasmas in ohmically heated He and D2 discharges limited by the
inner wall (major radius R022.31m, minor radius a=.75m). Marfes and Detached
Plasmas are studied with various space and time resolved diagnostics:
Bolometers [1] (16 vertical chords), I.R.interfer0meters (5 vertical chords), E.C.E
Michelson giving Te profiles along the major radius, Soft Xrays (43 vertical
chords), and Hot signal (18 vertical chords). The line integrated data are inverted
using the equilibria identified by the IDENTC magnetic code. Plasma parameters
are 2.5BTS4.T, .SSIpSIBMA, l.SneS4.1019m'3, Te0s2.5keV. For this study the key
parameter is the M.q product, M is the Murakami parameter and q the safety
factor — M.q=1.6p with p=7ra2ne/Ip as defined in [2]. The maximum M.q value
corresponds to the density limit.
On Tore Supra the ratio of the total radiated power to the ohmic power is found
to grow linearly with M.q. The slope for He is approximately one third of the
slope for D2 (fig.2).
The following phenomena: Attached Plasma, Marfe, Detached plasma, have
characteristic signatures on radiation profiles (fig 1 raw profiles). They are
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sequentially observed when the M.q product is risen. The inverse sequence may
be observed when M.q is decreased. For a given gas and a given impurity
content the thresholds for transitions from Attached Plasmas to Marfes and from
Marfes to Detached Plasmas ,like the density limit itself, correspond to particular
M.q values.

b) Attached plasmas
Attached plasmas are characterized by a strong poloidal asymmetry in the non
inverted radiated power profiles, with a maximum located in front of the inner
wall, due to gas recycling. The ratio of the radiated power in the asymmetrical
part of the profile to the total radiated power (Pasy /Prad ) is also found to grow
linearly with M.q (fig 3), the slope is the same for He and D2,.
For very clean He discharges , the ratio Pasy/Prad reached 60% for
M.q=15(1019m2T‘1), and 35% for M.q=8.5 in D2. When M.q is risen above these
thresholds, plasmas enter in the poloidally moving Marfes region [3], and the
profile asymmetry begins to decrease.

c) Marfes
Marfes are initialized in the equatorial plane, on the high field side, and then
move up (in the ion drift direction) on a time scale of several seconds even
during steady state plasma operation. The poloidal extension of the Marfe is
about 30° and the line integrated density perturbation is about 1018m'2 as
observed when the Marfe crosses the LR. interferometer inner chord. When M.q
reaches 16. or 17. for He, or 9. for D2 the bolometer profile asymmetry reaches a
very low level plasma gets detached.

d)Detached plasmas
Plasma detachment phases are monitored by the reduction of the Hat signal [4]
integrated along a line of sight which intercepts the inner wall in the equatorial
plane, i.e. where the plasma-wall interaction is maximum. Usually for attached
plasma this signal is roughly proportional to the plasma current, this
relationship disappears when the plasma detaches (fig 4). Detached plasmas are
produced during dynamical phases i.e. gas puffing or current decay [5].Common
features for Detached Plasmas are: the radiated power approximately equals the
ohmic power , radiation are coming from a very poloidally symmetric shell
localized at the plasma edge, the plasma radius become much smaller than the.
radius defined by the main limiter (inner wall), all profiles ,electron density,
electron temperature, soft Xrays, contract in the radial direction, the hot plasma
core is surrounded with a cold and tenuous plasma.
On Tore Supra plasma detachments may also be observed during the initial
rise of the plasma current. In this case temperature profiles are found very
peaked all along the fast current ramp up (fig.5b). This temperature profile
evolution have to be correlated with anomalous current diffusivity effect [6].
Detached plasma phases are often terminated by a series of minor disruptions
corresponding to the density limit effect. Density limit is encountered for M.q=25
in He and M.ql. in D2. One effect of the first minor disruption is to re-attached
the plasma to the main limiter, in a time scale less than 10 ms. The minor
disruptions are accompanied by inward motions of the plasma column. On
figure 4 the plasma current oscillations at the end of the discharge are due to
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these minor disruptions,the delay between the plasma current and the Ho. Signal
is given by the integration time (32ms) on Ha.

e)profiles evolution
This sequence of events is for example observed on the He discharge 2246. This
discharge is not in the cleanest He discharge series, so that the transitions
expressed in M.q are:

A.P. S 5.5 S Marfe S 7 5 DP. 5 IZzDL.
Figure 1 and figure 4 show that plasma evolves from detached in the current rise
(T1=.24s ) to Attached Plasma (T2=1.96s) ,goes to Marfe regime (T3=2.55 ) and
then back to detached phase during current decay (T4=2.97s). Figure 5a shows the
evolution of the radiating shell obtained by Abel inversion at T2 and T4. At T2
only the outer half profile is inverted . At T4 both ohmic and radiated power are
equal to 800kW , the maximum emissivity is 85 kW/m3 at r/a=.5,and 0. for r/a 2
.7. Fig 5b gives the electron temperature profiles on the equatorial plane for
T1,T2 and T4 . At T1 the profile is nearly triangular with Te < 50eV at r/a=.5. At
T4, the temperature on axis is still 1.2keV,and is well below 50eV for r / a 2 .5. The
temperature profile at T4 presents a large Shafranov shift ,which agrees with the
high internal inductance (1i=2.8) given by IDENTC with Bpol=0.l. Figure 5.c gives
the electron density profiles at T2 and T4. On the current flat top qa=7 and
(10 .~. 1.05, at T4 qa=12.5 and (10 drops below 1. 0, IDENTC localizes the q=3 surface
at r/a=.5. Figure 6. shows soft xrays profiles evolution from attached to detached
plasma for D2 shot 2340.

3 [ CONCLUSIONS

1) The ratio of radiated power to ohmic power is found to grow linearly with M.q
2) Attached plasma, Marfe, Detached plasma are sequentially observed

when M.q is risen.
3) Detached plasma with an effective radius as small as .7 time the limiter radius

was observed on TORE SUPRA.
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TOROIDAL PLASMA ROTATION IN JET

H P L de Esch D Stork and H Weisen

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 SEA, UK

A database has been constructed which contains data on toroidal plasma rotation, COUECted
from nearly 200 IET pulses where near ‘steady-state' (ie., the beams had been on for at least 0.6
seconds and dw/dt ~ 0) rotation conditions exist. Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heated discharges
without ICRH heating or strong MHD modes exhibit a rotation velocity which strongly correlates
with the ion temperature, indicating that the mechanism for NBI heating is also responsible for
rotation and that ion thermal energy and momentum losses are also quite similar.

Figure 1 gives the central angular frequency as a function of the central ion temperature. It is
readily seen that neutral beam only heated plasmas (open symbols) have a rotation velocity
proportional to their ion temperature. dm/dTi is 6.2 krad/(s keV). Similar graphs have been
obtained in other positions of the plasma with dm/dTi between 6 and 8 krad/(s keV).
Distinguishing between the open symbols in Fig.1 suggests that H-mode plasmas rotate slightly
faster than plasmas which are materially limited, with X-point plasmas in L—mode somewhere in
between.

Application of RF (black diamonds in Figrl) slows the plasma down. This is not an artifact of
extra RF ion heating without the momentum input which the beams provide, but a real slowing
down. As soon as the RF switches on the rotation decreases. This confirms data described earlier
in [l].

MHD modes slow the plasma down even more. Locked modes bring the plasma completely to
a halt. The influence of MHD and locked modes on plasma rotation is described in more detail
in [2].

The results given in Fig.1 are independent, at least to first order, of the main plasma
parameters (lp, 8.3, me, 23“, Te, q and of the nature of the limiter surfaces (carbon, beryllium or
berylliated carbon). Plasmas have been observed in which ne or Zeff changed strongly, whereas the
other parameters, including rotation, remained constant.

The fact that the rotation frequency is proportional to the ion temperature (with an offset for
H-modes and X-points) enables us to compare the momentum and ion thermal transport coefficients
directly with great accuracy. In steady—state (a/at = 0) and in the absence of convection (heat pulse
propagation measurements suggest this is true for r/a<0.9) the momentum and ion heat diffusivities
m and Xi are given by:

1 g (madam) : 2(Pair) + Pam) g (1-...) m
dr dr vb R

1 d dkTi wR d dwR
; $(Tnzi F) = “Pnbi (1-..) + P + fl 3 [mill X°——) (2)
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in which m is the plasma ion mass, 11 the density, a) the angular frequency, R the major radius, R.
the beam tangency radius (Rt/R~0.5 at JET), Vb the beam particle velocity, Pnbi the beam power to
the ions, Pnbe the beam power to the electrons and Pie the power from the ions to the electrons. The
missing terms in the brackets correspond to small corrections for the reduction in heating and
momentum input which arise from charge exchange losses and the effects of the relative motion of
the rotating plasma on the deposition by the beams.

By setting a) = otTi + b and m = 13x; (0., G and b constant) we can eliminate the d/dr() terms in
(l) and (2) and obtain:

2R P P.
= . = ———‘ 1+.E ‘1+—i (3)

fl Z’/XI a mRZ Vb [ PubiJ/ [ Pnbi]

The missing terms of eqs.(1) and (2) cancel in first order. Taking them into account in eq.(3)
gives a few percent difference.

Equation (3) is derived for a pure plasma (whether deuterium, pure carbon or pure beryllium).
in IET there is usually one main impurity: carbon (in the carbon limiter phase) or beryllium (in the
beryllium limiter phase). Labelling deuterium with D and the impurity with Z (2:6 for carbon
and Z=4 for beryllium) we define the effective diffusivities:

D Z 0 z
mDa¢ + mznzze 110 li + “7, Xi<z,> =————and<xi> = (4)

rnDnD + mZnZ n[, + nZ

noting that “12:2 mD; IIZ/ne = (Zeff'1)/(Z(Z—l)) nD/ne = (Z-Zeff)/(Z-i) we obtain:

<95. > Z+1-Zeff a§+a§ 24.1—c
= = fin (5)<z> z nDPWZX‘ ‘ z

Plotting SD = Z/Z+1-Zeff ‘ <X¢>/<Xi> against Ti yields the picture given in Fig.2. The data
in Fig.2 has been measured over a full range of plasmas, ie., from almost pure deuterium to almost
pure beryllium or carbon and many intermediate mixtures. Only data points accurate to within 20%
have been included in Fig.2. This means that SD = 1.0 +/~ 0.3 for all JET plasmas without RF or
strong MHD and Ti > 4 keV. This translates into:

1 i .xi = —( 20 3) z? <6>

This simply reflects the fact that rotation is no different for a pure carbon (beryllium) plasma
as for a pure deuterium plasma. The result given in formula (6) agrees with the prediction of m
theory for deuterium, which claims Xi) = am. No predictions about non hydrogen isotopes can be
made with in theory in its present state.

Momentum diffusivities have been directly compared with the values given by m theory
[3,4]. N Mattor points out that the formulae given in refs.[3,4] are superceded by [51 (and cautions
that this and other predictions from n,- theory must be regarded tentative conclusions based on
idealised models and not as the single prediction from m theory):

2 1/2 3T
—L‘ (m) ° 3/2 (TA-12f. n. = L“ (7)= 0.037 -————Z0 LnS (EB): (Ti +Te) LTI
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The errors on the value of m, given in this expression corresponds even in the best cases to
approximately 100%, even when discounting the errors in the numerical constants. The correct order
of magnitude is obtained by using [7], except for plasmas with flat density profiles (notably H.
modes), where M is calculated an order of magnitude too high. Figure 3 gives the prediction from Tli
theory for a number of selected pulses where the density profile is well determined. ReciproCa]
diffusivities have been plotted. The pulses with a very flat density profile (y=0.0; black
diamonds) do not agree with m theory, the pulses with more peaked profiles do, within the rather
large error bars (open symbols).

Our results contradict the gyroviscous theory [6] which gives an explicit formula for the
rotation velocity. The expression given in [6] was modified in the following way to reflect the
situation at JET. To account for a situation with deuterium and one dominant impurity species, we
rederived the expression from the gyr0viscous coefficients given for any species Z. This leads to the
replacement of Zeff by Z/(z+1-Zeff). As the angle of tangency of the beams had not been taken into
account we added a factor Rt/R-—O.5. This reflects the fact that perpendicular beams (RFC) would
cause no plasma rotation. The gyroviscous theoretical expression thus reads:

mm =W{2...iL R.— (8)
mD T10) 1120') Eb Z+1'zetr R

and this was compared with the data from Fig.1 without MHD.

The comparison is given in Fig.4. The errors in the calculated values are around 50%. The
gyroviscous rotation velocities are an order of magnitude too low (ic. the gyroviscous stress
prediction is an order of magnitude too high), except for a few cases which have a low Ti and a high
Zeff due to carbon bloom phenomena. This disagreement should not be a surprise as the scaling l/Ti
is obviously wrong when Fig.1 is compared.

CONCLUSIONS

NBl heated plasmas without RF or strong MHD modes show a rotation velocity which
increases linearly with the ion temperature and shows little dependence on other parameters.

This leads to the momentum diffusivity x4, being equal to (1 1r 0.3)/Z times the ion heat
diffusivity Xi- This agrees for deuterium with m theory, which predicts 7(4):)“. The order of
magnitude of m, agrees with m predictions, except for flat density profiles, where the prediction is
an order of magnitude too high. The present data invalidate the gyroviscous rotation theory,
Which predicts the rotation velocity an order of magnitude too low in nearly all cases.
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ELM-FREE H-MODE WITH 00- AND CTR-NEUTRAL INJECTION IN ASDEX

5.8m O. Gruber, O. Vollmer, F. Wagner,
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Max-PIanck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, Euratom-Association
D 8046 Garching

1. Introduction
Since the discovery of the H-mode, the divertor of ASDEX has often been

modified. In the first configuration till the hardening [1] in 1986, the conductance of
the by-pass between the divertor and the main chamber was low and the poWer
threshold to obtain the H-mode was around 1 MW. Under these conditions the H—
mode was discovered and extensively studied [2]. After the hardening this
conductance was about 3 times larger and the power threshold was considerably
higher (1.8 MW). During summer 1989 the conductance has been reduced again to
the level of the first version by closing the by-passes and the power threshold is
back to 1 MW. The plasma profiles evolve differently after the onset of the H-phase
when the divertor is open or closed. For the open divertor a density pedestal
develops after the transition while for the closed divertors the density increase at
the edge is moderate and the electron temperature increase is larger. it is also
observed that, on the average, the improvement factor of the H-confinement
compared to the Goldston scaling [3] is about 1.4 for the open configuration and 1.8
for the closed ones. This paper presents confinement studies performed since the
divertor has been closed again and particularly the scaling of H-discharges with
only few Edge Localised Modes (ELMs). Long ELM-regulated stationary H-phases
were studied separately and are presented in a companion paper [4].

2. Experimental conditions:
Most of the discharges analysed here were performed under boronised

conditions. With boronisation Zen is close to unity during the ohmic phase and the
iron influx from the wall during injection is strongly reduced.

We obtained ELM-free discharges over a large range of plasma currents 280
kA s lp s 460 kA and magnetic fields 1.5 T s Bt s 2.6 T. We had hydrogen or
deuterium neutral injection into deuterium plasmas. The injection power was 2.4
MW for hydrogen injection and 2.7 MW for deuterium injection, except for few
discharges in which we performed a power scan. The key parameter for obtaining
discharges with few ELMs is the plasma position possibly due to the stabilising
effect of the vessel wall. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 which show an
optimum of the ELM-free duration for the horizontal position around Ftp = 1.68 m
and for the vertical position around 2 = 1.5 cm. The longer ELM-free H~phases were
obtained at low current and magnetic field and lasted between 150 ms and 190 ms.

The discharges studied here are not stationary: after the L-H transition the
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plasma energy, the density and the radiation increase rapidly. The quiescent phase
is terminated by sequences of ELMs, causing a rapid drop in plasma energy and
density, and finally either by a disruption or a back-transition into the L—mode. These
discharges have no sawteeth during the H-phase. Although not stationary. these
discharges allow scaling studies of the H-confinement without strong perturbation
of the ELMs.

3. Confinement:
3.a) co-Nl

Among the discharges, we selected the ones having an ELM—free phase lasting
longer than 50 ms (typical confinement time) or having only few single ELMs over a
longer period and therefore a strong energy increase. Fig. 3 shows the confinement
time normalised to the Goldston scaling for the corresponding parameters versus
plasma current for these discharges and for some L—discharges. The improvement
of confinement in the H-mode decreases with plasma current. To compare the
intrinsic confinement during L- and H-phases, the confinement time of the H-phase
is corrected for the radiated power in the central region. This is necessary because
of the strong central radiation during the quiescent H—phase due to impurity
accumulation. essentially copper originating from the divertor neutralisation plates.
The correction is made in the form TEGOT = 15(1- lPrad/IPheatW. The integrals are
calculated in the central region for r/a s 0.5. This is justified by TRANPS analysis
which showed that the radiation corrected local confinement time is nearly constant
over the main part of the plasma cross section. The results with correction are also
reported in Fig. 3. It seems that the degradation with plasma current is stronger for
the corrected confinement. In fact, the radiation power in the central region is
somewhat higher for the low values of the plasma current. This related to the longer
duration of the quiescent phases obtained at low current. Fig. 4 shows the
confinement time versus plasma current with and without radiation correction.
Without radiation correction the confinement time increases linearly with lp (TE =
0.17 lp) except for the highest lp values. it must be noted here that the density is
very similar for low and high current and therefore the beam deposition profile is the
same. The radiation corrected values introduce a clear variation of the quality factor
TE/lp with lp. lts dependence versus qa of great importance for a reactor study, is
given in Fig. 5. A clear maximum of the quality factor is obtained around qa= 3 both
for corrected and uncorrected confinement times. Many of the results for qa< 3 were
obtained for currents lower than 420 kA indicating that qa is possibly the key

parameter for TE/lp and not lp.
In the recent conditions we made a power scan between 1.2 and 2.2 MW for

totally ELM-free discharges to study the power dependence of ”CE. Fig. 6 shows a
power dependence which is comparable with the L-mode scaling and a stronger
decrease with power when the confinement time is corrected for radiation. For the
radiated corrected points the heating power is Ptm - Prad(0$r/aso.5). This results
confirm earlier findings [5].
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(Sb) Ctr-NI:

As already observed before, the H—mode power threshold is 20% lower for counter
neutral injection (Bt and lp reversed) than for co-Nl. We obtained 50 ms Ion
absolutely ELM-free H phases with ctr-NI. The plasma energy decreases before the
occurrence of ELMs due to the rapid increase of the central radiation and perhaps
also due to the more off-axis power deposition of the beams. It follows that the
confinement time normalised to the L-mode scaling is not as good as that obtained
with co-Nl as can be inferred from the data points in Fig. 3.

4. Beta limit.
Extensive beta limit studies during the H-mode were performed previously in
ASDEX [6]. The limit manifested itself during a discharge by a smooth saturation of
the plasma energy followed by a slow decrease, seldom by a disruption. Previously
the beta limit was reached at 2.8 lp/aBt. Beta is derived from the diamagnetic
measurements. For the discharges presented here the maximum values of beta
normalised to lp/aBt are reported versus qa in Fig. 5 which shows that now the
Troyon factor is slightly larger than before. It must be noted that the maximum is
now reached as beta is still increasing with time and it is limited by the occurrence
of ELMs. This does not mean that the ELMs are the results of the beta limit because
we also observe ELMs farfrom the limit, for instance at low power. We suppose that
a better stabilisation of the ELMs would allow even higher beta values. We attribute
this to the boronisation which reduces Zeff and the central radiation. As a
consequence, the current profile may be more peaked than before and gives rise to
better stability of ballooning modes at similar pressure profiles.

Conclusion
With its new closed divertor configuration ASDEX is able to produce ELM-

free H-discharges over a large range of machine parameters. It seems that the
improvement of the H-confinement decrease with plasma current and that the
quality factor has a maximum around qa=3. Thanks to the boronisation the plasmas
are cleaner than previously and higher beta values could be reached.
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A REGIME SHOWING ANOMALOUS TRITON BURNUP IN JET
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Abstract
Measurements of triton burnup made at JET in 1989 are in good agreement

with a simple classical model of the triton slowing down, for the majority of
discharges. For discharges with a long slowing down time (greater than 2 seconds),
a much reduced burnup has been observed, suggesting that the tritons undergo
diffusion with a diffusion constant of 0.10 tn2 s-la. Also, the experimental 14 MeV
neutron yield is 30% lower than expected for Beryllium limiter discharges.
Introduction

D-D fusion reactions produce nearly equal quantities of 2.45 MeV neutrons
and 1.01 MeV tritons. The tritons are well confined in the JET plasma with a
slowing down time of up to several seconds. Approximately 1% of the tritons
undergo a D-T reaction, emitting 14 MeV neutrons. The 14 MeV neutron signal
is delayed relative to the 2.45 MeV neutron signal, as the peak D-T fusion
reactivity occurs at a triton energy of 180 keV. By observing both the 2.45 MeV
and 14 MeV neutron signals, information on the thermalisation and confinement
properties of tritons may be deduced. The information is of direct relevance to
a particle heating. Previous publications have shown the behaviour of tritons in
JET to be classical, within experimental errors [1].
Neutron detection and detector calibration

The 2.5 MeV neutron emission is measured with 3 pairs of fission chambers
[2]. These are calibrated using activation techniques to an accuracy of better than
iIOO/o. The time-integrated 14 MeV neutron flux at a point just outside the
vacuum vessel is measured through the induced activation of copper foils [3]. As
copper is inconvenient to use on a shot-to—shot basis, a second activation reaction,
28Si(n,p)1"Al, is also used. 28Al decays with a half-life of 2.24 minutes, emitting a
1.778 MeV y ray. The short half-life and easily distinguishable y ray make this an
ideal material for automatic monitoring of the 14 MeV neutron yield per discharge.
Time-resolved 14 MeV neutron emission rates are measured using (n,p) and (mac)
reactions in a 450mm3 silicon diode positioned outside the vacuum vessel. The
charged reaction products slow down in the diode, generating an output
pulse-height spectrum proportional to the energy deposited. By counting only
pulses corresponding to an energy of greater than 8 MeV deposited in the diode, a
signal proportional to the 14 MeV neutron emission rate is obtained. The time
resolved 14 MeV neutron detector was upgraded for 1989 by adding two Faraday
shields around the diode to provide electrical shielding and introducing a water
cooling system in order to stabilise the detector temperature.

I
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The calibration of the 14 MeV neutron detectors is derived by use of neutron
transport codes to relate the flux at the activation system irradiation ends to the
total neutron emission from the plasma [4]. The copper activation has a better
known cross-section than the silicon activation and hence is used to give the primary
calibration. The silicon activation and silicon diode systems are both cross
calibrated with the the copper activation, with an estimated error of -_l—10%.
Data analysis

This is performed by comparing the experimental 14 MeV neutron emission
rate with a simple classical model of the triton burnup. The simplest model consists
of some 12,000 groups of tritons, the size of the group proportional to the 2.45 MeV
neutron emissivity at the time and place of production. These groups are then
allowed to slow down in the plasma using the classical test particle formulation of
the energy loss rate. The time resolved neutron emission rate due to the triton group
slowing down is calculated and summed over all the groups. It has been upgraded
in order to allow the modelling of triton diffusion and loss of confinement effects.
Diffusion is simulated by releasing 1,200,000 triton groups and allowing them to
scatter randomly as they slow down, the amount of scatter dependent upon the
diffusion coefficient. Comparisons with analytic solutions of the diffusion equation
in cylindrical geometry are in good agreement with this technique. Loss of
confinement is simulated by reducing the size of each group of tritons as they slow
down, an exponential decrease of the form er‘i‘ being used. It is noted that the
results from the loss of confinement model can be made to agree well with those
from the diffusion model by a suitable choice of r. This is of importance as the
diffusion model is too slow for normal use.
Results

Figure 1 shows the absolute 2.45 MeV and 14 MeV neutron emission rates
observed from a 4 MA X-point plasma with deuterium neutral beam heating and
a primary plasma impurity of Carbon. The absolute calculated 14 MeV neutron
emission rate is also shown and is in good agreement with the experimental data.
The calculation uses purely classical triton slowing down and a 2.0 s confinement
time, the origin of which is discussed later. This is in contrast to previously
published results where a factor of 1.15-1.20 had to be applied to the energy loss
rate of the tritons in order to obtain good agreement. The majority of discharges
observed during the last experimental campaign had slowing down times less than
0.75 seconds and for these the confinement loss term has a minor effect (<20%).

Figure 2 shows the time integrated calculated 14 MeV neutron yield plotted
against the measured 14 MeV neutron yields. The data points correspond to
integrations over entire shots and have been selected by the following criteria;
IP 2 3MA, PM}, > PRF, and ZEFF<Zi where Zi is the atomic number of the primary
plasma impurity. The plasma current limitation restricts the discharges to those
with a prompt loss fraction of less than 5%, necessary because the analysis code
does not include this effect. PNBI must be greater than PRF in order to ensure that
the bulk of the neutrons detected by the fission chambers are from D-D reactions.
The ZelT limitation is to limit the error on the calculated deuterium density
estimation to iZOO/o. The figure shows two Well defined lines. The upper line
corresponds to plasmas with beryllium as the primary impurity, whereas the lower
corresponds to carbon.
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The figure suggests that the model overestimates the 14 MeV neutron emission
rate by 50% during Be impurity plasmas and underestimates by 10% during C
impurity plasmas. The Slowing down observed during each discharge appears to be
well modelled, indicating the problem lies in the absolute calibration of the detector
or the deuterium density profile used. As some of the C impurity plasmas occurred
after the bulk of the Be impurity plasmas, it seems unlikely that the source of the
discrepancy between C and Be impurity plasmas lies with variations in the absolute
calibration of the 14 MeV neutron detector. A systematic error of iZOO/o could be
attributed to the calculation of the axial deuterium density but cannot resolve the
Be : C discrepancy. The most likely explanation lies in the use of line integrated
visible bremsstrahlung measurements with assumed flat Zen profile5_
Charge-exchange measurements indicate that the impurity profiles are peaked on
axis for Be plasmas and flat, if not hollow, for C plasmas.

The confinement loss time of 2.0 5 described earlier has been obtained from
observation of a number of discharges where the triton slowing down time exceeded
2 seconds. These discharges had high electron temperatures (6-8 keV) and low
electron densities (lWmfi) for an extended period. Figure 3 shows the measured
2.45 MeV and 14 MeV neutron emission rates and the calculated 14 MeV neutron
emission rates for two conditions. All the calculated 14 MeV neutron emission rates
have been divided by 1.5 as the discharge had Beryllium as the primary impurity.
The purely classical calculation overestimates the 14 MeV neutron emission rate
considerably in the later parts of the discharge, but not the earlier parts. This
suggests that some process is occurring whereby the tritons are lost or transported
to regions of the plasma where they cannot react. This has been simulated by using
a diffusive transport term, D. Figure 3 also shows the calculated 14 MeV neutron
emission rate with D =0.10:r0.05 m2 s". The diffusion can be modelled by a triton
confinement 1055 time of 2.0 seconds and this factor has been incorporated into the
rest of the calculations. It must be stressed that the results are of a preliminary
nature and are dependent upon the accuracy of the data from a number of
diagnostics. More work will need to be undertaken to confirm this result.
Conclusions

The time evolution of 14 MeV neutron emission indicates that for the majority
of experimental regimes, a classical model of the energy loss rate of fast ions is a
good approximation. Particle transport effects become more pronounced as the
slowing down times increase, consistent with a triton diffusion coefficient of
01010.05 mlsl. Other interpretations of these observations may be possible.
Hence, further work is required to make more definite statements. There also
appears to be a systematic overestimation of the deuterium density by the 14 MeV
neutron production simulation code when Beryllium is the primary plasma
impurity, but not for Carbon.
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SCALING FROM JET TO CIT AND ITER-LIKE DEVICES
USING DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS*

J. Sheffield
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1. DIMENSIONLESS SCALING FOR PLASMAS

A concern with the approach of empirical scaling [1] to predict the performance of
future experiments is the lack of a. theoretical basis for the prediction. A complementary
approach, using dimensionless analysis to scale between experiments, was proposed by
Bickerton and London [2], Kadomtsev [3], and Bickerton [4].

Since JET does not have identically the same dimensionless shape parameters, aspect
ratio R/a, and ellipticity rc = b/a as the present CIT and ITER, the scaling is made to
the similar devices CIT' and ITER’, operating at reduced field and current; 5.7 T and
6.5 MA for CIT’ and 1.5 T and 4.9 MA for ITER'. It is then argued that raising the field
and current at constant (1 will improve the performance to a degree for which fairly close
bounds can be deduced.

The dimensionless parameters for a fusion plasma are R/a, K, 6, q, 11., p/a, 5, A,,
Z55, ne/n,, Te/Ti, gin/T, V/m, Ug/C, ND, and An/a [3], To make our analysis correct, the
source terms for particles, momentum, and power input must also scale appropriately to
maintain similar solutions for the governing equations [5]. In particular, the normalized
power density 12/a = constant.

In practice, as pointed out by Kadomtsev, not all of the dimensionless parameters need
be held constant or be specified. In typical tokamak conditions the number of particles
in a Debye sphere ND is not important, qS/T, V/vi, TIC/71g, and Te/T, are invariant if the
other parameters are invariant, and vt/c maybe neglected. For pellet fueling, the fueling
by slow neutrals at the plasma edge will be small and An/a may be neglected.

The physics scaling of alpha particle effects in burning plasmas is treated by Bickerton
[4]. It is beyond the scope of this analysis.

Thus, the key dimensionless plasma parameters, assuming that R/a, K, 5, q, Ag, and
Zea are held constant, are the collisionality 11.. o: (a)/T2 = In; normalized gyroradius
p/a oc (A]/2T1/2)/(aB) = k2; beta fl or (nT)/B2 2 kg; and the normalized power
density p/(njz) oc (Ta/2P)/(B2R) 2 k4; where P is the total power delivered to the
plasma. If we now scale from one device to another, changing the field B, at constant
R/a, Ag, and q; a; a] = (B1/Bg)o'8 then Tz/T] = (B2/Bl)o'4, 712/711 = (B2/B])1'6,
P2/P; = (Bz/Bl)n' . The energy confinement time T o< (aSnT)/P or Tz/Tl = Bl/Bg.
The confinement parameter scales as [(HTT)2]/[(TLTT)1] = 82/31. The current I or dB
or Iz/Il = (Bz/B1)°'2. The number of particles in a Debye sphere ND 0: Tin/n”2 or

*Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract
DE—AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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NDg/NDl = (Bl/Bg)fl'2. The normalized neutral mean free path An/a 0c Tl/Z/naA‘l/2 0,.
(An/a)2/(An/a)1 = (31/32)”.

2. JET PLASMA PERFORMANCE AT MAXIMUM PARAMETERS
JET performance is modelled well by the power scaling law developed by the ITER

team [1], which has the virtue that it scales very nearly correctly with the dimensionless
parameters. For the L-mode of operation,

TETER = 0.048A?'510'85B0'2<7120)0'1GO'SRI'ZKO'S P—0.5 (S)

(with I in MA, B in T, the electron density (7120) in particles X 1020 m'3, R and a in
In, and P in MW). Recent results from JET [6] operating in the H-mode at B = 2.8 T,
I = 4.0 MA, R = 3.1 m, (T) = 5.5 keV, and (Zefi'> = 1.8, with beryllium gettering,neutral beams, and ion cyclotron heating (ICH), are encouraging. The data may be used
to benchmark H-mode performance. Using these parameters and comparing the result
to the measured confinement time yields an H-mode factor of 2.55. For the purpose of
assessing CIT' and ITER' performance, we estimate the performance of JET operated at
full power and high density using the multiplier 2.55; see Table I.

Direct projections from JET to make the plasma volume of the new device CITI similar
to CIT may be accomplished by setting 32/31 = 1.74 (see Table I).

Approximately, if the projected plasma in Table I had been D-T, and ignoring any gainbecause Ti/Tc > 1, we would have for the fusion power PF '1 0.16K3a2R(n20T)2 (MW), so
Pp 2' 79 MW with Pa 2 16 MW. Therefore Q = 79/(56 — 16) = 2, at the low B,I values
given.

3. SCALING CIT’ TO FULL PERFORMANCE USING
THEORETICAL SCALE-UP

Now that the CIT' performance has been obtained at approximately half the field andcurrent, it is interesting to speculate on how the plasma performance will change whenthe field and current are raised at constant (1 and total power. As B and I are raised,
the energy confinement time should improve and the temperature should rise at constant
power. In order to keep the dimensionless parameters roughly constant, one may choose to
increase the density. To minimize the difference in the projections of a variety of theoretical
models I choose to set 713/112 2 (Es/32)“9 (i.e. the dimensionless parameters will not be
held constant).

A number of theoretical models are used for the thermal diffusivity x. They are
summarized by Ross [7]. As expected, each scales correctly with field,

a2 X2 231 a1 (Bi 0.6 t t tX (x 7- or X1 t2 "27,2 B2) a cons an power

For everything fixed (including the profiles), except n, T, and B, the Perkins dissipativetrapped electron (DTE) model has
(x T7/2 or £2- — —B—2 1.4 ~_B—] 1.6 a 2 32- 1.6 _ E 0.6

X“ nBZLg X1 “ B1 32 B2 B1 ‘ 132
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The other models [7] to be used are the Perkins collisionless trapped electron model,
the Diamond DTE model, the Diamond collisionless drift wave-1 model, the Horton
ion temperature gradient model, the Garcia rippling model, and the Carreras resistive
ballooning model. Setting n3/n2 = (Bg/BQ)0'9, as discussed above with B3 set at 10 T,
yields for T3/T2 values varying from 1.27 to 1.44. Even in the worst case the plasma would
ignite, see Table I.

4. SCALING FROM JET AND CIT TO ITER’

A similar scaling from JET to ITER’, see Table I, shows that the gulf (in terms of
dimensionless parameters between experience in expected operating regimes which can be
benchmarked on existing equipment and the operating regime of ITER) is substantially
greater than the gap between existing devices and CIT.

By scaling with constant dimensionless parameters from JET one may identify the
performance of a CIT-like device (CIT') and an ITER—like device (ITER’) operating at
reduced field and current. In fact, other devices, such as DIII-D and Alcator C-Mod, may
be used to project the performance for CIT’ for a range of fields and currents (at constant
q). Similarly, CIT’ may be added to the contributors in projecting ITERI performance.
The parameters of these devices are given in Table II for (1035 = 3.1. Note that their aspect
ratios and ellipticities are not identical. A reduced minor radius was used for DIII—D to
make the aspect ratio more like those of CIT and ITER. The scaled parameters for ITERI
are given in Table III.
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TABLE I. SCALINGS FOR CIT’ AND ITER’
CIT' ITER’

Scaled Scaled from Scaled from Scaled
from theoretical JET, from

Parameters JET JET models I = 6.0 MA CIT'
R (m) 3.1 2.0 2.0 6.0 6,0
a (m) 1.1 0.7 0.7 2.13 2.13
I6 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85
B (T) 3.3 5.74 10.0 1.45 2.53
I (MA) 5.8 6.48 11.3 4.90 8.60
q¢ 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
P (MW) 40 56 56 24 24
A.- 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
V./(IJ..)J}3T 1 1 1.02 1 1.02

(P/‘U/(P/GMET 1 1 0.64 1 0.64
jET 1 1 0.69 1 0.69

(P/nj2)/(P/nfl)m 1 1 0.47 1 0.47
(n20) 1.0 2.4 4.0 0.27 0.44
(T) (keV) 5.4 6.8 8.6 3.9 5.0
T (s) 0.94 0.54 1.1 2.1 4.3
Qequivalent 0-9 2-0 0° 0-4 2-5

TABLE II. PARAMETERS OF PRESENT

DIII-D C-Mod JET
R (m) 1.67 0.67 3.1
a (m) 0.62 0.21 1.1
x 1.85 1.80 1.85
B (T) 2.1 9.0 3.3
I (MA) 2.4 3.0 6.6

TABLE III. PARAMETERS FOR ITER’
((10.95 = 3.1) SCALED FROM VARIOUS
BASIC EXPERIMENTS

Scaling experiment

DIII—D C—Mod JET CIT’ ITER’
R(m) 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
a(m) 2.23 1.88 2.13 2.10 2.13
n 1.85 1.80 1.85 1.85 1.85
B(T) 0.42 0.58 1.45 2.53 5.00
[(MA) 1.74 1.73 5.60 9.73 19.3
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EXTRAPOLATION OF THE HIGH PERFORMANCE
IET PLASMAS TO D-T OPERATION

by B. Balet, ].G. Cordey and RM. Stubberfield

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK

Abstract D—T simulations of IET high performance plasmas are completed
using the TRANSP code with differing injection configurations and particle
transport models. Thermonuclear yields exceeding 10 Watts are obtained with
several scenarios, the best one being the injection of 140 keV D beams into a
tritium background plasma. This scenario is sensitive to the particle transport
model but injecting mixed deuterium (140 KeV) and tritium (160 keV) into a D-T
background plasma is found to give a reasonably high yield (>9MW) and is not
so dependent on the transport model.

I Description of high performance pulses During 1989 several H— mode
plasmas were obtained in which the D- N: (0) 7513(0) versus T| (0)
D fusion yield exceeded 6 x 1016 80_ \ \
reactions per second [1]. The improved 9:03 0-3 l 5 '9niti0n\_/
performance was obtained by the
combined use of Beryllium as a limiter
material (which gettered the oxygen)
and X-point sweeping to distribute the
heat load over the tiles in the X-point
region.

In this paper the D-T
performance of two of these pulses is
examined, one is a hot-ion pulse
(#20981) with Ti >> Te (22 keV and 8
KeV respectively) and the other is a
pellet fuelled pulse (#20222) which is
in thermal equilibrium with T1 = Te
(~8 keV). In the simulations differing
beam configurations are used, the 1
objective being to assess the best
configuration for the D-T phase of
operation of IET. The two pulses were selected using the standard mg Ti versus
Ti plots, shown in figure 1. Here the Q curves are for parabolic profiles of density
and temperature raised to the power 1/2 and 3/2 respectively. Several other types
of profiles have been tried including ones closer to the measured profiles but it is
found that the Q curves are actually very insensitive to the precise form of the
profiles. The density and temperature profiles for the two shots under

ND
TE

TI
(0)

(11
0"

rn‘=
l

s
Ke

V)
6

T. (0) KeV
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consideration are shown in Fig. 2 at the time of peak neutron yield, the other
parameters of these pulses are listed in Table 1.

Table 1

Pulse No. I (MA) B (T) P (MW) ' 1:8 (8) nd Ti 1:w (MW) (x 1020)
20981 4 2.8 17 8 1.1 8
20222 4 2.8 16 8 1.25 5.6

The time behaviour of the two pulses was first simulated by the 11/2 -D
TRANSP [21 code for the actual conditions of 140 / 80 keV D injection into a D
background. The TRANSP code uses the measured profiles of density,
temperature and 29“ as well as many other quantities. A good check on the
consistency of this data is shown by the comparison in Fig. 3 of the predicted and
measured neutron yield for the hot ion pulse #20981. The agreement is very
good for both pulses, and this along with other checks indicates that the input
data used by the code is fully consistent. The origin of the neutrons in the
simulation of #20981 is also shown in Fig. 3, the yield is dominated by neutrons
from fast-thermal reactions until the ion temperature reaches its peak value at
t=11.4s. The drop in the yield from t=11.4 secs onwards is due to the strong
carbon influx (Carbon Bloom).

s 20951 ’0.
20' _ n3: 20222 _____ 6 3 '

\ n. # 20981 ' Measured —7

\ -' .
Tu Tl \ 7E 20 Predicted V \
keV — \ \ 4 a .— 2-

\\\_ "a x /" Thermal-Thermal

1o VT {saga ? 8 / 74 ‘\2 . . 4t ‘ _ g . . .
T<'\ l \x. = Z Beam-Thermal 7/ ‘.\.:::\_\ \ \ 2 1 _ J", - / . \\

a, . n .. -.\
T., T. s 20222 \N, \ // / //a a \\

o . “run -' r,,/‘><—</_fa"" 9“" \:x
0,0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.3 1.0 0 / / u“~— 51110

Time (s)
11.5 12.0p

Fig 2. Ion and electron temperature
and the electron density profiles
versus the normalised radius p for
the two pulses.

Fig 3. Measured and predicted D-D
neutron yield versus time for pulse
20981, the three components are also
shown.
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II D~T Simulations The D—T simulations are completed by rerunning the
code with the same measured profiles and replacing the background deuterium
plasma by a tritium one or by changing the injected gas to tritium.

The first scenario had both boxes injecting 140 keV deuterons into an
initially tritium background plasma. The result is shown in Fig. 4 for both the
hot ion and thermal equilibrium pulses. The hot ion pulse achieves a power
output of ~12MW whilst the pulse in equilibrium reaches 8MW. The main
reason for the higher value of the yield in the hot ion case is the higher ion
temperature which improves both the thermal-thermal and the beam-thermal
emission. The beam—thermal yield is also higher in #20981 due to the higher
electron temperature in the region where the fast ions are deposited.

In the above simulations the density of the thermal plasma is assumed to
evolve in such a manner that the tritium and deuterium density profiles are
identical as is shown in Fig. 5 (model A). The reason for the larger concentration
of tritium is due to the initial gas fill being tritium and the only source of
deuterium being from the injected beam.

The simulations were then repeated with a more pessimistic assumption
concerning the particle transport, (model B) in which the flux F is assumed to be
proportional to V0 nplq~ where V0 is the same for both species. In this case the
deuterium and tritium profiles are very different (Fig. 5) with the deuterium
strongly peaked in the central region and replacing the tritium. This incomplete
mixing of the D and T leads to a much reduced thermonuclear yield see table 11.
Although as yet there are no detailed measurements of the mixing of hydrogenic
species it is likely that model B may be more appropriate than model A.

Table II #20981

Fusion Power (MW)
Particle Total

Beam Target transport thermal beam beam fusion Q
model -therma] -tl\ermal -beam power (MW)

D140 —> T A 3 8.7 - 11.7 0.85
Co B 2 5 ' - 7 0.5
D140, T160 -§ D-T A 3.5 5.8 0.3 9.6 0.75
Co Co B 3.4 5.5 0.3 9.2 0.72
D140, T160 -+ D-T A 3.5 6.0 0.3 9.8 0.76
Co Counter

#20222

D140 -> T A 1.4 6.0 - 7.4 055
Co B 1.4 5.2 - 6.6 0.5
D140, T160 4) D-T A 1.4 3.7 0.1 5.2 0.41
Co Counter 13 1.4 4.0 0.1 5.5 0.43

Q = Path/(PW) + (PM. + Pb.b)/P
One obvious technique to improve the D-T mixture is to inject tritium

with one box and deuterium with the other into a 50:50 D-T mixture. It is found
that in this case with both particle transport models, the mixture remains
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approximately 50:50 across the profile and the power output is still greater than
9 MW.

To check whether the beam-beam yield could be enhanced by reversing
the direction of injection of one box this case was also simulated. Table II showS
that this did not improve the beam-beam contribution presumably because the
relative velocity of the counterstreaming D-T ions was well beyond the peak in
the D-T cross section.

it 20222 14010]! D-tT it 20981 I/ \\ it 20981 : 140kV D—>T
l \i— nn (model B)
| ,

1o~ Total 20— Y\ / \
" ' I A \ 'y. ———/ .
3 I w / \ V~./\ \
E I E ‘\ f \
“ Beam-Thermal so n.(modelA) \ / -\\\

LE ”‘49 ' ‘- n (model A) ‘a / I g _ D / \ ' \
n. 5. . \\ l C 1.0 / \ \‘\

.\ . \
ThermalThermal ——7’\_
/‘ l / \, 1 /4_ nY (model B) \ g

o 4/ -. \ l. A» . ‘3 0.0 / . . . . ~~~~ E
9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 0.0 0. 2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0

Time(s) p

Fig 4. Predicted fusion power versus
time for the hot ion pulse #20981 and
the pulse in thermal equilibrium
#20222 for 140 keV deuterium
injection into a tritium background.

Fig 5. Thermalised deuterium and
tritium density profiles for the two
transport models A & B.

Summary Simulations assuming the same conditions as have recently been
achieved in JET D—D plasmas show that with a D-T plasma, fusion power yields
of the order of 10 MW and Q greater than 0.7 can be achieved with a variety of
beam-plasma scenarios.
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GLOBAL H-MODE SCALINGS BASED ON JET AND ASDEX DATA

0. Kardauno, K. Thomsen, J. Cordey, F. Wagner", et al., the JET and ASDEX Teams

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3EA, UK
0Max-Planclelnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, 8046 Garching, BRD

In this paper we present a discussion of the global confinement time scaling for NBI heated,
ELMy H-mode shots, using a combined dataset from JET and ASDEX.

Only co—injected, NBI heated shots with a. sufficiently long and constant PNBI and not
close to the beta limit have been selected. To avoid transients influencing the regression,
only one timepoint per shot was analysed (where d is maximal, while Wdia/Ptoi < 0.3).
The JET dataset consists of 53 ELMy H-mode shots, D into D1”. It is part of the 1986-1988
dataset, discussed in [1], extended with shots from 1989, which were partly performed with
Beryllium wall conditioning. The ASDEX dataset consists of 170 ELMy H—mode shots,
H into D+, from two major operating periods: (1) 110 shots before the introduction of
the ICRH antenna, and (2) 60 shots after the introduction of the antenna and before the
hardening of the vessel.

The essential characteristics of the two datasets are summarized in the first part of the
Table, which gives the geometrical mean values and standard deviations, as well as the
correlations, for variables that are deemed to be important for the confinement time scaling.
(The Table is entirely based on a logarithmic scale, since a simple powerlaw expression
leads to a linear model on that scale.) The upper part of the Table contains all the essential
information for making a simple power law regression (without the effects of DN/SN and
wall conditioning).

A full empirical scaling is as follows:

Tdia = C(qcyl)(A/Z)l/2(Bi).33i.03(Pt0t _ Wdia)—.34:i:.03L2.0i.07(n8).24i.03 (1)

where ( ) €1.0i,03qé1’;(i.08) for qcyl < 2.9

C qcyl = —.65 i.073145308403,! ( ) for gay, > 19

and L = (21r2Rab)1/3 is the cubic root of the volume of the vessel (JET: 2.96m, 1.25m,
2.12m, ASDEX: 1.65m, 0.4m, 0.4m). In Eq. (1), Tdia is expressed in see, and the other
dimensional variables in ‘ITER‘ units, (5 T, 22 MA, 100 MW, 1020 m-3) and (6.0m, 2.2m,
4.4m). Neglecting triangularity, the transitions from (Ip,Bt,VoI) to (qcy1,B1Ip,Vol) and
(Ip/(Tl'ab),Bt/(27TR),VOI), see Fig. 1a and 1b, are on log. scale simple linear transforma—
tions, whose effects on the regression and the Table are easily assessed. We feel free to
switch from one to the other, equivalent, representation. Initial differences stemming from
the operating period at ASDEX cease to be significant in the above scaling. The regression
is based on the assumption that “rd,“ scales as (A/Z)1/2, with A/Z = 2 for JET and 2 1.5
for ASDEX. This may influence the exponent 2.0 for L. (For an arbitrary isotope expo-
nent (IA/z, one has 2.0 — 0-27(C‘A/Z — 0.5).) Simultaneously with Eq. (1), the following
multiplicative constants have been fitted: SN: for JET: 18%(i4%) better than DN, but for



ASDEX: SN 12%(i2%) worse than DN; Beryllium evaporation (JET)/ no carbonisation
(ASDEX): 14%(i3%) better than carbonisation. The errors denote one standard deviation
(from ordinary linear least squares). The estimate of the residual (relative) error in Tdia
is 9%, which can be viewed on the residual plot (Fig. 2). It is instructive to compare this
scaling with the separate scalings of the two tokamaks, see the lower part of the Table. The
two—regime regression line was used as a variation to a quadratic term in ln(qcy1). Within
the data range, the difl'erences are minor. The change in qcyl dependence for gay, < 2,9
and gay, > 2.9 appears to be mainly due to ASDEX. The conclusion is that there seems
to be a definite difference in the ‘1cyl dependence in JET and ASDEX, which adds to
the uncertainty in the extrapolation to Qcyl = 1.8 for ITER. Furthermore, the statistical
condition of the combined dataset is somewhat impaired by the quite strong correlation
between I}? and L. Some improvement could be possibly be gained by an extended qcyl
scan in ASDEX, and with some low Ip shots at JET.

As argued in [2] and elsewhere, it can be useful to write the scaling relationship as a
leading term (with dimension time) multiplied with afunction F of dimensionless variables.
Different theories give different leading terms and a different number of dimensionless
variables on which the confinement time is supposed to depend. If the function F is
of a power—law type, it can be shown that on logarithmic scale this corresponds to a
linear transformation followed by a linear restriction on the coefficients. As the regression
problem is invariant under linear transformations, the restriction can be translated into a
linear restriction on the coefficients of the dimensional variables [2]. Without restrictions,
we have for the coefficients of

(qcyh 1t1}? < n >, L. Animal: ADNJet» Awall)
(—.31,.41, —.35, .22,1.8,.11,—.16,.11), with rmse : 10.03%.

The dimension restriction (which is e.g. common to both long and short wavelength
turbulence theory [2]) reads 40L — San — 3o}: — 6031 = 5. It gives

(—34, .35, ——.36, .21, 1.9, .11, —.19, .11), with rmse : 9.94%.

The regression errors are similar as in the Table (between '2 and 5%). The largest devi-
ations (for It, L, and ADNJet) are at least consistent with the observed collinearities
in the variables. The dimension restriction is rather well satisfied by the data. Fig. 3
compares the empirical scaling with some published scalings for (mainly) L-mode [3], with
an adjusted constant. As judged by (essentially) the xi statistic (F4217 2 xg/ll), within
the error bars, these scalings do not fit the data very well.

The ‘predictions’ for Tdia(5) in ITER (A/Z = 2.5) are 4.8(:l:.8) and 4.6(i.8), respectively.
The'unrestricted formula with 2 regimes for gay, gives 4.3(i.8). The indicated uncertainty
(2 std dev) is not to be construed as the final uncertainty in the prediction for lTER.
It is only the estimated prediction error under the assumption that the type of scaling
used is essentially correct and that the main variables influencing the regression have been
included. Aspect ratio and elongation scaling as well as profile effects and further wall
conditioning aspects may change the picture.

[1] EPS XVI, Venice 1989, p. 253257, [2] Christiansen et al., submitted to Nuclear
Fusion, [3] Engelmann, Mukhovatov, et al. NAU/ITERVTNAPH78»? m
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Table JET—ASDEX global H—mode database

correlations
units av. std (min.ma.\') (on logarithmic scale)

ASDEX (ELMy. H into D+, NBI only. 170 shots, one point per shot (W'dia = 0)
Tdia ms 49 8 (26.69) 1,; B: _Pc (n5) Tdia1,, MA 033 0.06 (017.045) 1 .71B) T 2.2 0.15 (1.52.6) .48 1 .28PC MW 24 0.55 (1.4.3.4) .30 .10 1 -11
(mg) 1020/1113 .35 0.07 (0150.5) .53 .19 .14 1 .53
Away —6% (-l,0) half—axes 95% ellipse:ADN 62% (0,1) 0.73,0.57,0.37,0.17

JET (ELMy, D into D+. NBI only. 53 shots. one point per shot (W'dia maximal)
rd... ms 670 180 (415.1120) 1,, B) PC (5,.) rdiu
1,, MA 3.3 0.78 (2.1.5.1) 1 .52
B) T 2.4 0.69 (1.1.3.5) .59 1 .47PC MW 3.0 3.0 (4.0.14.6) .32 .27 1 -.22
(n5) 1020/1113 .32 0.18 (0.09.06) .41 .20 .45 1 .50
Am,” -72% (-l,0) half—axes 95% ellipse:
ADN 30% (0.1) 1.5.0.86,0.76,0.43

combined (ELMy, NBI only. 223 shots, one point per shot)
Tdia ms 91 192 (26,1120) Ip Bf PE (77.5) L Tdiu1,, MA .577 1.0 (0175.1) 1 .990B. T 2.24 0.34 (1.1.3.5) .39 1 .362PC MW 323 2.4 (1.4.14.6) .92 .36 1 .884
(me) 1020/m3 0.34 0.11 (0.09.0.6) -.05 .14 .007 1 -.049
L In 2.60 2.6 (1.73.5.37) .984 .31 .91 —.13 1 .986
Awa” -22% (4,0) half—axes 95% ellipse:
ADN 50% (0,1) 4.1,0.93,0.66,0.44,0.20
Simple scaling relations (power law exponents)

qcyl,<3 qcy1,>3 Bf-[p Pa (725) Await A171v rmse
rd.“ (ASDEX) 0.15 —.64 .41 —.30 .15 .13 .13 8%(.20) (.08) (.05) (.04) (.04) (.03) (.02)
Tdia (JET) .10 .13 .33 —.54 .34 .20 —.16 10%(.11) (.24) (.05) (.06) (.04) (.05) (.05)
ADN = 1 for DN and 0 for SN
Awa” = —1 for carbonisation, AW,“ 2 0 for no carbonisation (ASDEX),
Awa” = 0 for C tiles + C limiters and Be evaporation, or C tiles and Be limiters (JET)
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TRANSPORT STUDIES IN HIGH RECYCLING NEUTRAL BEAM HEATED
DISCHARGES ON TFTR“

mm, S.D. Scott, C.W. Barnes, M. Bell, M. Bitter, C. E. Bush,
E. Fredrickson, B. Grek, K.W. Hill, H. Hsuan, D.K. Mansfield,

H. Park, A. T. Ramsey, B.C. Stratton, E.J. Synakowski, G. Taylor, E.H. Towner,
R.M.Weiland, M. Zarnstorff

Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton, New Jersey 08543 USA

' - Historically, the study of local transport in L-mode
discharges has had mixed success because of the difficulty of making
sufficiently precise measurements of the ion temperature profile TKR) in this
regime. Recently, the more routine availability of this data on TFTR has led us
to renew the study. Systematic uncertainties in the Ti(R) measurements still
leave unresolved some of the details of the variations of the thermal diffusivities
xi and Xe, but it is nonetheless possible to observe a correlation of the local
transport properties with global parameters in these discharges. Over much of
the minor radius, we find a comparable relative reduction in both Xi and 769 with
plasma current and an increase of both with injected power. Also, we obtain a
global scaling for the thermal stored energy.

x ri 11 ii 11 n n l i - When the TFTR carbon inner
belt limiter is loaded with deuterium gas, the recycling coefficient is high
(R~1.0)[1], and L-mode global confinement scaling is observed.[2] As distinct
from the supershot regime, which results when the limiter is conditioned to
pump deuterium and minimize recycling (R~0.6)[1], L—mode discharges are
characterized by broader density profiles, neg/<ne> = 1.4 - 1.8 (1.8-3.0 for
supershots), lower global energy confinement T15/“:1314‘110‘1e = 0.9 - 1.3 (2.5—3.0), and
lower ion temperatures TiO/Teo = 1.0 - 1.5 (2.0-4.0). The plasmas studied here
had R,a = 2.58,0.93 m, Ip = 0.9 — 2.1 MA, BT= 2.5 - 4.6 T, Pinj = O - 20 MW, and
ne(1019cm'3) = 2.0 - 6.5. Deuterium neutral beam injection (Einj ~ 100 keV) was
used with deuterium target plasmas. Peak temperatures ranged from Teo = 2 -
6 keV and Tio = 2 - 9 keV. Since the density is correlated with ID and Pinj, to
minimize the ne variation for the single parameter scans, gas puffing was used
prior to the onset of the 0.7 - 1.0 s heating pulse to control the density near the
end of injection.

The 1-D transport code SNAP was used to determine the local transport
coefficients by solving the power and momentum balance based on measured
profiles in the steady-state phase near the end of the heating pulse. Inputs to the
code include Ti(R) and v¢(R) measured by charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy (CHERS [3]) of CVI, and x-ray crystal spectroscopy [4] of FeXXV.
Te(R) Was measured by ECE radiometry and Thomson scattering, and ne(R) by a
ten channel infared interferometer and Thomson scattering. Zeff was
determined by visible bremsstahlung emission and assumed to be flat across the
profile. Neutral influx was deterniined from a 5 channel Ha monitor.
Convection (taken to be 3/2FT) is not significant in the power balance of these
discharges; however electron-ion coupling (assumed to be classical) is a critical



term, and uncertainties in this term as well as the radiated power often
dominate the power balance outside r/a ~ 0.7.

' r - For 120 discharges spanning the
parameter ranges indicated above, regression fits for the scaling of the total
stored energy from magnetic measurements result in:

Wi‘orn(regression)=0.21 Ip0-99 (7l0-55(3lne'0v12(7) (1)
similar to earlier results.[2] (PT0T=Pinj+POH) At high Pinj, even in high
recycling conditions, the unthermalized beam ions contain a significant fraction
of the total stored energy (WBEAM/WTUML = .20 - .45 for these discharges) and
WBEAM scales differently than WMAL. Using the 50 shots for which we have more
detailed profiles of Ti(R), one obtains a tight fit to WDEAMUegression)
=0.036 Pinj0-94TeOO-97ne-1-04 for the calculated energy stored in beam ions. One
can then determine the scaling of the thermal stored energy (WTHERMAFW-ifomr
WBEAM(regression)) for the full dataset :

WTHERMAL(regression)=O.14 Ipl.23 ”WWW-29(3) mil-43(7) . (2)
This result indicates a substantially stronger ID and ne dependence and weaker
PTOT dependence than the traditional L-mode scaling. The scaling expressions
in (1) and (2) are significantly different. As has been pointed out previously [5],
this is one reason that care should be taken in applying global scaling results.

IQH lemperatnre Measurements - Figure 1 shows measured profiles for a
discharge with parameters Ip = 1.2 MA, Pinj = 9.2 MW, BT= 3.8 T, and
ne = 3.1)(1019 m‘3. The discrete points show the Ti(R) values from the CVI 5292A
line and the FeXXV 1.85}; line (the instrumental width for each is ~1.0 kev).
Repeated comparisons of CHERS Ti(R) profiles using the CVI 5292A line and the
CVI 3435A line on successive discharges indicate a temperature independent
offset, with the 3435A determination typically ~.3 kev higher at the large major
radius edge, increasing to ~.9 kev higher near the center of the discharge. The
systematic differences in the Ti(R) profile determinations are not understood.
The fact that there are more mechanisms which make a line broader rather
than narrower, and the existence of a charge-exchange-excited, small satellite
feature on the long wavelength side of the 3435A line (as also observed on
ASDEX[6]), give us more confidence in the 5292A determination, which we use
in the analysis below. The error bars for the CHERS data are best estimates of
systematic uncertainties, and are several times the statistical errors in the data.
A full uncertainty analysis continues. To check the sensitivity to this choice of
Ti(R) profile, we will later point out changes to conclusions which result when a
profile consisting of the high value of the error bars in the 5292A determination
is used.

Calculated Ti(R) profiles using different Xi models are shown for
comparison in figure 1. Note that Xi=(2-4)Xe gives reasonable agreement for this
discharge, consistent with previous results in high recycling conditions.[7,8]
As shown in fig. 2, the model Xi = 0.5% consistently overestimates the measured
Ti from both diagnostics.



Single parameter scans and global scaling — Although the ultimate goal of
this transport study is to determine the dependence of local transport coefficients
on local variables, these variables are difficult to control. Since the thermal
stored energy scales strongly with ID and Pinj, a step in understanding local
transport is made by investigating the correlation of Xi and Xe with these global
quantities. To this end, scans in IP and Pinj were performed and care was taken
to hold constant other parameters, particularly density.

Figure 3a shows the change in the calculated Xj(r) and Xe(r) for a plasma
current scan. As 11, was changed from 1.2 MA to 2.1 MA with other quantities
held constant, Teo increased from 3.5 to 6.2 keV and Tie rose from 3.3 to 7.5 keV.
Transport analysis was done near the peak in the Te sawtooth amplitude. (ATeST
= 0.2 keV at 1.2 MA, 1.5 keV at 2.1 MA, sawtooth period ~2TE) The scale lengths
LTe and LT, (where Lx=d(ln_X)/d(lnR)) were unchanged. The density profile was
more peaked in the high current case (ne(0)/<ne>=1.9 vs 1.5) and the scale length
L", decreased by a factor of4 over r/a ~ 0.2 - 0.7. In this and other scans described
below, the power balance outside r/a=0.7 is problematic, because radiated power
and electron-ion coupling become large and uncertain in this region. Note that
both Xi and Xe were reduced as IP increased.

The injection power was varied from 9.2 to 17.0 MW with other machine
parameters held constant, and figure 3b shows the effect on the thermal
diffusivities. In this case the peak temperature variations were T90 = 3.4 - 3.7
keV and Tie = 3.0 - 3.7 keV, and the profile shapes of Te, Ti and ne showed no
significant variation. Xi and Xe both increased by similar relative amounts.

Figures 4a and 4b show the variation of Xi and Xe (r/a = .45) with Ip (at
constant Pm) and with Pinj (at constant ID) for less constrained datasets
assuming the 5292A determination of Ti(R). As shown by the solid lines, both Xi
and Xe show similar relative variations - both decreasing with plasma current
and increasing with heating power. It is interesting to compare these results
with those obtained previously in the supershot regime, where Xi and Xe inferred
from a similar analysis show variations of less than a factor of 2 over similar
ranges in Ip and Pinj [9].

If the higher choice for the Ti(R) profile as discussed above is used, the
magnitudes of Xi(r) and Xe(r) are more similar (x,/xe~2 rather than ~4).
However, the trends displayed in figures 3-4 are not significantly changed. The
dashed lines in fig. 4a and 4b show the trends in the scaling of Xi(r) and Xe(r)
with this treatment, and further uncertainty analysis is ongoing.

*This research was conducted with DOE grant No. DE-ACOZ—76-CHO-3703
f r n
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ENERGY CONFINEMENT SCALING LAWS FOR FT OHMIC PLASMA

G.Bracco, P.Buratti, F.0rsitto, D.Santi

Associazione EURATOM—ENEA sulla Fusione

Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati

C.P. 65 , 00044 Frascati (Roma) ITALY.

A database on energy confinement in FT has been prepared

including ohmic plasma results for magnetic field in the range

2.5 to 10 T, line averaged density from 1. to 30 10‘9m—3, q

values from 2.5 to 6.5 and for deuterium, hydrogen and helium

working gases. The database refers to plasma pulses of 1988

and 1989 operation. This paper considers only deuterium

discharges which form the bulk of plasma pulses. Plasma major

radius is 0.83 m and minor radius is 0.20 m.

The global confinement time has been evaluated from

kinetic data. The electron temperature profile is measured by

a single pulse Thomson Scattering system at seven radial

position. Electron density is measured by a single channel

HCN interferometer, which provides the line averaged density.

The density profile is then assumed parabolic: but this

assumption does not affects significantly the evaluation of

the global confinement. Information on ion temperature is

provided by measured neutron yield and by charge exchange

analysis. The ion temperature profile has been computed by

the solution of the ion power balance making use of the

neoclassical thermoconductivity and the results agreed within

the experimental error bars with the measured data. It can be

noted that at high density (> l.lO’°m—3) even the results with

a neoclassical multiplier factor of three still agreed with

experimental data. The ion temperature from the neoclassical

power balance has been used in the global confinement time

computation. The Z effective is deduced from the experimental

plasma resistivity using neoclassical corrections.

The resulting global confinement time has been compared

with several standard scaling laws and the results are shown

in fig.l,2,3,4,5 where points are selected for different

magnetic field values according to the code shown in table 1.

The comparison fig.l with the neo—Alcator scaling law in

its TFTR expression [1] shows that FT data are 20% lower than

the scaling but very near to the PLT ones. At high scaling

parameter values a saturation is found which corresponds to

density greater than 101°m—3.

The Goldston scaling [2] is shown in fig.2 where the

global confinement is given by the combination of the ohmic

and the auxiliary heating scalings using the ohmic power as

the total power. This scaling underestimates the FT

confinement by a 40%.
The Rebut—Lallia scaling [3] is shown in fig.3. This

scaling overestimates the confinement of about 25% and the

data suggest that the magnetic field dependence is too strong.

The Lackner—Gottardi scaling [4] is shown in fig.4 and it



provides the best fit to FT global confinement.
The collisionless electron trapped mode scaling [5] in

fig.5 reproduces the average values but with a large
dispersion.

1) Efthimion at al.(l984). Proc.10th Int.Conf.on Plasma
and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research,
(IAEA, London )CN-44/A-I-2

2) R.J.Golston, Plasma Physics and Controlled
Fusion, 26,87(1984)

3) Rebut,P.H.,Lallia,P.P. and Watkins,M.L.(1988).Plasma
Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research
(IAEA, Nice )CN—50/D-4-1

4) K.Lackner,N.Gottardi JET—P(88)77
5) F.Romanelli, Plasma physics and Controlled

Fusion, 31,1535(1989)
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PROFILE CONSISTENCY COUPLED WITH MHD EQUILIBRIUM

EXTENDED TO NON STATIONARY PLASMA CONDITIONS

P. Micozzi, M. Roccella

Associazione EURATOMeENEA sulla Fusione
Centro Ricerche Energia Frascati

C.P. 65 — 00044 Frascati, Rome, Italy

INTRODUCTION

A profile consistency based on the parallel component of the ohmic law coupled

with MHD equilibrium has been used to obtain electronic temperature profiles,

both for stationary and non stationary tokamak plasmas. The ohmic law contains

a resistive neoclassical term and one term that accounts for the bootstrap current

contribution. A numerical code has been developed to solve the problem where

the equilibrium is solved using the toroidal multipole method [1]. For stationary

plasmas we have obtained temperature profiles close to the experimental (lata for a

lot of machines very different in size, elongation, plasma current, toroidal field and

density (JET, TFTR, Asdex, Alcator—A, Alcator—C and FT). Only some examples

of the obtained fits are given in this report. The main feature of the model is

the capability to provide a parametrization of the ohmic law also in non stationary

cases. In agreement with some experimental evidences the model foresees a strong

peaking of the temperature profile in non stationary plasmas only when the central

value of q is decreasing in time. An upper limit for the duration of the monster—like

pulses can be also estimated by the model.

PLASMA MODEL

The approximation Te 2 Ti has been assumed. The density profiles are given

a-priori to simulate euristically the different experimental situations (pellet or gas

puffing injection).

Due to the presence of the sawtooth inside q :1 region, the ohmic law must

be retained only outside this region if the inductive terms during the sawtooth are

disregarded. We used this criterius for the ordinary sawteeth activity, for which

the periods are commonly much lower than the characteristic energy diffusion times

and assume that the temperature be flat inside this region. This assumption can

result somewhat pessimistic for the more compact machines [2]. In presence of

the sawteeth stabilization (giant sawtooth, monsterelike pulse or after the pellet

injection) the contribution of the inductive term to the plasma current has been

taken into account (see next). The current density profile is determined giving the

position (the value 1111, of the poloidal flux 1/2) corresponding to the q :1 surface.

To find this position we start from the consideration [3] that for given current

and density profile the temperature consistent with the neoclassical resistivity may

present a relative maximum outside the plasma axis. If the ohmic law should be



maintained beyond this limit it would produce an hollow temperature profile that
is not physically significant. Since to justify that the ohmic law is not satisfied
we must assume that some unknown term contributes to the current (as e.g. the
inductive term during the sawteeth), the hypothesis that the point of the maximum
in temperature be internal to the q = 1 surface seemed us justified. This assumption
poses a lower limit to the peaking 0f the current density in the region before the
q :1 surface: i.e. the peaking for which q: 1 at the surface where the electronic
temperature attains its maximum. Since the size of the q : 1 region increases with
the assumed peaking of the current outside this region, the average temperature
peaking factor T(O)/(T) and the fusionistic performances of a machine, for a given
plasma thermal content, are not sensibly affected by this assumption. The choice
of the minimum size for the q : 1 region has been found the more appropriate
for the most of the experimental well behaved stationary discharges that have been
examinated, and it has been commonly adopted in these cases. This rule have been
also found in qualitative agreement with the euristic assumption of r1 = (L/qa where
7'], a are the q : 1 surface and the plasma minor radii. It has been assumed [4]
the following form of the parallel component of the generalized ohmic law

(Jff‘B) : (JHEB) + (.IfiB) (1)
where the suffixes E, b stand for the contributions to the total current due to the
electric field and to the bootstrap current respectively (the brackets denotes surface
averages). The bootstrap term is taken from reference [4], the first term reads

(JHEB) = finctEnBl = Uncl<E¢qi + (Ep)l ,
where am is the neoclassical conductivity. Writing more explicitly all the inductive
contributions during non stationary conditions

Unc(JnEBl : 7(*Qd’a — (101/30 + i“)
where the label 0 indicates the plasma boundary, V’ = (IV/dig is the 7/’ derivative
of the volume V enclosed by the flux surfaces 1/; and it is formally defined by

. ‘1’ 30 ~ - . . .1r : —~ d?!) = AY/r’n + BP + an + q - (2)W 81‘ J,
The last equality (A, B, C, D being known functions of 111 depending on the

particular MHD equilibrium solution) is obtained using a behaviour of q vs. 1/; of
the form

q _ { (9a — (joltl — tb/tl’ilp + (10 11’ S “W
(10 71’ 2 772‘1

where p is a parameter to be found to fit the real behaviour of q from the
equilibrium.

Let be H = (JfimB) obtained from the equilibrium] and b: (JliBl' Taking the
ratio of eq. (1) at the generic 1/) and at 2,01 we obtain

2/3
qO(H — b)l“V’

: 1 ‘ . .Frill/(H1—'b1)q + Oneittl'uqotq ’ (10) + 17(10 — fl’lqll
(3)
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Fig. 1 — Our model (full line) and the Fig. ‘2 7 Our model (full line) and the
experimental data for a compact devices experimental data for a large tokamaks
(FT) [7] (stationary conditions). (JET [5]) (stationary conditions).

where the suffix 1 denotes the quantities at it] and T is the neoclassical correction
factor to the Spitzer resistivity.

This equation set the formal relation betWeen temperature and current density,
both in stationary and non stationary conditions, that has been used to determine
the temperature profiles. The second term in the denominator of eq. (3) is due to
non stationariety. This term can account for the very dillerent temperature profiles
observed during plasma current rise and during sawteeth stabilization. It turns out
that the first three terms of the eq. ('2) don’t affect appreciably the temperature
profile, that indeed, as it has been experimentally observed, can be dramatically
changed only when the value go of (1 on axis is lowering in time (q'o < 0). It must
be remarked that, no matter of how low is the value of (1 that can be reached
during sawtooth stabilization, the temperature peaking maintains as long as q'o has
a negative high enough value.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL TEMPERATURE PROFILES

The model has been checked with some examples of experimental temperature
profiles in various tokamaks (Asdex, JET, TFTR7 Alcator—A, AlcatoreC, FT). The
obtained fits are all within the experimental uncertainty both for small and large
tokamaks. Some of the fits obtained in the stationary cases are shown in figs 1 to
9

The theory seems to account for the less extended central flat region commonly
observed in the colder and denser plasmas of the compact tokamaks (fig. 1). When
characteristic times of the order of the magnetic diffusion time are used a complete
peaking of the temperature profile is commonly obtained.

Figs 3 (giant—sawtooth [5]) and 4 (rnonsterelike pulse [6]) show the fits obtained
for two JET pulses during the sawtooth stabilization.

In these examples, during the stabilization times (about 0.2 s for the giant
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1ptMA)=1.99 fip=0.15 1p (MA)=3.DO [3p=0.14
fi=o.31x1020 m—3 zeff=z.4o fi=o.z3x1020 m-3 zeff=5.5o
q0=0.95 qa=4.00 B(T)=Z.82 q0=0.72 qa=5.63 B(T)=3.30
a) (lo/Clo: '3 S, b) (10:0 qO/q0= ‘10 S

4 - a)
T (kev)— X /

X

2 ‘ l
1 b)

0 I I I | I I I

2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2. 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4
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Fig. 3 — Giant sawtooth at the JET. Fig. 4 — Monster sawtooth at the JET.
Comparison with the experimental data: Comparison with the experimental
a.) during giant rise (jg < 0; data during monster rise (10 < O.
b) after the sawtooth crash (jg E 0.

and 3 s for the monster), (10 is made to decrease from 1 to the expected values at
the end of these times (go 3 .95 for the giant and go z .7 for the monster). If We
assume that during stabilization the size of the hollow region of the temperature
must drop to zero and that the minimum value of qo on the axis that can be
achieved is about 0.7 (monster pulse), we can argue the maximum time needed by
the monster sawtooth before the crash.

It can be deduced that the maximum duration of hypothetic monster—like pulses
in FTU, IGNITOR, JET and JIT should be of the order of 0.35, ls7 33 and of
several tens of seconds respectively. All the examples considered, except for FTU,
being of Comparable flp.
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TOKAMAK DISCHARGES TO IGNITION“
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The tokamak operates in a variety of confinement regimes suggesting there may be several
transport mechanisms in combination. The detailed parametric dependence of each is likely to
be very complicated. However, it can be argued that all plasma diffusion mechanisms can be
divided into the extremes of gyro—Bohm (5B) or Bohm (B) types depending on their scaling with
ion gyroradius p. relative to the minor radius a: p.r1 [pH = (13/03, Ca = 1/T/mg, D; : eB/mic].
These correspond to turbulent (or classical) diffiision processes with short or long step sizes
scaled to p5 or a, respectively. The local difl'usivities and confinement times can be Written
as DEB = (cu/a)p3FgB 01‘ DB = 65])n and T38 = B-1(Ps/a')—3FgB 01' TB = B—1(PI/a)_2F‘BI
respectively. The form factors (F) are possibly complicated functions of the dimensionless pa-
rameters associated with geometry (safety factor q, aspect ratio R/a, elongation b/a), atomic
and profile parameters (A, Zefl‘: L/a where L is any plasma or heating gradient length), and the
plasma parameters collisionality (1"! o: Ila/g) and [3 (or ,5 = fi/fiu.“ where flu.“ oc a/Rq). [De-
pendence on the Debye length AD/a is not considered] Discharges with all these dimensionless
parameters including p,3 /a the same would have 'r 0: B—1 [1—3] and could be called dimensionally
identical in their transport properties. It is well known that isolating the dependence on the
dimensionless variables [pl/a, 0, B, . . .] imposes a single constraint [2] on the scaling of 1' with
respect to machine variables [3, a, P, n, . . .]. In this paper, we observe that while dimensionally
identical discharges cannot be scaled to ignition, existing and proposed ignition regime tokamak
discharges can have all these dimensionless parameters the same except pl /a. We shall call such
discharges “dimensionally similar" and focus on the scalings with respect to pH /a.

If either the gyro-Bohm or Bohm type scaling dominates (or at least an suitable admix-
ture remains constant with the similarity variables fixed), then we have a powerful method
for size (a) and field (B) scaling existing discharges to ignition. For dimensionally similar
discharges it is easy to show that 1'83 (x Baa/2, [n(O)T(O)'r]gB oc Baa“2 o: Isa”2 with
P33 o< Bar”2 and TB 0: BI/3a5/3, [n(0)T(O)1-]B o< B7/3a5/3 o< I7/3a‘2/3 with PB 0: B‘s/adj”.
In addition, 11 o: B‘Vaa‘l/a, T o: Bz/aal/a, and p./a o: B—z/sa—s/s {It is clear from
the latter that dimensionally identical discharges have (B4a5) constant with n(0)T(0)T
o< B in addition to 1' on: 3‘1 [3]}. The most severe limitation to dimensionally similar
scaling is imposed by the operating density limit which is most likely a radiation collapse
limit nun,“ o: (B/.Rq)(P/P0H)1/2 (see Ref. 4). Thus, n/numjt o: Bl”dz/“’(P/Poxq)‘/2 with
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(P/POnB 0c 1 whereas (P/POH)B cx Bz/aal/e. This limit is most restrictive in scaling to
larger size rather than larger field.

The method is most clearly illustrated with a B field scaling of DIII—D to a “CIT-like”

device. Bremsstrahlung power losses (Pm) scale as 11.2T1/2a3 and we can assume fusion alpha
power gains (Pa) scale as nzTaa.3 in the ignition regime (T) ~ 3 to 10 keV [see Ref. 4 for formulas].

We need only solve the ignition power balance Pozgfizfla = Peary/anion — PbsBzZ/Z for

9:5 = Bl/Bu and/or an = a1 /a0 given the power loss P0 with PM, and Pug evaluated for

a given experimental discharge with :10, BO, average density (n)0, and average temperature

(T)o. 63 : 1(5/3) and 6a : 1/2(4/3) for gyroBohm (Bohm). :53 and ma are the numerical
increases in field and/or size to obtain ignition. Clearly, these will be derived from discharges

with largest ,d, lowest q, and otherwise best n(0)T(0)1‘. Figure 1 shows a field scaling mg

(:c“ = 1) for some DUI—D H—modes with 0.4 < E < 0.6, 3 < qMHD < 4 (gemFlue = 2,2 to

3.0), B = 2.1 T, 0. ~ 62 cm, 2.7 < R/a. < 2.8, 1.8 < b/a. < 2.1 versus gross collisionality

f/ E fi?3a5(m)R2(m)(b/a)z/W2 (MJ). Parabolic (1 — rz/az)“ profiles were used with an : 0.5,
arr = 3/2-(qeu;pee —1) ~ 1 and T; 2 Te. These are preliminary conservative assumptions intended

to illustrate the method rather than a final optimal result. The method can be improved with

Ti gé Te and actual profiles. Clearly there is a crucial difference between gyroBohm and Bohm

scaling.
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FIG. 1. B field scaling of DIII—D H—mode discharges to ignition.

There is, however, at least a modern theoretical predisposition toward the shortwave or

gyroBohm type scaling. The collisional or neoclassical diffusion losses are of the gyroBohm type.
All the electrostatic drift wave modeling formula used for fitting and ignition projections assume
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All the electrostatic drifi: wave modeling formula. used for fitting and ignition projections msume
wavelengths and mixing lengths scaled to p, (e.g., Ref. 4). In the present context, these may be
seen as interpretation formulas for F85. However, the gyroBohm type scaling is not limited to
E X B drift wave transport. It includes formulas for magnetic transport from micro-tearing modes
(similar to E X B collisional drift wave scaling), electromagnetic transport at very short (c/wpc)
scales {e.g., Ohkawa type models D cx veth/Rq- [t:/u),,.,)2 cc (c,/a)p§-[1/,5-a/Rq-(me/m,)1/2]}
and magnetic diffusion of the Carreras-Diamond-Rechester-Rosenbluth type {e.g., D o< (ca/a)p§
‘ [Dfll/Zfia/z(m/m)1/2}. There are fewer Bohm examples. Apart from the likelihood that
Bohm scaling obtains in a sharp boundary layer where l/L o: 1/P5a there is a recent suggestion
from numerical simulation of resistive MHD turbulence [5] that dominant wave numbers scale
to m : n . q with lowest 71.. This leads to a mixed but nearly Bohm scaling D (X c5p5(ps/a)1/3.

Unfortunately, the experimental distinction between gyroBohm and Bohm types scaling
is not entirely clear. Apart from the dependence on 13 and d, 7-88 or B4/slza1'l.3/5P‘3/5 and
TB 0:: Bl/aaS/znl/ZP‘l/z at fixed q, R/a, and b/a. This can be compared to Goldston L—mode
scaling TL o< Ba2'4n+°P'°'5. Christiansen, Cordey, and Thomsen [6] have statistically analyzed
JET L- and H—mode discharges in terms of 783 and TB. Replacing B with Ba and [i with 3,9
to describe the experimental q dependence, they found that gyroBohm scaling fit best with FEB
(2158—35/2) o: 90'403‘4 m '0‘4. A large intermachine data base can be analyzed under the single
constraint as

1' 0c 3-1 (p,/a)m fi“’£§“°q°"(R/a)“5(b/a)“° , (1)
which then determines

7. or Bfiuafii Pfiznfi: qfia (IE/a)“ (b/a)fla _ (2)

Bickerton [7] recently found for a large L—mode data base fig 2 1.08, [91 = 2.31, [32 = — 0.579,
fig = 0.069. fl; = 1.0, ,65 = 0.01, fig 2 0.212. This is equivalent to a1 = — 1.58, (12 : —0.214,
013 = — 0.985, (14 = — 1.35, as : —— 0.270, as = 2.13. From 011 : — 1.58, a scaling less favorable
than Bohm (a1 = — 2) is indicated.

Statistical regression of raw confinement time suffers three problems: how to weigh dis-
charges particularly in inter—machine comparisons, covariance of some machine variables, and
perhaps most important, how to correct for atomic effects such as fast ion storage and beam
penetration. For fast ion storage we can correct experimental TE by [1 — “FE/T. - GE/2] where
1', is the volume average slowing time down and Ge (~ 1/2) is a function of beam voltage.
The correction for beam penetration can be handled by normalizing the discharge confinement
times from each machine to the penetration at 2%. fi. is the density at two mean free paths
along the path giving 13% shinethrough. The confinement time renormalization appears to be
insensitive to the profile and temperature dependence of the assumed diffiision. Table I shows
a constrained analysis of an L—rnode data base weighted by reportage. It is clear that these
corrections to the confinement time induce a. more favorable density scaling and change the pI /a
scaling away from Bohrn to gyroBohm ((11 = — 2.07 to 0:1 : — 3.15). Perhaps corollary to this
is the observation that low density ohmic neoalcator scaling in dimensionally consistent form [8]
TOH oc nos/4R2(P/P0H)7 has TOH o: .B‘1(p,/a)(‘3‘5 ‘° 4‘2) . .. for 7 = 0 to —0.8. In this case,
no atomic corrections are needed.

The single constraint of plasma physics offers the possibility that B scaling in any single
machine (at fixed R/a, b/a) can determine the pn/a scaling and thus the universal size scaling
(for any given regime). For example, in the L—mode, variation of the machine variables B, P,
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TABLE I
L-MODE FITs OF CONFINEMENT TIME, EQS. (1) AND (2)

__________9‘1-______O‘_2_______9‘§_______°_‘fl___ ____°‘§.__.___‘3‘§___ RMS FIT
fie £71 .52 53 54 fits .36 FACTOR

_ _______ 12.97.____“_Q§l_8____0_'9§'_1:1_____l'_0_4___ _:9_33Z,_,,1.9? ______1:11"
RAW 0 790 1 94 —0 187 —0.078 —0 804 -0 368 1 75

(1 04) (2 46) (—0 624) (0 197) (—0 859) {—0 142) (0 147) (1 22)

FAST ION & ________:§;1§___:_Q-}_7§_____Q-§.7:1_-:}£7___ ___9;Z%L___2_-§Z _____1_-_5§,,,
PENETRATION 0.757 2.99 —0.460 0.568 ~0.701 1.05 1.85
coanmmons (1.01) (3.69) (—0.772) (1.23) (—0.633) (1.59) (1.80) (1.34)

( ) : unconstrained
Kaye as: 108 (ISX—B), 215 (DITE), 227 (D111), 4 (TFTR), 32 (ASDEX), 42 (PDX),

70 (PLT), 73 (TFTR)
Kaye 88: 16 (DIII—D), 401 (JET), 70 (JFT—2), 276 (JT— 60), 189 (TFTR)

n, I allows 01, a2, a3, (14 to be determined. The constraint allows five variables 1%, fig, [93, fi4,
and in particular the size scaling [31 to be determined. This is illustrated in Table II for JET
L—modes.

TABLE II
SINGLE MACHINE SIZE SCALING

011 012 a3 a4 RMS FIT

50 .51 fiz 53 £74 FACTOR

UNCORBECTED ~2.68 —0.435 —0.337 —1.50 1 15
JET—L 1.30 2.58 —O.447 0.020 —1.02 '

CORRECTED —3.78 —0.402 0.0974 —2.01 1 16
JET—L 1.30 3.19 —0.498 0.345 —1.01 ‘

Experiments on DHL—D are in progress to determine the gyroradius scaling by a 0.7 to
2.1 T B scan at a particular fixed 17, ,5, q (the density and power will vary appropriately over
the scan). These experiments are expected to distinguish T B on B from TB 0: 31/3. We expect,
however, that detailed examination of the local diffusion {rather than simply the uncorrected
global TE) will be required for a definite conclusion.
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TRANSPORT CODE SIMULATIONS OF IGNITOR

M F Turner, J W Connor, M Cox, R Fitzpatrick, R J Hastie, T C Hender,
G P Maddison, D C Robinson and T N Todd

Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3DB, England
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1 Introduction
IGNITOR is a high magnetic field (BT = 11 T, I = 10MA, with possible brief excursion
to BT = 13T, I = 12MA), compact (a = 0.45m, b = 0.78m, R = 1.2m), Ohmically
heated device intended to attain ignition transiently durin a 2-45 current flat top [1).
The purpose of this paper is to contribute to assessing wrether, or under what con—
ditions, ignition in D—T is possible. Because of uncertainties in energy confinement,
sawtooth behaviour and MHD stability, this requires that a range of possibilities be
explored. At the lowest level a wide ranging survey of the consequences of present em-
pirical confinement time scalings and other assumptions (eg Zen, profile shape) is carried
out using a %D code (ie a zero dimensional code which accounts for profile factors). This
is followed by a. 1D time-dependent energy transport analysis, with a preset constant
thermal conductivity, which can make rapid parameter scans (eg to investigate the ef-
fects of sawteeth and profile assumptions on the discharge evolution). A 1%D code,
which foHOWS the evolution of the magnetic configuration in a shaped tokamak, in large
aspect ratio ordering, is used to complement the simplified 1D study. This code employs
transport coefficients and sawtooth models based on theoretical considerations. Finally,
our results are summarised and discussed.

2 §D (POPCON) Ignition Studies
This study computes the powers associated with neoclassical Ohmic heating, Pomo—
heating, Pu, bremsstrahlung, PB, and synchrotron radiation, P3, allowing for plasma
para; and dia—magnetism, and the combined transport and line radiation loss PL implicv
ity represented by a number of empirical scalings for energy confinement time 7,23) (Kaye—
Goldston, Kaye (old), Goldston, Mereshkin-Mukhovatov, Neo—Alcator with optional
power degradation (obtained by convolving neo-Alcator scaling with the 0H power—
temperature degeneracy factor to a chosen power), Shimomura—Odijima, Rebut-Lallia,
Kay-big, Todd(3), Gottardi— Lacknerm). In computing these powers allowance is made
for profiles of n,T, ”NC: < av > and B (based on profiles of the form n = na(1—r2/a2)"’"
etc), plasma shape, impurity dilution effects and Zefl’. These powers can be used to as—
sess whether ignition (ie Pa > PLoss, where PLoss = P3 + P5 + PL) occurs and whether
or not it is achieved within the discharge pulse duration tp, ie if td, < tp, where td, is the
characteristic heating time WTOT/(POH + Pa — PLoss)-

These quantities have been calculated for IGNITOR conditions between 10MA, HT
and 12MA, 13T with Zefl' = 1 to 1.5, 7,, = 1 to 3, and 7T = 1 to 2 for the Various



confinement scalings. Net Power output contours are evaluated in the FL,T.'D plane,
spanning typically 0.5 —> 1?.)(1020711'3 and 3 —; 30keV with a spot check at a prescribed
point. Typical results from these spot Checks are shown in Table 1 along with comments
referring to the full POPCON plots.

The general conclusion is that global ignition is possible provided the energy con-
finement time exceeds about 0.455 and the density profile is significantly peaked. Core
ignition (ie within 25% to 30% of the minor radius) is also checked in this analysis (as—
suming global and central confinement times are equal) and appears to be more readily
attainable. The number of scaling laws allowing ignition for the same profile assumptions
increases as the performance is increased from 10MA, 11T to 12MA,13T.

3 1-D Ignition Studies
This model solves time dependent radial electron and ion transport equations in cylin-
drical geometry. Density profiles of the form n = 110(1 —r2/a2)'*n and equilibrium current
profiles of the form J = Jo(1 — rz/az)", with Jo determined by the central q value (a1—
lowing for paramagnetic enhancements appropriate to IGNITOR geometry) and :1 given
by matching the total current I, are specified and are independent of time. Electron
heating arises as a competition between neoclassical ohmic— and a-power and losses due
to bremsstrahlung radiation. equipartition to the ions and transport. Ion heating de-
pends on the balance of a—power and equipartition against transport losses. cr-particles
resulting from a 50750DT mixture are assumed to deposit their energy instantaneously
at their birth radius, and a spatially constant Zeff arising from a single impurity (Z.- = 6)
is assumed. Sawteeth are represented by an empirical model using a prescribed mix-
ing radius rm and preset sawtooth period T_,. The thermal diffusivities KE and K; are
increased greatly within rm for a short time each sawtooth period, durin which 50%
of the oz»power is prescribed to be promptly lost and density is optional y either un-
affected or flattened over Tm- For simplicity an Intor likeeform K6 2 K; = K (preset
constant) are used (which reproduces a JET Ohmic discharge reasonably well) allowing
rapid parameter sensitivity scans.

IGNITOR simulation scans are made about the reference case BT = 11T, I = IOMA,
no = 1.5 X mum—3,7,1 : 3, Zeff : 1.5, which requires a value of K corresponding to
TE > 0.383 to ignite without sawteeth. (Note that Neo-Alcator scaling gives 0.45s).
Sawteeth of repetition period 100ms increase the required TE by Z 50%. Thus TE = 0.45
fails to ignite with T, = 100ms, although the core (1' < a/3) reaches a fusion parameter

of Q N 5. Power degradation, modelled as K oc (/(POH + Pig/Po“, has been studied
and indicates that ignition can just be achieved with TE : 0.655 (at t = 2s). Varying
the peak density shows a weak optimum at no N 1.2 X 1021 (Fig 1). Finally a scan of
I (with BT (T) = I (MA) + 1) shows increasing the machine performance is strongly
favourable (Fig 2).

4 1%D Ignition Studies
This code follows the evolution of the q-profile, toroidal field and the shape of the flux
surfaces using an analytic expansion in the inverse aspect ratio and plasma shape“).
The modelling includes finite slowing down time and orbit effects in Pa, neoclassical and
paramagnetic effects in Perl, Chang—Hinton neo-classical and toroidal— g—mode anoma-
lous ion losses, bremsstrahlung and line radiation losses. The electron osses are based
on a generic form for the thermal diffusivity Xe which is a sum of X1 = ClTel/zrz/nR3
due to collisionless skin depth turbulence and X2 = CgTE’zq/BQR due to collisionless



drift wave turbulencew) (the choice of the geometrical factors being guided by theory
and experiment). The sawtooth model is similar to that used in the 1D model but sup
plemented by a large anomalous resistivity which is triggered at each sawtooth collapse
when qa falls below qC ~ 0.7; this rapidly returns q,J at each cycle to typical experimental
values. Two cases for electron transport are considered. Since the approach to ignition is
essentially an Ohmic phase, the form X1, benchmarked against JET ohmic cases, is first
used; secondly, to simulate degradation, a sum of X1 and X2 is used, coefficients being
benchmarked against T»10 with central ECRHW which may well mimic cy-power effects.
Results summarized in Table 2 are broadly in agreement with the 1D simulations.

5 Conclusion
It appears from the %D calculations (Table 1) that global ignition during the discharge
pulse of IGNITOR at the standard performance (37 = 11T, I = 10MA) is possible
provided that the profiles are rather peaked. The 1D and 1%D codes, which can study
sawtooth effects, indicate the importance of sawtooth stabilisation for ignition (as shown
in Table 2). However optimisation of the current rise scenario, not explored here, could
significantly improve the ignition prospects. At the enhanced performance (BT : 13T,
I = 12MA) ignition is much more probable (Fig 2).

TABLE 1

Typical Results of %D POPCON Analyses for IGNITOR
(qo = 0.12... = 1.5. Z.- = 6, 72 m... = 0.5, W =1.5,check point 1120 = 71.0 = 10.5keV)

healing Law 1 B 1,. P05 Pa 1"... P3 P5 TEX") 750355) Comments

MA T MW MW MW MW MW secs secs
Neo—Alcator 10 ' 11 3 8.2 20.1 15.3 5.2 0.6 0.67 0.48 Ignites trivially
(no deyadntion) for firm > 4
New Alcator 10 11 3 8.2 20.1 19.5 5.2 0.6 0.52 0.40 Ignites easily
(with $3,?) for a... 2 s
Kaye-Big 10 11 3 8.2 20.1 28.3 5.2 0.6 0.36 0.30 Fails strongly
(flux = PTo'r)
Kaye—Big (PAUX 10 11 3 8.2 20.1 19.1 5.2 0.6 0.53 0.41 Barely ignites,
= PTQT — Po“) near F129 z 7
Goldston (PAUX 10 11 3 8.2 20.1 61.6 5.2 0.6 0.16 0.15 Fails very
= PTOT — FOR) strongly

Rebut-Lallia 10 11 3 8.2 20.1 22.] 5.2 0.6 0.46 0.36 I ites easily
or 7—120 > 9

Todd (Saulx— 10 11 3 8.2 20.1 47.8 5.2 0.6 0.21 0.19 Fails Very
les-Chartreux) strongly
LacknerAGottardi 10 11 3 8.2 20.1 35.4 5.2 0.6 0.29 0.25 Fails strongly
Lackner-Gottardi 12 13 3 11.9 20.1 25.0 5.2 0.93 0.4] 0.33 Ignita only

for in > 1]

Lackner-Gottnrdi 12 13 1.5 11.9 17.0 30.8 5.3 1.1 0.36 0.30 Fails strongly
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TABLE 2

1%D Ignitor Modelling Results
using JET and T~10 Benchmarking
nu. = 1.5 x lonm—d < ne >= 0.55 x 10112“. = 1.2
JET lBenchlrnarlc T-lD Benchmark

go 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.3
7,3 00 00 200 (xi

TE (2,35) 0.23 0.7 0.48 0.3
Lg“ 5 1.5 2,7 00 00

Tip keV 8.5 8.5 3.0 4.5

Pa MW 15 17 1.7 2.1
PQH MW 8 8 15 18.5

3,, 0.22 0.25 0.13 0.12
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Introduction
The mission of the CIT device is to study the physics of self-heated fusion plas-

mas, and to demonstrate the production of substantial amounts of fusion power. In
order to achieve this mission with maximum confidence, and minimum cost. CIT is
designed as a high-field, compact. copper-alloy-magnet device of modest pulse
length. The most appropriate dimensionless parameters to measure extrapolation in
confinement physics are OJC’CE and nT‘cE/B. CIT is projected to stand midway between
JET and the ITER interim conceptual design in these parameters, and so represents
a relatively modest step. Nonetheless, because for dimensionlessly similar devices
(aB4/5 = constlilj nT'cE is proportional to B, we project CIT to have about the same
nT'CE as ITER, ~10x that of JET. Our projections for confinement, impurity levels, and
profile shapes indicate that CIT should attain Q ~ 25. with 20 MW of heating power
(PjUS = 500 MW), corresponding to [3 = 3% (=2l/aB). Even given pessimistic assump-
tions, CIT should achieve its basic mission to determine the confinement physics, op-
erational limits, and oi-particle dynamics of self—heated fusion plasmas with or power
greater than auxiliary heating power, while producing more than 100 MW of fusion
power. In reaching these conditions CIT will also explore heating, fueling, and plasma
handling techniques necessary to produce self-heated fusion plasmas, at surface
power densities appropriate for economic DT fusion reactors.

Dimensionless Scaling Analysis
Kadomtsevlil has shown that under rather general assumptions a class of di-

mensionlessly similar devices is characterized by ID on 81/5, a a B‘4/5, ne on 88/5, P on
83/5, IE or B4, nT'rE o: B. The usefulness of this approach for projecting the perfor~
mance of future devices has been stressed by Rebut, Lackner, and Sheffield. We
have tested Kadomtsev's analysis by performing linear regression on the Kaye-
ITERIZI L-mode database in the following form:
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|n(B'Y'rE) = v1 + v2ln(aB4/5) + v31n(neB'5/5) + v4ln(PB'3/5) + v5ln(q) + v5|n(R/a)
+ v7ln(tc) + v8|n(Ai) (eq. 1)

with the exponent of B, 7, taken as variable. Since the intrinsic measurement error in
this database probably approaches 10%, it is remarkable that the tit optimizes with
12.6% R.M.S. error at y=0.934, close to the theoretical value of 1.0. The fit error rises
parabolically to ~16% for ly- 1| = 1.

Examination of existing ohmic heating results reveals that PLT and Alcator C
density-scan data are extremely close to dimensionless similarity in all respects
except for aspect ratio (3.3 vs. 3.9). The confinement measurements from these two
devices, plotted on appropriate axes (fig. 1), show remarkable agreement in
magnitude and in variation with normalized density, supporting the extension of the
Kadomtsev dimensionless-similarity analysis to high-field tokamaks.

>< PLT (a=0.4m, BT = 3.25T)
A Alc C (a=0.165m, BT =1OT)

0.4 I 1 I

0.3 —' _—
— A-

BTE 0.2 —_ _—

0.1 i _
- £5 xx; F’—
_ yxxx X I

0-0 - I I I | l I I I I I I | I I _

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5ne/ 31-6 x1019
Fig. 1. PLT and Alcator Clal data plotted on Kadomtsev axes (all units SI).

Kadomtsev's analysis has been tested previously by noting the closeness of
various OH and L—mode scaling relations to meeting the constraint of equation (1)
with y=1. indeed an L-mode scaling relation derived by linear regression on the Kaye-
ITER database, constrained via equation (1) with 7:1, differs from a tree regression
fit in its prediction for CIT parameters by only 10%. The Kadomtsev similarity per-
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spective, then, can be used to understand the advantages of attaining high nTTE by
working at high magnetic field. Since nTt',E is maximized for a class of
dimensionlessly similar devices by operating at high B and small size, the distance in
dimensionless parameters (e.g. v*, pi/a, (001E, nTIE/B) which must be traversed from
present devices to a device which achieves the nT‘cE required for high gain is
minimized at high B. Thus the physics risk with respect to confinement extrapolation
is minimized. Since for fixed magnet technology, cost scales much more strongly with
size than with field strength (up to the appropriate stess limits), the cost/performance
ratio is also minimized by operating in this regime. The appropriate pulse length for a
compact high-field DT tokamak is 5 — 101E, where helium ash build-up can be
observed but active pumping is not required. The limit to this high-field, reduced-size
approach is set by 1) the need to test reactor-like plasma-handling techniques
(flexible divertors, high elongation), 2) the need to maintain adequate access for
diagnostics and for intense auxiliary heating (in order to ensure the ability to perform
a-particle physics studies at relevant temperatures and [3's even if confinement is
relatively poor), and 3) the need to limit surface power density at the [3 required to
study the relevant on physics.

Performance Proiections
It is important to project for CIT not only the expected performance, but also the

range of uncertainty of performance, in order to assess the degree of confidence in
achieving ClT’s mission. The main CIT parameters are: R=2.14m, a=0.66, K95=2,
BT=1OT, Ip=11MA. We take as baseline parameters for performance projection:
TEHmoda = 1.85x lTEFt89—P L—mode scaling, 26” = 1.65 due to carbon and helium.
square-root-parabolic density profiles, and trapezoidal temperature profiles, flat from
r: O to a/q95.
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Fig. 2. Relative probability distribution of ignition margin, M, = Pa/Ploss.
Q = 5M1/(Mi -1). (Bin width, AMi = 0.05, 5000 samples.)
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For the ranges of uncertainty of the most important variables, we take a
Gaussian distribution of confinement time with 10 width +/- 25%, a Gaussian distribu-
tion of density profile exponent, an, with 10 width +/- 0.5 and a lower cut~off at 0, and
a Gaussian distribution of Zen with 16 width +/- 0.35 and a lower cut-off at 1.2. The
helium ash concentration is taken to be 3% of the electron density for ’EE 2 1.85x
lTER89-P (corresponding to 1.5GJ of fusion energy production, with 100% helium
ash accumulation), falling linearly to 0.5% for 1.4x lTER89-P. We use a Monte Carlo
sampling technique!“ to evaluate the distribution of expected performance (fig. 2),
and find that a moderate level of optimism leads to ignition even at reduced field and
current, while moderate pessimism leads to Q ~ 5. The median projected
performance is found to be Q ~ 25, corresponding to 500 MW of fusion power with 20
MW of auxiliary heating.

The CIT Physics Program
The CIT physics program will be a natural continuation of tokamak confinement

research into the high nT’cE, (ti-dominated DT regime. Full understanding of the
physics behavior in this regime will ultimately be required to optimize a tokamak
reactor. Profile and fluctuation diagnostics will be provided in order to make contact
with results from previous experiments. and new diagnostic techniques for
understanding transport will be implemented as appropriate. Diagnosis of edge
plasma behavior in the H-mode (scrape-off widths, parallel and perpendicular trans-
port, fluctuations, and impurity behavior) will be especially important to understand
and optimize divenor operation at reactor-like surface power densities. Diagnostics
will be provided on ClT to measure the distribution of contained on particles, the loss
of 0: particles due to a-driven instabilities, and the mode properties of a-driven
instabilities. The clearest test of oz heating efficiency requires operation at 025,
where the on power begins to dominate over the auxiliary heating power. At Q = 5 the
“offset-linear" or “incremental confinement time" paradigmlsi provides a useful basis
for comparing 40 MW of cc + FiF heating in a DT plasma to a baseline case of 20 MW
of RF heating in a non-reacting plasma. In the range Q = 5 to ignition, CIT can study
the initial a-driven thermal excursion for a period of 5 — 1015. With adequate
feedback bandwidth, O-D calculations indicate that very high Q's can be stably
controlled via modulation of the RF heating power, but 11/2-D calculations suggest
that profile evolution (in effect excursions from a given fixed-profile <nT> vs. <n>
plane) will be most important in affecting burn dynamics.

This work supported by U.S. DOE contract DE-ACO2-76-CHO-3073
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Burn Threshold for Fusion Plasmas with Helium Accumulation*

B.D. Fried, G.J.Morales, and R.J.Taylor

Institute for Plasma and Fusion Research
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 900240205

The ignition and burn criteria for fusion plasmas are rc-evaluated, taking into
account the ratio of (1 particle confinement time In to energy confinement time 1.
Due to helium ash build-up, the burn threshold is raised substantially compared to
the usual ignition criterion No steady state burn is possible when ”Cu/T > 15, and
even small concentrations of impurities can substantially reduce this upper limit,
resulting in stringent requirements on radial transport, recycling and pumping
of helium ash. H-mode plasmas, which may exhibit high values of Ta, are
undesirable for steady state burning, since large Ta implies low fueling rate and
hence low fusion power yield.

The classic requirement for fusion power generation is that the
Lawson parameter n1 exceed 2x1020 sec/m3 at a plasma temperature T
~ 10 keV. The condition a > 2x1021 sec keV m‘3, or, equivalently,
BB21> 1.6 Teslazsec, is a way of approximately taking into account the
temperature dependance. However, these simplified criteria ignore the
thermalizcd helium population, which can dilute the D~T fuel and
increase the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung radiation. We examine
here the effects of this helium "ash" accumulation, which could be of
importance in predicting the performance of ignition experiments such
as ITER and CIT. Both of these devices appear to lie below the simplified
ignition thresholds if they operate in L-mode, so some increase in BBZT
is required. Since B fields are already near the stress limits of present
materials and B has been pushed to (and is restricted by) the MHD
(Troyon) limit, it will be necessary to raise r, for example by operating
in H—mode, which increases 1 by a factor of two or more. However, the
particle confinement time also increases, and, in fact, by a much larger
factor, so the ratio 7: tq/t of effective (1 particle containment time to
central energy confinement time can increase appreciably during a
transition from L—mode to H‘mode.

Using a highly simplified, phenomenological model, we find that y
is a crucial parameter for steady steady burn. Our model assumes that
the electron density n is feedback controlled, and hence can be treated
as a constant; that the central energy confinement time "c determined by



plasma processes other than bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation
is also a constant; and that all species can be represented by a common
temperature T. Conservation of energy and 0t particles then leads to two
coupled differential equations for T and the relative helium ion
concentration on E nHe/n Dividing both equations by n2 and measuring n
and T in units of 1020m‘3 and Rev, respectively, we obtain the scaled
equations

n‘13(l ~ a/2)(d/dt + 1/1)T : h + (1 ~ 20c)?-FE0L — (1 + 2a)b , (l)
and

n‘1(d/dt + l/yr)ot : (l - 2a)2F, (2)
where (x E a/n is the relative He concentration; h : pom/n2, pexl being
the external heating power density; b : 0.334'1‘1/7- is the bremsstrahlung
coefficient; F(T) : 322T‘0‘3[l+(T/30)1‘3j'lexp[-22T'3-6} gives the fusion
reaction ratel; and Ba = 3500 keV.

The stationary solutions of these equations are obtained by setting
the time derivatives and h equal to zero. Eliminating nr gives a cubic
equation for or as a function of T, and n: can then be determined from
Eq. (2). The results for the case h = 0, corresponding to a burning
plasma, are shown in Fig. l, where 0t and the resultant m: = tit/yFU-Zoc)2
and fusion power pf = nDnT<ov>fEf = [2.29xlO'5(l~20t)2n2l:]Mw/m3 are
plotted as functions of T for various values of y. [Ef= 17.5Mev is the total
fusion energy.] For situations where the bremsstrahlung is relatively
unimportant (b very small), Eqs. (1) and (2) , with h : 0, give OL =
(3yT/Ea)/(l + 3yT/2Ea), leading to the (nearly straight) plots of (1 vs. T
which are shown (dotted) in the lower portion of Fig. lb for y = l, 3 and
5. in the opposite limit, where bretnsstrahlung is more important than
other energy loss mechanisms (convection, diffusion, etc.) i.e., when the
left side of (4) can be neglected, or satisfies a quadratic equation whose
physically relevant solution is shown as the uppermost, dotted curve,
labelled bremsstrahlung limit, in Fig. lb. In Fig. la, each point on a given
y contour represents a possible steady state fusion burn. For that same 7
value, points inside the contour correspond to uncontrolled burning,
while points outside are below the threshold for burning. The asterisks
on the curves in Fig.1 represent a "comfortable" operating point, with y =
5, T : 20 keV, 0t : 9% and nr = 2.5 x lOzosec/m3, yielding a fusion power
of 2 Mw/m3/(n20)2. Note that no steady state D-T burn is possible
unless y < 15. If terms representing additional impurities are added to
the left side of (l) and to the bremsstrahlung term on the right, a
similar analysis shows that small impurity concentrations significantly
reduce this upper limit,. Contamination with 3% of oxygen or 6% of
beryllium, for example, cuts it in half.
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The minimum values of MT and [3t required for burning are
shown in Fig. 2. Even for y = 5 in a pure plasma, a [3t value of 3.2 is
required, i.e. a factor of 6 higher than has been achieved on JET ([3 = 8%,
I: 0.5 sec., B = 3.5T) and a factor 16 greater than TFTR ([3 = 4%, I =
0.25ec., B = 5T). Since the prospects for substantially increasing either 13
or B are not promising at this time, it is essential to find methods of
increasing I and to do this without increasing 1, which would raise the
required ntT even more. (For example, as illustrated in Fig. 2, transition
from L-mode operation, with Y = 1 and MT half the ignition threshold, to
H~mode could double 1:, but if Y increases by a factor of 10, as
experiments seem to indicatezi3, the plasma would remain well below
the burning threshold.)

Our simple model can also be used to examine ignition transients,
as might be experienced in a short pulse device like CIT. We fix m: and
the power input, h, and solve the coupled equations (1) and 2) for T and
0L as functions of time. Figures 3a and 3b show the results for in :
2.5x10205ec/m3 and pexl : 0.1 Mw/m3 at n : 1020m'3 (corresponding to
h = 6.25) for T < 20 keV; the input power is turned off when T >20 keV.
Only cases with 7 below 5 are ignited indefinitely; for larger 7 there is
only a fusion "afterglow" for a time of order 51.

We conclude that to achieve ignition and sustained burning, it will
be essential to increase 1? and, at the same time, keep y as low as
possible, i.e. limit Ton- Given the large cost of even an experimental D-T
machine, the alternative option of building a long pulse hydrogen
tokamak large enough to guarantee the achievement of fusion burn
conditions is quite attractive. By injecting helium to simulate ot particle
generation, such a device could be used to examine a number of fusion
plasma questions and to explore methods for decreasing the on particle
confinement time (i.e., reducing y).

* This work was supported by the US. Department of Energy
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HEATING PROFILE AND SAWTOOTH EFFECTS ON ENERGY
CONFINEMENT IN ELONGATED TOKAMAK PLASMAS*

J .D. Callen and Z. Chang
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706-1687 USA.

A.G. Kellman and DP. Schissel
General Atomics, San Diego, CA 92138-5608 U.S.A.

1. Introduction

There is at present no completely satisfactory model of anomalous transport
in plasmas. However, there are a number of indications that a simple local
transport modelllizl can be used to describe changes in the global energy
confinement caused by variations in the heating profile, sawteeth, and their
combination in auxiliary heated tokamak plasmas. In this work we use the local
transport model to further investigate the various effects related to energy
confinement degradation.

2. Theoretical Model

The time averaged (over the sawtooth repetition time) global energy
confinement time for a tokamak can be written, according to the local transport
model,[2,3] as

TE=TlQfs+Tped, (1)
where “Q is the heating effectiveness, 0 S nQS 1. “Q = 1 when the heating
profile Q(p) is centrally peaked [Q oc 5(p)]; “Q = 0 when Q(p) is edge localized
[Q oc 5(p —1)]. f5 is the time-averaged sawtooth degradation effectiZ]:

f5 = (1 — L)(1 — 8) germ) + [1 — EUR/TED (2)
where L is the transport volume degradation contribution (L = 0 for mixing
radius pm = 0), S is the sawtooth effect related to the heating profile [S S O; the
equality holds for Q oc 5(p)], and g(x) = (l — e—X)/x represents the time average
of the sawtooth effects. Tpcd is the temperature pedestal confinement time -- it
will be neglected in this work. TX in Eq. (1) is the ideal energy confinement time
[without sawteeth (f5 = 1), for no pedestal effect (Wped = O) and with a
centralized heating profile (nQ = 1)].

In order to obtain the analytic expressions for the confinement
degradation study, we adopt a cylindrical geometry and use the model profiles:
density n(p)=constant (a discussion of density profile effects can be found in
Ref. [2]), thermal diffusivity x(p)=xo/(l—0tp2) and heating profile Q(p)=Qo(l—
p2)7 (Fig. 1), where or and y are constant parameters.
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nQ effeot. Using these profiles we obtain

dfllfflllilfll <3)n 1—a/2 7+2 241 y+3
For a peaked Q(p) (i.e., y>> 1), “Q approaches unity independent of the x(p)
profile, while when Q(p) is flat (i.e., 7:0), TlQ equals 1/2 for 0L=0 [flat x(p)] and
1/3 for 0c=1 [x(p) increasing strongly toward the edge]. Therefore, the radially
increasing x(p) enhances the nQ degradation effect. This property holds true
regardless whether sawteeth are present or not.

HQ and sawtooth offoots. In the sawtooth degradation factor f5 [Eq. (2)], L is
independent of the heating profile, but S is closely related to Q(p). Fig. 2 shows
that, in fact, broad heating profiles (small y) reduce the sawtooth degradation
effect significantly. An interesting special case is that where the heating profileis localized outside the mixing radius (e.g., in the ECH heating casel4l). Then,
the S term nearly cancels the L term, so that f3 2H3]. Both the sawtooth and
heating profile effects are shown in Fig. 3. We can see that for a given pm (<
0.6) the rapid change of TE with varying Q(p) occurs in the region 0 < y< 5.
When pm is very large (2 0.6), the dependence of IE on Q(p) is relatively small,
which indicates that the approach of changing Q(p) alone becomes inefficient
for high current (low q) sawtoothing discharges. This phenomenon wasobserved previously in a "thought experiment" derived from DIII-D datal3].
Sawtooth roootition timo offoot. One way of suppressing the sawtooth
effect is to extend their repetition time (tR)[4l. Fig. 4 shows TE as a function of
tR/‘CE. We find that since the slope depends on the heating profile, (e.g.,
aTE/a(tR/TE) oc T]Q[l—(l—L)(l—S)] for tR < TE], when Q(p) is flat, the
improvement of ’CE (for large pm) by extending tR is very weak, while when
Q(p) is peaked, this tR extension approach is quite efficient. In other words,
extending the sawtooth period tR should be combined with centrally peaking the
heating profile [if the Q(p) was flat] in order to obtain the largest increase in ”CE.

xto) effect. Since a flatter x(p) profile also gives larger fs,[2] both heating
profile and sawtooth effects can be reduced by improving the plasma edge
transport (see Fig. 5).

Elongation offoot. The physical picture discussed above for a cylindrical
tokamak is also suitable for elongated plasmas. The geometric effect is included
in the model through the factors dV(p)/dp and <|Vp12>lll Preliminary analysis
using DIlI-D low-q H-mode data shows that when the current profile, q95, x(p)
and sawtooth activity are kept the same, the elongation (K up to 2) causes S 3%
variations in the confinement time.
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Summitl‘! 9f IQIII-D data analysis resultsm. DIII-D low-q NBI heated H-
mode data have been analyzed using this model. The results show that the
saturation and fall off of TE as current increases observed in two different
elongation (K=l.75 and 2.05) experimentslSl can be basically explained by taking
into account both the neutral beam heating profile and sawtooth effects. For the
high current discharges, peaking the heating profile centrally alone can improve
the ’13}; by up to 20%. Suppression of sawteeth alone give a maximum of a 15%
improvement. The combination of these two approaches can however improve
TE by up to 60%.

3. Conclusions

Detailed theoretical analysis of the various effects related to the tokarnak
global energy confinement time in the presence of sawteeth shows that the
heating profile plays an important role in the IE degradation analysis. It enters in
the heating effectiveness factor “Q as well as in the sawtooth degradation factor
f5. A reasonably centrally peaked Q(p) can make sawteeth suppression
schemes very efficient. On the other hand, increasing the sawtooth period can
also increase the efficiency for achieving better confinement by peaking Q(p).
These results should be applicable to all tokamaks, especially for the strongly
auxiliary heated tokamaks like DIII-D, TFI‘R, JET, CIT and ITER. The
elongation effect alone appears to be small in the TE degradation analysis.
However, there are some experimental indications that the x(p) profile may
change with elongation (from on ~ 1 for circular discharges toward 0t ~ 0 for K 2
2), and this could cause more significant but indirect elongation effects on TE.
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Introduction

Plasma~size scans have been performed in the TFTR tokamak to investigate the
effect of aspect ratio and major radius on energy confinement in high—recycling L-mode
plasmas heated by neutral beam injection. The plasma size was varied by more than
a factor of two (a : 0.1409 In, R : 2.08632 m), while the aspect ratio varied
from 2.8 - 8.0. The first size scan directly determined the dependence of TE on aspect
ratio (or, equivalently, major radius) by comparing pairs of discharges with the same
minor radius, beam power, plasma current and guy), but different major radius and
By. The. second size scan also held qty] constant, but kept 1,, proportional to 11/}? and
Pb Ofi Ha, to determine whether there is an advantage in TE or (nT)TE to be gained from
increasing either 1,, or R/a at the expense of the other. This part of the experiment was
motivated by observations that cost estimates for proposed high-performance tokamaks
(CIT, ITER) are an increasing function of 1,, X H/a, and that heat flux to the divertor
plate (qflux o: Pb/Ra) represents an important technical constraint.

Major Radius Scaling Experiment

TFTR is equipped with a carbon—tile toroidal belt limiter on the inner wall at R 2
1.65 m and with two carbon-carbon composite poloidal-ring limiters on the outer wall at
R : 3.60 m. The first plasma size scan compared pairs of plasmas with the same minor
radius, plasma current, and beam power formed on the inner or outer limiters (see Fig. 1
& Table l). The toroidal field for all discharges was adjusted to maintain qm : 3.0 , 3.2,
with the exception ofthe H/a : 3.2/0.40 plasmas which had qr,” : 2.5. The beam power
for each pair was set at the maximum power handling capability of the outer limiter;
this ensured that all plasmas were dominated by auxiliary power (Pb/Pay Z 10). Gas
puffing was employed to maintain high density (fie ~ 5 )<1019 m“) for all plasmas except
the smallest ones on the inner wall [a : 0.43 m), for which fie : 3.2 x 1019 m'a. These
densities were high enough to suppress the calculated beam contribution to diamagnetic
stored energy to values typical of L-mode (20 - 33%), but low enough to allow good beam
penetration, with beam power peaking factors 11(0) in the range 1.4 - 3.2. First-orbit.
beam losses Were calculated to be only a few percent of the beam power, with a maximum
of 7% for the inner wall 0.43 m plasmas. anil beam shine»thru was typically 5 1% of Pb.
Fokker-Planck calculations show that expected fast ion power losses due to ripple were
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: 15% even for small plasmas on the outer limiter (where the edge peak—to- average ripple
reaches ~ 2%) because the tangentially—injected ions suffer little pitch—angle scattering
until their energy drops to Ecril- Two other standard L—mode plasma characteristics were
less well reproduced. First, the loss of beam power by charge-exchange was calculated to
reach 40% in the small a : 0.40 m plasmas (530% for a Z 0.50 m) and thus represents
a major uncertainty in the deduced size scaling. Second, the plasma density and Ze
in discharges on the outer limiter rose continuously throughout the short (~ 250 ms)
beam heating pulse allowed by limiter surface heating constraints, although TE reached
equilibrium within one energy confinement time (N 50 ~ 80 ms).

Table ] summarizes the dependence of total stored energy (as measured by magnetic
diagnostics) with major radius for three pairs of plasmas with significantly difierent ma-
jor radius. Expressed in power~law form, the observed size scaling is til/flit“ o: HHS—1‘7.
Plasmas at small R have an anisotropic beam ion population (Pu/Pi 2 1.0) because
the angle of beam injection (Hum : 1.74-2.23 m) becomes more tangential for smaller
major radius plasmas. This explains why the major radius scaling of total stored energy
deduced from equilibrium magnetics (which are sensitive to PM) is weaker than from
the diamagnetic measurements. The thermal stored energy is itself estimated by sub-
tracting from Wm, the total beam energy calculated by a 1-D Fokker-Planck code using
the measured TE and nt. profiles. Kinetic measurements of l/Vm based on measurements
of TAR) by Thomson scattering and ECE, nc(R) by Thomson scattering and mul—
tichannel interferometry, TAR) by charge~exchange recombination spectroscopy, and
ff by visible bremsstrahlung (assumed independent of radius) typically agree with
the diamagnetic measurements within 10-15% except for the 40 cm plasmas on the outer
limiter. Estimates of the scaling of thermal stored energy with major radius typically
yield IV”, o< H3”.

Constant IpR/o. Scan

The range of aspect ratio was increased by the addition of 0.70 and 0.90 m plas-
mas on both the inner and outer limiters for studies of plasma performance scaling at
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constant IpR/a (2 3.] MA and 4.3 MA). Figure lb illustrates the variation of (nT)TE
with aspect ratio. including data taken in scans at constant Pb/Ra (corresponding to
constant power flux to a hypothetical divertor configuration) and data at other beam
powers, 4 - 10 MW for IpR/a : 3.1 MA and 8.5 < 18 MW for [pH/a :4 4.3 MA.
The (TIT)TE values were derived from diamagnetic measurements of total stored energy
((TlT>TE E nmll’igf/Volume). The basic result is that (71T)TE is, at most. a weak
function of aspect ratio for a fixed value of IpH/a. Barring significant corrections to
the calculated beam charge-exchange losses, this suggests that ignition tokamak designs
extrapolated from L-mode scaling can resolve the trade-off between 1,, and H/a on the
basis of engineering considerations rather than plasma confinement. Comparing the two
scans at IpR/a i 3.] MA and 4.3 MA, we observe that (nT)TE increases roughly as
(IPR/a)2"‘i°‘1. Notice that there is no observed dependence of (7LT)TE on beam power,
consistent with standard L»mode scaling for which TE oc [Db—0‘5.

Power-law regressions were applied to the entire datasct of plasma size scans, includ~
ing also an equal number of discharges from largesplasma L»mode scans (a : 0.8 — 0.9 m7
1,, : 0.9 » 2.] MA, Pb : 6 . 20 MW'; see [1]) The data were constrained only by the
requirements of near-balanced injection with H, E ’3 MW and Pu/Pi S 1.3. The
regressions yield excellent fits (statistical 1’2 '2 0.98) to total stored energy, l/l’fif' :
0.0451,?”P345531"5200"6 and HT: : 0.(J66],1,'“9l’f'"‘5}i‘"35a0']° in units MJ, MA, MW and
meters. Figure 2a shows the measured size-scan data plotted as a function of the dia—
magnetic energy regression. There is little correlation between R and a in the dataset
(correlation coefficient : -U.l), but strong correlations among 1’,“ I,” and a. (correlation
coefficients w 0.8). The eilects of toroidal field and plasma density on the confinement
scaling are currently under analysis. B’T correlates with plasma size through the im-
posed constraint that qcy] be constant, while plasma density has been found to affect the
scaling of thermal stored energy in L~mode plasmas [1]. Notice that the variation of W10.
with major radius found by regression is similar to that obtained from the inner/outer
limiter comparisons described earlier.

Profiles of Thermal Diffusivity

To examine the importance of toroidieity to heat transport in these plasmas where



a (m) 0.40—0.43 0.50 0.61
R (m) 2.08 3.20 2.15 3.10 2.26 2.99
R/a 5.2 8.2 4.3 6.2 3.7 4.4
1,, (MA) 0.40 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.63 0.63
Pb (MW) 4.5 4.4 6.5 6.3 8.6 8.5
a. 1019 m-3 3.4 5.4 5.6 5.1 4.7 5.6
Zeff 1.5 3.3 1.2 3.6 1.4 2.4
71(0) (keV) 2.2 2.0 1.7 2.0 1.6 1.6
PH/Pi 1.86 1.02 1.30 1.02 1.16 1.00
11/53: (Id) 114 224 170 314 247 383
ream/1.1111: 0.25 0.26 0.15 0.26 0.18 0.18
m [1135611271 1.59 1.72 1.59
m [VVfH“o:Rm] 1.56 1.34 1.60
Wig: (Id) 163 227 197 318 268 383
[KL/141$: 0.53 0.28 0.32 0.28 0.38 0.20
m [ii/31641171] (0.79) 1.35 1.30
m [1'1"t (x Rm] 1.78 1.51 2.20

Table 1: Plasma parameters for major radius scans at constant 11, IF, PB, and W- TJR) measured
by Thomson scattering; Pfl/Pi from diamagnetic and equilibrium magnetics.

the ion-electron heat exchange is large, we consider an average thermal diffusivity de-
fined as Xmg E Pfiux/(TIEVTE + 715%), where Pflm is the total heat flux (convection,
conduction1 radiation) flowing through a. flux surface. Figure 2b illustrates XMS as
a function of local inverse aspect ratio (r/R) for discharges of varying minor radius
formed on the outer limiter. For the discharges shown, the beam power ranges from 4.4
to 8 MW and the plasma current is correlated with (1 (increasing from 0.40 MA to 1.52
MA in the largest plasmas), while qcyl remains constant at 3.0 - 3.2 (except qty] : 2.54
at H/a : 3.2/0.4). The radiated power fraction in these discharges is 25 — 30%, and
the combination of convection and radiation becomes the dominant term in the power
balance outside r/a 2 0.7. The salient feature of Fig. 2b is that XBVE seems to depend
upon the local r/R, indicating that higheaspect-ratio plasmas resemble the central cores
of larger minor radius plasmas at lower aspect ratio and suggesting that toroidicity p1ays
an important role in governing transport.
Conclusion

We. find that the diamagnetic stored energy scales as 1316*” with an estimated
experimental uncertainty of approximately 1‘02 in the exponent. while the minor radius
dependence appears to be reiatively weak. Plasma fusion performance as measured by
(nT)TE is insensitive to aspect ratio for a fixed value of IpH/a, which may allow greater
flexibility in tokamak designs based on L—mode scaling. liocal heat transport appears
to depend strongly on the local inverse aspect ratio, which is consistent with the iveak
a scaling of “flu.
This work was supported by U.S. DOE contract DE-AC02—76-CHOV3073.
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COUPLING OF PLASMA PARTICLE DIFFUSION AND HEAT FLOW IN TEXT
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Detailed measurements of heat and particle transport are made on the
TEXT tokamak by analyzing the dynamics of the post—crash sawtooth
perturbation. Comparison of the density and temperature perturbation
amplitudes, temporal and radial evolution. and scalings are made. The
radial dependence of the perturbation amplitudes are similar although the
density change (An /ne S 0.06) is generally less than. but of same order as,
the temperature change (ATe/Te g 0.15). The sawtooth density and
temparature perturbations are measured to be in phase (A¢<5°) and highly
correlated (>952). Both the density and temperature perturbations are
observed to be transported out through the confinement zone at the same rate
and exhibit comparable scalings with variation of plasma parameters. These
results provide direct evidence for the theoretically predicted coupling of
plasma diffusion and heat flow and may also explain why perturbative
measurements of x are typically larger than equilibrium measurements by
factors of 2 to 4 on TEXT.

The effects of the sawtooth perturbation on the electron density.
electron temperature and soft x—ray emission are shown in Fig. 1. for the
plasma center and three radial locations spaced from just outside the mixing
radius to the edge. Data were obtained by averaging over approximately 50
cycles (7st = 3 ms) during steady—state operation of the same Ohmic
discharge. The inversion radii, as determined from each measurement. are
the same with rinv = 6.5 cm. On axis. the temperature change is 12% while
the density perturbation is 5%. At the mixing radius ATe/Te = 8%.
approximately 5 times larger than Ana/ne. After the sawtooth crash, the
electron temperature profile flattens to the inversion radius while the
density profile broadens but remains centrally peaked. From Fig. i. it is
important to note that the waveforms for density, temperature and soft
x—rays are essentially the same at each radial position. The radial
dependence of the width and time—toipeak (t ) for the perturbation maximum
are similar. By themselves, these results strongly suggest that heat and
particle transport occur at the same rate. thereby implying coupling.

The soft x—ray emission per unit volume associated with photons with
energies above the cutoff (:1 keV for TEXT) can be roughly approximated4 in
the form CneTg. where C reflects the impurity contribution. For the data in
Fig. l, the exponent a ranges from approximately 2 (r=10 cm) to 10 (r=21
cm), Consequently, the change in the soft X—ray intensity at the mixing
radius (r = 10 cm) due to ATe is 5 times greater than that due to An . The
change in the soft Xeray signal. at the edge (r = 21 cm), due to ATe is 25
times larger than Ana. At each radial position, the temperature
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perturbation is by far the major contributor to the soft x—ray signal for
the low Zeff (g 2) TEXT plasmas. Hence. for the remainder of this paper,
fluctuations in the soft x—ray signal will be treated as being dominated by
changes in the electron temperature, and not changes in the electron
density.

(a)

Figure 1. Normalized time
histories of sawtooth perturbation
for electron density (fine line).
electron temperature (dashed line),
and soft x-rays (bold line). at four
radial locations: (a) r = 0. (b) r =
11 cm. (c) r = 17 cm. and (d) r = 22
cm. Discharge conditions are Ip =
300 RA, ET = 2.8 T, and He z 3 x
1013 cm_ in a hydrogen plasma.
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The interrelation between the sawtooth density and temperature
perturbations can also be explored by examining the radial dependences of
various parameters. For instance, a comparison of the time—to—peak (t ) for
the perturbation maximum is shown in Fig. 2(a). The values for bee and
particles are indistinguishable over the range investigated and linear for
100 g r g 350 cm . which corresponds to the confinement zone in TEXT. In
addition. the radial dependence of the perturbation maximum exhibits a r—4
fall—off as shown in Fig. 2(b). The spatial dependence of the sawtooth
phase shift . referenced to a central chord [see Fig. 2(0)], shows a
linearly decreasing phase, o, outside the inversion radius. At each
position, the measured phase delays are the same within experimental error.
These points are computed at the first harmonic of the sawtooth frequency
with similar results being obtained for higher order harmonics. By
computing directly the phase difference between density and temperature. one
finds that outside the inversion radius. phase differences are typically
less than 5°. even at the edge. Correlation of the density and temperature
signals is greater than 95%. The relations shown in Fig. 2 are consistent
with a diffusive transport model. ' This result. along with the high
correlation and small phase difference between the density and temperature
sawteeth. strongly supports the notion that the two are indeed coupled.

To further investigate the relationship between heat and particle
transport after the sawtooth crash. the scaling behavior of A(r )/Atp for
density and temperature perturbations is examined. Dependences on (13 and
n are most cl ar 0 tai ed by erforming a re ression analysis yielding
(E?r2)/At ) « q;f2.£¥.2?fie;?0,22.13. Scaling tEends are the same for
particles and heat with each being much more dependent upon qa than nee. By
varying the working gas through use of hydrogen. deuterium and helium. one
finds that A(r2)/At x [Z/Mi] ' is measured for both particles and heat.
where Z is the ion charge and Mi is the ion mass. Similar relations are
observed for the parameter [aw/Ar]_2. This again suggests that particle and
heat transport resulting from the sawtooth crash may be coupled. The strong
qa scaling may reflect a radial dependence since the region over which the
slope is measured moves closer to the limiter. where heat transport is known
to be larger, as qa decreases. For purposes of this study, it is only
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important to note that the scaling is the same for density and temperature
perturbations.

Simple estimates of the heat and particle transport using the sawtooth
perturbation can be made by employing standard analysis techniques where the
relations A(r )/At or [Aw/Ar]- are proportional to X or De‘Z‘ As a
specific example uSing the data in gig. 2, the radial variation of t gives
De z 1.5 m /s. whereas. Xe z 2.25 m /s making Xe/De = 1.5. These values for
Xe and De represent a spatial average over the region investigated.
However, since the step size (Ar) and step time (At) for the density and
temperature sawteeth are identical, the transport rate (Ar /At) for heat and
particles must be the same. i.e. Xe/De = 1. Correct treatment of the
coupled equations must force the solution giving equal rates of heat and
particle transport in order to reach agreement with the experimental
results. The value computed for Xe is roughly three times the equilibrium
estimate of the electron thermal diffusivity. Differences between Xe and De
obtained by using these simple models serve to point out their limitations.
The degree to which the measured coupling can account for the discrepancy
between perturbative and equilibrium estimates of thermal transport remains
to be determined.

Increased electrostatic fluctuations during the sawtooth cycle have
also been proposed, in addition to coupled heat and particle transport, as a
possible explanation for the observed discrepancy between perturbative and
equilibrium measurements of the electron thermal transport. Along with the
compelling evidence for coupled heat flow and particle diffusion on TEXT, a
clear correlation also exists between density fluctuations and the sawtooth
collapse as shown in Fig. 3(a). A prompt burst of microturbulence activity
occurs simultaneously with the sawtooth relaxation (crash duration 5 30
pace) at which time 'the density fluctuation level can more than double.
Enhanced turbulence has been observed to last_the entire time necessary for
the perturbed pulse to pass(t ). Changes in n are maximum inside the mixing
radius. Modifications to the frequency spectra during the sawtooth cycle
are broadband as seen in Figs. 3(b—e). Langmuir probe measurements in the
scrape-off—layer plasma of TEXT have measured a doubling of the
fluctuation—induced particle flux on the time scale of tp.

In addition. changes in both the particle and heat transport are
observed as precursors of up to 100 msec before high-density limit
disruptions. Increases in De and Xe of =5OZ are measured (see Fig. 4).
Associated with the confinement degradation are significant increases in the
microturbulence levels (see Fig. 4). The high-density ion mode, previously
associated with an active ion—pressure—gradient—driven instability, is
greatly enhanced (2100%) while the electron drift—wave type turbulence
remains essentially unchanged. This instability may drive the deterioration
in particle and energy confinement which then leads to the high—density
limit disruption.

This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract
nos. DE—FGDB—BSER-53225 and DE—ACO5—7BET—53043.
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SAWTOOTH HEAT PULSE PROPAGATION AND ELECTRON HEAT
CONDUCTIVITY IN HLAl

GUO Gancheng, ZHONG Yunze, DONG Jiafu,
GAO Qingdi, FU Bingzhong, HOU Junmei,
RUAN Libo, XU Guangbi, ZHENG Yongzhen

Southwestern Institute of Physics,
Leshan, Sichuan, China

1.1NTRODUCTION

The propagation of heat pulse induced by sawteeth was
studied in hydrogen and helium plasma for a wide range of
plasma parameters. The propagation time of heat pulse is
quadratic in the radius. The electron heat
conductivity 7;(r) in the outer confinement region of the
plasma was deduced from the propagation time of the heat
pulse on the high and low field sides of the plasma column.
It is concluded that the value of 2%(r) outside the mixing
radius is related to the sawtooth inversion radius, the
electron density and the sawtooth period. A comparison
of fig determined by heat pulse propagation with those
obtained from power balance have been made.

2.HEAT PULSE PROPAGATION ANALYSIS

The equation which governs the electron temperature
perturbation Te(r, t) caused by sawteeth can be written

t)
s—12a(tr=%aar(rn€xegru(rtn (l)

where fie is the electron heat conductivity.
with the initial condition Te(r,0)=Te(r,O)~Teo(r).

For a constant Ne and fie ,

42 r 4f , ~ , 1 '24tl— 2‘l;(nf)=2°‘:e/f6rdr’1;(r.o)e'ar / (a24%) (2)
where a :3/(2Xg) , I, is zero order Bessel function.

If~Te(r,O) is expressed by the sum of two 5*function,
i.e., Te(r,0):Tfi(r—r,)4{;8(r~q ),one located at r, near the
axis, and the other located at the edge of the mixing region
which is at Q =I§ r,,Eg. (2) can be written as follow

fin, t)~2azTEA —a‘rZ/4t[e—a“viz/1+t10(a;;n)_e-aZG‘/4tla( “ZEN (3)
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where A=r,T-=‘r2T+
For typical parameters of sawtoothing discharge in

HL—l, Eg(3) can be simplified to

75:30—45s (4)
P 47‘:

where tp is the time at which Te(r) reaches its maximum. 50
the electron heat conductivity Xe can be deduced from the
approximate formula above.

With a modified initial and boundary condition Eg(l)
was numerically solved. The numerical result shows that the
slope of the tpr~r2 curve depends on the value of r,/a, e.g.
Atp/Ar is about 1/51e ———l/9%e (as n /a s l/6———l/3 ) for
a<r (0.7a. The results of the propagation of heat pulse in
the outer confinement region of plasma depend on the
inversion radius n have been confirmed by experiment data in
HL—l.

3.EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The heat pulse propagation was measured by the soft
X—ray imaging system in HL—l.‘ Fig.1 is soft X—ray signals
from the chords on the low and high field sides, which show
the propagation feature of the heat pulse induced by the
sawtooth crash. The variety of propagation speed of the
heat pulse which occur before the soft X—ray sawteeth
disappear, can be seen in Fig.1(b). As is shown in Fig.2,
the propagation time tp of the heat pulse is quadratic in
the radius for r)17 r, , which demonstrates the diffusive
characteristic of a heat pulse in plasma. A deviation from
the quadratic relation is observed at r: 13cm (material
limiter radius is 18cm), showing the effect of the plasma
edge on the pulse propagation. In general, the inversion
radius of sawtooth is small ( line average inversion
radius is 3-4cm) in the HL—l discharges, a good situation
for the measurement of heat conductivity exist.But when both
the shift of plasma column and n increase, only two chords
are available for measuring the heat pulse propagation.

Fig.3 shows Xe-values for different line average
electron densities. A strong increase of x2 with radius is
found, since the electron density decreases with radius,
high flh—values can be expected as radius becomes larger.
The evolution of ya profile for a sawtoothing discharge
is shown in Fig.4. Large x,va1ues was obtained as shown
(circle dots) in plot during the ramping phase of the plasma
current, simultaneously with the small inversion radius and
lower electron density. A higher electron density however

.gave a lower x} value and exhibited a slower a; increase
with radius.
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An dependence of heat conductivity as on sawtooth
period is shown in Fig.5, it indicates that the fig value is
sensitive to Q .

In Fig.6, inversion sawteeth from five chords on the
high field side are shown. The heat pulse at different
radius reach maximum at nearly the same time, but in the
region r) 8cm the propagation of heat pulse becomes normal.
This phenomenon is similar to that abserved in TFTR [2]. In
the HL-l discharges the very fast propagation of heat pulse
is related to large outward shift of the plasma column. The
rapid heat transport may be the result of the sawtooth crash
mechnism itself.

The 2% values found based on the propagation of heat
pulse are about two to four times those obtained from power
balance [3].
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INTRODUCTION
The evolution of electron temperature and density perturbations can be used to

determine transport coefficients. At JET, the electron thermal conductivity and
particle diffusivity have been determined following the profile evolutions after the
injection of small pellets and the sawtooth collapse [1,2].

In this paper, an inte rated analysis ’of heat and density pulses following a
sawtooth collapse is presente . The data is obtained by simultaneous measurements of
the electron temperature using ECE and electron density, using reflectometry. The
analysis uses the complete time evolution alter the collapse and takes into account a)
coupling between heat and particle transport, b) the effects of the inward propagating
density pulse due to a change of recycling at the edge when the heat pulse reaches the
limiter and c) the observed enhanced damping of the heat pulse, mainly due to
electron—ion energy exchange.

MEASUREMENT OF HEAT AND DENSITY PULSES
A 12 channel ECE polychromator measures the evolution of the electron

temperature after a sawtooth collapse. Its spatial resolution allows us to observe the
perturbation on the electron temperature at 4~6 radial positions up to 30 cm outside
the mixing radius. Similarly a 12 channel o—mode reflectometer monitors the evolution
of the electron density. Typically 4—7 channels of the reflectometer are located outside
the mixing radius, depending on the magnitude and shape of the electron density
profile.

The measurements show clearly that an outward propagating heat pulse arrives at
the limiter before the outward propagating density pulse and produces an inward
propagating density pulse through a change in the edge recycling.

In addition, we observe a temporary decrease of the local electron density when
the heat pulse passes (Fig.1). This effect can not be attributed to a horizontal displace—
ment of the plasma column, because it is also'observed on channels of the far infra—red
interferometer which are situated inboard of the magnetic axis. A (radially symmetric)
readjustment of the equilibrium due to the change in the pressure profile induced by
the sawtooth can also be excluded: a solution of the pressure balance equation

2
d da; 5P — — a; “7%)

for the discharges analyzed here leads to displacements of the flux surfaces (at the radii
at which the measurements are made) of less than 0.1 mm.
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ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
Starting from the equations describing the energy balance and particle balance

and using the following equations for the fluxes

—I‘ Dvn+nV
—q nxVT+nTU

with particle and heat pinches V and U, a linearized set of coupled equations can be
derived for the perturbations:

z sz + s + Cz + S
with

= npert = Spert]
Z [Tpert] ’ S [ pert

where npm and Tpert are the normalized perturbations of the electron density and
temperature, and Spam and m the perturbed particle and heat sources.

A is a linearized diffusion matrix. A11 and A22 correspond to d and 2t/3 in
the absence of coupling, while the off—diagonal terms A12 and A21 represent the
influence of couplin . B and C are linearized pinch and damping matrices.

Simulations o the heat and density pulses are obtained by treatin the problem
as an initial value problem where Tpm and 11pm vanish at the plasma e ge. In a least
squares search numerical predictions are matched to the measurements by varying all
elements of A to include the effects of coupling. Based on previous heat and density
pulse analysis [2,3], also the particle pinch term Bu and the heat pulse damping term
022 are taken into account. The other elements of B and C are set to zero, so enhanced
damping on the density pulse and a linearized heat pinch are not included. The
perturbed edge particle source term 3pm is matched to D—alpha measurements; the
perturbed heat source term Qpert is set to zero.
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RESligsLTIS11
im taneous measurements of heat and densit ulses have been made in

limiter bounded plasmas at 3 T with up to 10 MW gfIlCRF heating. Table 1 gifeyaAn
overvrexv of the elements of the linearized diffusion matrix for 5 pulses. The error bars
quoted 1n table 1. have been computed by varying the parameter until the quadratic
sum of the dev1at10ns between data and simulation doubles for one of the channels. An
example of measured data and the best numerical fit is given in Fig.2.

Table 1:
Overview of the linearized diffusion coefficients for 5 pulses with a plasma current of
3 MA and toroxdal field of 3 Tesla. <ne> is given in units of 10”.

pulse A A A A P” 2e" T n
11 22 12 21

2 2 2 2
(m ls) (m Is) (m Is) (m Is) (MW) (keV) (m )

19596 0.40 i 0.08 4.0 r 1.2 -0.65 i 0.12 0.2 i 0.5 3.9 2.1 1.9 2.0

19611 0.30 i 0.10 2.1 1 0.3 0.00 t 0.25 0.0 1 0.4 0.5 1.7 0.9 2.5

19614 0.29 1 0.11 4.4 i 1.3 -0.7 i 0.7 0.1 t 0.5 8.1 2.3 1.9 3.0

19617 0.28 i 0.10 3.9 a: 1.0 -0.6 r; 0.3 0.1 1 0.5 7.8 2.4 1.9 2.9

19619 0.30 1 0.08 2.4 i 0.6 -0.5 i 0.4 0.15 1 0.3 5.7 2.3 1.9 2.7

r/a=0.66 5
320 2

e o 1
>4v 0
.5 20 f3 245 :6
£10 '2 I
g T3
go 300 ' '

H “at

0 000

time (ms) time (ms)

Fig.2:
Measurements of the ECE polychromator and the reflectometer at various radial
positions for pulse 19614 (full line), compared with the best numerical fits (dashed
line). The electron temperature is normalized to the central electron temperature. The
density changes are represented by phase changes (fringes) of the reflectometer.



non—zero value of A12 needed to simulate the initial decrease in the local density. This
effect is illustrated in Fig.3.
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A clear indication for the coupling between energy and particle transport is the

Fig.3:
Measured density evolution of
pulse 19596 at r/a = 0.66
compared with numerical
simulations including coupling
(dashed line) and without
coupling (dotted line). Note
that the initial decrease of the
local density is only simulated
when coupling is included.

0 35 70 [05 “:0
time (ms) ‘

The inward particle convection term B11 is large, order 4—10 m/s at the edge, but
decreases rapidly further inwards. The electron temperature damping term 022 is
needed to model the decay of the heat pulse amplitude correctly, and can be repre— t
sented as l/Td, with rd 2 15—40 ms.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

current analysis and the results obtained for An agree with previous scaling of mm [3].

temperature gradient and the dependence of the heat flux on the density gradient as [4]

Thus A12 < 0 implies the existence of a temperature—gradient driven particle pinch or,
equivalently, a diffusion coefficient which is a decreasing function of vT. The large
error bars on A21 preclude a definite statement on the existence of a heat pinch.

diffusivity and the effects of coupling in a consistent way.

REFERENCES
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The previously reported large ratio of 3011, / d of ~10 [1,2,3] is confirmed by the

The off—diagonal terms in A represent the dependence of the particle flux on the

An = an To
_ 2 2 (9 110 8UA21 — sAn + catsuit” + mm)

In conclusion, a method has been developed to assess the heat and particle
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DETERMINATION OF LOCAL TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS BY HEAT FLUX
ANALYSIS AND COMPARISONS WITH THEORETICAL MODELS

B, Balet, D. Bartlett, LG. Cordey, C. Gowers, G.W. Hammett", M. v. Hellerman,
], O'Rourke, P. Morgan, P. Nielsen, G. Sadler, P.M. Stubberfield, H. Weisen.

jET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 JEA, U.K.
*Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Five very different IET pulses have been analysed using the 11/2 ~ D
transport code TRANSP [1]: a) a high performance hot ion H—mode, 1’) a monster
sawtooth shot, C) a pellet fuelled ICRH discharge, d) an ICRH heated H-mode
discharge, 9) a standard L-mode discharge. The main characteristics of these
pulses are shown in Table I.

1 Br PNBI PRF ne(0) Te(o) Ti(0)
TABLE I (RM) (T) (MW) (MW) (m-3) (keV) (keV)

x 1019
Hot ion H-mode 4.0 2.8 17. - 4.76 8.82 22.33
Monster Sawtooth 3.0 3.0 2.6 8.9 4.46 8.8 6.13
Pellet + ICRH 3.1 3.2 5.2 12.5 6.47 11.81 8.94
ICRH H-mode 3.1 2.8 - 6.3 5.4 4.71 4.7
L—rnode 3.1 3.0 17.8 - 3.44 6.92 11.26

The measured profiles of temperature, density, Zeff as well as many other
quantities are input data to TRANSP. Checks on the consistency of the data are
made by comparing the predicted and measured values of diamagnetic energy,
surface voltage, total neutron yield, neutron emission profiles etc. The transport
coefficients X's and De are defined by:

-P
Qi,e = ' Xi,e ni,e V Ti,e + 5/2 IIi,e Tie? M = ‘ Xq) nimi V Utp + miri Utp} De = n:

where FLe is the particle flux, Qi,e is the total heat flux and M is the angular
momentum flux.

Transport in the hot ion H-mode plasma: The high power flow into the ion
channel leads to an ion temperature profile which substantially exceeds the
electron temperature for p = r/ a S 0.5. The ion power balance is between NBI and
ion heat conduction; the equipartition energy is the second largest loss channel.
In the electron power balance, the equipartition energy is twice the direct input
power from NBI, the electron heat conduction is the main loss and is comparable
to the ion conduction.



Transport in the monster sawtooth shot: The ICRH heating occurs withinp S 1/4 and with up to 80% of the input power heating the electrons; this givesrise to an electron temperature larger than that of the ion for p < 0.5. Theelectron power balance is between ICRH and electron heat conduction. In theion power balance, ICRH, N81 and equipartition energy contribute equally. Ionheat conduction is the main loss and is ~ 20% lower than the electron heatconduction.

Transport in the pellet fuelled ICRH discharge: A high and peaked densityprofile is established by injection of a 4 mm diameter deuterium pellet prior tothe onset of auxiliary heating. The ICRH heating occurs within p S 1/2 with 60%heating the electrons. The ion power balance is between ICRH, the equipartitionenergy (~20% of the total input power at half radius) and the ion heatconduction. The electron power balance is between ICRH, and electron heatconduction which is half the ion heat conduction.

An error analysis has been completed for these 3 shots and the results forthe transport coefficients are shown in Fig. 1 and summarised in Table II. In allcases x,- is much larger than its neoclassical value. De is close to 0.0 for the hot ionH-mode and increases with radius for the monster sawtooth and the pellet +ICRH (from 0.05 to 0.6 mZ/s). These results are in agreement with heat andparticle pulse analysis [2].

T H Xe Xi Xi Xe Xe Xe< 0.4 > 0.4 < 0.4 > 0.4Hot H— 21. 0.3 —1 0.5 - 2 0.0 0.015-10
1 3-1

0.1-
.1—1

-2 .02- .
.1-O.2

- 0.4
0.1 — 0.4

Monster sa
et + I

Due to the absence of Ti profile data, a similar study was not possible forthe ICRH H—mode. However, a good simulation was obtained with Xi = Xe-Due to the large errors in the separation of Xi and age, a comparison ofthese different shots is only possible by plotting Xeff = (total conduction) / (neVTe+ njVTi) (see Fig. 2). A good confinement in the centre is obtained with peakedTi profile (hot ion H-rnode and pellet + ICRH); the two H—modes show goodconfinement in the outer region whereas the monster sawtooth and pellet +ICRH discharges have confinement characteristics of an L—mode.
Comparison with theory: Two theoretical models are considered: the iontemperature gradient model [3] and the Rebut-Lallia critical temperature gradientmodel [4]. Results are shown in Fig. 3. The anomalous Xi predicted by the m -mode theory is much too high in the centre of the plasma in all cases and toolow in the outer region for the pellet + ICRH and the monster sawtoothdischarges. These results are in agreement with quantitative predictions donewith representative L-mode plasmas in JET [5]. The Rebut-Lallia model is good
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for the monster sawtooth and the hot ion H—mode but fails in the pellet + ICRH
case, this may be due to uncertainties in the q profile.

Conclusion: A detailed study of the local confinement properties of
{—- . .

different regimes of JET plasmas has been made and transport coeff1c1ents have
been evaluated with their error bars. The m-mode theory fails to reproduce the
anomalous transport whereas the Rebut-Lallia critical temperature gradient

gives reasonable agreement except in the pellet fuelled shot.
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Figure captions:
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Pellet + ICRH versus major radius R.
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF PLASMA ENERGY AND BROAD-BAND MAGNETIC
FLUCTUATIONS TO ADDITIONAL HEATING IN JET
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JET, Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3EA, U K
‘ Universita degli Studi di Milano, Milano, Italy.
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1. INTRODUCTION The discrepancy between the transport coefficients inferred

from analyses of the steady—state power balance and of the evolution of

temperature profile perturbations, and the observation that the heat flux may not

be simply proportional to the local product nVT, have led to conclude [1,2] that
the energy confinement in JET is determined either by an effective thermal

conductivity which is itself a function of VT, or by an energy balance containing a
term formally equivalent to a ”heat pinch”. The former interpretation was less
favoured by comparisons with the results of heat pulse propagation studies [1],
but could not be definitely excluded. The latter has found its most successful
embodiment to date in the ”critical temperature gradient” model by Rebut and
Lallia [3].

From the point of view of global parameters in steady-state, a similar picture
was inferred from the observed relationship between plasma energy content W

and input power P, leading either to a Goldston—Iike power law (W ~ P‘”) or to an
offset linear (W ~ W,, + TEMP) representation for the energy content. Both scalings

provide good fits to the JET data [4]. Within the framework of an offset linear
model, while the energy replacement time T5 degrades with input power, the actual
plasma transport properties are best characterized by a constant ”incremental”

time TE.,,C=dW/dP. According to [3], 1E,“ will reflect the form of the local

anomalous thermal conductivity induced by ergodization of the magnetic field

lines.
In this paper we show (par.2) that TEN can be considered as an effective

timescale for the global energy time evolution in response to variations in the
input power. The time evolution of the edge measured magnetic fluctuations in the

same discharges has been modelled with another timescale, different in principle

from the energy one, that has been found very well correlated with it (par.3).

2. ENERGY TRANSPORT We have modelled the time evolution of the energy

response AW to variations AP in the input power using the equation

dAW(t) + AW(t)
dt my” 2 AP“) (1)



where ram is the ”dynamic” energy confinement time. We considered both NB
and ICR heated discharges, restricting the analysis to limiter configuration and to
power levels lower than 12 MW.

The value of 1m” has been deduced from a best—fit of the experimental W(t)
using two different methods. First, we used as input for (1) a simple P(t) waveform
(a step for the NBI cases, a linear or a parabolic ramp forthe ICRH shots), in order
to exploit the analytical solution of the equation. Second, for a reduced number
of shots we solved numerically (1) using the experimental P(t). Fig.1 shows an
example of such a fit, where also the W(t) corresponding to the extremes of a
typical error bar (i10%) for raw, have been plotted. The following three points
can be made as results of the analysis.

0 In almost all shots the energy time evolution can be reproduced accurately by
eq (1), i.e. only one time constant is required to model W(t); As a consequence,
very good agreement is found between 15d,“ and ram, while 15 approaches the
same value for increasing power.

I The dynamic confinement time is found to be the same both for the rise and
fall phases of the energy evolution, and it does not show any dependence on
power and density.

0 By looking at cases of multiple NBI steps and combined NBI and ICRH, it has
been checked that 1m" does not depend on the initial power level or on the
type of auxiliary heating.

The values of TE , TEdyn and ranczAW/AP for the shots analysed are plotted in
fig.2 as a function of power. We notice that the linear traiectory of W(t) as a
function of (P — W) (fig.3) is an independent observation that supports, from the
point of view of a single-shot time evolution, the view that offset linear scaling laws
for the energy replacement time are more appropriate than power laws. This is
also confirmed by the fact that the same time constant is found both for the rise
and the fall phase.

3. MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS Transport models based on magnetic
turbulence, such as the Rebut-Lallia model [3], are compatible with the previous
observations. Furthermore, earlier analyses of the steady-state levels of magnetic
fluctuations have shown a correlation with the global confinement [5]. Therefore
the extension of the analysis to the dynamic behaviour of the fluctuations can
bring further evidence on the link between transport and magnetic turbulence.

g The time evolution of the rms level of the poloidal magnetic field fluctuations
|BD| in the frequency range 40i8 kHz measured by one pick-up coil on the
equatorial plane has been empirically investigated by using the same eq (1). The
frequency range chosen allows investigation of broad-band turbulent activity,
which is generally expected to be due to a superposition of high m,n modes
resonant in the plasma peripheral region, avoiding contributions to the signal from
coherent low m,n MHD modes. Fig.1c shows a typical fit to determine ’1'", the
dynamic response time of the magnetic fluctuations, the error bars beinglarger(
i 40%) than in the energy case because of the higher noise level on 159'. The
contribution to the signal variation due to the change in Shafranov shift has been
verified to be negligible at the power levels considered and does not affect the



determination of T". Also, the fluctuations can be represented as evolving with a
Single time constant during the transient phase of the heating, and fig.4 shows that

this time constant is very well correlated with rm”.

4, CONCLUSIONS The analysis of the dynamic response of the plasma energy
to the power input variations suggests that the plasma energy evolution may be
determined by an effective energy timescale (15M) that does not depend on power.
This appears to be an independent confirmation of previous results of local and
global transport studies [1,2]. The correlation between the saturated magnetic
fluctuation level and 1? [5] would accordingly have to be reinterpreted: since
fluctuations do increase during the heated phases and follow my”, their variation
should be seen more as a consequence of the change of plasma parameters than
as a driving force for the effective transport mechanism. However, further analysis
is required before drawing such a conclusion, since one must not ignore that the
measured fluctuations do not come from the plasma core and that also saturation
phenomena could be invoked to iustify the experimental evidence.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1 Time evolution of plasma energy W for a 5 MA, 3 T, 2 MW ICR heated
shot.
a. total power input PM (MW)
b. MHD equilibrium measured W in MJ (broken line) and fitted W (middle
continuous line) with 15,,” = 0.37i0.04 s. The outer lines refer to the error bar for
TEd n- ~
c. same as b. for | Be IMO/(Hz), with 1,. = 0.37i0.15 5.
Fig.2 15,19“ and TEdyn (s) vs Pm, (MW) for a 3 MA subset of the discharges
considered. T5 is calculated twice for every shot, immediately before the additional
heating, and when the plasma energy has been saturated. The broken line
corresponds to the average 15d," of the subset.
Fig.3 Plasma energy W (MJ) vs (Pm, less dW/dt) (MW) for a 3 MA, 3 T, high
density shot, combined heating ( 10 MW N8] + 10 MW ICRH ). The inset shows
the time traces of PNB, , PMH , Pm, and W.
Fig.4 Tn vs TEN, (s) for the set of 35 discharges considered. A typical error bar
is shown.
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In r i
The heat pulse following the sawtooth collapse of a toroidal plasma has

usually been studied using the Initial Value (I.V.) method. This method de-
termines the electron thermal diffusivity, Xe, by fitting the predictions of a dif-
fusive model starting from an initial perturbation (assumed to mimic the saw-
tooth crash) to the electron temperature perturbation, Te, measured at differ-
ent radii. Under reasonable simplifying assumptions, the heat diffusion equa-
tion can be solved analytically [1], and simple formulae are obtained to deter-
mine xe from the time delay of the maximum of Te at different radii.
Alternatively, the Te waveforms can be Fourier analyzed in time [2]. This ap-
proach is independent of the initial perturbation, and makes use of the com-
plete Te waveforms to determine the phase differences of“ their harmonic com-
ponents, Tea), at different radii. Due to the non-sinusoidal shape of the pertur-
bation, the propagation can be studied at different frequencies. Clearly, the
I.V. and Fourier methods should give consistent results if the measured heat
pulses can be described accurately with a simple diffusion equation.
In] in min rminhF rirmh

As has been shown in [3 to 5], the perturbed source terms in the heat bal-
ance can seriously affect the heat pulse, and this can be modelled by adding a
damping term to the diffusion equation. In slab geometry one has
Tet=(2/3)xeTexx-Te/1:, where 1: denotes the damping time-constant and the sub-
scripts t and x denote differentiation with respect to time and x, the spatial co-
ordinate. The diffusivity Xe can be expressed as xe=(3/4) vyoc (eqn.1), where
V¢=C0/¢x denotes the phase velocity and CL: Tami Tea) the inverse decay length of
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the amplitude of a harmonic component with frequency (o. For cylindrical ge-
ometry small corrections to this formula must be applied. From a Fourier
analysis of Te at various radii, the phase velocity and the decay length are
readily determined. Eqn.(1) is the analog of the formula for Xe using the I.V.
method, derived in ref [5].
Application t9 simulated and measured heat pulses.

As a test case for the Fourier method we use data from JET pulse #7960,
published in [4]. This concerns Te at 12 radii, measured with ECE grating
spectrometer. In Fig.1 the heat pulses are shown at three radii. The analysis
in [4], using the I.V. method, yields xHP=1.8 mZ/s.

.We have used a cylindrical diffusion code to simulate the heat pulses, ap-
plying the same correction as in ref. [4] for the effect of the Shafranov shift and
of the elongation of the plasma (for shot 7960 x/n1~1.8). As expected, the sim-
ulated pulses match the measurements fairly well as far as the peak time and
amplitude are concerned.

To test the Fourier method we applied it to both the experimental and
simulated heat pulses. The application to experimental data requires consid-
erable attention because i) the sawtooth repetition rate is often not constant
and ii) the slow decay of the heat pulse can be affected by spurious phenomena
[6]. Concerning i) we find that it is better to analyze the single heat pulse (if
necessary obtained by phase-locked averaging of many sawtooth cycles). To
suppress the effect of distortions in the tail of the heat pulse, we remove as
much from the tail as is possible without introducing artifacts in the analysis.
Whether artifacts are introduced is checked by analyzing the simulated heat
pulse and giving it the exact same treatment as the measured heat pulse. The
truncation induces a mismatch of the initial and final value of the waveform.
We remove this mismatch by adding to the data record a number of zeros be-
fore and a constant prolongation after the truncated pulse, and removing the
resulting linear offset [7]. Furthermore, a Tuckey lag window with cut-off
point at 0.3-0.5 of the record length is used in the calculation of the power and
cross—phase spectra. We explored the frequency range up to 50 Hz, in which
the cross-coherence values for the experimental signals are still significantly
above the expected statistical error (Fig.2).
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The effect of the tail truncation is shown in Fig.3. Without truncation the

amplitude and, especially, the phase of Te show wild variations as a function of

frequency. Truncation at t=30 ms is found to remove the large oscillations. The

same truncation, when applied to the simulated heat pulses, introduced a sys-
tematic error not larger than 115% in the determination of xe. As a practical

rule, we find that this systematic error is small provided the maxima of the

heat pulses are well within the truncated data records.
Despite the fact that the maxima of the experimental heat pulses are fit-

ted fairly well by the simulated pulses, we find that their cross-phase spectra
are significantly different (Fig.4). Consequently, the values for age determined

from the Fourier spectra are also different from the xHP derived by means of
the LV. method (Fig.5). This discrepancy can be attributed to the rise phase of
the heat pulse, the delay between pairs of experimental heat pulses being sig-
nificantly shorter than the corresponding delay between simulated curves.
Very interesting is the apparent dependence of Xe on the frequency a). This is

larger than the 115% uncertainty in the analysis, but further evidence is re-
quired before we can draw hard conclusions from this result. Ref.[2] finds no
such dependence in the analysis of heat pulses in TFTR. Here we just point out
that a diffusive model based on a single Xe value would inevitably give a flat Xe
versus a) dependence. On the other hand, the observed frequency dependence
can be reproduced if we assume that the observed heat pulse is the superposi—
tion of two diffusive pulses propagating with different velocities. Such a super-
position could arise from the presence of off-diagonal terms in the transport
matrix. The existence of this type of coupling has already been shown in stud-
ies of simultaneous heat and density pulses in JET [8].
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Fig.1 Experimental (dots) and simulated
with Xe: 1.8 m2/s (line) heat pulses at three
selected radial positions for the JET shot
#7960. The data are normalized to the
maximum ofthe heat pulse at R=3. 79 m.
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Fig.2 Cross-coherence vs frequency for the
three experimental channels using as
reference the radial position R=3.79 m and
data truncation at t=30 ms. The expected
statistical error level (-0.6) is also plotted.
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any data manipulation. The continuus line
represents the spectrum obtained with a
truncation ofthe data at t=30 ms.
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mental heat pulse (thin line) and of the
simulated heat pulse with Xe: 1.8 m2/s
(thick line). The cross-phase is calculated for
the radial position R=3.84 m, taking the pulse
at R=3. 79 m as reference.
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method.
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Density variations induced by modulation of the gas feed and temperature
variations induced by modulation of ECRH power constitute linear perturbations,
the analysis of which provide a measure of particle and thermal transport. In
addition to the direct inferences of transport coefficients, such experiments can
examine the linearity of the processes and through cross—coupling, provide
evidence of off-diagonal terms in the transport matrix. Furthermore, the
response of the (electrostatic) turbulence to the perturbations can be an indication
of the causes of the turbulence.

Partigle Transport, Diffusion coefficients and convective velocities
have been obtained with radial resolution for a wide range of ohmic hydrogen
discharges. The response to sinusoidal density modulation from seven radial
interferometer chords may be accurately described by a model with a value D(O)
in the central third of the plasma, an independent value D6 in the outer third, and a
linear transition in between. A similar form was used for convective velocity, but
with a factor of (r/a). Typical results for the coefficients as a function of density
[1019m-3] are illustrated (up to the density limit) for a number of discharges at
Ip=300kA and BT=2.8T; the solid triangles are De and the bars D(0)[m2/s]. The
decrease of D with rising
density is a uniform pattern
in the data. Similarly, the 3
central D is smaller than the D
outer value, although they 2
converge at the density limit.
(The radial variation of D is
qualitatively that of a local
inverse density dependence, ‘ 1 3 .but such a model is not 0 '
quantitatively adequate.) l 3 < n > 5
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The inward convective velocity in
the outer half of the plasma, Ve[m/s], 50
is always strong, although it does
decrease as the density limit is V“
approached. The neoclassical pinch 25
velocity, without reduction for _ =
collisionality, is less than 2 m/s for
these conditions. The convective - I
velocity in the core (not shown, but 0 - -
compare S in core below), is smaller, 1 3 <n> 5often even negative (outward), and
shows no clear functional dependence. The density dependence illustrated isrobust, appearing in all data. No similarly robust scalings with q, Ip, or BT have
been seen. Particle transport seems linear and independent of the frequency ofmodulation. Density perturbations from 2% to 15% have been imposed withoutsystematic changes in the coefficients inferred. This argues against marginalstability models or highly nonlinear dependences on the density gradient, etc.These transport coefficients describe a linear perturbation aboutequilibrium and are not necessarily those which describe the equilibrium itself;1differences arise if D or V depend upon the density, temperature, etc. or theirgradients. The equilibrium Do and V0 cannot be independently determined, buttheir ratio determines the profile shape. The equilibrium shape may be fitted witha dimensionless ratio Seq=aV0/Do (limiter radius a=0.26 m) having central andouter values as above; these may be compared with the ratio of the transportcoefficients measured from
perturbations. For the outer portion
of the plasma, S=aVe/De is
consistently larger, by factors
ranging from 0.9 to 3, than the value
characteristic of the equilibrium
profile, as illustrated with data from
a broad range of discharges. Since
most plausible effects would cause De
2 Do, these results require that V6 2
V0. This can be interpreted as a
strong constraint on possible forms
of D. If for example D oc na(%:)l3TY(%;)5 is assumed, B~O is necessary, 0L<O is
acceptable, and Y E -5. As a consequence, none of the usual drift wave modelswould be admissible. The corresponding results for the core are more varied, asshown. Although central convection for equilibrium is always inward, theperturbation can give either sign, and the value is generally less than theequilibrium value. This must reflect a combination of complex processes,



including sawteeth. (These
discharges all exhibited sawteeth, but
the period was much shorter than the s
modulation period. The transport 10
coefficients thus include an averaged
effect of sawteeth, but specific
sawtooth effects, e.g. at low q, were
not noted.)

Effects Assggiatgg with .10
' ' The density 0

modulation drives changes in many
other plasma parameters, among them electron temperature, edge neutral
pressure, and level of internal electrostatic turbulence (measured as high-
frequency density fluctuations with a heavy ion beam probe). Special
compensation is applied to the vertical field to minimize the plasma motion which
would otherwise occur and produce effects itself. The electron temperature is
measured by ECE. The fractional modulation in central temperature is
approximately the same as that of central density, but it leads the chord-averaged
density in phase by ~90°. This implies a significant off-diagonal element in
thermal transport, for this is not a consequence of modulation of thermal
convection, which would be in phase, or central ohmic power. Neither can it be a
consequence of edge effects, for the temperature modulation at larger radii
(r>0.5a) is generally smaller than that at the center and shifted by ~180°.

The effects at the edge are equally complex. Neutral pressure modulation
(from a fast pressure gauge) at the limiter is not proportional to edge density, as
one might expect from recyling, but is significantly smaller in relative amplitude
and close in phase to the chord-averaged density. The source (inferred from Ha)
is also surprising. Although a view of the modulated gas feed shows strong
modulation leading the density in phase, other monitors at the limiter and
elsewhere show fractional modulation less than that of edge density and of greatly
different phases.

The level of turbulence is modulated throughout the plasma with amplitudes
similar to that of the density and linear in the amplitude of density perturbation.The phase lags that of the central density by 90°, but it does not change with radius.
The local turbulence does not follow the local phase of density, density gradient,
or temperature modulation. (For these experiments, the perturbations to density
and density gradient were comparable.)

Thermal Transport, Using analysis similar to that for density
perturbations, the sinusoidal temperature variations induced by (square-wave)
modulation of centrally deposited ECRH power imply values of thermal
diffusivity Xe, but the results in these experiments are less well determined. A
discharge at low density (< n > = 1.5 x 1019 m‘3) and low current (q~6) waschosen to provide good ECRH heating without sawteeth. Although ECE data are

20
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generally consistent with Thomson scattering temperature measurements and
show no strong non—thermal features, the small phase delay between central and
outer channels implies at least transient non—thermal effects and precludes
transport analysis. Only the soft x-ray arrays could be used to follow the
perturbation. They provide phase data, but not absolute amplitude of the
perturbation. Furthermore, the two arrays viewing horizontally and vertically
reveal a poloidal asymmetry in the propagation. The perturbation propagates up
and down at the same speed, but outwards more slowly, and inwards much more
slowly. The absence of amplitude data also introduces more ambiguity in the fits.
However, using a ray-tracing
calculation of the deposition profile 10 ECRH
and a radial form for X like that of
the power-balance value, the X
perturbation analysis is consistent 5 ‘
with power-balance, shown as
X(r/a). The power balance values _
for the ohmic and heated discharges 0 0.2 o 4
are shown as solid curves, and the Radius
modulation analysis for upward and
outward propagation as dashed.

Effects Associated with Temperature Modulation. Like density
modulation, temperature modulation affects other quantities, including density
and turbulence, and care is required to avoid indirect effects of position
modulation. Central heating which induces a 15% temperature modulation causes
a weak (1%) density modulation which can only result from a modulation of
particle transport coefficients. A variation of at least 15% is required (more if the
effect is spatially localized) in either D or V (which are indistinguishable in this
context). The increase in D (or decrease in V -- both are implied by transport
studies in ECRH plasmas) lags the heating power by 90°, substantially-more than 7
the lag in central temperature in this case. The persistence of density changes in
the absence of strong heating also casts doubt on the argument that the ECRH
effect on particle transport is a direct or local temperature effect.

The effect of ECRH on turbulence in generally similar to that of density
modulation. Local turbulence levels are modulated to generally the same degree
as the central temperature, but the phase of the turbulence remains approximately
constant across the plasma, precluding any association with local temperature.
*Supported by USDOE under grant DE-FG05-88ER-53267.
TAuburn University, Auburn AL. § Associazione EURATOM/CNR/ENEA,
Milano, Italy. 1 University of California, Los Angeles. 0 Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute.
1. Gentle, K.W., Physics Fluids 31 (1988), 1105 .
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INVESTIGATION OF COUPLED ENERGY AND
PARTICLE TRANSPORT

C.M. Bishop, J.W. Connor, M. Cox, N. Deliyanakis, D.C. Robinson

UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon,
OX14 3DB, UK.

1 Experimental background
Most theoretical models of coupled transport predict particle and thermal fluxes that
are each driven by both density and temperature gradients; one would therefore expect
some form of coupling between the energy and particle transport. This contrasts with
the assumptions usually made when analysing tokamak thermal transport by equilibrium
and dynamical techniques, namely that the thermal flux is driven solely by a tempera—
ture gradient and that the thermal diffusivity is a function of radius only. An effective
thermal dilfusivity can be defined for any transport model, viz. Xefi‘ = —q/nT’, where q is
the total heat flux, but its value will generally depend on the measurement technique.
Coupled transport has been invoked as an explanation of the discrepancies between Xeff
values deduced from perturbation and power balance measurements (the former typically
being higher than the latter) observed on several tokamaks. The present investigation
into coupled transport is motivated by results from the ECRH modulation experiments
carried out on the DITE tokamak [1]. Here, in contrast with other experiments, the values
of Xefi‘ inferred from modulation experiments and from power balance and sawtooth heat
pulse propagation were all in good agreement, provided that allowance was made for the
broadening of the ECRH deposition profile at the higher densities. A small modulation of
the line averaged density fie was also observed, being smaller in He than in H/D plasmas;
this can arise from three distinct mechanisms. First, cit-diagonal terms in the transport
equations will lead to a non-linear coupling of the particle and energy balance, possibly
different in He and H/D plasmas, which can lead to different values for the thermal diffu-
sivity being inferred from dynamical and equilibrium measurements. Second, the neutral
particle density near the edge will be modulated, leading to a corresponding modulation
in the edge source, which has been observed in the Ha—radiation signals. Third, the mod-
ulation of the plasma pressure will produce a modulated horizontal movement of the flux
surfaces, leading to a modulation of the observed line-integrated density (as well as to
similar contributions to the Vertical SXR and the ECE signals). This paper addresses
whether coupled transport can be present even when the various values of cf are in
agreement, as in the DITE experiments.

2 Analysis
The generalized, non-linear coupled transport equations are:

a . 1 a I, T;% = ;E[rn,(L11:—E+L12i—V1)]+S(r,t), (1)

36mm 1 a n' T’ 3 5 n; T;5 8t : :37 [rngTa (L217: + nF: — 5V2) + ErneTc (Lnn—e + Lizi — V1>] +Q(":1)A (2)

Lu and L22 correspond, respectively, to the electron thermal (Xe) and particle (D) dif-
fusivities; the convective contribution of the particle flux to the thermal flux has been
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Table 1: Results from analytical investigation of coupled transport systems (rel—
ative magnitudes of the steady—state coefficients are shown): density and tem-
perature perturbations, and effective thermal diffusivities, as determined from
modulation, sawtooth and power balance measurements.

Tin X ‘Model L11 L12 L21 L22 "5% X“, 77:15
near far near far
field field field field

mod s/t mod s/t

°°‘“Si°“le“ 1.04 —0.36 ~1.40 1.65 0.19 1.04 —1.66 1.59 1.31 2.63neoclassical

C"“‘S‘°“f‘l 0.33 0.06 —0.27 0.71 —0.08 0.83 0.31 1.43 1.58 1.49neoclassxcal

$313513” 2.0 6.0 1.0 15.0 —0.14 0.53 0.47 0.14 12.7 4.55

included explicitly. S' is the particle source and Q is the total heating source including
ohmic, equipartition, radiation and ECRH terms.

The qualitative effects of coupling have been investigated using an analytical solu~
tion of the transport equations, for three transport models, namely the collisionless and
collisional neoclassical models, and the anomalous dissipative!trapped—electron (DTE)
mode [3]; the latter predicts diffusivities with a cubic dependence on the density gradi—
ent. The density and temperature perturbations and effective thermal diffusivities were
evaluated for modulated localized heating and sawtooth collapse (assuming density and
temperature perturbations of equal scale—lengths). The results, shown in table 1, are
broadly consistent with general experimental observations: the dynamical values of the
effective thermal diffusivity are higher than the corresponding equilibrium values, and
the density perturbations are often smaller in relative amplitude than the temperature
perturbations.

The transport parameters are, in general, functions of several plasma variables, and
will consequently be modulated. For simplicity, a single radial dependence is assumed here
for all the diffusivities, increasing towards the edge for consistency with the results from
power balance analysis. The sources will also be modulated, thus producing additional
driving or damping terms for the perturbation. The (timedndependent) current density
profile is determined from neoclassical resistivity; the Ohmic heating term is perturbed
via the time»dependent resistivity. The equipartition power density is calculated from
the steady—state ion energy density. The power densities of the total and SXR radiation
are calculated from the estimated concentration levels of carbon and oxygen impurities.
The radial dependence of the modulated ECRH power input was calculated by a ray—
tracing code. The particle source and its modulation was not determined directly from
these experiments; instead, the effective particle source required to sustain the equilibrium
density profile for a given transport model was calculated, and was modulated near the
edge using the observed modulation of the Ha emission. An estimate of the modulated,
differential shifts of the flux surfaces resulting from the modulation of ,BP (but not 1,)
is incorporated in the model. Furthermore, a modulated, horizontal shift of the entire
plasma column is present, of amplitude comparable to the internal shifts; this response of
the plasma column, which depends mainly on the feedback stabilization system, is applied
to the outermost flux surface. A transport code has been developed to implement the
general model of coupled transport described above, with a view to evaluating a variety of
transport models in the presence of modulated heating. Signals of line-integrated soft X»
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ray emissivity (for both horizontal and vertical lines of sight), electron cyclotron emission
and line—integrated density are generated over the duration of the perturbation. The
profiles of modulation amplitude and phase are extracted, for a direct comparison with
the corresponding experimental results.

3 Results
The coupled transport model was used to assess the compatibility of coupled transport
models with the analysed data from the modulated ECRH experiments on DITE [1];
early results of this investigation were reported in [2]. The equilibrium profiles of density
and temperature were established from a combination of experimental observations and

calculations of the equilibrium state. The diffusivity matrix of the collisionless neoclassical
model (for Zi=1) was used, with a magnitude and profile chosen for compatibility with
power balance observations. Whilst there is no justification in the use of this particular
model, since neoclassical theory fails to predict the observed transport, it provides one
with a means of testing the basic aspects of coupled transport.

The computed temperature perturbation was broadly similar, in form and magnitude,
to that obtained from a simpler diffusive thermal transport analysis. The computed den-
sity perturbation was small under some conditions, in particular with off~axis heating; its
shorter radial scale lengths also led to a significant cancellation of the modulation ampli—
tude on calculating the line-integrated values. The resulting modulation amplitudes were
compatible with the low experimental values. Reasonably good agreement was obtained
between the computed and experimental SXR (fig. 1) and ECE (fig. 2) responses, but the
fits were less satisfactory than those obtained from a simple uncoupled transport model.
The modulated particle source plays an important role in determining the level of the
density modulation. As this modulated component of the particle source was included
using empirical amplitude levels and phases, this aspect of the model is a significant source
of uncertainty. The modulation of the flux surface shifts led to the expected asymme-
tries, the results being consistent both with the experimental shifts and the modulation
data. All the results of the coupled transport model were sensitive to the equilibrium
profiles, as well as on the form of the transport model. The effective power balance ther—
mal diffusivity (0.9mzs_1 at the radius (1/3) in the model was in good agreement with the
experimental power balance value. Two further transport models have also been assessed:
the DTE mode [3], whose diffusion matrix was also used with an empirical radial profile
and scaled to give the correct power balance, did not lead to satisfactory agreement with
the modulation data because of its sensitive (cubic) dependence on the density gradient;
the ‘second»order’ classical model proposed by Woods [4] was found to reproduce both
modulation (fig. 3) and power balance measurements provided that (i) the overall trans-
port was increased by a factor of 3 and (ii) a minimum value of Xeff = 0.75m2s‘1 was
imposed near the plasma centre where the Woods model predicts values which tend to
zero.

Whilst it has not been possible conclusively to establish the nature of the underlying
transport mechanisms, it has been shown that coupling of energy and particle transport
is possible in the DITE modulation experiments, although less than one would infer from
other tokamak experiments. It has been demonstrated that modulated heating affords
one with a powerful technique for assessing transport models.
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IS THE ION CONFINEMENT IMPROVING IN ASDEX H-MODE
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There is still uncertainty in the transport channels which actually improve atter the L—> H

transition. On JET the transport analysis indicates an improvement of the ion transport

alone. On ASDEX we have ieund that it is the electron transport which is reduced. Finally. on

Dill-D the H-mode primarily exists at high densities and the close coupling between ions

and electrons prevented a clear statement.

in order to explore the changes of electron ( Xe) and ion ( Xi) heat transport from the L- to

the H-mode in more detail, a comparative study between auxilliary heated discharges with

peaked (L—mode with Ctr-NI) and broad( L-mode with Co-Nl, H—mode with Co- and Ctr-Ni)

density profiles was carried out. Transport analyses of L-mode discharges with TRANSP

show that the ion thermal transport and the toroidal momentum dittusivily ( X“, ) - closely
connected with it - can be consistently described by a combination oi neoclassical and

ni-driven transport improving with peaked density profiles ( T1 = Ln/LT < 1). whereas the

electron transport remains anomalous.

Enhanced ion energy transport trom ni-modes would. of course, also be expected to persist

tor the interior regions of H-regime discharges still having ‘ie,i >1. And in fact our previous

analyses of them have always shown the necessity tor an enhancement of X; above xCH in
those cases to match the average ion temperature and the magnetically measured plasma

energy. But the formally assumption Xi = axneoci with a = 2-4 yields much more peaked
Ti—profiies than given by passive CX measurements. Using Xi = XCH + a gives again good

agreement with the measured profiles. and due to the strong Tia/2 dependence oi li even
an increase of the ion heat conductivity going from the L- to the H-mode. However, the ion

heat conduction losses behave similar with the two Xi models. The momentum continement
time increases at the L to H transition but Xq, is not at all reduced. Further analyses of H and

H' discharges will be presented. including Zeff measurements to obtain improved ion
density protiles.

According to the analysis up to now the confinement improvement at the L to H transition is
due to the reduced electron heat transport. Additionally a reduction of convective losses in
the ELM-free H'-mode with very broad and even slightly hollow density profiles is
observed.
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1. Introduction

It has been reported from a number of tokamaks, that the global confinement times of energy
and angular momentum show similar magnitudes and scalings with plasma conditions. Since
the classical perpendicular viscosity is by far too low to explain the observed rotation damping,
an anomalous transport mechanism is believed to cause the radial transport of momentum,
which is a feature of the ions alone owing to the low mass of the electrons. The correlation of
momentum and energy confinement can be taken as a hint for the thermal conduction and
momentum diffusion sharing a common transport mechanism. There is also some evidence
from theory supporting this assumption: E.g., the ion-temperature-gradient driven class of
instabilities produces equal ion heat and momentum diffusivities (Xi =x¢) [1]. Therefore, the
investigation of momentum transport can be of special interest for the conditions of medium- or
high—density discharges, where the ion— and electron heat transport channels often cannot be
separated.

We have analyzed rotation velocity profiles during steady-state conditions of about 50 neutral
beam heated ASDEX discharges with different experimental parameters. To give an overview
to the database, momentum confinement times 14, are plotted as a function of TE in Fig. 1. 15¢
and 15 are equal within a factor of 2 through the whole parameter range with co-injection. There
is a slight tendency for ’tq, being smaller than TE in the lower confinement branch.
During ctr-NI, the momentum confinement significantly improves over the energy
confinement. This improvement has been found to correlate with the peaking of the density
profile [2,3]. For H-mode discharges, the improvement of the momentum confinement equals
that of the energy confinement, resulting in data points to appear near the diagonal. In the
following, we want to discuss the momentum transport for co-NI, L-mode discharges where a
sufficient parameter variation for the derivation of scaling laws has been carried out.

2. Experimental results
Toroidal rotation velocities have been measured simultaneously on 5 radial positions in the
outer plasma halfplane by means of charge—exchange-recombination spectroscopy [3]. For the
further analysis, the corresponding rotation frequencies are extrapolated over the whole plasma
volume under the assumption of the constant angular rotation frequency of a flux surface [4].
Fig. 2a shows typical measured data points with the flux surface fit for a discharge with 1.8
MW neutral injection. For comparison, the rotation with 0.3 MW NI under otherwise identical
experimental conditions is shown in Fig. 2b. While the profile shape remains the same with
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lower NT power, the speed is reduced by a factor which is less than the ratio of the injected

powers. The momentum confinement time my improves from 42 to 70 ms, the corresponding
energy confinement times TE_dia are 43 and 83 ms, respectively. Obviously, the power
degradation of confinement behaves similarly for momentum and energy.

In the next step of the analysis, we have calculated x¢(r)—profiles by solving the radial

momentum transport equation [3] using the flux surface fit of the measured rotation
frequencies. Results for the discharge of Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. Error bars of the

momentum diffusivities have been estimated under the assumption of a smooth shape of the

rotation profile. This assumption is necessary for the evaluation since the spatial resolution of 5
points does not allow to determine highly resolved profile shapes. In the plasma center, the

uncertainty of X4, increases due to the imperfect resolution of the (small) rotation gradient. Near

the edge, the uncertainties of the radial position and the large relative error owing to the small

rotation speeds enhance the uncertainty of xq,‘ The influx of momentum transport by charge
exchange losses has been neglected in the transport analysis and may lead to a slight
overestimation of x.» near the edge. Although the validity of the derived x¢(r) profile shapes is
limited to a radial interval of about 8 cm < r < 34 cm, there is a clear tendency of x¢(r) to
increase from the center to the edge. This finding is in accordance to recent results from TFTR
[5], where an increase of momentum- as well as ion and electron thermal diffusivities with
radius was observed.

3. Scaling laws
To summarize the results of the experimental parameter variations for co—NI, L—mode
discharges, we have derived scaling laws for T¢, ’EE and a mean )Tq, which has been derived
from the calculated momentum diffusivity profiles by averaging x¢(r) between r=8 and r=34
cm in order to reduce the uncertainty. About 40 data points of steady state discharge conditions
covered the following parameter range:

0.6 MW 5 Pabs s 2.3 MW mean value: 1.45 MW
1.6-1019 rrr3 s <ne>fine g 6.41019 m3 3.3-1019 m3
025 MA S Ip S 0.45 MA 0.38 MA
1.25 amu S Aeff S 2 amu 1.75 amu
1 amu S Abeam S 2 amu 1.87 amu

Abeam is the atomic mass of the neutral beam particles and Agff is the mean plasma mass per
electron charge, which has been estimated from the H/D ratio measured by mass spectrometry
and an averaged Zcff under the assumption of a mean impurity charge 2:7.
For simplicity, we used a least squares procedure after a logarithmic transformation to describe
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the confinement properties. The regression analysis revealed the following dependencies:

1,5) = 30 - Pabs~0~7 - [150-45 ‘Ip0-7 - Agni - Mam-25 [ms, MW, 1019 m-3, MA, amu, amu] (1)
TE : 36 . Pabs'0'6 . 119,04 . 1P0.5 . Aeff0'7 (ms, MW, 1019 111-3, MA, amu] (2)
X4) = 1.6 . pabsoes . ne-0.7.1p»0.7 . Acff-Ofi [mz/S, MW, 1019 m-B’ MA, amu] (3)

Owing to the relatively small database, the IE-scaling should only be used as a reference for the
I¢-scaling.

A clear similarity for the scalings of Q, and 15 can be seen in (1) and (2). This is especially true
for the isotope effect and the current dependence. The more favourable density dependence of
X}, in comparison with ‘c¢, (the distinct improvement of 7T4, with rising density is found
throughout the whole density range wich has been investigated) is due to the unfavourable
beam deposition effect with increasing density. To illustrate the meaningfulness of the m-
scaling, we have plotted the experimentally determined fi-values versus the prediction of the
scaling law (3) in Fig. 4.
It should be noted, that the power degradation of confinement is not very well described by the
power law. In fact, the degradation occurs faster at lower and slower at higher power levels. If
the discharges with Pabs < 1 MW are extracted from the database, the power exponents in Eq.
(1), (2), and (3) reduce to —0.4, -0.5 and +0.5, respectively.

4. Summary
We have analyzed the transport of angular momentum for a number of different discharge
conditions. The similarity of the scaling laws derived for 14, and TE as well as the equal
behaviour of both quantities during single parameter variations strongly support the existence of
a common transport mechanism for momentum and energy. Under this assumption, the derived
pap-scaling may be cautiously interpreted as a measure for the anomalous ion thermal
conduction.
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I) Introduction

Dynamic response analysis provides an attractive method for studying transport
mechanisms in tokamak plasmas. The analysis of the radial response has already been
widely used for heat [1,2] and particle transport [3] studies. The frequency dependence
of the dynamic response, which is often omitted, reveals further properties of the
dominant transport mechanisms. Extended measurements of the soft X-ray emission
were carried out on the TCA tokamak in order to determine the underlying transport
processes.

II) Dynamic response analysis

The transport processes are investigated by sinusoidally modulating the gas
valve opening or the Alfvén RF power amplitude and measuring the subsequent
perturbation on the soft X-ray emission. The profiles are obtained from an Abel-inversion
of the signals of a 15 channel pinhole camera. The experiments are carried out in the TCA
tokamak (R=O.61 m, a=0.18 m, IpS130 kA, B¢:1.51 T, neSIO20 m-3) for a frequency range
of 30 to 600 Hz, which roughly corresponds to the inverse particle confinement time. We
thereafter express the dynamic response of the modulated signals by their relative
amplitude and their phase with respect to the external perturbation.

111) Analysis of the soft X-ray emission

Previous results [4] show that both RF power and gas valve modulation lead to a
similar response of the soft X—ray emission. Even if a fraction of the RF power is directly
thermalised, the large density increase which is simultaneously induced dominates the
observed dynamic response. This response is characterised by a discontinuity at mid-
radius, fig. 1. A minimum in the phase profile indicates the presence of a local source from
which the perturbation emanates. Operation at different plasma currents reveals that this
effective source moves with the sawtooth inversion radius. The resulting perturbation
displays a fast inward propagation due to sawtooth activity. The outward propagation is
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however considerably delayed, which leads to a phase jump, fig. 1.
In order to determine the origin of the observed modulation of the soft X-ray flux,

we consider the different parameters which compose it :
U.A = «zero nET. (3.1)

The function f(Zafi) is roughly proportional to the impurity concentration and on = 2—8 is
the temperature exponent. For small perturbations, we obtain :

=§+223+0LIi (3.2)
f ne Te

Measurements of the density profile show that gas valve and RF power modulation
create an inward propagating density pulse. Inside the inversion radius, the density and

the soft X—ray perturbations are synchronous, fig. 1. Since their relative amplitudes are in
a ratio of 1:3, we conclude that a large fraction of the soft X—ray modulation can be
attributed to the electron density. Outside the inversion radius however, the picture
completely changes, in that both perturbations move in different directions and have a
different amplitude ratio A possible explanation would be that the soft X-ray response is
due to either a heat pulse or an impurity flux. Experiments are being carried out in order
to determine which effect predominates.

We conclude that the modulation of the soft X—ray emission profile inside the
inversion radius can be ascribed to a density modulation, whereas impurity or heat
modulation may dominate outside the radius. The perturbation emanating from the
inversion radius would be triggered by a change in the density profile gradient.

>|
l>

IV) Transport model

In order to identify the dynamic response analysis to an underlying transport
pl'OCCSS, we consider two widely used transport models and calculate the resulting
dynamic response. The modulated parameter x(r,t) can either be the electron
temperature, the density or the impurity concentration since all of these require similar
transport equations.

Firstly, convection is taken to be the dominant process, with a spatially constant
convective velocity

BX _ 1 a 2 X3 _ 7&0 v5) + s (4.1)

Using the Ansatz
x(r.t) = x(r) + x(r) e‘imt (4.2)

a solution of the source-free interior of the plasma is obtained
.. "‘ ' Iox(r) = X—geJ—MTQL) (4.3)

I'
The phase can then be expressed as

A = A0 ——‘”a '39“) (4.4)
Such a linear frequency dependence is characteristic of a perturbation which propagates
with a pure time delay.
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Secondly, we consider a diffusive process
ax _ 1_ a 8_Xat _ rfirDar + S (4.5)

which has the homogeneous solution :
3?(r) = Yo Jo(kr) with k = Vjco/D (4.6)

In general the condition
kr >> 1 (4.7)

is satisfied, so that the phase can be approximated by

z? = flo+ Vcor2l2D (4.8)

If a radial variation of the transport coefficients is included, the radial dependence in
equations (4.4) and (4.8) changes but the frequency dependence is not affected. Hence a
measurement of the phase at different frequencies allows to determine whether
convection or diffusion is the dominant transport process. Although the amplitude
spectrum can be used in a similar way. we omit it since it requires an absolute
calibration.

V) Frequency dependence of the dynamic response

A plot of the soft X-ray emission phase versus the modulation frequency reveals
a clear quadratic dependence, fig. 2. This dependence is most evident between 100 and
400 Hz. Below this range, condition (4.7) no more holds. The same dependence
reappears when the phase reference is the flux at r=0.088m instead of the RF power.
Using equation (4.8), a uniform diffusion coefficient can be obtained inside the inversion
radius :

D = 1.23 i 0.2 m28'1

This value is about twice the global particle diffusion coefficient. We conclude that the
response of the soft X-ray emission to density modulation is dominated by diffusive
processes, both inside and outside the inversion radius.

The frequency dependence of the phase profile allows us to further characterise
the transport mechanisms. The large phase shift observed just outside the inversion
radius was first attributed to a local barrier similar to the thermal insulating layer
observed on TFR at the q=1 surface [5]. If this phase shift were due to reduced transport
coefficients, it would increase indefinitely with the modulation frequency. Instead, the
observed shift saturates at a value below 180°, fig. 2, which is characteristic of a power
dipole (source/sink term). This dipole can be explained by local change in the diffusion
coefficient at the sawtooth inversion radius as confirmed by a 1-D simulation code. The
strong link between this local modulation and the inversion radius suggests that the
change in the transport is due to a modification of the sawtooth activity.

VI) Conclusion

Transport mechanisms have been investigated by measuring the dynamic
response of tokamak ohmic plasmas to perturbations such as gas valve or RF power
modulation. The observed response of the soft X-ray flux can be attributed to a
perturbation which starts at the inversion radius and is triggered by a change in the
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density profile gradient. Extended measurements of the frequency dependence reveal the
dominant nature of diffusive processes and also show a discontinuity in the transport
which is due to sawtooth activity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Experimental measurements of the electron thermal conductivity, derived from the radial
propagation of the heat pulse generated by a sawtooth crash, have consistently yielded larger
values than those obtained by power balance [1,2]. It has been proposed that this discrepancy
could be the result of the coupling of density and temperature perturbations [3]. Numerical
modelling of heat and density pulse propagation on ASDEX has been used to address this que-
stion. In addition, measurements at various electron densities and in hydrogen and deuterium
were undertaken, with the aim of providing a broad base of experimental measurements for
testing the various transport models proposed.

2. THEORY

The numerical solution of heat pulse propagation as a forced boundary value problem [4] has
been extended to incorporate density and particle flux perturbations. The energy and particle
conservation equations [5], with the retention of all terms and including the terms necessary to
describe the energy exchange between ions and electrons and Ohmic heating, were linearised.
The simplest case of a particle flux in the form :

iDflel/n (l)
01:

was considered, where D is the particle diffusion coefficient and V is the inwards particle drift
velocity. In this case the electron density and temperature perturbations are not coupled by
the off-diagonal components of the transport matrix. The equilibrium values of D and V
are determined from the zero order particle flux. This flux is calculated from the particle
conservation equation :

—+V'F=Se (2)

where P is the particle flux and Se is the particle source and sink term due to the ionisation of
neutral particles and recombination. The neutral particle density profile needed to determine
the ionisation source term is calculated by the AURORA code. Transport modelling on ASDEX
shows that D = 0.2xfB gives good agreement with experimental results [6]. In this way a radial
profile ofD and V consistent with the zero order particle flux may be calculated. Linearisation of
this equation allows the electron density pulse generated by the sawtooth crash to be modelled.
Work is in progress to treat the case in which the particle and heat fluxes are functions of both
the electron density and temperature gradients.



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS3.

The local electron temperature is measured at {our radial positions outside the mixing radius
and sampled at 20 kHz to provide suflicient time resolution of the sawtooth crash. Boxcar

averaging of the temperature perturbation generated by the sawtooth crash permits the electron
thermal conductivity, Xe: to be determined by fitting the measured temperature perturbation
at each radius to that calculated, with the first channel outside the mixing radius being used
as the time dependent boundary condition. Conventional heat pulse analysis uses the radial
decay of the heat pulse amplitude and the time of arrival of the peak of the heat pulse at each

radius to calculate a value of Xe-
As a first approximation it is usually assumed that the associated density pulse may be

neglected. In this case, analysis of Ohmic discharges with [p = 320 kA and Bo : 2.17 T
(q(a) : 3.3) yields values in deuterium ofXE = GilmZ/s at as = 1x1019m‘3 and Xe = 4:l:1m2/s
at fiE : 2x1019m_3 (see Fig. l). The corresponding energy confinement times are 40ms and
69ms respectively. Decreasing sawtooth amplitude with increasing density limits the analysis at
higher densities. As in previous experiments, the value of Xe obtained by heat pulse propagation
analysis is consistently a factor of 3 higher than that obtained by power balance.

In hydrogen at fie = 2x1019m_3 it found that Xe = 4i1m2/s. The limits of experimental
accuracy do not allow definite conclusions on the isotope dependence of X: at a radial position
from 20cm to 30cm (minor radius 2 40cm) to be drawn. Given that the energy confinement

time in deuterium is about 20 per cent higher than in hydrogen at this density [7], it is clear
that an improvement in experimental sensitivity is needed in order that a difference of this
order of magnitude in Xe can be measured.

Experimentally the relative amplitude of the density perturbation in these Ohmic discharges
on ASDEX is observed to be considerably smaller than the relative amplitude of the tempe~
rature perturbation. However measurements on TEXT at lower q(a) indicate that the density
perturbation can be of the same order of magnitude as the temperature perturbation [8].
Furthermore, the diffusion coeflicient from density pulse propagation measurements in this
experiment was found to be a factor of 3 larger than the value calculated from equilibrium
conditions. Even with this assumption and a relative perturbation value of (in/n : 0.2 (ST/T,
which is greater than the value experimentally observed for the relevant discharge conditions
on ADSEX, it is found that the enhanced heat flux due to a finite density perturbation does
not significantly reduce the value of ya found by heat pulse propagation analysis. At most this
results in a decrease of 20 per cent in the inferred value of Xe.

The case in which the temperature and density perturbations are coupled by the oil-diagonal
terms of the transport matrix remains to be investigated. The inclusion of terms describing
the plasma parameter dependence of the transport coefficients [1,2,9] is another area that may
be studied in detail with numerical modelling. Based on the present results, it would seem
that the experimentally observed enhancement of microturbulence during a sawtooth pulse
[8] may be directly responsible for the larger values of Xe and D found in heat and density
pulse propagation experiments. A considerable increase in the level of heat transport induced
by density perturbations would be necessary, in order that the coupling of temperature and
density perturbations alone could be claimed as the reason for the difference between the
equilibrium values and those measured using heat and density pulse propagation analysis.



4. CONCLUSION

Numerical solution of the linearised energy and particle conservation equations allow heat
and density pulse propagation in ASDEX to be studied. It has been demonstrated that the en-
hanced values of Xe found in typical Ohmic conditions on ASDEX are not able to be explained
by the contribution of finite density perturbations when the standard description of the particle
flux in in terms of a diffusion coefficient and inwards drift velocity is used. A stronger density
perturbation than that modelled is necessary to support the contrary theoretical predictions.
Should this conclusion also hold after investigation of a coupled density and temperature per-
turbation, then this would leave the enhancement of Xe by microturbulent fluctuations as the
strongest candidate for explaining the discrepancy between equilibrium values and the values
of D and Ka measured in density and heat pulse experiments.
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STUDY OF THE ELECTRON HEAT PULSE PROPAGATION
FROM ECRH 0N T—10

Bagdasarov A.A..Borshegovskii A.A.,Vasin N.L..Elisavetin A.A.,
Neudatchin S.V..PolevoJ A.R..Roy I.N..Savrukhin P.V.

I.V.Kurchatov Institute 01 Atomic Energy .Hoscow.USSR

Introduction
'Tfifi'?§pfift§_are united in this paper .The heat pulse pro—

pagation (HTP) was studiedBon T— 10 and it had been shownBearier
in/ 1/ that normal (Xe 2x9) as well as enhanced (Xe >>xe) HTP
velocity from ECRH and sawteeth oscillations depending on the
regime are observed. It is shown in [2] that under central ECRH
in the regimes with high values or qlxs (n>>xg) in the whole
column gradient zone. On the contrary. under central EGRH on the
background of the long—time non—central heating the conDuctivity
decreases (n<xe) on the heat wave Iront. In this case the heat
wave sharpens the broad Te (r) profile created by the non—central
EGRH. The inIluence or theelocal value VTe/Te on the value x?
observed. The new data on HPP at T—10 are presented below.
STUDY OF HPP FROM EGRH at T—10

HPP under central ECRH at the Ohmic background was studied in
two regimes: I =2oo M. B =3. 0 T. n =2. 0 and 3 10130111—3.aL=28 cm.
qL=3..8 ,PEGRH=400 kw Thetvalues TexP(r. t) measured on the radi-
ation on the second EGR harmoniceare shown in Fig.1. (n=3).
curves 1,2,3 —are the experiment under r=14.1.16.19.dcm. The9
edge 01 the EOE-power absorbtion zone is located under r=12—13
cm. the resonance under r=2 cm. When the EGRH is switched ON
the amplitude as well as the saw—teeth oscillations zone width
increase. The method [31 was used to define the value n. Let
us note. that the basis or this method is the numerical solution
or the conductivity equation Ior Te (r. t) in the zone r1< r <r 3
located outside the perturbations source zone. The experimental
values TexP(r1.t)) were used as boundary conditions and XHPwaas
defined by the choice or value xe up to the obtaining oI the
minimal calculation deviation from the experiment in the point
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r . one can use r3=aL(Te (aL.t)=0): r3=0 (GT9 (0. t)/0r=0), or any

r3 (Te (r3 .1)=TeexP10. 1)) as another boundary9condition. The
experimental data processing is given in TABLE. where t — time
from the EGRH beginning. The results or the regime I =200 RA

3:3. 0T.n=2. 8‘ 10 '81.:34 cm. qL=5. 8 .PEGRH=400 kW processing
as well as the central ECRH. calculated with due regard to the
r981 experimental density profile are also given in TABLE. It is

shown on the TABLE that the value XeHFlincreases significantly

under the transfer Irom the zone r<16(19. a =34)t0 the zone

191601009 for aL=34)In the zone r<16(19) Xe 32' Xe OHand depends
weakly~0n1the value “H Xe””r7). In"all the calculations the

value Tecalc"(r2 .t) corresponds to T6e.XP(r2.t ).

—1m... .. 2:91.112. 1:. x.
' T—10 14.1.16.28 0. 38(0.4—0.5) 0 11 0.18

A :28 cm 0.4 0 a
L_200 “A 0.4 1 11

fp= 0.42 2 11
n=3 16.19.4.28 1.1 0 11 0 21

1.3 0 8
i=2 14.3.16.3.28 0.5(0. 4—0.6) 0 10 0.24
_"— 0.5 0 a

.52 1 10
16.3.19.7.28 1(o.e—1.3) 0 10

1.1 0 e
fi=2.8 15.3,1a.7.34 0.53(0.5-0.7) 0 20 o 17
A =34cm 0.68 0 15

IL—200 RA 0 7 1 15p- 1e.7.22.4.34 1(0.8—1. 3) 0 15 0.28

JET. H—mode r /a XHP(r ) __ __P _81.2.3 e 2
“Bl 0.42.0.35.0.0 1. 711. 2-2.8) 0 99 .6

n=5 1.6 0 75
Te(0)=T1(O) 1.4 1 99

1.2 2 99
=5 Rev 0.49.0.35.0.0 2.3 g 33 .6

1.
Ref ’4/ 0.55.0.35.o.o 5(4—6.5) 0 99 .6

The numerical values or Te(r12=16. 19.4 cm. t)1mder Xe (14<r<28)
=0. 5 mas 1 are shown by the curves 2* .3 in Fig. 1. One can see
that velocity 01 HP? at 14<r16 is greater than that in the
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experiment. In the zone 16<r<19.4 it is less than that in the
experiment.Though the numerical deviation from the experiment
is insignificant we obtain the same result in two other regimea_

The inward HPP from the non-central ECRH with P‘fi 400 kW on
the background of the non—central ECRH P*x 400 kW was studied.
The inner EUR—power absorption zone edge was placed at r"5 cmI
and detail study it is needed for HPP analusis at r>5cm.For
the r =2.5cm.o x“? x 0.2 mes—1

SIMULATION OF HPP FROM PELLET INJECTION ON JET H—MODE /4/
Curves 1.2.3~the experimental values of Te(r1.2.3/a=0.49.0.42.

O.35,t) are shown in Fig.2.(the experiment under 0.49 and 0.55
factually coincides). The curves 2', 3'— simulation under
0. 49. o. 42, 0.35 .boundary conditions—TSXP(O. 553 t). XeHP=5 mes 1

2* .3 —calculation2at O. 42. 0. 35 with boundary at 0. 49a,
XeHP=1.7(r/0fi353)2m2s 1It is seen from the TABLE and Fig.2.that
the value Xe depends strongly from r By means of the transport
code ASTRA—NB [51 the value xgmMI: 0.6 mes 1 was defined. It was
shown also.that at t<100ms.r<.49a,Qe=Qg ((T3/(T2+Te )) 1'5—1)
influence on HPP is insignificant
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
a) T—10 In the regimes with central ECRH ,qL=3.8—5.8 the HPP

velocity is enhanced.There is no strong dependence of the value
n— X2 OH' on n.and thifiPvalue tends to be proportional to qL.
A strong dependence of Xe on‘r seems unclear to us. This may be
connected with the fact that the zone 16<r<190m(18-22.aL=34)is
the end of the gradient zone and the beginning of the periphery
one. The q=2 surface is usually located here.The physics as well
as the functional dependence X: in these zones can be
different.
b).JET HPP.We cannot agree with the authors [4] who say that the
value n=SiO.5 mas—1x x2 .We suppose that n changes signifi—
cantly along the r(1.7 to 4 at r/a=0.35;.49).The value x2=0.6
(0.4—O.8) 2const(r)in this regime .Therefore the increased HPP
velocity is observed under pellet injection in H—mode
We lack the database from JET and this causes some
uncertainties in our understanding of the problem.
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— 13
FIG 1 Central ECRH,n=3.10 ,I=200 kA,AL =28 cm

Combined HPP from ECRH and sawteeth on T—10

fi r=14.1,16,19.4 cm
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1, Introduction

Anomalous transport in tokamak plasmas is thought to be caused by turbulence. Density fluc-
mations detected with collective scattering or reflectomeuy indeed revealed the existence of a
broad—band turbulence with Af/ski/kfl. The underlying physics mechanisms are difficult
to determine because the pertinent equations are highly nonlinear and bound to lead to determin-
istic chaos as observed. Quasi-linear approximations to the equations yield the limits for the on-
set of various instability types like drift waves, microtearing, etc, and their typical frequencies
and wavelengths at the onset. However, in the experiments the instabilities have grown to a full
turbulence at a saturation level which is so high that the various quasi-linear approximations
have become invalid. Many plasma quantities in theory assumed to be constant are in reality
dragged into fluctuating behaviour, thereby influencing the saturation level, the frequency and
wavelength spectra.
Notwithstanding the chaotic nature of the plasma transport one can still try to investigate which
plasma quantities are involved in the turbulence, which of those are driving the turbulence and
which are damping. The theory of deterministic chaos gives some tools for this. The fractal
dimension of the attractor yields the lower bound to the number of fluctuating quantities. The
sign of the Lyapunov exponents indicates the driving-damping nature of these quantities, whilst
the Kolmogorov entropy being the sum of the positive Lyapunov exponents indicates the
strength of the driving terms. In a long term programme one could try to identify which plasma
quantities belong to which Lyapunov exponents. In this contribution only the issue of the
dimensionality of the attractor will be addressed following the method of Grassberger et a1. [1].

2. Previous results
This analysis has been tried before [2,3,4,5], in our view not on the most suitable signals.
These authors have analysed the fluctuating poloidal field signals measured by Mimov coils
outside the plasma. However, the sensitivity of the coils falls with x0“) in which x is the dis-
tance between coil and source and m the polodial mode number. This signal is therefore only
relevant for edge turbulence or low m MHD-modes. Low values of the correlation dimension v
were reported (DITE: 2.1 [2]; TOSCA: 2.4 [3]; JET: 2.4-4. [4]; ASDEX: 2.3-3.7 [5]). In
TOSCA edge Langmuir probe signals have been used [4] which is also only relevant for edge
turbulence. In ASDEX one has also tried SXR-signals which have the disadvantage of being a
signal integrated along the line-of-sight. The author had therefore to report split dimensionalities
indicating two independent turbulent phenomena taking place on different plasma radii.
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3. Experimental signals
In this paper the analysis of lmalized density fluctuations will be presented, obtained by two
different methods at two totally different tokamaks:
a. Collective scattering of 2 mm waves measured density fluctuations in the small ohmic
TORTUR tokamak (R=O.46 m; a=0.08 m; BT=2.9 T; Ip=40 kA). The measurements analySed
were taken at the centre; r/a = 0 and 800<k <1200 m‘l.
b. Reflectometer data gave the fluctuating position of six reflecting density surfaces in IET X.
point H-mode plasmas at medium (#19662) or high beta (#20877); all positions were in the outer
30% of the minor radius.
All signals indicated a truly chaotic broad—band turbulence with Af/l and a positive
Kolmogorov entropy. A11 selected signals were recorded with sampling frequencies at least a
factor 10 higher than the frequency with highest amplitude in the spectrum. Normally 8192
samples were used. For the TORTUR data 2048 samples showed a better convergence than
8192 probably because slow relaxation of the plasma profiles occurred during the full 4 ms time
window (note that 1:5 = 3 msl). In order to prove that the analysis method gave the same results
as the work quoted above, also Mirnov coils signals from TORTUR were analysed. The result
v=3.5 (see Table 1) is indeed in good agreement.

4. Computational techniques
One way of estimating the fractal dimension D is by box counting algorithms (Hausdorff
dimension). This involves covering the phase space with a mesh of cells. It turns out that this
method is very unsatisfactory whenever D>2. Another possible method has been reported by
Grassberger et a1. [1]. A phase space is constructed by a set of d-dimensional vectors {a}
with a = {x(i), x(i+'c),.., x(i+(d-l)t)] with x(i) the sampled data points and 1: a delay time.
The embedding d is chosen high enough such that the phase space embeds the attractor. The
distribution of trajectory points on the attractor can then be characterized by a correlation
integral Cd(r), the number of pairs of trajectory points whose Euclidean distance is less than a
correlation length r: Cd(r) = UN2 2,, Ej G) (r - II a - E- II). Here (E) is the Heaviside function and
N the total amount of vectors E. For a variety of attractors the correlation integral Cd(r) displays
a power law in the limit for r—aO, N—>°° and d—wo: C d(r) o< r".exp(-Kc.1:.d ) and:

Ln[Cd(r)] = v Ln[r] - Kc.t.d (L)
Here v is the correlation dimension and Kc the correlation entropy. So, when the number of
counted trajectory pointswithin a small correlation length r is large enough, the slope of a curve
Ln[Cd(r)] versus Ln[r] will, with increasing embedding factor d, converge to the dimension v.
The mutual spread in the correlation curves will converge to the entropy Kc. In the case of pure
white noise, no convergence will appear and the dimension v will proportionally increase with
d. Both the Hausdorff dimension Do as well as the correlation dimension v=D2 are part of a set
generalized dimensions [Dq] [6] for which one has: DOZDZ. The correlation entropy Kc acts as
a lower bound for the Kolmogorov entropy K: KZKC. Furthermore, since K>0 is a necessary
condition for chaos, KC>O is a sufficient condition for chaos.
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Assuming that there exists for Cd(r) a power law according to (l), v and Kc can be extracted at

any length r as a function of the embedding d, by fitting a short curve y=0t.x+B onto Ln[Cd(r)]

versus Ln[r] at position r. This curve fitting is done with a simple least squares method, in

whiCh the number of fit points can be taken arbitrarily. This method will thus yield dimensions
V60) and entropies c(r) as a function of embedding d and correlation length r. The observed

dimension v is then taken as the d-averaged dimensions vd(r) at the smallest convergence

length rc where the variance in the vd(r) values is minimum m, secondly, where the number of

counted trajectory points is still above a set value; in this case >100. The entropy Kc is taken as

the averaged spread of the correlation curves Kc = (1/1).<Ln[Cd(r)]-Ln[Cd+1(r)]> at r=rc_ For the

Lorentz attractor [7] (parameters r=28, 6:10 and b=8/3) which we have simulated with 32000

points, differential step 0.025, a phase space was constructed with delay time 0:1. With this set

we obtained v = 2.06 i 0.01 and Kc = 0.6 i 0.2.

5. Results
In all analyses a delay time 1:1 and embeddings d ranging from 13 to 18 are used. The results

are given in Table 1 and Figure 1. The following remarks should be made:

1. All locally measured density fluctuations showed a surprisingly high correlation dimension v

indicating that more plasma quantities play a role in the turbulence than often is assumed.
2. There is not much difference in v between the small TORTUR tokamak and JET, suggesting

a universal type of turbulence in tokamaks. The correlation entropy Kc is significantly smaller

in the ohmic TORTUR plasma.
3. The convergence is excellent as can be seen from the very low 6V values. This suggests that

the difference in v between the various reflectometer signals at different radii is significant.

153L111: Mean correlation dimension vand entropy Kc with the standard deviations CV and OK

in percentage respectivelyfor TORTUR collective scattering, Mirnov Coil data and JET H-mode
medium and high beta reflectometer datafrom six reflecting density surfaces (1019m'3)

TORTUR v 0v KC 0K TORTUR v 0v Kc 6K
coll.scatt. (%) (%) Mirnov coil (%) (%)

6.7 1.1 0.4 2.5 3.5 1.2 0.7 15.
JET “crit V 6v Kc 5K JET V 6v Kc <5K
modiumB (%) (%) highB (%) (%)

0.73 7.8‘ - - - 5.0 1.5 0.8 15.
1.06 6.2 0.9 0.6 13. 6.6 0.8 0.9 15.
1.9.1 6.5 1.8 0.8 15. 9.3‘ - - -
2.53 5.8 1.0 0.8 17. 8.6‘ - - -
3.14 8.3‘ - — — 5.7 1.2 0.6 23.
4.05 8.2‘ — - — 5.8 1.4 0.6 23.

* See remark 5.
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0.0 I (a) I 9.0 l 9.0

(b) (6)
§ v(e) “(5) 6:17B — _
'33
3 5.0 _ 6.0 — a

40.5 - g » d=18d 15 / /‘
/ d=13

dxlll d=1545.7 I 1 3,0 I 3.0 l
.s.7o 4.15 1032” .159 4.00 -4.18 log2[e] _1_00 .5_43 log2[e] .114

on I I 4.5 l 9.0

§ («0
E v(:) V(a)3° ,

_ d‘” 3.0 — :15 _ 6.0
-lO.5 ~ ~

““5 d=l3
45.7 ‘ I 1.5 ] 3.0 1'7-9“ *1“ togzm 4-47 “4 -6.96 log2[e] 4.99 4.76 log2[e] -1.00

FIQQE 1: Correlation integrals log2[C(£)] and correlation dimensions V(e) for different embeddings :1
versus log2[e]for (a-b) TOR’I'UR collective scattering, (c-d) TORTUR Mirnov coil and (e) JET H-mode
and (f) high fl reflectometer data at reflecting density surfaces 1.06 and 4.05 1019 m‘3 respectively.
Parameter E represents the correlation length r as afraction of the maximum signal amplitude r0: £=rlr0.

4. The influence of high beta on the turbulence is not noticeable notwithstanding the occurrence
of a ELM in the middle of the time—window.
5. The lowest trustworthy embedding d should be at least 2v+1; moreover one needs at least 3
embeddings fulfilling this condition, in order to determine v, 6v and Kc. Since CPU limitations
prevented d >18, values of v>7.5 marked with ‘ in Table 1 could not be regarded as reliable.
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The unique ability of reflectometers to provide radial density fluctuation mea—
surements with high spatial resolution (of the order of _<_ centimeters, Ref. 1), is ideally
suited to the study of the edge plasma modifications associated with H-mode oper-
ation. Consequently, attention has been focused on the study of these phenomena
since an improved understanding of the physics of H—mode plasmas is essential if a
predictive capability for machine performance is to be developed. In addition, DIII—D
is ideally suited for such studies since it is a major device noted for its robust H—mode
operation and excellent basic plasma profile diagnostic information.

The reflectometer system normally used for fluctuation studies is an O—mode,
homodyne, system utilizing 7 discrete channels spanning 15—75 GHz, with correspond-
ing critical densities of 2.8 x 1013 to 7 x 1019 1::1“°’.2'3’4 The Gunn diode sources in
this system are only narrowly tunable in frequency, so the critical densities are essen-
tially fixed. An X-mode system,5 utilizing a frequency tunable BWO source, has also
been used to obtain fluctuation data, and in particular, to “fill in the gaps” between
the discrete O—mode channels.

L-H TRANSITION
Several previous scattering experiments in a. variety of tokamaks have shown that

the relative density fluctuation level decreases during H-mode operation.6'7'3 However,
the improved spatial localization associated with reflectometry can yield significant
further information: An invariable observation with the reflectometer system at all
L-H transitions is that high frequency (250 kHz) density fluctuations are dramatically
suppressed in a localized region near the edge of the plasma. This region extends from
the scrapeoff layer inwards to z5 cm past the separatrix. In addition, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, this suppression typically occurs on a fast timescale of @100 ,us, commencing
at a time coincident with the first observable change in the Do, emission. Within the
edge suppression zone, the fluctuation changes are observed to occur simultaneously
on all channels, to within 5100 #5, though there is some evidence for variation within
this timescale. Also, on isolated occasions, for reasons which are not at present
understood, the fluctuation suppression has taken as long as #05 ms.

That the suppression zone is localized to the vicinity of the separatn'x is demon-
strated by the fact that higher density channels, reflecting from deeper into the
plasma, show no change at the transition itself. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 2,

* This work was sponsored by General Atomics Subcontract 80120536 under U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract No. DE—A003«89ER51114.

l Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.
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which shows the time evolution of the integrated power in a frequency band from 75—400 kHz for several of the reflectometer channels during a discharge with a “dithering”transition, along with a Do photodiode signal. This form of representation is chosenso as to clearly show the timescale for the suppression of wideband high frequencyfluctuations; lower frequencies are excluded as they are not always reduced at thetransition, and also because any changes which do occur are constrained to happenon a. longer timescale, due to the lower frequencies involved. The suppression of thefluctuations, and the bifurcated nature of the L to H transition, are clearly displayedby the rapid modulation of the fluctuation signal on the lower density channels duringthe dithers. By contrast, the innermost channel illustrated (2 X 1018 m‘a), ShOWS novariation at the transition. The fluctuation level on this channel does decrease laterin time as the plasma density rises and the profile evolves, such that this density layermoves outward, towards the fluctuation suppression zone. In Figs. 3a and 3b, thetime evolution of the spectra for the 1.3 x 1019 and 2.0 x 1019 m"3 density channels,respectively, are plotted for the same discharge as shown in Fig. 2. The very rapidsuppression of the fluctuations at the transition is clearly shown on the lower densitychannel, whereas the later change on the higher density channel can be seen to takesignificantly longer, 25 ms. Again, this difference is due to the fact the higher densitychannel is changing due to the density profile evolution after the transition.
With data such as these, and knowledge of the density profile from the Thomsonscattering and broadband reflectometer systems, the depth of the region in which thefluctuations are suppressed has been estimated. The edge fluctuation suppressionzone extends in past the separatrix z5 cm, or 2:2—9 poloidal ion gyroradii.9 Thus, theexperimental data are in rough agreement with recent L-H transition theories,1°’11in both the measured depth of the suppression zone, and the timescale. However,the error bars on the depth estimates are quite large because of the uncertaintyassociated with the discrete number of reflectometer channels. Recently, the X—modesystem has been utilized to improve the accuracy of these estimates by “filling in thegaps” between the narrowband channels, and thus more precisely determine the inneredge of the suppression zone. As the X—mode reflection layer is moved inwards, itis observed to agree in both time evolution and spectral width with successive fixedfrequency channels. Data obtained utilizing this technique will be presented at theconference.

ELM ACTIVITY
The behaviour of the density fluctuations during ELM activity presents a con-siderably more complex picture than that for the L-H transition. This is mainly dueto the wide variety encountered in the amplitude, frequency, and type of ELM. How-ever, with all ELMs, the fluctuations are observed to return to L—mode like conditionsin amplitude and width in frequency space. Again, this occurs on a fast timescale,typically 5300 as, supporting the hypothesis that an ELM is a transient reverse bi-furcation to L-mode. However, in contradistinction to the L-H mode transition, thefluctuations have frequently been observed to change before any observable changein the Do, emission. Also, there have been many occasions when the fluctuationsare observed to change on the inner channels first, with the change moving outwardtowards the separatrix as a. function of time.
Such ELM precursors have been observed on both ideal and resistive timescalesand are of two distinct types. A “quasi-coherent” mode of 250 to 120 kHz is some-times seen before giant ELMs on timescales ranging up to 30 ms before the ELM istriggered. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4, where bursts of a quasi-coherentmode, increasing in amplitude, can be seen to precede a giant ELM. The increase in
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the amplitude and width of the broadband turbulence at the ELM itself is also appar-
t These fluctuations appear similar in many respects to those reported 111 Ref. 12,

enC-e t that on DIIIvD they seem to be associated only with giant ELMs, whereas
a: PDX they were reported as occuring continuously during the H—mode. The other
form of precursor activity is a general rise in the overall broadband fluctuation ampli-
tude and spectral width, on timescales of from 100 ,us to several milliseconds before
the ELM. An example of this is shown in Fig. 5, where an increase in the broadband
turbulence level before the ELM can be clearly seen.

suMMARY
The results presented above for the spatial localization and timescale associated

with the L-H transition, as well as ELM precursor activity, confirm the unique capa—
bilities of multichannel reflectometry in providing a spatially localized measurement
of internal density fluctuations. In addition, the data adds considerably to the overall
understanding of the physics of H—mode operation,9 and is in qualitative agreement
with recent theories. It is intended to further utilize the spatial localization of these
reflectometer measurements through the addition of a. correlation reflectometer sys-
tem to directly measure the radial correlation length of the fluctuations. It is hoped
to have preliminary data from this system by the time of the EPS conference.
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A 119 pm laser scattering experiment is used on ASDEX to investigate wave—
number and frequency spectra of the density fluctuations occurring in the
different operational modes of the machine. The aim of the measurements is
to get insight in the physical nature of the fluctuations and their possible
role in connection with anomalous transport. Since no complete theory ex—
ists, the simple guidelines of gyroradius—scaling and mixinglength level

are used in the choice of parameters to be varied. Particular emphasis has
been placed on the investigation of the fluctuations in the ohmic phase.

Results obtained during neutral injection heating are reported in [1].

Results in ohmic discharges:
A. General features:

Fig. 1 shows a typical k, m spectrum of the scattered signal power mea-
sured in the plateau region of an ohmic hydrogen discharge using the
chord 25 cm from the center. The spectrum exhibits the characteristic
features observed on many tokamaks: It is broadband in k and w, the im-
portant wavenumber range being below 10 cm‘1 , the important frequency
range below 200 kHz. At frequencies above = 50 kHz the k-spectra show
maxima. At low k and m the scattered signal power increases significant-
ly. This increase could be due to both coherent MHD activity, e.g. tea—
ring modes (above 15 kHz the coherency between the scattering signal and
the poloidal magnetic field component measured with a Mirnov coil drops
from a value .6 to the noise level) and incoherent density fluctuations
in the boundary layer, as observed by Langmuir probes and Ho emission.

Sm») a 28628

!\ ,4
f Fig. 1:
L2 Scattered signal power measured as
i function of wavenumber and frequency

in a "cold" ohmic hydrogen discharge.
’4" 200 ,, o (measuring chord r = 25 cm;

*1 4 a a 10 ‘2 “e0 = 6 x 1D”cm‘3; Teo = 0.5 keV;
Hm") Ip = 320 M; Bt = 2.2 T)
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B . Parameter variations:

a V

Parameter variations were performed along the following guidelines: If
the maxima of the k spectra obeyed a simple pS scaling in the senSe
that kmaxx 535—1 (where psz/ kBTe/mi/“ci' “’ci — ion cyclotron frequency),
these maxima should depend on the ion charge Z, the ion mass m., the
magnetic field B and the electron temperature Te as kmaxcx Z-B/flm.
If furtherihe fluctuation level were determined by the mixing length
criterion ne/ne0<(kmaX-Ln)_1 (Ln = (d(ln ne)/dr)" = density gradient
length) such a scaling would manifest itself also in the relative flue-
tuation level.

Variation of gas filling: "isotope scan".
Fig. 2 shows k spectra measured in hydrogen, deuterium and helium with
the laser beam passing through the plasma center, at r = 25 cm (r/a =
0.63) and at the plasma boundary r = 39.5 cm (r/a = 0.99). The mean elec-
tron density was kept constant for the discharges. The different peak
densities ne0 reflect the fact that the density profiles are somewhat
different for the isotopes. The different peak electron temperatures are
due to the different confinement times TE (52 ms in W, 80 ms in D+ and
90 ms in He'H').

Hydrogen: The R spectra ~frequency integrated in the interval 55—400 kHz
— have a maximum in all measuring chords. From Fig. 2a we deduce 0.15 <
k pS < 0.5, where k denotes the wavenumber of the poloidally propagating
fluctuations and the interval reflects the uncertainty due to the spatial
variation of pS along the measuring chord. From Figs. 2g), h) i) 0.2 <
krps < 0.35 is inferred, where kr denotes the wavenumber of the radially
propagating fluctuations. Note, however, that the k spectra — frequency
integrated in the interval 10-60 kHz — do not exhibit a maximum although
their contribution to the total scattered power is substantial or even
strongly dominating in the outer vertical chord.

Deuterium: No maximum of the k spectrum in the high frequency interval is
observed in the central chord and the total scattered power increases
(Fig. 2b). This behaviour is consistent with a ps scaling and the mixing
length estimate. A strictly analogous behaviour, however, is not observed
in the outer chords (Figs. 2e,h)): at r = 25 cm, e.g., a local maximum of
the k spectrum is observed at about the same position as in the case of
hydrogen. A substantial difference only occurs at k < 1! cm‘1 with a dras—
tic increase of the scattering signal compared to hydrogen. Keeping in
mind the finite k resolution of the scattering device (:t 1.2 cm'T) the
dip in the k spectrum on top of Fig. 2e) may in reality be even more pro—
nounced. Again the k spectra in the low frequency range have no maximum.

Helium: The features of the k spectra in He++ discharges appear to be
somewhat in between those observed in the comparable H+ and D+ dischar—
ges.
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Variation of electron temperature.
Figs. 3a),b) show k spectra — 1n the interval 55-U00 kHz — observedin
"cold" and "hot" hydrogen discharges in the chord r = 25 out While the
discharge current and the toroidal magnetic field were kept constant, the
electron densities in the hot discharges are a factor of u lower. The
change in the shape of the k spectra going from "cold" (Te0 =0.5keV)to
"hot" (Teo = 1.25 keV) hydrogen plasmas is strikingly similar to the
change of the k spectra observed when going from "cold" (Teo = 0.5 keW
hydrogen plasmas to “cold" (Teo = 0.65 keV) deuterium plasmas (Fig&
3 axe) ). This similarity is noteworthy since both changes (H+, Te
0.5 keV) + or“, Teo = 1.25 keV) and (11*, Tee = 0.5 keV) + (13*, Tee
0.62 keV) imply about the same change in ps. On the other hand this simi-
larity also shows that no ps scaling of the maxima of the k spectra with
Te can be deduced.
Variation of the toroidal magnetic field.
In deuterium the toroidal magnetic field was varied fron11.9 T to 2.8T
while keeping the line electron density and the safety factor constant
A substantial decrease of the fluctuation level with increasing field is
observed which is consistent with the mixing length model.
Density scaling.
The rms value of the frequency integrated scattered power scales linearlg
with the mean electron density. This was established for ne < 5 x 101
cm‘3 in the important k range and in different spatial chords. This sea-
ling is consistent with a fluctuation level determined by the mixing
length criterion.
Frequency spectra.
In the central chord which sees primarily poloidally propagating fluctua-
tions a maximum of the scattered power is observed around ~ 100 kHz in
the dominant k range. This is on the order of the diamagnetic drift fre—
quency evaluated in the gradient region of the discharge. Using the sys—
tem in the heterodyne mode the direction of propagation with respect to
the laboratory frame can be determined. When the scattering wavevector is
oriented poloidally the fluctuations are found to propagate predominantly
in the electron—diamagnetic direction for k a 8 cm'1. In the outer chan-
nel close to the separatrix where k is mainly oriented radially narrow
frequency spectra centered around zero are observed indicating little or
no radial propagation
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Fig. 3: k spectra in "cold" hydrogen (a), ”hot" hydrogen (b) and "cold" deu-
terium discharges. Note the similarity of the spectra in "hot" hy-
drogen and "cold" deuterium.
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Introduction

We have investigated the behaviour and effects on plasma transport of edge (r/a>0.9)
electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations in the DITE tokamak (R:1.19m, a=0.23m,)
using a fast reciprocating array of five 4-pin electrostatic and two-point magnetic (13,)
probes which extended z70° poloidally and was centred on the outside midplane. Each
probe had two of the pins aligned in the vertical direction, with two 2.75mm dia. coils
placed coaxially 4.0mm behind the pins. The poloida] separation was 4mm. The
system was used to produce one-shot radial profiles of mean and fluctuating plasma
parameters by acquiring data in short (1ms/2us) bursts during the stroke or to acquire
long (32ms/2us)streams of data with the probe held at a fixed radius for : 50ms (to
be compared with a typical flat-top duration of 300ms.) The results presented here
were obtained in helium plasmas (Ip=80-100kA, B¢=1.5-2T.)

Electrostatic fluctuation levels and transport

The simplest of measurements of the electrostatic fluctuation levels assumes that
Tc/Te z 0. A Langmuir probe held in ion saturation then measures local density
fluctuations and if it is left floating it measures plasma potential fluctuations. In
tokamaks one finds generally that under this assumption the Boltzmann relation is
not satisfieddll i.e. 11/71 3!: Iz/Te, where V,, is the plasma potential and ' denotes
a fluctuating quantity. This has also been found for DITE in hydrogenlzl. In these
helium discharges we find that, in the region of the limiter, the Boltzmann relation
is approximately satisfied. The presence of temperature fluctuations can affect this
simple measurement as well as estimates of particle flux from two—point measurements
of Vfi One method that in principle can resolve all the quantities of interest (i.e. 71/71.,
E, T/T and their cross-correlations has been used successfully on the ZETA devicela]
and more recently on the TOSCAW and TEXTIE] tokamaks. It involves studying the
variation of the current fluctuations to a double probe as a function of applied voltage
V“. Ifj = F(m1...mn, VD) then to first order

(33> : Z M 6F ma (1g 6—“).
"In, 672,. 69:", 2



A linear least—squares fit to the (1-)) curve may then be used to obtain the time
averaged quantities (ii). For a double probe aligned in the poloidal direction r1 = 71,
m2 2 E9 and $3 = TE.

We applied this method to a series of shots during a density scan (Fig.1.) The term
(73E) is of par_ticular interest in this case as it is proportional to the cross—field partide
flux, F = (ftE)/Bo. Its estimated error (from shot»tovshot scatter and the standard
deviation of individual fits) is $3070. In Fig.2 we show the particle confinement time
as a function of line average density extrapolated from a measurement 12° above the
midplane. The equivalent confinement time based 011 limiter probe measurements is
also shown for comparison. The corresponding cross-coherence 7”}; lies in the regi0n
0.18-0.32, increasing with fie, fr/n increases with density from ~ 0.2 to ~ 0.4 and Ea
decreases with density firom ~ 4000 to ~ 2000V/m. The fluctuation driven flux as a
result has a minimum at fie ~ 3.5 X 1019m’3.

The estimated error on T/T for each 32ms/2n3 acquisition is very large. HoweVer
by normalising the data to the fitted values of fi/n, which have small (2 i 5%) errors
one can obtain from the density scan (16 shots) T/Te : (0.9f3j2) fl/n, but with no
density resolution. Using this formula for T/Tz over the whole dataset we can estimate
7n: = 0.20 :l: 0.15 and ’a = 0.15 :l: 0.10. Here we have assumed that the fluctuation
characteristics are insensitive to 17.8. Using the temperature measured at the limiter
radius we can obtain a value for the ‘convective’ heat flux QC 2 2 X gTJF where
(I) is the total particle outflow and compare it to the total nomradiated power QNR
(Fig.3.) We see that QC < QNR except at the lowest densities. The data on (TE)
indicate an additional ‘conductive’ contribution to the heat flow QT = %n(TE)/Ba :
(QC i 0.75Qc)/2 (electrons only.)

The relation between magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations

We investigate the relation between electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations in three
ways: by direct cross—correlation between B. and the ion saturation current 5 or the
floating potential 17, signals, by comparison of their propagation characteristics and
by observing their scalings with varying line average density T—Le. All these methods
appear to be dominated by spatial effects, as the B, coils are sensitive to non-local
current perturbations.

Direct correlation measurements on the same probe indicate good correlation am-
plitude (defined as F12(w) = (/(P12(w)2 + Q12(w)2)/\/P11(w)P22(w), where P(w) is the
power spectrum and Q(w) the quadrature spectrum, both averaged over a frequency
range Aw) between 5 and T3 in the frequency region of maximum} (at the limiter ra-
dius, Fig.4.) A radial scan indicates that this correlation dissappears below that of two
uncorrelated noise sources (dashed line) nearer the wall (Fig.5.) The correlation be—
tween 17,: and B shows similar behaviour. This is consistent with previous observations
on TEXTlGl that showed good correlation only near the limiter radius.

Two-point measurements of Vf and 13 provide the mean wavenumber l:- and its
standard deviation Ak in the poloidal direction as a function of frequency. In the
region of good correlation we find It... ~ Ice/3, with Akmle ~ It...“ where the subscript



m stands for magnetic and the subscript e for electrostatic. The discrepancy in phase
velocity can be explained in terms of spatial filtering which will tend to decrease the

signal contributions of high—kC j” perturbations that do not originate exactly at the
robe radius.

As the density increases the peak of the cross—correlation of Fig.4 moves to lower
frequencies, following the peak in electrostatic fluctuation spectral power. At the
highest densities the cross-correlation dissappears, but this is not surprising as the

eak of the electrostatic fluctuation spectrum is now within the dominant core-MHD

region (< QOkHz.) If we express l-3r/Bo : GfleT-t/TL we find 0.8 < G < 4, decreasing
with increasing fie. At the frequency region of good correlation (F12/FN0155 > 2.5) we
find that C it is virtually independent of density at G = 0.65 :l: 0.05.

Discussion and Conclusions

The electrostatic fluctuations in DITE are large amplitude and broad—band as in
other tokamaks. In general they do not obey the Boltzmann relation 71/11 = Vp/T
although this can be affected by temperature fluctuations. By analysing the double
probe mean square current fluctuation characteristic we obtain estimates of density,

electric field and temperature fluctuation levels as well as their correlations. The corre—
lation between density and poloidal electric field provides estimates of the fluctuation
driven particle flux which are sufficient to account for ohmic and ECRH global parti-
cle losses. Temperature fluctuation levels can be relatively high at (0.9f3j§)h/n. For
1} ~ Te the turbulence model of Hahm et all” predicts T/T ~ (Ln/LT)(mg/m,-)1/6r1/n.
or, for this DITE scan T/T : (0.1 — 0.4)7't/n, decreasing as it: increases. A possible
explanation for the lower densities would be T,- > T,, but not for the higher densities
where the discrepancy is largest.

The convected power carried by the electrostatic fluctuations is always significant,
although an accurate comparison with the non-radiated power may be affected by pos-
sible asymmetries. The temperature fluctuation level alows the possibility of conducted
power making up the deficit at high 13,.

Finally the correlation data between the magnetic and electrostatic aspects of the
turbulence suggest that the magnetic fluctuations found at the tokamak edge can be
accounted for by the magnetic aspect of the ‘electrostatic’ turbulence and are not an
independent phenomenon. Their levels (< 0.5G) are generally too small to cause any
significant particle or heat transport in the edge.
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ONLINE DENSITY FEEDBACK ON ASDEX
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1) Introduction _
During the last few years, injection of frozen H2—D2 pellets into tokamak dev1ces has

proved to be a Successful tool to refill the plasma and to build up high plasma densities

With good confinement properties /1,2/. This is of great importance for the future de—
sign of a rector-relevant tokamak machine, where good confinement will be important

for ignition /3/ .
On ASDEX, Where repetitive pellet injection with a centrifuge is possible, the physical

properties of pellet-refuelled discharges were intensively studied /2,4,5/ .

It, was found that the density limit in ohmic as well as in additionally heated dischar-

ges can be substantially increased /2/. In ohmic discharges line-averaged densities of
m = 1.4 ‘ 102°m_3 (for q = 2.7) were reached with pellet injection, compared with a

maximum of ne : 0.6 - 1020771—3 with gas puff alone.

Parallel to the increase of the density limit7 phases with improved particle and energy
confinement were found /2,5/. The changes in transport coefficients and the suppres-
sion of sawtooth activity triggered by pellet injection lead to enhanced inward drift of
particles and correlated peaking of the density profile.
During these sawtooth-free phases in ohmic discharges energy confinement times of up
to 170 ms were observed on ASDEX, compared with values of about 85 ms without
pellet injection.
It turned out that not every discharge refuelled by pellets shows improved confinement
/2,4/. Proper conditioning of pellet and gas puff fuelling is necessary because recycling
and the plasma edge density strongly affect the transport properties and confinement.
Without the support of additional gas puff and neutral gas flow from recycling, which
expands only 1-5 cm into the plasma until it is ionised, most of the ablated pellet mass,
which is ablated at about half the minor plasma radius, is lost between two pellets
and no density build—up is possible. So careful adjustment of the additional gas puffing
rate is necessary to achieve successful density buildup and long-lasting phases of good
confinement.
Because of this experience, it was considered useful for further investigations of pellet—
refuelled discharges to build up an online feedback system to control simultaneously
- pellet injection by the central density of the plasma
— gas puff by the edge density
by using two channels of the existing 16-channel Thomson—scattering diagnostic in con-
junction with a fast microprocessor system.
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2) Technical description of the online feedback system
The schematic setup of the feedback system is given in fig. 1. Two channels of the
ASDEX Thomson—scattering diagnostic /6/ at the centre (r = 0.1a) and near the edge
(r : 0.75a; minor radius a : 40cm) of the plasma were used for the online density
measurements. The raw data from the two channels are read out from ADC’s by a
fast CAMAC microprocessor. The module calculates the temperature and density and
creates control signals for the pellet centrifuge and the gas valve within the time interval
of two successive laser pulses (17 ms). For development and compilation of the programs
the processor module is connected with a medium frame computer (sun workstation).
Pellet injection is coupled to the central density: if the actual density in the plasma
centre is greater then the threshold value, an inhibit signal is created. The pellet
centrifuge, which is able to inject pellets at minimum intervals of ‘20 ms, then Stops
injection until the central density falls below the threshold.
The gas valve is feedback—controlled by the plasma edge density (in this paper ”plasma
edge” refers to r : 0.75a) measured by the online system and fed into the gas valve
control unit. It there replaces the commonly used HCN interferometer signal. To avoid
problems in the start phase of the discharges, gas puff control is made with HCN_
interferometry until 0.6 s, and then the control is switched to the new online feedback
system.
A complete program cycle between laser triggering and response (control signals) takes
about 10 ms. The precision of the online measurements is better than 5% in the plasma
centre and better than 10% at r = 0.75a‘

3) Discharges controlled with the new feedback system
Figure 2 shows an ohmic discharge (B = 2.2 T; I = 380 kA; q = 2.7) where the pellet
injection and gas valve are simultaneously controlled by the feedback system. The
threshold for pellet injection was na(r = 0.1a) : 7 - 1019772‘3 and the edge density
nah = 0.75a) was adjusted to 3 > 10197714. The pellet mass was 4 ‘ 1019 atoms, the
pellet velocity 200 m/s and the repetition rate 30 Hz.
After several injected pellets, when the central density reaches the threshold, the central
density still rises because of the anomalous inward drift of the ablated pellet mass. This
peaking of the density profile can typically last a few 100 ms. The peaking factor
7130/ < 716 > rises to about 2.6 and the global energy confinement time T3 increases up
to 140 ms. Normally the onset of sawteeth then leads to a sudden drop of the central
density resulting in the restart of pellet injection.
Density build-up by pellets, peaking during post—pellet phases and the onset of sawtooth-
activity result in a slow oscillation of the central density around the threshold.
The scatter of the online measurement of the plasma edge density leads to fast changes
in the gas puffing rate, but the delayed reaction of the plasma averages over a period of
about 50 ms so that the edge density remains relatively stable at the adjusted level.
Figure 3 shows a discharge with feedback—controlled pellet injection (mp = 1.3 ~ 1020
atoms7 v1, = GOOm/s, threshold 71.30“ = 0.1a) = 1.3 - 1020771723) and additional heating



(ICRH 1,6 MW). With high heating power, the particle confinement is rather poor
and phases with peaking of density profiles are missing. This results in more rapid

oscillations around the threshold of the central density.
In a series of ohmic discharges (B = 2.2 T, Ip : 380 kA, q = 2.7, threshold for pellet
injection ne(7" : 0.1a) = 1 - 1020m_3), we examined the influence of the edge density for
successful density build—up (see fig. 4).
with low edge density (3.5- 1019m_3), corresponding to missing additional gas puff and
low recycling, only weak density build«up by pellets can be achieved. Rapid particle
1055 of the ablated pellet mass due to high density gradients at the plasma edge prevent
a substantial increase of the density. With enhanced edge density ne(r = 0.755(1) =
(4 __ 5) . 1019m_3 pellet injection already starts at higher density and the threshold is
reached after a few pellets. Higher edge density (6-1019m_3) leads to even faster density
build—up, but results in an early disruption. The observation of enhanced radiation at
the plasma edge and in the divertor chamber indicates that the discharge runs into an
edge density limit.

4) Conclusions
The new online feedback system has proved to be a promising instrument to optimize
density build-up by pellet injection and to stabilize discharges at high densities. Further
improvements of the feedback system are planned Where additional diagnostics for online
recognition of important changes of plasma characteristics can be included. This should
allow precautions to be taken to prevent density limit disruptions. Especially close to
the density limit, edge radiation cooling and central accumulation of impurities can
result in disruptions /2/.
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INTRODUCTION
Measurement of inward propagation of temperature and density pertur—

bations, produced when a superficially penetrating pellet is injected into

JET, have been used previously to determine radial thermal and particle

diffusivities in Ohmic and NBI heated H-mode plasmas. These have yielded
25' 2,: DB and xfi/IZIe simultaneously in the same spatial region in the
plasma core[1,2]. Simplifying approximations were made that the evolution

of temperature and density could be uncoupled, because Te was observed to

evolve very much faster than nu. These approximations need to be revised in

View of subsequent measurements of the long—time evolution of '1‘5 and ne
into the core and edge plasmas. A coupled model without these approxi—

mations reproduces previous results and also describes the new features

which are observed experimentally. allowing determination of x3 and De from
evolution of Te(r,t) alone. The coupled model is also used to interpret
Langmuir probe measurements of temperature and density perturbations
propagating outward to the plasma edge. In this paper we discuss quali—
tatively the additional features observed experimentally and those obtained
in the coupled model simulation. The improved measurement and simulation
capability discussed here enlarges the scope of the diagnostic applications
of small perturbations produced by pellet injection for transport investi-
gations in JET, yielding simultaneous determinations of radial xe and DB in
the core and edge plasmas.

THE MODEL
The equations governing the evolution of electron temperature and

electron density profiles are

awe/at + div-QC
and fine/6t + div-Fe

—nekTe-div‘V + S“ eq.1
S eq.2e

II
N

where 3/2'ne(r.t)-k-Te(r,t)
3/2-kTeI‘.3 — eTe + qp
—DeVne + F?

we
Qe
V II

We is the electron energy density, Qe is the electron heat flux, Sw is
the thermal heat source. The first term on the right-hand—side of eq.1 is
the ’adiabatic source’ corresponding to work done by compression due to
flow V. I‘e is the particle flux, and So the electron source in eq.2. Qe is
made up of contributions from convection, conduction and a ’thermal pinch’
qp. The particle flux similarly has contributions from diffusion and a
’particle pinch' T‘P. The use of the ’pinch' terms qP and I‘P is suggested by



previous investigations of thermal and density transport in JET[3,4]. The
departure from the uncoupled model[1] is the inclusion of convective term
in 06, the 'adiabatic source’, and that eq.1 and eq.2 are integrated
simultaneously. The methodology for integrating the continuity equatignS
[18.2) above for electron energy and particle density, and for constructing
the initial and boundary conditions has been described before[1].

EVOLUTION OF PERTURBATIONS IN THE CURE PLASMA
Fig.1 illustrates the need for upgrading the model. Fig.1a shows a

measurement reported previously[1], shot #12770, for which the plaSma
parameters are: E =2.1T, I=3MA. fies 2x1019m'3, T°(O)EZ.9keV, and THU]!
1.5keV with 0H alone. The small pellet penetrated to a radius rP/ae 0.65,
and the sawtooth inversion radius was rc/aEO.3. The measured evolution of
Te(r,t) in the region 0.55r/a50.6 was modelled giving xc=2.8i0.3 mzls,
using the uncoupled model. Similarly for evolution of n°(r,t). giving
De=0.4t0.1 mZ/s. However, the uncoupled model is unable to simulate the
observed recovery of T2 for long times, and therefore its prediction of Ta
evolution deviates from observations such as one shown in fig.1b for
#20074. The parameters for #20074 are: B¢=3.2T, I=3MA, fie§4x1019m'3,
Te(O)E 6.7keV, and T1(O)“=’4.2keV with BMW of ICRF heating. The pellet
penetrated to a radius rP/aE 0.47, and the sawtooth inversion radius was
rC/aEO.22. Pulse #20074 can not be used for simulation of Te(r,t) evolution
because the recorded data is not adequate to construct a reliable initial
condition. Therefore #12770 has been modelled for illustration. Fig.2
compares the modelled evolution of Te(r,t) for #12770 using the model in
which the evolution of Te[r,t) is uncoupled from that of ne(r,t) by putting
fine/6t=0, neglecting the convective term in Q8 and the 'adiabatic source’
term, with that using the coupled system of eq.1 and eq.2. In both models
(Sw — div-qP) is computed for the equilibrium before the pellet and is kept
constant during the subsequent evolution of Te(r,t). Fig.2 shows that by
including the density evolution the long—time behaviour of T°(r,t)
characterized by the minimum in To, such as that observed in #20074 shown
in fig.1b, can be simulated. Fig.2 also shows that the short—time evolution
of Te(r,t) is not affected by the differences in the two models. and that
the same best value of 353 would be recovered from both. For the simulations
of fig.2 typical values xe=3m2/s and De=0.3m2/s, constant between 1‘? and
the measurement points, are used as previouslyll}. Fig.3 shows that at
fixed 16 the position of the minimum in the Te(r,t) evolution is sensitive
to the magnitude of De. The magnitude of x6 controls the evolution of
Tc(r,t) in the short term, whereas Du controls its ulterior evolution. Thus
De may be determined both from evolution of ne(r,t] as well as from that of
Te(r,t) for the same event. More importantly, both x0 and De can be deduced
from measurements of Te(r,t) alone. This realization is of great value
since in JET the measurement of Te(r,t) is inherently more accurate than
that of na(r,t}. The ability of the coupled model to simulate the minimum
in Te(r,t) is a consequence of allowing evolution of ne in eq.1. making
both Te and ne tend to their initial equilibrium. In contrast, in the
uncoupled evolution in which n!a was kept constant at its value immediately
after pellet injection, Te evolved to a new equilibrium. Lastly, analysis
of the effect of the convective and 'adiabatic source’ terms in the coupled
model shows that neglecting them does not make a qualitative change to the
evolution, but can give inaccuracies in the deduced values of Xe and De.

EVOLUTION OF PERTURBATIONS IN THE EDGE PLASMA
The outward propagation of perturbations has been measured using



mu“- probes. Fig.4 shows the evolution of Ta and ne at the plasma edge
Larfiowing injection of a pellet with rp/a E 0.2. The plasma parameters for
folse #20936 are: B¢=2.5T, I =3MA, 5322.3x1019m"3, TB(O)E2keV, 13mg
puskev with rc/a $0.3 and with CH alone. The measurements shown in fig.4
indicate that the evolution of Te and 115 can not be uncoupled and that the

erturbations travel to the plasma edge at similar speeds, with Te(a)

1—eaching a minimum at ITE100ms and ne(a) reaching a maximum at 1'15 150—200

ms after pellet injection. These measurements have been modelled using the
coupled system of eq.1 and eq.2. to yield xe. De. Fig.5 shows t_he mode_1

Prediction for the times TT and Tn, plotted against diffusivities age and De
averag9d over the plasma between r and the measurement points. Comparison

of the meaSurement and simul_ation, fig.4 and fig.5, gives xEEZiOJ ma/s and

fig0,9i0.2 mZ/s, giving Ee/DEEZJiOE. However, in the example used here
the pellet penetrates far into the plasma and so in propagating to the
edge, the perturbation samples part of the core as well as the edge plasma.
Moreover, the perturbation caused in the equilibrium plasma parameters is
large Therefore the results can not be considered to be representative of
the plasma in near stationary conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses advances in simultaneous determination of

electron thermal and density transport in the plasma core and the plasma
edge. using a single pellet induced perturbation event. The realization

that accurate measurements of Te(r,t) alone in the plasma core yield both
Xe and De is very valuable. Langmuir probe measurements of perturbations in
T (a) and ne(a) permit determination of Xe and De in the plasma edge
without recourse to subsidiary assumptions about gas disorption from the
walls, as in HPP studies using sawteeth. No general conclusions about the
relative behavior of xe/De in the plasma core and the plasma edge can be
made due to weaknesses in available data. The work reported here thus
prepares the ground for extensions of ongoing investigations of thermal and
density transport in JET. and the relationship between them.
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IMPURITY BEHAVIOR IN PELLET-FUELLED PLASMA 0F JT-60

' , H.Kubo, A.Sakasai, H.Yoshida, T.l-lirayama, T.Nishitani, K.Nagashima,

Y.Kawano, R. Yoshino, Y. Kamada, Y.Koide, N.Nishino*, H.Takeuchi and JT-6O Team

Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 311-01, Japan

* Energy Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd.
1168 Moriyama—cho, Hitachi—shi, Ibarald-ken, 316, Japan

Impurity behaviors in pellet fuelled plasmas were investigated in NB heated limiter
discharges. The central soft X—ray signals and the intensity of the TiXXI line were decreased

juSt after the pellet injection and after that kept on increasing until large sawtooth oscillation or
large m=l internal mode appeared. The time evolutions of the TiXXI line emission indicated
that the density of the titanium ions increased in the central region of plasma.

1. Introduction
In pellet-fuelled JT-6O plasmas, peaked profiles of electron density and sawtooth-free

plasmas were obtained, and the fusion product defined by ne(0)TET(0) achieved 1.2x1020
m'3-s~keV with NB heating [1]. Impurity behaviors of pellet fuelled plasmas were investigated
in the hydrogen limiter discharges and the helium limiter discharges with high power (8-20
MW) NB heating. The impurity transport has been analyzed by a one-dimensional and time
dependent impurity transport code [2].

2. Experimental observations and results
Time evolutions of the electron temperature and density profiles were measured by a

Thomson scattering system in several repeated shots. The Zeff values, impurity lines and soft
X-ray emission were measured by visible monochromators, a crystal spectrometer, grazing
incidence spectrometers and a PIN photo diode array with 250 um beryllium windows. The
radiation loss was also measured by a bolometer array.

2.1 Hydrogen pellet injection to the hydrogen limiter discharge
The hydrogen pellet injection experiments into the hydrogen limiter discharges were

carried out with 8 MW NB heating under the condition of Br :45 T and Ip=2.1 MA. The
temporal evolutions of the electron density and temperature profiles are shown in Fig.1. The
electron density remained a peaked profile at 200 msec (t=5.6sec) after the pellet injection
(t=5.4 sec). Figures 2 (a) and b) show the time evolutions of the central soft X-ray emission
Scmcr and TiXXI (2.6 ), TiXX (259.3 A) and TiXII (460.7 A) line intensities,
respectively. Figures 2 (c), (d), (e) and (0 show the time evolutions of the line integrated
electron density n61 (r/a=0.6), NB power PNBI, the central electron temperature Te(0), the
central electron density nc(0), the line averaged visible Zeff (r/a=0.6), and concentrations of
carbon and oxygen. In these figures, the central soft X-ray signal and the TiXXI line intensity
decreased just after the pellets injection and after that kept on increasing until the sawtooth
oscillation appeared. The Zeff values decreased from 2.5 to 1.5 just after the pellets injection
and increased to 2.3 after one second. The carbon and oxygen concentrations were estimated
by the zeff values and intensity ratios of CV1 (33.7120 t0 OVHI (18.97/31) lines [3], as shown in
Fig.2(f). In this figure, closed squares and open squares indicate the carbon and oxygen



concentrations respectively. The carbon concentration nc/nc decreased from 3.5% OfIhe
electron density to 1% just after the pellets injection and the oxygen one no/ne also decreas
from 1% to 0.5%. We estimated soft X«ray intensity with using the fraction ratios of Carbon
and oxygen impurities.

In Fig. 2 (a), the open circles show the time evolution of the central soft X-ray Signal
which were numerically calculated by assuming dominant light impurities because of little
contribution from Ti impurity ( ~ 0.001%). These values well simulated the measured One b
the electron density peaking and the temperature recovering. On the other hand, it is difficult toexplain the time evolution of the TiXXI line intensity without the increase of the Central
titanium ion density. It is roughly estimated that the density of Ti20+ ions at 6.2 sec is 1.5
times as high as that at 6.0 sec, because the central electron temperature and the density isalmost constant as shown in Fig. 2 (d). This result indicates that the central density of titanium
ions apparently increase until the sawtooth oscillation appears. The more detailed analysis has
been carried out by the impurity transport code.

2.2 Hydrogen pellet injection to the helium limiter discharge
The hydrogen pellet injection experiments to the helium limiter discharges were carried

out with high power (lS-ZOMW) NB heating under the condition of BT=4.8T and Ip=3.lMA,In these discharges, the large m=1 internal mode appeared. Before the large m=1 internal
mode, the peaked electron density profile was kept for about one second after the last pellet
injection, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 (d). In Fig. 4 (a), the time evolutions of the centralsoft X-ray signal and the intensity of the TiXM line decreased just after the pellet injection and
after that kept on increasing until the large m=1 internal mode appeared. Since the central
electron density and temperature are almost constant from 6.5 sec to 6.8 sec as shown in Fig. 4
(d), the density of the Ti20+ions at 6.8 sec is roughly estimated to be twice as high as that at6.5 sec. After the large m=1 internal mode appears at 7.05 sec, the density of the Ti20+ions
decrease. This means that the density of Ti20+ ions, which exist in the central region 0fplasma, increase until the large m=1 internal mode appears.

3. Summary
Impurity behaviors of pellet fuelled plasmas were investigated. The increase of thetitanium ion density in the central region of plasma was observed and quenched, followed by

appearing sawtooth oscillation or m=1 internal mode. The analysis by the impurity tranSpor-t
code is in progress.
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Fig. 3 Radial profiles of the electron density tie and temperature Te at 500 msec (1:65
sec), at 800 msec (t=6.8 sec) and 1.3 sec (t=7.3 see) after the pellet injection in NB
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FAST COOLING PHENOMENA WITH ICE PELLET INJECTION
IN JIPP T—IIU TOKAMAK

M.Sakamoto, K.N.Sato, Y.0gawa, K.Kawahata
S.Okajima“.S.Hirokura and JIPP T-IIU Group

National Institute for Fusion Science
Nagoya, 464—01, Japan

*)Department of Applied Physics, Chubu Univ.
Kasugai, 487, Japan

Introduction
Ice pellet injection experiments have been carried out with

a pneumatic pellet injector in order to study thermal transport
of toroidal plasma just after pellet injection in JIPP TelIU
tokamak. Electron temperature and electron density profiles
have been measured by 10 ch. grating polychromator (ECE) with
high time resolution (At: 2 usec), and 6 ch. HCN laser
interferometer, respectively. The cut—off problem of ECE
signals due to density rise has been carefully avoided. The
results from the ECE measurements as well as those from the
Soft X—ray measurements show fast cooling phenomena inside q<1
region. Profile measurements of electron density and
temperature just after the pellet injection suggest the
existence of anomalously fast thermal conduction of the plasma
inside the q<1 region.

Experimental Results
Figure 1(a) shows time evolution of the electron

temperature at 10 different major radii when an ice pellet has
been injected from low—field side into the plasma. Cooling
front (the start of temperature decrease at each radius) has
been indicated by arrows in the figure. Signals of high—field
side decrease almost simultaneously with those of low—field
side because of fast thermalization along magnetic field linesr
These properties with toroidal symmetry will indicate the
absence of cut-off problem of ECE signals due to density rise.
Propagation of the cooling front is simply shown in Fig.1(b),
where solid line is drawn by least squares method of 4 points
for major radius larger than 95 cm. The cooling velocity Vc in
the outer region is in the range of about TOOm/s~1600m/s, which
is comparable or slightly greater than the pellet velocity
Vp(4Mt~70&ms). While in the central region, the propagation
velocity is significantly greater than the velocity Vp. This
behavior has also been observed in the case of soft X—ray
signals by 6 ch. detector array(SXR) as shown in Fig.1(b).

In order to examine this fast cooling phenomena at the
central region, the density profile is simultaneously measured,
Figure 2 shows the electron temperature and density profiles
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before and after the pellet injection. The pellet is mainly
ablated at about half radius in this case and the density
profile becomes a hollow one. The electron temperature in
central region decreases quickly and the profile is symmetric
with respect to the plasma center‘ On the other. the central
density does not increase so quickly in sharp contrast to the
fast decay of the central temperature. These experimental
observations suggest that the fast cooling of the central
region is attributed to the heat conduction rather than the
particle convection.

A drastic change of the velocity Vc seems to occur around
the q:1 surface. as shown in Fig.1(b). To examine relation
between this position and q=1 surface, pellets have been
injected into plasmas with various plasma currents or at the
different phase of the sawtooth period. As shown in Fig.8(a),
the propagation of ultra—fast cooling front occurs always
inside the q=1 surface. On the other hand, when pellet is
injected into the plasma with no sawtooth oscillation, cooling
front propagates to the plasma center with a constant velocity
in the same range with pellet velocity. These experimental
observations may indicate the correlation between the q=1
surface and the starting region of propagation of the
ultra—fast cooling front. As shown in Fig 3(b), the radius to
start propagation normalized by radius of q=1 surface seems to
correlate with the phase of sawtooth, where 0% and 100% means
just after and just before sawtooth crash, respectively.
Although the solid line has an offset, these Characteristics
might have some relation with sawtooth crash phenomena.

Conclusion
The investigation of ice pellet injection into JIPP T—IIU

plasma has been carried out in order to study thermal transport
of toroidal plasma‘

The experimental results from multi—channel ECE
measurements show the significantly fast propagation of cooling
front inside the q:1 surface, where the experiments have been
done so carefully as to avoid the cuteoff problem of ECE
signals due to the density rise after the pellet injection.
This ultra—fast cooling phenomena has been confirmed also by
the measurements of soft X—ray signals. From the simultaneous
observations of density and temperature profiles just after the
pellet injection, the fast cooling phenomena of the central
region of the plasma may be attributed to the heat conduction
rather than the particle convection.

In addition, the experiments have been carried out to study
the relation of the fast cooling phenomena with the role of q=1
surface. Although the mechanism is not yet clear, the relation
between this phenomena and characteristics of sawtooth crash
has been suggested.
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2) TFR Group: Nucl. Fusion 21 (1987) 1975.
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Fusion and Plasma Physics(Madrid,1987) Vol.1, 205.
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THE PELLET TRAJECTORY TOROIDAL DEFLECTION IN T-10

A_A_Bagdasarov*, V.I.Bugarya*, N.L.Vasin*, S.M.Egorov,

B_v_Kuteev, I.V.Miroshnikov, V.Yu.Sergeev, S;N.Ushakov,

v . v. Chistijkov"
Kalinin Polytechnical Institute, Leningrad, USSR

* Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

The runaway electron diagnostics in tokamak using pellet

trajectory toroidal deflection was proposed in reference [1]. This

deflection is produced by the pressure difference along the

toroidal direction during pellet ablation. The simplest Situation

correspond5 to the freeemolecular or adiabatic neutral cloud

expanBion- In this case, following [1] one can obtained the first

momentum equation :

a v Z , Sim _ + d M
“(13) p : C‘s(t)UEmc"—_“[ Qe(t) — Qe(t)] : a U __P x11 (1)

P d t a " d t '

Here 9;, Q; are 00— and counter—current heat fluxes onto the

pellet surface; d/dt, Mp, Vp2 — mass evaporation rate, mass and

toroidal velocity of the pellet; EL, 6 : 8.8 eV — atomic mass and

sublimation energy of carbon; US: E5hfl;/3u%)1/z— evaporated carbon

atom velocity; SLT area of the pellet cross—section perpendicular

to the magnetic field line; 44 z (of; (1;) / ( Q;+ cg) — heat flux
asymmetry factor; a = <coszfi> with 8 being the angle between the

pellet surface normal and magnetic field. The 83 value vary from

2/3 for sphere to l for disk pellet form.

There are two circumstances simplifying the analysis of the

trajectory deflection for carbon pellet in comparison with hydrogen

ones. Firstly, electron heat fluxes incident onto the pellet

surface Gar may be less than their values Q;;' outside the

ablation neutral and plasma clouds. It is known that the hydrogen

pellet shielding being significant [2], it is not easy to calculate

the shielding factor ét‘z e/ Q;;_ and asymmetry factor W . The

evaporation of carbon pellets in T—lO plasma was described in the

terms of the neutral shielding model with 6 “ 6*” 6-” 1 [3,4]. In

this case the asymmetry of heat fluxes can be approximated by
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undisturbed value. I110: (62;)— Qeo)/(Q;O+Qeo). Secondly , the
evaporation rate N being known the carbon pellet surfaCe
temperature TS( 5000 OK) and velocity Ua (2.4‘105 cm/s) may be
calculated [3,4]. In the case of hydrogen pellet ablation the ClDud
heating by the incident electrons is strong, so the calculation of
pressure difference on the pellet surface during evaporation makes
a rather complicated hydrodynamics problem.

The values of MP(t) and dMP/dt in (1) can be derived using an
experimental evaporation rate N(t). Thus we calculated asymmetry
factor W by means of the pellet toroidal deflection. We alsg
obtained separately Q;and Q;values using the equation for pellet
ablation rate

cm 7 Q + Q;—p=-mfi'N:smr‘ "51(2)
dt ‘ ' 5

Besides we assumed the CTOSS’SeCtiOn area to be
, L 2SJ(t):nrz-{1—[—;— J'[Q*(t')+Qf(t')]dt‘]} (3). p0 _ e e2r ne 0 , ,p0 :

that can be derived considering that the heat fluxes Q;‘ onto the
pellet surface projection normal to the magnetic field line to be
uniform.

Fig.1 presents the scheme of experiment as well as a
photograph of carbon pellet moving along the vertical axis of T—lO
tokamak. The photograph was taken in the direction perpendicular to
pellet trajectory plane in visible spectral range during the whole
evaporation time.

In Fig.2 the heat flux (Q;+ Q;)/2 and asymmetry factor 4’ for
shot #47877 with 1P: 306 kA, a: 2.76 T, a: 32 cm, qL: 3.2 and nu:
1.5'1013c2m—3 are shown. Corresponding evaporation rate curve, the
pellet trajectory and the toroidal acceleration are shown as well.
Pellet injection was performed during the ECRH pulse. A good
agreement between the experimental ablation rate and the calculated
ones obtained using the neutral shielding ablation model [3] allows
to estimate asymmetry @oand compare one with W values.

The asymmetry of electron heat and particle fluxes in strongly
influenced by the ratio r 2 E/Edof electric field E to Driecer
field Eh : 4ne3nelnA/Te[5]. Taking into consideration that in fact
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r ~ 0_03 << 1, we used the classic representation for particle (j/e

: gen) and heat ( <19: 5neTeu/2+ f( Z.rr)n.T.“ ) fluxes in fully
ionized plasma [6].The weak function f( Za”) is tabulated in [6]:

f(1): 0_71; f(2)= 0.9; f(3): 1.0. Thus the heat flux asymmetry due

to the current density j(r) is 3/2
qe (2.5+ HZ.“ ))» j(0) zenm) TQ(r)

q: (r) = - — = - ~ . (4)
2 Qt 1/ 8T9(r)/n/me ne(r)‘e Ze”(r) Tam) ,

where q: neVTeTe/Z is a Maxwellian heat flux. The current density

value j(0) in (4) was derived from the total plasma current Ip

under the assumption of Zen: const(r). The absolute value of Zen

in our experiments never exceeded 1.7.

It is evident from Fig.2c that Wovalues exceed the

experimental ones. This disagreement [increases while the pellet

penetrates into the plasma. It seems amazing, as one could rather

expect the experimental value to be greater due to some other

effects ( such as runaways) that were not taken into consideration.

This kind of mismatch may arise from several reasons. The‘ first

one is the influence of Ze“(r), that is hardly known within plasma

Periphery. However, reasonably changing of Zen profile can’t

reduce the current density and *9 values within the evaporation

region more than 30750 %. The second one can be due to the ablation

and acceleration models being more sophisticated, so that to reduce

W in according to W values.
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SCALING OF EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED
PELLET PENETRATION DEPTHS ON ASDEX

R. Loch, W. Sandmann, K. Biichl, R. Lang, V. Mertens

Max—Planck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association
D-8046 Catching, Fed. Rep. Germany

1) Introduction . . - ' _

During the last decade aeCtn of pellets has been estabhshed in a number of labora-

tories to refill a plasma discharge and improve plasma performances such as the den51ty
limit and global confinement times.
The improvement of confinement properties is closely connected with the achievement of
peaked density profiles /1/. To establish peaked profiles, it is favourable if the injected
pellets penetrate deep enough into the plasma. Especially the scaling to future fusion-

relevant tokamaks raises the question of the required pellet velocities for the design of
pellet injectors. ' .

Parallel to this, great efforts were made to understand the theory of pellet ablation in
a plasma. The commonly used theory for pellet ablation, the Neutral Gas Shielding
(NGS) model of Parks et a1. and Milora et al. /2,3/, describes the ablation rate as a
function of the plasma parameters Te, ne, and the pellet mass m1] and velocity up. In a
later extension of this theory the effect of the shielding due to the ablated cold plasma
was included /4/, resulting mainly in a weaker scaling of the penetration depth with
the pellet velocity /5/.
In this paper we compare experimentally determined penetration depths on ASDEX
with a simple scaling law on the basis of the NGS ablation theory and the additional
assumption of linear T2 and 11,. profiles, like Biichl et a1. /6/.

2) Model of a simple scaling law for pellet penetration depths
If one assumes linear profiles for both the electron temperature and density (T50) =
T50 - (1 — r/a);ne(r) = neg - (1 — r/a); minor radius a = 40 cm), the integration over
the whole ablation process can be solved analytically, if the pellet velocity 1),, remains
constant. For the penetration depths d one than gets the result /6/

5/9
1 3 - _ Up ' mpdNZ/ 101th Z——_T5/3. 1/3 ,

e0 410

where T30, n60 stand for the electron temperature and density in the plasma centre.
The typical temperature profiles for ohmic, NI~ and ICRHrheated discharges with
q > 2.3 are shown in fig. 1. It can be seen that the assumption fits quite well for
ICRH discharges, whereas for ohmic and NI—heated discharges for r < 0.5a the profile
begins to flatten.
The assumption of a linear density profile is not critical for the model because the
ablation rate is rather insensitive to changes in density compared with changes in tem-
perature. The temperature enters with a higher exponent in the ablation rate than the
density.
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3) Experimental technique
In ASDEX the pellets were injected with a centrifuge pellet accelerator with a maximmn
speed of about 700 m/s and a maximum repetition rate of 50 Hz. The actual velocity
was measured with a light barrier technique with a precision of better than 1%_ The
masses of the pellets were varied from 0.1 to 1.5 51020 atoms and were measured by a
microwave detector with an error of about 10%.
The pellet penetration was determined by the H11 radiation which was emitted during
the ablation process and measured with fast photodiodes. A typical example of the
emitted Ho, signal is given in fig. 2. The penetration depth is calculated from the tem—
poral duration of Ho emission and the measured pellet velocity with curvature of the
pellet trace in the plasma and changes of the pellet velocity being neglected. Adding.
nally, photos of the pellet ablation trace were taken to identify significant deflection of
the pellet.
The plasma temperature and density were measured with the 60 Hz Thomson scat.
tering diagnostic. The accuracy of the data for the central electron temperature and
density is about 5%. The range covered by the experimental data varied for the central
temperature from 0.5 to 1.5 keV and for the density from 0.3 to 1.5-1020m_3.

4) Results
Several hundred pellets were injected into ohmic and additionally heated discharges (L.
mode). The results of the experimentally determined penetration depths plotted versus
the logarithmic scaling parameter Z are shown in fig. 3. The error of the penetration
depth is about 1 cm if one neglects effects of deflection and deceleration. Comparison
with photographic measurements shows significant discrepancies only for high—power NI
heating, where interaction with fast ions can result in a change of the transverse Velocity
of the pellet. The error in Z is about 15% and originates mainly from the pellet mass
determination and uncertainties in the plasma temperature.
The data were analysed with the SAS statistic program package /7/. The results of a
fit (I ~ Z” are given in table 1. For q 2 2.3, where the temperature profile can be well
approximated by a linear profile, the fitted exponents a are in good agreement with our
simple model, which gives a = 1/3. For low q values of about 2.0 there is a significant
change in the temperature profile, which becomes broader (see fig. 1). In this case the
assumption of linearity only holds until about r = a/2, whereas towards the centre the
temperature profile flattens. Therefore our linear ansatz for these profiles gives too low
temperature values for r < 0.5 a. As an approach to the profile effects we included the
safety parameter q in our statistical analysis:

d N zn ' qfl )

which results in a scaling of the penetration depth with (10'5.
In a second step we analysed the statistical scaling of the penetration depht with the
pellet parameters up and mp. The results are (I ~ 0331 477326 for ohmic and d N
11035 - mo‘28 for Nleheated discharges. This is again in reasonable agreement with the
theoretical prediction arising from the NGS theory and our model of linear profiles,
which gives d N vg'” ~ mg'lg. The slightly higher exponent in the pellet mass may result
from the shape of the pellet, which differs from the assumed spherical form.
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5) Discussion . . ’

For ohmic and Nleheated-discharges With q 2 2.3 as well asICRH—heated discharges,

where the assumption of lmear temperature profiles holds quite well, the results of our

Statistical analysis is in good agreement with the scaling law based on our simple mo—

:flthe case of OH— and NI-heated discharges with low q, the temperature profile shows
a significant q—dependence and the flattening of the temperature profile towards the

a centre has to be taken into account especially for low q values. In our simple
plasm 1 /2.scaling law this effect was included by the additional factor q
The agreement between the predicted scaling law of our model and the experimental

data becomes even better if one corrects the assumed power law d(rp)/dt ~ TE/3 in the

ablation theory of Parks et al. in the range 100 eV < T,2 < 600 eV to Tel'44 according

to Chang and Thomson /8/ . This leads to a somewhat higher exponent a between 0.33
and 0.37 in the prediction,
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d N Z“
(1 ~ Z" qfl

q > 2.3 q z 2.0

OH or = 038(3) a = 0.137(3) a = 034(2) ,8 2 053(4)
NI 0: = 034(2) a 2 032(2) a = 0.138(2) [3 = 054(6)
ICRH a 2 0.135(4)

table 1 : results of the statistical analysis
the number in parenthesis gives the error in the last figure.
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REPETITIVE PELLET INJECTION COMBINED

WITH ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE HEATING IN ASDEX

W,R.Bfichse, R.Lang, R.Loch, V.Menens, F.Ryter, W.Sandmann,
F.Wesner, ICRH Team, Pellet Team, ASDEX Team

Max—Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik
Euratom Association - D 8046 Garching - Fed.Rep.Germany

Introduction Deuterium pellets were injected into ICRF heated discharges (both second

harmonic heating and hydrogen minority heating scenarios) with repetition rates between 12

and 30 Hz. The ICRH power deposited in the plasma was increased up to 1.0 MW. Large
improvements in the energy content of the plasma could be obtained. In particular with

second harmonic heating at PLot = 1 MW and high plasma current (460 kA), confinement
times of 100 ms were achieved; this is similar to pellets into an OH plasma, 50 % higher
than chmic and a factor 2 above L—mode. For discharges with successful density and energy
content increase a correlation was found at the saturation between the m=l sawtooth

precursor activity at the pellet time point and the energy increase due to the pellet. The
machine was boronized.

Second harmonic heating ASDEX discharges (R=1.67m, a=0.4 m, Bl=2.3 T, Ip:380-

460 kA) heated with hydrogen second harmonic ICRF (67 MHZ) were refuelled with D

pellets (up to 20, 5 x 1019 atoms, 600 m/s), see also [1]; this is in contrast to injecting the

pellets first and then heating the plasma. At low power the density peaks, with a large
increase of the stored energy (Fig. 1).

ICRH + Pellets. 380 RA . second harmonic

too , V ' I _ . Y | I v

i 90: _
to; Do :

_
; with ltRH m, IERH

E 70:
‘ lime between pellet;

m Z: -
L X “D pellets x

—
_' 0 EL ms _____ .

H)-

A 67mg _____ A

:2;
_ :1 50m ....... I

m:
L o 33 ms ...........

‘3- ‘ ' I t l . I ‘ ‘ I I l _

P (MW) —>
Fig.1. Total stored energy versus total deposited power (Plm = POH + 0.6 PICRH CO“ led) into the

plasma for discharges with 380 kA plasma current and second harmonic heating. The reduction of the energy
content at high power can be partially compensated by shortening the time between pellets.
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mConfinement time vs power for pellet refuelled discharges. Indicated are (0) ICRH heated discharges
ata line averaged density of 0.9);1020 m'3, and for comparison, (0) N1 heated discharges [2], at 1x1020 m'3.
mi Change in energy content due to a pellet as a function of the m=l amplitude

Egg, Time traces for a discharge where the pellets were injected first, and the discharge then heated.

At higher power and low repetition rate, the peaking and resulting increase in energy
would be gradually lost. It could however be recovered by increasing the repetition rate of
the pellets. Penetration depths of the pellets range from 19 to 27 cm (the radius of the q=1
surface for 380 kA is typically 13 cm). The ability to peak die discharge and increase the
central density (Fig. 2) seems to be related to a reduction in sawtooth frequency and
possibly the ability to deposit the pellet mass closer to the center. The increase in stored
energy is directly related to the increase in cenual density (and the peaking factor). Fig 3.
shows the confinement time as a function of power at constant density. The discharges are
still sawtoothing and no impurity accumulation is observed.

IERH + Pellets. 1.60 kA_setond hormonit
100 y . . , l . . . . q . ~. 1 . r
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0 ’ . . . r l . . . r I . l . r i Fig 5; Energy content of the plasma vs
° “'5 ‘° "5 total power for Ip=460 kA.
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For discharges with successful density increase (Fig. 2a) and improved confinement a
strong m=1 activity develops prior to the sawtooth crash. If the pellet comes into the
discharge at a time when this strong activity is present, then the pellet often triggers the
sawtooth crash, further energy improvement is halted and even reversed (Fig 2a, t=25).
Under some conditions, the phasing of the sawteeth with respect to the pellet time can be
such that the sawtooth crash occurs some time prior to the injection of the pellet. At the pellet



time the amplitude of the m=l oscillation is small or zero and a further increase of the Energy

is possible (Fig 2a, t>2.25). Fig 4. shows the energy increase due to a pellet as a funcricm of
the m=1 amplitude in which the pellet is injected. The two outliers are pellets With
particularly low mass.

The highest values of stored energy were obtained at higher plasma currents (Fig. 5
with values up to 100 k], and a confinement time of up to 100 ms, at 460 kA). The decreaSE

with power, however, seems to be steeper.
In a discharge where the pellets were injected first, followed by the ICRH, the peaking

obtained with the pellets in the ohmic phase was lost at the beginning of the ICRH phase but
started slowly to recover after a while (Fig. 6). Due to pulse length limitations, it is unclea;
as to whether the discharge would develop fully as in the case where the discharge was first
heated and pellets injected into the heated discharge.

Minority heating Deuterium pellets were also combined with H minority heating in He.
The improvement with respect to the L—mode is smaller than in the case of second harmonic
heating. The peaking factors did not achieve the high values obtained with second harmonic
heating. Shown in Fig. 7 is the plasma energy content vs total power for different timing of
the pellet injection. Included are also for comparison, points of ICRF heated discharges at
constant density, and ICRF heated discharges where a density increase was forced through
strong gas puffing. A slight improvement of the energy content is obtained at the higher
densities, a further slight improvement can be obtained with the pellets.
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ICRH discharges (at). For the data points (9), the effective frequency of the pellets was feedback controlled
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EVOLUTION OF PELLET CLOUDS AND CLOUD STRUCTURES
IN MAGNETICALLY CONFINED PLASMAS

L.L. Lengyel and G. Zavala

Max-Planck-Institut ffir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association
D—8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. Germany

The subject of this study is the spatial and time evolution of initially low-temperature

high—density particle clouds in magnetically confined hot plasmas, such as those produ-
ced by ablating cryogenic hydrogen pellets in fusion machines. Particular attention is

given to such physical processes as heating of the cloud by the energy fluxes carried by
incident plasma particles (classical flux-limited energy transport by thermal electrons
along the magnetic field lines, anomalous heat conduction across them), gasdynamic
expanSiOIl with 5‘ X g—produced deceleration in the transverse direction, finite-rate io-
nization and recombination (collisional and radiative) processes, and magnetic field
convection and diffusion. The Lagrangian approximation used allows one to take into

account all relevant physical processes that affect the radial expansion and deceleration

of the cloud particles, including the change of the magnetic field topology [1].

Numerous scenario calculations were made with systematic variation of the four ba-
sic input parameters: NW7, n50, T50, and Bo (representing particle source strength,

undisturbed plasma parameters, and magnetic field strength, respectively). In each
scenario run, the radial distributions of all relevant cloud parameters were computed
in a self-consistent way. The cloud characteristics were monitored at the moment of

reaching the maximum cloud radius, and at time instants after the quasi-steady state
had been reached (i.e. at 10 [1.8 and 20 us of the cloud expansion time).

We shall give here a brief description of the effects of the major input parameters on
the basic cloud characteristics, as seen from the results of calculations. One should bear
in mind that the basic cloud parameter that was found to affect all other quasi-steady
characteristics is the stopping or confinement radius. The stopping time associated

with the radial confinement of the plasmoid (T(Rc(d = Emu» is closely related to the
ionization time of the outer plasmoid layer and is a complex function of various factors
(rate of mass deposition, heat input rate, and magnetic field strength).

Let us now consider the effect of the rate of mass release or particle source strength.
The results of calculations show that the cloud radius increases as the number of particles
deposited. This is so because it takes longer to ionize a larger number of neutral particles
and thus the cloud has a longer time to expand before interaction with the magnetic
field begins. The bulk (mass-averaged) cloud temperature of the plasmoid notably
decreases whereas the average density increases with increasing mass deposition rate,
the latter in spite of the larger cloud cross—sections inherent at higher deposition rates.
The bulk ionization degree attained at the moment of radial confinement decreases with
increasing source strength. It is noteworthy that the radial expansion of the plasmoid
comes to a full stop at relatively low average ionization degree values. Of course, the
outer plasmoid layer is already ionized at this time. With regard to the effect of the
source strength on the diamagnetic state of the cloud, the results show that the average
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magnetic field trapped at the moment of radial confinement decreases with inCreasing
source strength. This is a consequence of the larger initial radial momentum gained in
the absence of early ionization: after a frozen-in state has been reached at the plasma
periphery, the expanding neutral core continues to push this ionized layer outward, thus
further reducing the average magnetic field inside the cloud.

With regard to heat flux (background plasma parameters) and magnetic field effects,
the time necessary for ionization of the outer plasmoid shells is a function of the balance
between the deposition rate of the cold particles and the heat flux available for heating
and ionizing these particles. On the other hand, the confinement radius of the Plasmoid
layers (and thus the value of all quasi-steady plasmoid parameters) is defined by the
balance between the pressure build-up (pressure gradients) and the retarding ix 3'
forces, both of which are again functions of the energy input rate (the latter through
the electrical conductivity value). In addition, the retarding force is also a functiOn
of the magnetic field strength and its distribution as well. The results of calculatiom;
show that the “quasi-steady” plasmoid prOperties are complex functions of all thege
parameters combined. At low and intermediate plasma temperatures (Tf° : 5 keV fol-
the set of representative pellet and plasma parameters considered), the ionization time
and hence the vacuum expansion time preceding the moment of interaction with the
magnetic field rapidly decrease with increasing incident heat flux. At the same time, the
rate of pressure build—up is not sufficient to balance the 17X 1—3” force (except at rather low
magnetic field strengths), and the maximum attainable plasmoid radius continuously
decreases with increasing plasma temperature. The stronger the magnetic field, the
more pronounced is this effect. At higher energy input rates the pressure build-up is
sufficient to prevent further radius reduction or even makes the plasmoid radius grow
slightly as the ambient plasma temperature, in spite of the reduced ionization time. The
variations of both the maximum attainable and the “quasi—steady” plasmoid radii with
the strength of the magnetic field applied are quite pronounced: the stronger the ma-
gnetic field the smaller is the stopping radius. The dependence of the average plasmoid
density and the bulk plasmoid temperature on the magnetic field strength (i.e. on the
magnitude of the stopping radius) is pronounced: the higher the inf. strength, and thus
the smaller the plasmoid radius, the higher is the bulk plasmoid density and the lower
is the bulk plasmoid temperature. The plasmoid density, just as the plasmoid radius,
is a. relatively weak function of the background plasma temperature. More pronounced
is the heat flux dependence of the bulk plasmoid temperature. With regard to the dia-
magnetic state of the plasmoid, the plasmoid becomes pronouncedly diamagnetic when
subjected to higher heat fluxes (plasma temperatures), particularly at lower magnetic
field strengths. The reason for such behaviour is obvious: higher plasma temperatu-
res means shorter ionization times at the plasma periphery; hence a frozen-in state is
reached at an earlier time instant. Furthermore, lower applied magnetic field strengths
allow further gasdynamic expansion during the frozen-in state.

The major results of these computations may be summarized as follows (for further
details see [1]):

(a) Field-aligned structures
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The separation distance between the field—aligned inhomogeneities evolving during the

cloud expansion and ionization phases is related to the only characteristic length in-

herein in this process: the ionization radius. Gaussian (peaked) density profiles and

inverted (hollow) temperature profiles result with function value variation of about two
orders of magnitude from the plasmoid centre to the plasmoid periphery (see Fig. 1).

Also the structure of the field-aligned flutes that develop at the plasmoid boundary co-

incides, at some time instant, with an m = 2 poloidal disturbance pattern, again with

the ionization (confinement) radius as characteristic separation length between them.

The lifetime of these structures is measured on hydrodynamic and resistive diffusion

time scales.

(b) Effect of pellet motion

Since the average expansion velocity of the cloud surrounding the pellet is usually much

larger than the pellet flight velocity, a pellet crossing its own ablatant cloud is not

likely to affect the cloud structure as long as it is not in direct contact with the high-

temperature ionized outer shell. However, during passage through the ionization layer,

however short this time period may be, the pellet is exposed to heat fluxes that may

be considerably higher than those experienced in the interior of the cloud. Once the

pellet is outside the ionization shell, 21 new low-temperature gas bubble is blown around

it and the cloud evolution is expected to repeat itself. Obviously, the ablation rate and

the associated cloud expansion dynamics may become strongly modulated by the peri-

odic passages through the high-temperature cloud layers. The alteration of the cloud

expansion dynamics and of the ablation rate during the pellet flight across the ioniza—

tion shell has not yet been quantitatively clarified. Similarly, also the cloud structures

associated with pellet velocities comparable to cloud expansion velocities remain to be

investigated.
c) Consequences for pellet ablation models

There are no simple or analytical means of quantitatively predicting the physical proper-

ties of shielding clouds surrounding ablating pellets. It is possible, of course, by making

rather drastic simplifying assumptions regarding the shielding effect, to derive some sca-

ling laws for the pellet penetration depth, but no reliable predictions can be made on

the basis of these laws. It is also possible to set up empirical or semi-empirical relations

for the ablation rate and to validate these models (i.e. to select the values of some free

parameters entering these relations) on the basis of experimental results. These models
cannot, however, be applied, with a. sufficent degree of certainty, to predictive calcula-

tions either. Experience shows that validating ablation models and fitting calculated

pellet penetration depths, density profiles, etc. to measured ones are rather difficult

tasks. Uncertainties and/or scattering in some of the crucial experimental data, such
as the actual pellet mass interacting with the plasma, the true pellet velocity and its

possible temporal variation, the electron temperature profile immediately prior to pellet
injection, etc., make validation rather difficult. Ablation rates and pellet penetration
depths observed in different tokamaks were reproduced by means of different ablation
models, which, however, are not supposed to be machine-specific. The experimental
observations of Durst et a1. [2] and others, as well as the results of the present and pre-
vious calculations, indicate that ablation is an inherently transient process determined
on the whole by the evolution of the shielding cloud around it and by the modulation of
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the cloud characteristics (in space and time) by the presence of the magnetic field (the
magnetic confinement of the ionized fraction of the cloud). Hence an ablation model
that is predestined for predictive pellet penetration calculations in fusion-grade p1“.
mas should take these aspects into account. Besides, the development of such a. mode
should be accompanied by experiments with accurate measurements of all essential data
concerning not only the pellet-plasma interaction but also the shielding cloud eVOIUtion
processes. The shielding cloud models, too, need verification or validation.
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The transport of impurities during the H-mode is very different from that observed
in the other regimes. This is clearly evident in the quiescent discharges where the
confinement time of impurities 1:; increases by a much larger factor than the energy
confinement time. Large values of‘ r, are measured in all the quiescent H»mode
discharges in spite of the variety of impurity behaviour observed corresponding to
different plasma parameters and operating scenarios. The condition of the machine has
an influence on the role played by the various impurities, but this does not seem to affect
the flow patterns of these ions substantially. In particular oxygen, which was often
detected as the dominant radiator, can be reduced to a negligible fraction by He
conditioning of the carbon X-point tiles or limiters or by evaporating beryllium in the
vacuum vessel. Nevertheless the behaviour ofthe residual impurities in otherwise similar
discharges remains substantially unchanged.

The transport patterns appear in fact to be affected by the plasma parameters and their
profiles. In particular, two extreme transport regimes are presented in the following.
These discharges have been modelled with the aid of a recently developed fully
time-dependent impurity transport code using heuristic profiles for the impurity diffusion
D and the convection velocity v .

High Density H—M’ode Discharges. This group is characterised by hollow electron
density profiles (fig.lA), whose average value increases with time. Due to the very
strong reduction of the oxygen content and the use of strong gas pulling /l/, the
duration of the H-mode phase was extended up to 5.4 sec: in such cases the average
electron density < n.> increases during the H-phase from ~ 2 - 10” m"3 to
~ 7.5 - 10‘9 m".
During the initial 4 sec, most of the radiated power is emitted from an outer layer
(indicating accumulation of impurities in that region) and increases linearly with time,
i.e. at the same rate as < n, >’. This behaviour has already been described for oxygen
dominated discharges in /2/.
After this time, a new phase develops where < n.>2 saturates, as well as the radiation
from the peripheral layers, and the radiation profile rapidly fills up, indicating a flow of
impurities to the plasma centre.
At the transition to L—mode the radiation from the outer plasma abruptly decays and
subsequently, while the plasma cools down, the radiation from the centre increases
(fig.2) indicating a slow loss of impurities from the central region. This is consistent with
a low value ofD ($0.05m1/s) in a region around the plasma centre up to p203 , ,0 being
the normalized coordinate along the minor radius.
The intensities of all spectral lines emitted inside the separatrix show an increase
throughout the H-mode and most of them abruptly fall at the transition to the L-mode,
while the lines emitted by Ni-ions whose ionisation potential ranges between ~ 600eV
and ~ 2000eV rise strongly after the transition.
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Lower Density Discharges. The discharges grouped here display a rather flat )1
profile (particularly for ps0.5) and reach much lower values overall (fin): in a tYPiCal
discharge < n, > increases from a value around 1 - 1019 "1’3 to about 2.5 - 10‘9 rrr3 .
They present a distinctively different characteristic impurity behaviour: only the K: fine
intensity of the most centrally localized ion observed (i.e. NiXXVIl) displays a long
continuous increase during the l—l-mode (by a factor 25), while the central electron
temperature is decreasing, and decays during the ELMphase up to the transition to
L-rnodc. The lines from the lowest ionisation stages (NiXVllI,CIIl), localized at the
very edge, show a sharp decrease at the start, diminish slightly during the Irl-phase and
increase again later. Other spectral lines show an intermediate behaviour between them:
two: NiXXV, CVI and CV remaining basically constant or slightly decreasing during
the H~mode, NiXXVl slightly increasing (by a factor 21.5 ).
The soft X-ray emissivity (to which only the light impurities contribute significantly) also
points to an accumulation of impurities in the internal region (p:0.25) and indicates a
depletion in the peripheral zone.(fig.3)

Modelling. As pointed out in [2/,the strongly shaped profiles of the radiated power
and of the X-ray emissivity require that the convection play a dominant role in the
transport of impurities. The v—profiles needed, however, are very different for the two
classes of discharges.

The analysis of 1989 high density discharges shows that the transport scheme
proposed in /2/ for oxygen is also confirmed for heavier impurities such as chlorine and
nickel during the phase when the radiated power increases linearly with time. A strong
inward convection (v ZlQm/s), highly localised in the region close to the separatrix
satisfactorily describes the hollowness in the radiative power profile.
Further elements however appear for the case of nickel: on one side the low intensity
from the NiXXVlI Kx indicates a central concentration of Ni of the order of 10", on the
other side the high line intensity emitted from the NiXXV ions, wh05e maximum density
lies at about [320.8, implies that at least 30 ‘Z, of the power radiated from the border of
the plasma must be ascribed to the nickel.
Thus, the experimental data suggest that for a period of3 sec Ni is reduced by more than
an order of magnitude between the region of accumulation restricted at the plasma
periphery ((120.85) and the internal region extending up to p:0.6 ; such a good
screening could be explained in terms either ofa D < 0.05 mZ/s or a sign reversal of the
convection term, i.e. an outward velocity, in the region p$0.6 .

The density saturation phase, during which the impurities drift towards the central
part ofthe plasma column in about 500ms , needs a substantial reshaping ofthe velocity
pattern; a finite inward velocity is necessary in the central region to obtain the fast
”filling up” of the radiative power profile, while a lower value than in the previous phase
may be required at the periphery.

Just after the terminal event characterising the transition to L»mode, the central
electron temperature T, falls rapidly from 22kel’ to SlkeV while i} the central radiated
power increases by a factor 3 (fig.2), ii) the Ly. CV1 intensity drops, iii) the lines
intensities from NiXVIll up to NiXXl increase.
All these data imply that the observed radiation cannot be accounted for by a light
impurity such as carbon, so heavier impurities need to be invoked. Unfortunately,
during this phase only the central electron temperature is available, but simulations
carried out with differently shaped, K-profiles, show that at the time when the [VI-mode
collapses a Ni axial concentration ofthe order of~ [0"3 accounts for the increase ofthe
total radiation in the plasma centre.
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The experimental evidence for the lower density discharges is that from the onset of
the H-mode the influx of impurities is strongly reduced (as indicated by the NiXVII and

lines .
gélellinc iiitensities of ions localised at the plasma periphery and up to :20 cm_inside
the separatrix (NIXXV, CV, CV1) show that the impurity density is reduced in this
re ion, nevertheless the increasing brightness fromthe NiX_XVII, emitting from the very

central region, is a clear indication 01"”accumulation" of impurities toward the centre.
So the total impurity content does not vary much during the l—l-mode, but its

distribution inside the plasma is rearranged.
As before, such behaviour cannot be modelled by a purely diffusive mechanism. A

velocity profile less pronounced than in the so-callcd linear phase of the previous case,
but localised more deeply itito the plasma is required.
In order to reproduce correctly the rate of increase of the NiXXVIl line the maximum

inward velocity (located at about p204) is of order ~ 1 m/s .
The soft X-rays emissivity radial profiles, are mildly hollow, reaching their maxima at
2025: this feature forces the convection to vanish in the inner core of the plasma.

The simulation of the time evolution of the signal ofNiXXVI needs a small or negligible
convection Velocity for p205. The resulting v-profile is plotted in ligAA.
The same velocity pattern cannot be applied to carbon, which has to account for most
of the soft X-ray radiation: the convection zone for C has to be extended to the plasma
edge (fig.4B).

Conclusions

The convective transport schemes adopted in the simulations of the two types of
discharges were inferred from the information gathered in order to draw a consistent
picture from all the available experimental data
The conclusions are of course subject to uncertainty, but still some unequivocal points
have emerged.

0n the theoretical side, the neoclassical theory /3/, up to now, constitutes the most
detailed description against which the experiments should be checked.
According to this theory, the fluxes of impurities are driven by density and temperature
gradients, Vn and VT . The two transport regimes described above have been sorted
basically by their contrasting densities and density gradients in qualitative agreement
with a neoclassical transport mechanism.

The actual possibility ofa quantitative comparison is made difficult by problems both
with the availability of the experimental data and with the implementation of the
theoretical model. Namely:
i} The intrinsic experimental errors of the temperature measurements imply great

uncertainties on their gradients
ii) The functional form of the neoclassical coefficients relating the fluxes to the
"thermodynamic forces” depend strongly on the collisonality regimes and also on the
geometry; their evaluation in /4/ assumes a Circular plasma cross section and this must
be kept in mind particularly for JET X-point configurations.
With these caveats, simulations adopting the neoclassical coefficients evaluated in /4/
have been carried out. The velocities do show patterns in agreement with the ones
inferred: the contrasting order of magnitude and also the different locations in the
plasma between the two cases are reproduced satisfactorily. For example, fig.5 shows
the heuristic and ”neoclassical" v-profiles for NiXXV for the high density discharge
#21022.
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In several experiments (DUI-D, ASDEX, PBX, IET), the H—mode has been
associated With a favourable heat and particle flow pattern at the edge due to the
x-pOint configuration within the tokamak vessel [1,2]. The observations of these
flows have been made with CCD cameras and Langmuir Probes and have been
interpreted in the conventional way as heat conduction by electrons along the
magnetic field lines [3]. This is appropriate for high collisionality plasmas.
However in low collisionality plasmas as is the case in many IET discharges heat
convection by hot ions is more important. A magnetic separatrix affects
dramatically the convected heat flux, because as particles enter a region of
vanishing poloidal field the magnetic drift and diamagnetic drift dominate over
the parallel flux term. Thus for a given particle energy, the particle drift orbit is
further displaced from the magnetic surface on which it started, as Bp decreases.
The drift becomes purely vertical for B}, E 0. The application of the conventional
picture has led to some misinterpretation when comparing the plasma strike
zones with the location of the magnetic separatrix deduced by the magnetic
equilibrium reconstruction code [4]. We consider here a set of discharges where
careful CCD camera observations were made and demonstrate how the correct
interpretation of the observed heat strike zones on the vessel is obtained by the
detailed analysis of loss cone and particle orbit effects near a magnetic stagnation
point.

Two CCD Cameras were used to measure the temperature and particle
fluxes at the upper X-point region. The field of view is shown in Fig. 1. It shows
two of the thirty two bands of tiles which form the target plates for X-point
discharges. The infrared images used for the temperature measurements show
the strike zones of particles on the target plates as localised bright spots. The
maxima of particle flux intensity derived from Hu and carbon line emission
coincide with these strike zone positions.

The discrete target tiles are curved in the toroidal direction so that during
an Ohmic discharge inner and outer bright spots (called strike zones) appear,
each on opposite sides of the apex of the toroidal curvature of the tiles as shown
schematically in Fig. 1. The toroidal displacement due to the curvature of the
tiles corresponds to flow along the magnetic field lines from different directions.



A first interpretation has been that these strike zones were indeed the fOOtPIints
of the heat flow along the magnetic separatrix [4]. This interpretation is often at
odds with the evidence of magnetic measurements of the separatrix and X'Point
location: Sometimes the camera sees two hot spots which are well separated
radially, when the magnetic X-point is found to be above the tiles. The Ohmic
phase of discharge 19414 is typical of this type of behaviour (IP = 3 MA, Bt = 2.8
tesla). In Figure 2a we show the poloidal flux geometry in the vicinity of the
target tiles together with the strike zones from the CCD camera, with the X‘POint
position = 4 cm above the target plates.

The magnetic detection of the X-point is obtained from a reconstruction
code which solves the full boundary value problem of the Grad—Shrafranov
equation using the flux measurements provided by saddle coils and obtainin
the best fit to the tangential magnetic field of the pick up coils. The boundary is
identified with an accuracy within the standard deviation of the flux
measurements (~3%). The reconstruction of numerically generated equilibria is
exact. In addition a determination of the X-point involving only a 10cal
expansion and using the poloidal magnetic field measurements in the vicinity of
the X—point gives similar results as the reconstruction code. The determinatiorl
of the X—point from both methods indicates the formation of an X-point plasma
at the same time. This time coincides with the reduction of Ha emission frOm
the limiter region and the increase of HO, emission in the vicinity of the X—point.

During auxiliary heating with up to 20 MW of neutral beam injection or
up to 18 MW of ion cyclotron resonance heating, a third strike zone is observed
on the ion drift side of the tile, near the location of the X-point (Fig. 2b). This
strike zone has a peak heat flux comparable to or larger than that on the outer
strike zone. There is an apparent 200 msec time delay between the rise in the
third strike zone and the rise in the heat flux at the outer strike zone, on the
electron drift side. The slowing down time for the fast ions for typical edge
parameters of To = 50 ev, Ti : 1 keV, ne ~ 1019/m3, is ”cs 2 10'3 secs, which is
significantly less than the observed delay time. The power deposition at this
third zone is consistently located at the X-point position as confirmed by erosion
damage to the X-point tiles during the 1989 experimental campaign. The erosion
damage during this period is shown in Fig. 3 with a histogram of the location of
the X-point. The third strike zone is under the X with the outer strike zone well
separated from the separatrix. The third strike zone appears at the X-point
location during auxilliary heating, only on the ion drift side of the apex of the
tiles. The magnetic determination of the X-point location shows no motion of
the X-point from the ohmic to the heated case, and the outer strike zone remains
in the same location. A simple fluid model is inadequate to describe this heat
flux pattern. The heat flux at the third strike zone and the increase in heat flux at
the outer strike zone is likely due to power convected by the ions from the
plasma to the tiles.

In order to obtain a better understanding of the particle and power
deposition on the X—point target plates, the trajectories of charged particles in the
confining magnetic field of JET are considered. The trajectories are calculated



ing the HECTOR guiding centre code. The code includes the Coulomb

scattering processes of dynamical friction, pitch angle scattering, energy diffusion.
It also uses the actual plasma magnetic equilibrium, edge density and edge
temperature profiles as input. The strike zones observed with the CCD cameras
are compared with the particle deposition obtained by the HECTOR code in
Figs4 and 5. The agreement between the observed and calculated hot spots is
seen to be 300(1-

In this model the magnitude of the power flux depends critically on the
ion temperature near the plasma boundary. Also the appearance of a strike zone
near the X-point depends critically on the X—point location: The X-point must be
at or above the surface of the tiles. This restriction is consistent with the location
of the X-point during the whole of the 1989 experimental campaign, where most

discharges had the X-point outside the tile surface (Fig. 6). Some H-mode
discharges were obtained With the X-point well beyond the tile surface (10-15 cm)
and could be considered to be limiter H-mode discharges.

The heat flux pattern in JET divertor discharges is explained by including
the particle orbit effects. These are of course only important when the poloidal
gyroradius is comparable to or larger than the characteristic decay length for the
power flow in the edge plasma region and when the collisionality is low. These
conditions are readily met in JET heated discharges. The consideration of the

article orbits will play an even more important role in the next phase of IET
where the collisionality is expected to be even lower and the ion temperature
even higher.
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1. INTRODUCTION. Since the first demonstration of I-l-mode (high—confinement
mode) in 1982 in ASDEX in magnetic divertor configuration using neutral-beam injection
N81) heating, H-modes are now routinely produced with practically any type (or a

combination) of additional heating in most tokamaks that can operate either in closed
divertor configuration such as ASDEX, JT-60, or in an open divertor configuration such as
JFT2-M, DIIl-D, JET etc. (for references see a review paper [1]). In JET, H-modes by
[CRH have now been obtained where antennas are located on the low-field side. The early
operation carried out with carbon limiters and carbonized nickel antenna screen led to an
increased influx of neutral gas and impurities. This tends to impair the edge conditions that
are crucial to the production and maintenance of an H-mode. Helium glow-discharge
cleaning was also used but, the H~modes with ICRH could only be produced by eliminating
specific ICRH impurity cccts [2] as follows: (I) Beryllium gettering is applied to the nickel
screen and the first-wall of the tokamak, (2) The antenna is used in the dipole (0, 1r) phasing,
(3) The antenna screen blades are inclined at 15 deg. (from the toroidal direction) to align
them approximately with the total magnetic field. Also, a fast automatic-matching system
based on slight frequency changes [3] together with a slower adjustment of mechanical stubs
is incorporated to cope with changes ofantenna-plasma coupling at the transition and during
the l-I-mode. The observed scaling of impurity release is compatible with a sputtering
mechanism due to RF sheath rectification of the applied RF voltage (in combination with
the coventional Bohm sheath) which provides a large dc potential drop in which ions
accelerate. "Short-length" [4] gap-sheaths (field line crossing between the antenna blades)
and the ”long-length" [5] front-surface sheaths (between the contact points of the field line
on the two sides of the antenna) can be formed. The deleterious eflcct of the former is
eliminated by aligning the screen to the field line and the latter is made inefTective due to the
out of phase operation in the dipole mode (net voltage is Zero toroidally). In the case of
misalignment, the efTect of self-sputtering which is the dominant cause of metallic impurity
influx is reduced by beryllium coating for which the self—sputtering coefficient is less than
unity. Further, there is a strong Bc—gettcring which reduces oxygen concentration, (<0.l°/o)
as well as there is a significant reduction of‘ sputtering caused by oxygen ions themselves.
Moreover, beryllium environment allows a strong pumping and lowers the influx of neutrals
thus reducing recycling. Operation under these conditions allows the production of H-modes
with ICRI—I alone. The duration of I‘I-modes is also longer (in ICRH or other scenarios) as
the radiated power is smaller in the Be environment. Though, H-modes have not yet been
obtained with monopole operation (which suffers from front-surface sheath effects) ofICRH
alone but, the deleterious effects of this phasing do not seem to be dominant in H-modes
obtained with combined ICRI'I + NBI heating taking advantage of better coupling and
higher RF power coupled with monopole.

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND RESULTS. The D-plasma (with H
minority-ion) was operated at BT=2.8 T and IF: 3 MA in the double-null X-point (DNX)
configuration and shaped poloidally to match the antenna profile to obtain good



antenna-plasma coupling. Also, the plasma was brought very close to the midplane ante
side-protection tiles (21 cm) for better coupling and still produced an H~mode succesSfuu
There are 8 ICRH antennas which are symmetrically distributed around the torus, A JET
antenna has essentially two radiating elements that are separated toroidally which Can b
driven in phase (monopole) or out of phase (dipole). ICRH power is delivered to the Dias e
by the fast magnetosonic wave which is damped mainly via the minority-ion CYClotro
damping in a narrow region (:30 cm) near the ion-ion hybrid resonance zone. 11

2.1 Typical ICRH H-Mode Time—Traces. ln ll-modes produced by ICRH alone al
characteristics typical of Hanode discharges are found (see Fig. 1). At the transition fiom
L to l~l-phase, one can see a sudden drop in D, emission, a small decrease and then a gradual
increase in the radiated power (PM) from the plasma, increase in the plasma density and more
importantly an increase in the slope of stored energy (wow for example) at a constant POWer
level. Also there is an increase in the ion temperature (To) and DD reaction rate (RDD) Which
eventually decreases due to increase in Z.” or dilution. Further, there is an increase in the
edge-density gradient (or a reduction in scrape-off length (SOL), not shown), Which results
in a decrease of coupling resistance R‘. There is a slight increase in the antenna—magma
distance D. but this increase is generally not enough to account for the decrease of R( (see
Section 2.45. Generally, PRF reduces after the transition to H-mode due to the decrease of
Rc and tripping of some of the generators caused by the voltage-breakdown in the antenna
and/or the transmission line. Note that in this shot PRF was reduced in anticipation but the
stored energy did not decrease significantly practically until the the l—l-mode was terminated
when PUD reached the input power level. Sawtooth-free periods (monster samooth) Created
by ICRH are not lost at the transition and their longest duration in lCRl’I I'l-modes is 13
5. However, even longer sawtooth-free periods are obtained ($25 5) in H—modes With
lCRH+NBl heating where monopole can be used which facilitates obtaining the monster
sawtooth. For most of the l‘l-phase the D‘ signal is ELM free. Also, there is a Clear
reduction of noise on the coupling resistance trace during H-phase which could be related to
the reduced fluctuations on the edge density.

2.2 Energy Confinement. A plot of diamagnetic stored energy vs PTOT— dW/dt is shown
in Fig. 2. The data does not distinguish between Be evaporation with C-limiters and
Be—limiters. The NBl heated limiter-plasmas agree well With the Goldston L-mode prediction
for such plasmas (represented by WG-line). ICRF heated L-mode DNX-discharges lie
between WG and LSWG-lines and follow the usual oiT-set linear behaviour with Tincgo'34 s
[6] and contain 10-30% fast-ion contribution. The H-mode data obtained by NBI, ICRH
and ICRH+NBI is about the same and lie between 1.7-2.2WG.

2.3 lon and Electron Heating. Central ion temperature Tiu (Doppler-broadening of
Ni—XXVII line) and electron temperature T,D (ECE) are plotted in Fig. 3-4 as a function of
PTOT/ < n2> (volume average) for the data set used above. For ICRF heated L and H—modes,
the Ti0 is generally low (4-6 keV) and is a general characteristic of the minority heating. In
the case of NBI or ICRH+NBI heating, beam ions relax on plasma ions and heat them
preferentially leading to a linear increase of T0 with PTOT/ <nc>. Since in ICRF heating, a
strong minority-ion tail is produced which interacts with electrons, higher Tea values are
obtained for ICRH data as shown in Fig. 4. ln Nlll shots, electron heating is generally poor,
but in H-modes with combined heating (PRF/PNB,=0.4-0.8), ICRH pushes the Ten to highest
values. Thus as expected, l-l-modes with combined heating, allow high values of both To and
Tm. A TRANSP analysis [7] of an H-mode with ICRH alone has been carried out in which
the transport losses are represented by a xm where the experimental T,-profile is not available
(except Tm) and XI: 1: has been assumed. The discharge simulation shows that 1:" decreases
in the outer regions of the plasma. This behavior is similar to that found in I-I-modes with
NET.

2.4 Antenna Coupling Resistance. The coupling resistance R: as measured
experimentally in JET can be described as the value of antenna resistance seen at a current
antinode of the feeder transmission line. The experimentally measured R, as a function of
time for the H-mode shot #20230 is shown in Fig. 5 together with D‘ emission and the
mid-plane antenna-plasma distance D,P obtained by IDENTC equilibrium code.



In this and some other shots the transition to , , ‘ _ -

H-mode occurs in two steps as evrdenced by a 4 MJ /21%” 20226 w.DlA .
double jump in D_ Signal. Rc also'shows a Similar . , . 1 .
behaviour. After the 2nd transrtlon D remains
low but Rc decrease ‘slowly together With a small
increase in D, . During the H-phase theoretically
calculated [8T values of Rc for dipole are shown
with solid circles in Fig.5 where experimentally
measured values of densxty profiles, SOL, pm, 1‘, AU . W
13 etc are used. The code-calculated radiation , , _ _ . .
reTsistance R was converted to Re by multiplying s
R by the ratio of. RF currents flowing in the 2
antenna to that in the transrnrssron line as '
measured in vacuum in a test-bed. The slow 0
decrease was in agreement with increasing D", for S t
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the measured SOL=1 em. But, a large change
of R: from 2.2 to 7 ohms at the transition from
H to L or vice-versa can only be modeled if we
assume that SOL changes considerably e.g. from
values of 6 and 3 cm before lst and 2nd
transition to 1 cm during the H-phase. (see Fig.
5). Estimates from probe measurements made in
the X-point region and transformed to mid-plane
indicate an increase of SOL by a factor of 2-2.5
atmost. This difference is not well understood
and more measurements near the antenna are
required.

3. SUMMARY. ICRH produced lei-mode
discharges in JET are found to have the same
characteristics as those produced by N81 or
NBI+ICRH and the confinement time
approaches two-times Goldston L-mode
prediction. For most of their duration they are
ELM—free. The monster sawtooth feature of
ICRH is maintained during I-l-modes leading to
Teo= 10 keV nearly twice the value of TI”.
Combined heating H-modes push both TE“ and
Tin close to 10 keV. ICRH H-modes often occur
as a two-step transition and Rc also decreases in 1"“? ‘39”)
two steps. Theoretical values of Rc agree well FIG 1 Time traces for shot# 20226.
with experimental values during the H-phase. ' ‘
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The compatibility of the JET H-mode with other regimes of improved performance
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Since the discovery of the H mode in ASDEX, the term has been used to

describe plasma regimes characterzed by superior confinement and by specific
edge signatures such as reduction of recycling and of high frequency fluctuations.

Often H mode discharges, (without ELM’s), have shown the undesirable
characteristics of impurity accumulation and uncontrolled rise of plasma density.
Moreover the H mode tends to produce fiat-hollow density profiles and broad
temperature profiles. Compatibility of basic H mode characteristics with monster

sawtooth, hot-ion mode and pellet peaked density profiles would lead to

substantial imprOVCments of plasma performance. in this paper it is shown that

the JET H mode can be compatible with these improved regimes. in the new
regimes the basic confinement time is little changed from that the basic H mode,

Whilst the central plasma parameters can be substantially improved.

1) Scaling of plasma electron density and temperature profiles in H mode.

The main features of JET H-mode profiles have been described in reference 1.

With NB heating the plasma density profiles are more peaked at lower densities,
when central beam fuelling is dominant, and flat to hollow at higer densities. The

peaking parameter n(0)/ < n > , where < > indicates volume average, as
measured by LIDAR-Thomson scattering [2] over a large sample number of H
modes (with Beryllium gettering) at 3 and 4-4.5 MA can be fitted by

n(0)/ < n > = 1.3 x q°-25 x < n >-'“.

where q is the value of the cross section defined cylindrical safety factor,
densities are in units lOEl9 m4. Fig 1 shows the plot of n(0) vs. <n >.

With NB heating the electron temperature profile during H mode tends to be
rather broad and with strong edge gradients (pedestals) [1]. One other
characteristic feature is the relatively small sawteeth inversion radius (
r,/a < 0.4) probably caused by the effect of bootstrap current in the outer region
of the plasma [3].

The electron temperature peaking parameter, T.(O)/ < T, > , as measured by
LlDAR-Thomson scattering , ranges between 1.7 and 3.0 and can be fitted by
the empirical formula:

T,(O)/ < T. > = 2.1 x q°—35 < n >-“-1

The result of this temperature profile fitting is, however, a plot with still
appreciable scattering of data, due to weak dependences from other parameters.
in the JET H-mode the ion temperature profile is usually very close to the
electron temperature profile for < n > > 2.5 x 10'9m‘3. [l].
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2) Sawtooth stabilization during H—mode.
Suppression of sawtooth activity has been observed in JET in in L-mode 1‘ -discharges [4] , qo was observed to fall below unity [5] , the stabilizationlmllerassociated by the fast particles accellerated by the RF fields or injected by neui as

beams [6]. ln limiter discharges sawtooth activity suppression has alsO gemobserved in conditions in which the central value of q has been driven abounity by deep pellet injection [7]. V5In this section the results of sawtooth stabilization during H-mode, With
lCRF and combined NB/lCRF heating, are presented. The time evolution of ’series of discharges showing sawtooth suppression during H«m0de is presented i:fig.2.

With NB heating in excess of 8MW, at least twice the power threshold ferH-mode transition, injected in a relatively low density ohmic deuterium targetthe H-mode is accompained by a period of sawtooth stabilization of the duration'of.6 -.8 s. In this phase a modest enhancement (10-15%) of central ion andelectron temperatures is observed.
With ICRF heating during the H-mode [8,9] sawtooth suppression hasoccurred routinely with ICRF input powers in excess of 7MW. The maximijmduration of the monster sowtooth has been 2.55. The start and end time ofsawtooth suppression was not correlated with the H-mode phase, but sometimesthe monster crash caused an H to L transition. The temperature peaking factorobtained in sawtooth suppressed H-modes can be compared with the scalingdiscussed in the previous section, with monster H-modes there is an enhancementof approxomately 50% of the ratio electron T,(0)/ < T. > A series of electro“temperature profile shapes with sawtooth suppressed H-modes is shown in fig 3_Here the peaking factor ranges between 3 and 4 (with electron pressure peakingfactors between 4 and 5) with values of cylindrical q =3.2 and averages densitiesin in the range 2 — 4 x 10%". It should be noted that in this case the shape ofthe electron temperature profiles are similar to those obtained in the case oflimiter monsters [10] and that the value of the edge plasma temperature is notvery high. However, due to the steep edge density gradient the electron pressureprofile shows a small edge pedestal PM /P(0) =O.1-O.2,
With combined lCRF/NB heating sawtooth suppresion in H-mode has alsobeen achieved, as shown by one of the traces in fig 2. in this pulsc, ( PRF=2MWand PM, =6MW, <n > =2.5El9m-3), the lCRF had triggered a series ofmonster sawteeth during the three seconds preceding the H phase and the profilesshown in fig 4. Polarimetric analysis of the safety factor radial profile indicatethat the central value ofq is driven below unity in a way similar to other monstersawtooth [5] , while estimates of the content of fast particles confirm the

agreement with the theoretical expectations of sawtooth stabilization [6] .
3) Effects of pellet injection on H-mode

Pellet injection during an already estabilished H—mode causes a large ELM or
precipitates the transition to the L-mode. A series of experiments have been
performed aimed at producing pellet peaked plasma density profile just before
the application of additional heating. Although the plasma density profile
produced by pellet injection was never very peaked, pellet injection was sufficient
to suppress sawtooth activity during the whole duration of the subsequentH-mode phase with a plasma density profile more peaked than the scaling for
normal H-mode discussed in the first section In these pellet fuelled discharges the
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”DAR measured density profiles, even toward the end of the H phase, had a
bell Shaped central regionon top of steep edge gradients. Typical parameters

are: plasma densrty peaking factor=1.6, q=2.3, <n> = 4 x 10'9m’3. Due to
1:16 anhancement in the central values of plasma density and temperature some
éfmese pulses have achieved the highest values of the MT product in JET in
condition of 712T, ( nDrT,(0) = 6 x 1020m‘3keV5)

4) Hot ion H-mOde

1n limiter discharges at low density with NB heating it is possible to raise the ion
temperature well above the value of the electron temperature [11], producing a
’HOt Ion Mode’. 1n X-point configuration in JET with NB injection on a low
density ohmic target it is possible to produce simultaneously Tj>T, and an
H-mode [12,13] . The main difference between the short L-phase and the
following H phase is the decreasing frequency or disapperance of ELM’s activity,
which makes the L phase difficult to define. For JET H-modes, 77(0):T,(0) ,
within 30%, for values of P~Bl< n>s3.(MW/10'9m-3). For higher values of
FNB/ < n > , 71(0)» 71(0). Values of the temperature’s ratio between 3 and 4 are
reached when PNH/ < n > :10. Increasing the value of the ratio PNB/ < n > the
ion temperature profile becomes more peaked: the ratio of central to volume
average ion temperature scale approximately as the square root of the central ion
temperature, reaching values in excess of 4 for 72(O)220keV . Local transport
analysis of the Hot-ion H-mode discharges has shown that the high values of the
central ion temperature are associated with a further reduction of the ion thermal
conduction in the central-half radius region of the plasma [13] where x.- < lmzs’I
and lx.=1-3 1n the Hot-ion H-modes the ion transport is dominated by
thermal conduction. For the electron channel the equipartition term is
comparable to the direct beam electron heating in the outer region of the plasma.

5) Conclusions

The JET H-mode is characterized by an improvement of a factor 2m 3 in global
confinement time over equivalent limiter discharges [1]. The peaking factors of
the plasma electron temperature and density profiles fit empirical scalings as a
function of the safety factor and average plasma density. The central values of
plasma density and electron temperature can be enhanced by 50% in H-modes
with pellet injection and sawtooth suppression. With intense NB injection it is
possible to produce large values of the central ion temperature in Hot-ion
H-mode.
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RADIATION ASYMMETRIES AND H—MODES
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Abstract: The radiation from JET plasmas, as measured by the bolometer ar-

is characterized by poloidal asymmetries internal and external to the main

plasma. This fact limits the capability of producing radiation profiles. Fortuna—

tely it has been observed that internal asymmetries are often strongly reduced;

this is particularly true for the H—mode plasmas which normally show a high de—

cc of symmetry. We present the analysis of this phenomenon together with our

interpretation of the impurity transport mechanisms. The algorithm used, which

has been developed as a diagnostic tool to complement the profile reconstruction

process, is also presented.

rays:

Introduction: Asymmetries of the radiation emitted by the outer plasma region

of JET often present an impediment to the profile reconstruction. They are due to

contact of the plasma with machine structures (limiter, etc.) or to the shape of

the magnetic field (X—point config.) and can be associated with enhanced local

recycling and impurity production. To reconstruct the main plasma radiation pro—

file. the sight lines aiming at the localized radiation source are dropped and

tomographic programs run with the remaining data. Tomography works in most limi—

ter plasmas, where asymmetries can be defined by the first two terms of a Fourier

expansion, but fails in X—point shots because the enhanced radiation from the

target plates severely reduces the number of useful channels. In this case the

only applicable inversion method would be generalized Abel inversion with the as-

sumption of constant emissivity on the flux surfaces, i.e. no internal asymme-

tries. Unfortunately, JET plasmas showed from the very beginning of the machine

operation, long phases with strong internal asymmetries (Marfes [1], up-down and

in—out [2]). Internal asymmetries must be associated with the impurity transport

mechanism. In fact, as we will explain later, the radial electric field associa—

ted with neoclassical transport can be invoked to explain the asymmetries (not

Marfes).
The phenomenon: Symmetric emission is sometimes observed, particularly, du—

ring H~modes. The internal asymmetry can diminish or even disappear altogether.

This is shown in fig. 1 for the longest H—mode obtained in JET so far. Trace o‘ is

the result of the algorithm to be discussed and can be regarded as a measure of

poloidal asymmetry; the other two traces are those of the H—oc light and of the

line electron density and show the characteristic behaviour of the H-mode. The

reduction of the asymmetry was observed in the earliest NBI H-modes in JET (fig.
2) and more recently during ICRH H—modes (fig. 3). Analysis of the behaviour of

the asymmetry signal 0* for many pulses has brought to further observations: 3)

The amplitude is modulated by oscillations in a frequency range between 7 and 22

Hz. Cross correlation checks show that they do not constitute white noise. Their

origin remains unexplained. b) The attenuation of a‘ is often accompanied by a

broadening of the density profile (as e.g. at the end of the H—mode). c) Someti—

mes the attenuation corresponds to periods of enhanced confinement (e.g. the

ohmic phase between Marfe and the start of NBI in fig 4). d) The symmetrisation
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of the radiation, however, is not a sufficient indication of enhanced confinement
since, it is often observed as a precursor to the change of plasma regime (e,
fig. 5 shows the traces of the boundary electron temperature and density during a;
shot with strong gas puff in the X—point. 0 decreases during periods of p131“
boundary electron temperature, e) During ICRH H—modes 0‘ is more noisy than during
NBI because of impurities coming from the antenna which is at the same poloidal
position of the horizontal bolometers. f) An inversion can be satisfactorily per~
formed if a- < .03. g) The amplitude of 0* is influenced by both temperature and
density variation and its trend can be explained by a neoclassical model of impu-
rity transport.

The model: A physical mechanism which can explain the phenomen is based 0n
the friction between impurity and plasma ions [3] with heat conduction and Padia~
tion losses accounted for [4]. The results are quite different from those of‘ [3].
A stationary fluid model for the ions and the impurities with electric charge e2
(index I, 2) describes the transport of the impurities on closed flux surfaces
It consists of the momentum equations for the plasma ions and for the impuritieS
with f]: 1 and f2: —1,

n m 22 2
ZV pLz + eZI,ZnI,Z(E+vI,Zx B) — 11 -f[(vI—vz) + 2.2 "22 VTll,

the energy equation SVKnTv) + Vq = - air) and the equation of continuity for
the impurities in absence of poloidal rotation: Vlnzvz) = O. The principal physj-

cal behaviour is obtained with a test particle approximation (nZZZ<< ml) and with
the assumption Te: TI = T, p = const.(|[1) and concentric circular flux surfaces

forming a toroidal coordinate system. A first order solution is given by repre—
senting all quantities in a Fourier series of poloidal angle 9 and expansion in
the inverse aspect ratio r/RO. The emissivity becomes: elr,6) = e (r) + e (r)sin9
+ezlrlcose where the second and third terms define an up-down and an in—out asym-
metry respectively; their expression is given [with f1: Air) and f2: —B(r)l by:

em Kfiem 2r f1.2Cull“) = nolr), (RES: electr. therm. Conduct).
R: qzlr) [Az(r)+B2(r)] 2

Mr], Blr) and E(r) are flux surface averaged parameters and depend on n2, no, q,

T‘J and on the radiation model. For a coronal radiation model the computed norma-
lized c (r) for carbon and beryllium are shown in fig. 6 with q(a] as a parame—
ter. A pronounced peak of e for carbon between T6 =10 eV and Te: 20 eV can be

deduced from fig. 6 for q(a) 23. In JET this corresponds to an enhancement of e
at the bottom of the plasma for usual direction of the toroidal field and could
trigger a thermal instability (Marfe) near the density limit. With additional
heating or at L—H transition the theory predicts a reduction of the rad. asymme~
tries as reported above.

The algorithm used to produce the asymmetry signal 0‘ is applied before Abel
inversion of the bolometer signals. It is based on the transformation of the line
integrals which is performed during the generalized Abel inversion procedure used
at JET [2]. During this procedure the line integrated measurement Ii. collected

along the viewing line vi of each bolometer (which is identified by an angle at



lux surface i”: to which it is tangent) is transformed into two virtualand the f
I, d Incorres ondin to the two ro'ections of v into the vir—

measurement.s i “Hi P g P J t
tual lines vi and vi , parallel to the Z torus axis and tangent to the same flux

0 'I
a. and afig. 7). If we call ai the paths of the viewing linessmace Wi ( k’ 1k ik

inside pixel i, on which the emissivity Si is assumed constant, and define I. =
g a u o] u o II I

E aik 8i , Ii — 2 a]:k 8i , Ii — 22 aik Ci. , A: [aim], A :1 [anti anld A = [aikl'

the transformed integrals are given by: I = § A I and I = A AV 1. The radia—
tiofl is symmetric if the local separation AI between any two transformed inte—
grals whose line of sights have the same :11 but different angles is so that

A1./ gmlifi/N < l, where Ali is the experimental error of detector i. An appli—

cation of this criterion to the discharge in fig. 2 is shown in fig. 8.3 and 8.1)
for one L and one H mode time slice respectively. The degree of asymmetry, a“, is
given by computing the scatter in the transformed line integrals of some central
channels (for the X—point discharges: 3 each of the three cameras), the choice of
the channels being set by the requirement that any region of external asymmetry
[for example the X—point) be avoided. 0‘ is obtained after averaging the normali—
zed square deviation of the transformed integrals from a least square fit parabo—
la drawn through the same points. This is essentially a sort of x per degree of
freedom. The amplitude of the trace depends on the choice of the channels. The
same algorithm, applied to outer bolometer channels, could be used for studying
the components (up, down. in, out) of the asymmetries.

Acknowledgement: the authors aknowledge useful discussions with P. Cripwell,
J. How, E. Lazzaro and D. Stork.
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The improvement of core confinement has been found in

various improved confinement mode such as Iocl), improved L—
modez) and plasmas with oounter(ctr)— neutral beam(NB) heating3)
and with pellet injection4). These plasmas show peaked density
profiles and significant inward particle pinch. The inward
particle pinch due to the shear of the radial electric field is

proposed in the theoretical models). In this paper, the radial
electric field and particle flux profiles are presented for the

plasma in the JFT42M tokamak with flat and peaked density
profiles.

The profile of radial electric field can be controlled
somewhat by changing the direction of momentum input, parallel

(co-) or anti—parallel (ctr-) to the plasma current6). JET-2M is
a tokamak with a major radius R=l.31 m and minor radius a=0.35
m. It has two tangential neutral beams, one is in co-injection
and the other in counter injection. We switch the neutral beams
during the discharge to study the response of electric field and
particle flux. The toroidal rotation and ion temperature
profiles are measured with multi-channel charge exchange

spectroscopy7) every 16.6 ms, the line-averaged density with FIR
laser interferometer, and total stored energy with diamagnetic
measurements. The toroidal rotation velocity and electric field
changed within 30 ms after the onset of counter injection, while
density peaking parameter, central ion temperature and the total
stored energy continue to increase over 100 ms (duration time of
ctr injection) as shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. Since no saturation
of density peaking parameter is observed, the scale time of
particle pinch estimated with the time evolution of electron
density peaking parameter is more than 1 sec, while the scale
time of flattening at the onset of co—NBI is 20—30 ms. The scale
time of the increase of total stored energy is estimated to be
70 ms, however the estimation of\scale time can be 400 ms if we



fit the time evolution of stored energy up to 850 ms
The radial electric field profiles

obtained with toroidal rotation velocity and ion temperat
profiles and electron density and temperature profiles measu
at 690 ms and 890 ms with Thomson scattering using momen
balance equationa). As shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4,
profile and large share of electric field are ob

exponential function. with
are
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peaked density
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NBI phase.
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Fig.1 Time evolution of toroidal rotation velocit (v ) at r=4cm and theY ¢
ratio of line—averaged electron density measured at r=0.2aand
r=0.8a.
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Fig.2 Time evolution of central ion and electron temperature (TirTe) and
the total stored energy (WP)'

EarriclLfilnx
Since the density peaking is observed in counter phasa

inward particle pinch
estimated from time evolution of electron dens
3ne/3r(r) measured with Thomson

should exists. Particle fluxes are
ity profiles

scattering and FIR laser
interferometer and particle deposition profiles due to neutral
beam. Figure 5 shows the particle fluxes, positive is outward
and negative is inward,
particle flux in co-NBI phase is outward and is balanced to
particle deposition of NE. The inward particle pinch measured in
counter phase is comparable to or greater than outward particle

for co- and counter- NB I phase. The
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in co—NBI phase.
It is interesting to compare the estimation of particle

flux predicted by the inward pinch models) using measured

dafiity and temperature gradients and radial electric filed

profiles. We got the diffusion coefficients D=300 cm2/s for co-

NBI phase and D=130 cmZ/s for ctr-NBI phase to match the

experimental values of flux at r=0.15a. The flux is

proportional to diffusion coefficients according to the model.
since the profiles of diffusion coefficient in core region is

unknown! for these discharges, the comparison with the model is

not quantitative. However we have qualitative agreement with

measurement of the scale time of 1 sec and the estimation of D.

The diffusion coefficient derived from the scale time of density

flux

peaking is less than 200 cmZ/s.
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Fig.3 Profiles of electron temperature (Te) and density (ne) at t=690 ms

(co—NBI) and 890 ms (otr—NBI).
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Fig.4 Profiles of ion temperature (Ti) and radial electric field (Er) at

t=690 ms (co—NBI) and 890 ms (ctr—NBI).

Hmflms
Improvement of ion confinement is clear from figure 2, since

ion temperature is increased and higher than electron

temperature in counter—NBI with the input power similar to that

in co—NBI. The energy flow is obtained from beam power

deposition and energy transfer from or to electron. The energy



exchange between ions and electrons is reversed in Co
injection phase. The decrease of ion heat flow (qCO—qctr) h
larger than the additional inward heat flow (qconv) due to
inward particle pinch in counter NBI phase. It is not Clear thm
whether ion conductivity is decreased or additional heat Pinm
appears in counter—NBI phase.

We introduce effective ion thermal conductivity defined by
qi/I1i(aTi/3r) as a measure of improvement of ion energy
confinement. The effective ion conductivity at r=0.3& is 2 mZ/S
for co—NBI and 0.3 m2/s for counter—NBI phase,

uni—err

although these
increase near the plasma edge. This reduction is consistent with
the scale time of the change of energy confinement of > 70 ms
It is open to question whether the improvement of ion
confinement is due to the reduction of ion conductivity 0: h
pinch. However, the inward particle pinch due to the Electric
field shear associated with the toroidal rotation shear is
observed in plasma with counter neutral beam injection. Thisinward pinch at least qualitatively agrees with the estim
of inward pinch model.
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Fig.5 Profiles of particle (F) and ion heat flux (qi) at t=690 ms (co—NED
and 890 ms (ctr-NBI). In the left figure, open and close circle stand
for the measured particle flux, while dash and solid lines are
estimation with particle pinch model.
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COMPARISON OF THERMAL AND ANGULAR. MOMENTUM
TRANSPORT IN NEUTRAL BEAM-HEATED

HOT-ION H— AND L—MODE DISCHARGES IN DIII—D*

K.H. BURRELL, RJ. GROEBNER, T.N. CARLSTROM, T. KURKI—SUONIO,T
J_ LOHR, H. MATSUMOTO,x G. SAGER, H. ST JOHN, R.P. SERAYDARIAN,

D.P. SCHISSBL, AND S.M. WOLFE

General Atomics, San Diego, California, USA

We have carried out experiments using the hot-ion mode of operation to compare the
bulk transport in L—mode and H—mode discharges. These experiments have demonstrated that
the confinement improvement in the bulk of the plasma in DIII—D is due to a Simultaneous
improvement in electron and ion energy transport. In addition, the magnitude of electron
and ion thermal dil'hlsivities and angular momentum diffusivity as well as the change in these
quantities between L— and E—mode have allowed us to place significant constraints on theories
of tokamak transport.

Although the most obvious improvement in confinement at the L to H transition occurs
at, the plasma edge, there is also a significant improvement in local energy transport through-
out the plasmal": Most of the previous experiments“3 in this area made their comparison
between L—mode and H—mode plasmas at significantly different densities. This could have
afl‘ected the results if the local transport depends on density. The work by Jahns, at al.4 was
done at the same line—averaged density; they still found a. significant improvement in local
transport, although they were not able to determine whether the improvement occurred in
the electron or ion channel. We have extended the work of J aims, et al. to hot-ion conditions
where we can separately study the power flow in the electron and ion channels. We have
made detailed comparisons of energy and angular momentum transport between deuterium
L— and H—mode plasmas with the same density (3.5 x 1019 m‘a), the same current (1 MA),
the same toroidal field (2.1 T), the same deuterium neutral beam input power (8.7 MW), and
very similar internal flux surface shapes.

HOT-ION MODE OPERATION
In transport analysis, one of the major sources of uncertainty in the inferred thermal

diffusivities is the electron-ion energy exchange term. This term is of the forms

m n3 —‘ —‘ (Te — Ti)
"71' 7':

Because this term depends on a temperature difference, the relative error in the exchange
term can be significantly bigger than the relative errors in Ta and T,- in and T,- are close to
each other. In addition, if the coefficient of the Tze T,- term is large, then even small relative
errors in Ta and T; can result in large relative errors in the inferred thermal diffusivities.

In order to minimize the errors in the inferred diffusivities, we have chosen to operate
in the low density, high temperature regime known as the hot-ion mode. Owing to the

* This work was sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-
AC03<89ER51114.

l University of California at Berkeley.
t Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.
ll Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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of the energy exchange term. In addition, by operating with deuterium beam inJectiOI-l, illbeam energy can be coupled primarily into the ion channel. As can be seen in Fig. 1 mi:results in Ti > T2, which means that the relative error in determining Tg_ T.- is almost thsame as the relative error in T,- itself. Central Ti of 12 keV has been obtained in the H‘mod:plasmas used in the present study; other hot-ion H—mode plasmas have had central T‘- as 1.“-Ehas 17 keV.

Since the density rises after the onset of neutral beam injection in both L—modeH—mode, accessing the hot-ion mode requires starting with low Ohmic target densities_ Theselow densities are easier to attain at modest plasma currents. For the study reported here, Wehave utilized operation at 1 MA plasma current. In other work, we have been able to Obtainthe hot-ion mode at currents as high as 1.5 MA.
The density rise continues in the H—mode shot up until the time of the first ELM‘however, the density in the L—mode soon reaches a steady state value. In order to campfirelthe transport in the L—mode and H~mode at the same density, we must analyze the H‘mOdedata during the evolving phase prior to the first ELM. This requires time—dependent transportanalysis, which demands a complete time sequence of profile measurements. Although therewere sawteeth in these plasmas in the Ohmic phase, they disappeared in the beam-heatedphase of both the L-mode and H—mode plasmas. There are no sawteeth during the timeinterval analyzed.

In order to make the internal flux surface shapes of the plasmas that we are comparmgas similar as possible, we have chosen a limiter Limode and a double-111111 divertor H—modeplasma. Vertical elongation of the internal flux surfaces is about 1.8 for both. It was necesaaryto use a limiter discharge for the L—mode case because a divertor discharge with this lunchinput power would have gone into the H—mode so quickly that the L—mode phase could havenot been adequately analyzed. Lower power operation would not have been suitable becauseit would have reduced the difference between T.- and T5.

TRANSPORT COMPARISON
The differences in the radial profiles of temperature, density and toroidal rotation speeddemonstrate that built transport of energy and angular momentum is significantly worse inthe L—mode plasma than in the H—mode plasma. As shown in Fig. 1, the shapes of thetemperature profiles are quite similar, but the central values differ by a factor of about 1.5.A second difference in the profiles is shown in the density profiles in Fig. 2. The H—modedensity profile is broad and quite flat in the center, with very steep gradients in the edge.The L-mode density profile is more peaked. These density profile shapes are characteristicof all the L— and H—mode plasmas operated in DlH—D. This broad, flat density profile inthe H—mode is very different from the extremely peaked density profiles obtained in TFTRsuper-shots, which also have T.- » TE. A third difference between the L—mode and H—modeplasmas is in the magnitude of the toroidal plasma rotation. As is shown in Fig. 3, the angularrotation speed profiles are quite similar in shape, but the magnitudes of the central valuesdiffer by a factor of about 1.8.
Transport has been analyzed in detail in these discharges by using the ONETWO trans-port code.3 The inferred electron and ion thermal diffusivities Xe and x, and the angularmomentum diffusivity x¢ are compared in Figs. 4 and 5 for the H—mode and the L~mode.The most dramatic improvement from L—mode to H—mode is in x.., which improves by abouta factor of three throughout most of the plasma, with an even larger improvement at nearthe plasma edge. The improvement in x¢ is similar to that in Xe- Indeed, outside of p : 0.3,X: and )0; are basically equal within the error bars in both L—mode and H—mode. The x;improves only inside of p : 0.5; there is no change in x,- within the error bars in the outerhalf of the plasma. The x,- is significantly less than x, in the center of both the H—modeand L—mode plasmas. An additional important feature of these inferred diffiisivities is that

nw
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inside of p = 0.3 in the hot-ion H—mode agrees with the predictions of Chang-Hinton
xéoclESSical theory7 within the error bars.
11

c0MPARISONS WITH THEORY
Although Xi in the center of the hot-ion H—mode plasmas is comparable to the ne0<

classical prediction, Xe and X4: are much larger everywhere than would be predicted by the
neoclassical theory. Accordingly, if we wish to understand the thermal and angular momen—

tum transp0rt, we must consider various fluctuation-based anomalous transport theories. Our
expeJimam-.351 observations present a challenge for several of the existing theories of anomalous
traDSPOTt-

Many theories of anomalous electron transport are based on the efl'ects of some form of
electron drift waves However, most of these drift waves are stable in a plasma with a flat
electron density profile; accordingly, they would not contribute to transport in our H—mode

13511135. The recently discussed electron drift waves that are driven unstable by electron
temperature gradients9 might be a candidate for explaining electron transport in these plas-
mas- Since the density gradient is nonzero in the L—mode plasma, electron drift waves might
explain the difference between x, in L—mode and H—mode.

Drift waves can also be driven unstable by ion temperature gradients in plasmas with
flat density gradieutslo'11 if the ion temperature gradient scale length LT, is short enough.
These ITG modes would give x.- about equal to 9“,, which is what is seen in the outer half of
our H—mode plasmas. However, they could not explain the results near p of 0.3, where x,- is ,
basically neoclassical but x,» > Xi- .

The usual picture of ITG-driven turbulence is that it is so strong that LT,- drops to
the critical value needed for the onset of the turbulence, but is then clamped there by the
turbulence. A number ofhot-ion H—mode shots in DIII—D with beam powers from 8 to 15 MW
and plasma currents from 1.0 to 1.5 MA give a minimum LTg/R = 0.08 to 0.1. As is shown in
Fig‘ 6, the theoretical threshold for LT.- /R for the toroidal ITG mode, including corrections
for T; >> Ta, is in the range of 0.2 to 0.4.12 Accordingly, either the threshold is incorrectly
calculated or the idea that LT, hovers at the marginal stability threshold is incorrect. An
indication that the theory may need refinement is given by the results in Ref. 11, which shows
a critical LT.- /R as low as 0.1 when finite Larrnor radius and sound wave coupling effects are
included in a calculation that assumes T.- = Tg. In general, the ITG mode should be more
stable when T; > Ta.
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Fig. 1. Electron and ion temperature radial pro—
files.
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THE EFFECTS OF CARBONIZATION ON
THE CONFINEMENT PROPERTIES OF THE DIII—D HeMODE“

D.P. Scmssnt, J.C. DEBOO, J.R. FERRON, G.L. JACKSON,
K.H. BURRELL, R.J. GROEBNER, A.G. KELLMAN, S. LIPPMANN,

T_W. PETRJE, E.J. STRAIT, J. WINTER,l AND THE DIII—D RESEARCH TEAM

General Atomics, San Diego, CA 92138 U.S.A.

Understanding and increasing the energy confinement time (73; E WT/PT) remains a
primary goal of fusion research. A primary technique utilized to increase TE within a given
machine is to operate at a higher plasma current. Although Zefl' in DIII—D is generally 5 2,
high radiated power (PM/PT 2 0.6) and metal accumulation have been observed during

high current (1p 2 2 MA) beam heated D° -» D+ H—mode discharges. Reduction of metallic
impurity influx has been obtained on numerous tolramaks1 with the introduction of a. thin
carbon film. This paper reports the successful carbonization2 of the DIH—D vacuum vessel
which allowed for routine high current operation, and it examines the confinement properties
of carbonized discharges.

The confinement properties of the DIII—D deuterium H—mode discharges utilizing car-
bonization have been studied over a wide parameter range. Single— and double—null neu-
tral beam heated divertor discharges have been obtained at 2.1 T with Pg, 5 18 MW,
1 g IP(MA) _<_ 3, and 3 5 gas 5 7. Although no specific L—mode to H—mode transition
maiments were performed, the H—mode power threshold for the carbonized plasma was not
substantially different from the non—carbonized case. High plasma current operation com-
bined with 18 MW of deuterium neutral beam injection resulted in the largest DIII—D total
plasma stored energy presently obtained of 3.6 MJ, and also in the stored energy remaining
above 3 MJ for 0.5 seconds. Values of the toroidal beta greater than 5%, at the maximum
machine capability for BT of 2.1 T, were obtained in these same plasmas. Hot ion mode
operation with carbonization resulted in higher central ion temperature (15 keV) at the same
plasma current, toroidal field and neutral beam power when compared to a non—carbonized
plasma. This higher temperature resulted from a lower neutral beam target electron density
which was made possible due to a lower locked mode density threshold. This reduction in the
locked mode density threshold appears to be related to the smaller concentration of oxygen
(factor of ~6) in the carbonized plasmas.

The DHI—D tokamak has 40% of the plasma facing surface protected by graphite and
the remaining 60% consists of Inconnel 625. The interior of the DIII—D vacuum vessel was
carbonized using a methane glow discharge initially resulting in a 60 nm carbon film, the
details of which have been previously reported.2 The carbonization reduced metallic impurity
accumulation during high power H—modes by as much as a factor of 30. Figure 1 compares
the temporal evolution of two single—null H—mode discharges at the same power and current
but one discharge being representative of before carbonization and the other representative
of after carbonization.

A consequence of the smaller metallic impurity concentration was the substantial reduc—
tion in Pad/PT for the carbonized plasmas. The comparison of the time evolution of Pmd
for the before and after carbonization cases with 6.5 MW of deuterium neutral beam heating
is shown in Fig. 1. In the ohmic phase both discharges have low radiated power with the

* This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE—
ACDS-BQER51114.

i Institute of Plasmaphysics, KFA.
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carbonized discharge having a slightly smaller value. In the beam phase PM rises dramati—
cally for the non—carbonized case and remains at a high value which was modulated by the
giant—ELMs. Non—carbonized discharges with a long enough ELM—free period transitioned
back to L—mode due to Pad/PT z 100%. In contrast to the non—carbonized case, the radiated
power in the carbonized discharge remains low throughout the entire H—mode phase.

Figure 2 shows the change due to carbonization of the radiated power profile before the
first ELM of a 2.0 MA, 6.5 MW H~mode plasma. As is evident fi'om the figure, discharges
with carbonization have a dramatically smaller radiation power density in the outer half of
the plasma. Furthermore, the profile shape for the carbonized plasma does not change in time
whereas the non—carbonized plasma had an increase in central radiation which developed (We:
£0.75 seconds. The reduction in Pad with carbonization was accompanied by all increne in
the heat load to the divertor. This substantial reduction in radiation with carbOILization
allowed for reliable double—null tokamak operation over a wide range of plasma current; up
to and including 3 MA.

The beneficial impurity reduction that resulted from carbonization lasted on the Order-
of 150—250 high power discharges. On a shot to shot basis, the oxygen impurity concentration
rose significantly faster than did the nickel concentration. Figure 1 illustrates the Change
in ELM frequency that was observed between pre— and post—carbonization with the latte].
case having an increase in ELM frequency. Since carbonization was performed with CD1,
the deposited carbon layer was rich in deuterium which potentially could have been a large
fueling source for the main plasma. However, the rate of density increase during the H-mode
was not significantly higher than before carbonization most likely due to the 3—5 minutes of
helium glow wall conditioning that is performed before every tokamak discharge and a post~
carbonization bake to T," = 350 0“. Figure 3 compares the density profiles2 of a preg and
post—carbonization H—mode discharge created by 6.5 MW of deuterium neutral beam heat.
ing. The two profiles in Fig. 3 have similar volume average electron densities with values of
9.0 X 1019 Ill—3 and 9.3 X 1019 m”3 for the pre— and post—carbonization discharges respectively,
However, as is evident from the figure, the post—carbonization H—mode plasma had a notice-
ably more peaked density profile with a peak to volume average ratio of ~ 2 compared to a
ratio of ~ 1 for the pre—carbonized case. These profiles were measured during the ELMing
phase of both H—mode plasmas which would correspond to a time of approximately 2700 ms
in Fig. 1. Peaked H—mode density profiles with carbonization were not always obtained and
experiments are presently underway to study this phenomenon in greater detail.

Deuterium H—mode energy confinement with carbonization increases with increasing
plasma current as was observed before carbonization.3 The high triangularity of these car-
bonized plasmas allowed 995 to be greater than three for all values of the plasma current
which greatly reduced the difficulty of operating at 3 MA. The results of a 9 W plasma
current scan are presented in Fig. 4 where it is evident that the increase of confinement
with current ceased near IP/BT = 1 and qgs : 4. This result is similar to previous results‘1
from DHI—D that indicated that the proper criterion for describing confinement saturation
involves Ip/BT not q. Possible mechanisms for this loss of ctu'rent scaling that have been
rejected are the plasma reaching a HT limit, a ceiling on confinement imposed by saturated
ohmic confinement, and significant coupling of sawtooth and ELM activity. One explanation
that is still under consideration is that the confinement saturation at higher current is due
to the interaction of an increasing sawtooth mixing radius combined with a broader beam
deposition profile. Independently fitting the pre- and post—carbonization confinement data
in Fig. 4 yields T}; = 0.841,?8'Jio'2 for both datasets with units of MA and seconds. For the
small number of discharges in Fig. 4, the current exponent is unity within the quoted error
bars. However, a large volume of non—carbonized D° —o D+ data gathered over the last year
indicates that the dependence of TE on plasma current is somewhat weaker than 1;“.

Deuterium H—mode energy confinement with carbonization decreases with increasing
neutral beam power as was observed before carbonization.3 Figure 5 compares the increase of



WT with increasing PT for both discharges with and without carbonization. The carbonized

data presented in Fig. 5 is at 2.8 MA but this is in the regime where TE no longer depends

on Ip' Describing the combined dataset of Fig. 5 with an ofiset linear representation results

in an incremental TE of 156 ms and an offset term W0 of 0.57 MJ.

In summary, carbonization has been utilized on DIIl—D which successfully reduced
metallic impurity concentrations, reduced Pmd/PT and allowed for routine operation at a
plasma current of 3 MA. Although there was no change in energy confinement with car-
bonization, the higher plasma currents allowed for operation at fiT greater than 5% at 2.1 T.

Peaked H—mode density profiles were observed and will continue to be investigated in future
ments. The potential benefit for a reactor like device of a peaked H~mode density profile

would be the increase in reactivity resulting in a larger ignition margin for a given value of

confinement.
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PHYSICS OF THE L TO H TRANSITION IN DIII—D*
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T.H. OSBORNE, W.A. PEEBLES,i AND R. PHILIPONAi

General Atomics, San Diego, California, USA

A decrease in the edge magnetic and density fluctuations is always seen at the
L-H transitions in DIII—D. Although H—mode is best known for an increase in energy
confinement, in fact, the reduction in the edge fluctuations is one of the most reliable
indicators of the L—H transition. In DIlI—D, a sudden change of the perpendicular
rotation, V; in the edge has been also observed at the transition. Recently, theories
that fluctuations are reduced by sheared poloidal flow have been proposed to link
these two observations}!2 Also, a. theory to explain the mechanism responsible for
the observed poloidal flow has been proposed.2 Experimental observations have thus
far been consistent with these theories.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Change in Edge Fluctuations

Mirnov coil measurements show that high frequency magnetic fluctuations
(210 kHz) are reduced at the L-H transition. Probes close to the plasma surface
see the change very clearly. Magnetic fluctuations seen by probes distant from the
plasma surface are usually dominated by strong MHD oscillations with low poloidal n1
numbers. However, background turbulent fluctuation spectra are clearly suppressed
at the transition even on these probes. These changes of magnetic fluctuations are
seen almost simultaneously on inside and outside probes, to within the instrumental
time resolution, ~100 [.tsec. The use of external magnetic probes makes it difficult to
determine the exact spatial location of the observed reduction in magnetic turbulence.
However, the suppression is thought to originate from the edge plasma region. Spa-
tially localized measurements 3 of density fluctuations in the edge of DIII—D plasmas
are doncusing “O” and “X”—rnode reflectometer systems.4'5 They clearly see changes
in the density fluctuations at the transition localized to a. narrow edge plasma re-
gion. Figure 1 shows the fluctuation power obtained by digital spectral analysis of
the reflectometer signals. The O—mode system consists of 6 channels at 15, 24, 32,
40, 50, 60 GHz, which monitor fluctuations at critical densities 0.28, 0.72, 1.2, 2.0,
3.1, 4.5 X 1019 m‘a. In Fig. 1, the channel at 3.1 X 1019 rn‘3 does not the see
the change. However, channels at lower densities all see a sudden decrease. Spatial
locations of these channel were determined from the density profile just before the
transition which is shown in Fig. 2. This density profile is determined from a fit-
ting of Thomson profile and 4 chord interferometer measurements, and the dotted
line indicates the statistical error in the measurement. The closed circles show the
position of the reflectometer channels for which fluctuation levels are reduced. The
open circle indicates the location of the channel which did not see the change. The

* This work was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DE—ACOB-SQER51114.

i Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.
3 University of California at Los Angeles.



plasma minor radius was 57.4 cm, and we can see that density fluctuations in a Harm
edge region 5—10 cm from the separatrix are reduced at the transition. Typical time
scale for density fluctuations to decrease at the transition is about 100-300 [.LSec, All
reflectometer channels lying within the region of turbulence suppression are ObSCrved
to change within 100 psec of each others.

Change in Poloidal Flow
In DIII—D, a. sudden change of poloidal flow in the electron diamagnetic dir6c.

tion was found in the edge region, a few cm inside the separatn'x, by spectroscop;C
measurements of helium lines 6. Simultaneous measurements of poloidal and tOIOidal
flow allow the change in the rotation perpendicular to the magnetic field to be de_
termined. Hem this perpendicular flow measurement, radial electric field can be
calculated from the following force balance equation, E, =fl VP, — (17, X E),
where n is ion density, Z is the ion’s charge, P is the ion pressure, ‘7 is the ion fluid’s
flow velocity, B is the total magnetic field. A sudden change of radial electric field at
a few centimeters inside the separatrix surface is found. The electric field is iHWard
pointing (negative) prior to the transition, and becomes more so after the transition.
The change in the edge radial electric field in the same discharge as of Figs. 1 and 2
is shown in Fig. 3. The time resolution in this rotation measurement was 4 ms, and it
is very difficult to determine causality. For example, the data point which showed the
sudden decrease of the electric field was measured from 2194 ms to 2198 ms, whereas
the L-H transition happened at 2195 ms. However, we have never seen a case where
change in poloidal flow takes place after the change in fluctuations. Rather there are
some cases where edge rotation starts changing well before the transition. Further
inside the plasma, we do not see any significant changes in the V_L or radial electric
field from charge exchange recombination (GER) measurements. Also, the rotationail
measurement around the separatrix surface, from the cold component of the He line,
gives a small change of the rotation. This suggests the sudden creation of steep shear
in the edge radial electric field at the transition. This change in the edge radial electric
field is always observed to occur in all kinds of H—mode transitions in DIH—D(neutral
beam injected, ECH heated, and ohmic H—mode transitions). The edge CER system
has been upgraded recently, and both the spatial and time resolution have been sig-
nificantly improved, and this should allow the causality and the shear in the radial
electric field to be determined.

COMPARISON WITH THEORIES
Biglari et al1 recently proposed a theory of stabilization of microturbulence by

shear in perpendicular flow V_L. They give the criterion for the stabilization of the
turbulence as Art/Lv > Amt/Lug, where AT; is the radial decorrelation length, L,, is
the scale length for shear in '09, Awt is the decorrelation rate, and we 2 Icy m; is the
poloiclal rotation frequency. If we try a. very rough estimate, we can take up = 30 km/s,
and L1, = 2 cm from CER measurement, Art as a poloidal ion Larmor radius ~ 1 cm,
and Aw: = 2 1rX 100 kHz ~ 2 7rX 200 kHz from the refiectometer measurement. This
gives a k, which can be stabilized of k > 0.4—0.8 cm“. The observed rotational shear
is therefore in the right order of magnitude to reduce the turbulence responsible for the
edge transport. Detailed comparison with the theory requires accurate determination
of the radial decorrelation length, and the decor-relation time.
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Fluctuations at 5-6 cm inside the separatrix are usually quenched at the tran-
itiOD- Therefore, if the theory is correct, shear in the poloidal flow must eittend up

:0 that point, or, the poloidal flow must decay further 1n51de thereby Iproducmg shear
with opposite Sign. Biglari et al. predict stabilization with increase in Idog/drl, and
the effect exists with either sign of d‘Ug/d’f‘.

Here, we must note that the stabilization condition given by Biglari et Ial. is
the condition that the decorrelation process by rotational shear becomes dominant.
It is not a. threshold condition. To explain the sudden quenching of the fluctuations,
a sudden increase of shear at the transition is required. Shaing’s theory2 suggests
that poloidal flow is driven by the ion orbit loss in the layer a few polotdal Larrnor
adii from the separatrix. He has also demonstrated a. bifurcated solution in polmdal
flow, thereby allowing a. large increase in poloidal flow at the transition to H-mode.
Experimentally determined lower bounds for the width of the layer where fluctuations
are suppressed are plotted in Fig. 4 against the poloidal ion Larmor radius for that
location. Those widths are within 2—9 Larmor radius. In the near future, refined
experimental work should allow a. more precise comparison with existing theories.

CONCLUSIONS

Edge density fluctuations are found to be reduced in the edge region at the
L-H transition. A preliminary estimate of the width of the fluctuation stabilization
region ranges between 2 and 9 poloidal gyroradii. Dramatic changes in the edge per-
pendicular rotation velocity are also observed at all L-H transitions in the DIII—D
tolamak. It is quite conceivable that the steep shear in the perpendicular flow is cre-
ated over the stabilization region and that the turbulence is strongly reduced by this.

1 Biglari, H., Diamond, P.H., and Terry, P.W., Physics of Fluids B2, 1 (1990).
2 Shaing, K.C., and Crume, Jr., E.C., Phys. Rev. Lett. 63, 2369 (1989).
3 TFR Group, Plasma Physics and Contr. Fusion 27, 1299 (1985).
4 Lehecka, et al., in Proceedings of the Sixteenth European Conference on Con-

trolled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Venice, 1989, Vol. 13B, p 123.
5 Doyle, E.J., et 3.1., “Density Fluctuation Measurements via. Reflectometry on

DIII—D during L— and H—mode Operation,” this conference.
6 Groebner, R.J., et 31., “The Role of Edge Electric Field and Poloidal Rotation

in the L-H Transition,” submitted to Physical Review Letters.
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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF HIGH Bpoi PBX-M PLASMAS
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H. Kugel, M. Okabayashi, S. Paul, H. Takahashi
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University
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handm—n

One important reSult from the experimental research on tokamaks is the so
called H—mode regime in which the energy confinement time can be a factor of
two greater than in the L—mode. The H-mode, first obtained on ASDEX [1], has
been observed in many tokamaks. Because this confinement regime could be
important in the design of fusion reactors, it has been the object of many
different studies. In ASDEX [2], the better confinement of the H-mode regime
has been linked to a reduction of the electron thermal diffusivity, Xe- In JET, a
reduction of the ion thermal diffusivity, Xi, is observed during the H-mode
phase [3]. High beta poloidal discharges in PBX-M typically enter the H-mode
regime. In what follows, it will be shown that, in PBX-M, the H-mode is
characterized by a reduction in Xi~

Th PBX—M k
The objective of the PBX-M project is to understand and improve tokamak

plasma stability and confinement to demonstrate access to the second stability
regime. Fig. 1 shows a cross—sectional view of the machine. Two unique
features of the device, are exhibited, namely: the strong plasma shaping (via a
set of shaping coils), and the close-fitting conducting wall for edge MHD
stabilization. The indentation coil and its armor plate can be seen at the center-
left (1.3 m, 0.m). Up to GMW auxiliary 1.0
heating is achieved by deuterium neutral
beam injection into a deuterium target 0'8 '
(R0=1.65 m) plasma. There are four beam 0.5 B
injectors; two are at near perpendicular
injection angles (RTAN=O.35 m), two at 0" a”
tangential injection angles (RTAN=1.3 m). A 02 D
The beam energy is 40 keV. We will g
concentrate on high BP°1 discharges which 3;: ° '
are produced at a constant plasma N 4,2
current, Ip = 345 kA and a toroidal field, U
Bc,= 1.35T during four neutral beam ‘0-4 EL
injection of 5.5 MW. The indentation is _06 l}
15%, the elongation 1.6. and, a, the '
midplane minor radius = 0.28 m. The 418 -
Troyon parameter Ip/aBt [4] is 0.8 with B 01 _1 O J 1
and (Bp/(I /aBt) of up to 2.4 and .5 '0.6 1.0 1.4 1.3 2.2
respectively. These plasmas typically show x‘mmm’
an H-mode signature ( DC, signal drop Fig.1 PtMlcross—section. A high
followed by increase of the density and Boo] equilibrium 15 shown along
stored energy). Later on, the discharge Wlth Internal hardware,
develops with different kinds of MHD indentation coil, (center left) and

conductive shell



activity. The equilibrium shown in Fig. 1
corresponds to an MHD free H-mode. We
can see in Fig.2, the time evolution of some
parameters of one discharge. The current
(not shown) is maintained constant from 0.3
s on. The neutral beam injector on times are
staggered sequentially at 0.05 3 intervals
from 0.25 s to 0.40 s, with the two tangential
beams being injected first. Full beam power
is maintained from 0.4 s to 0 55 s. The 10 _3
transition occurs at about 0.375 s as can be i'l'e (11319011 )
seenhon the D; tragi. The stifled eraergy 0 I I . I . . . I
reac es maximum v ue at 0. s an , as ' '
continuous mode MHD activity develops, it 2 WMHD (1E5 J)
saturates and eventually rolls down. ELMs 0
start at 0.455 s. . 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 07W“ n n l I . TIME (SECOND)A documentation of these discharges was . _ _
made with the PBX-M full array of F13 2 Time eVOIUtD 0f Plasmadiagnostics. These include a full profile of parameters for high [3. . . . p o]the horizontal midplane electron discharge m PBX-M
temperature, Te(R), and density, ne(R),
measured by a 55 channel Thomson
scattering diagnostic system. Charge exchange spectroscopy measurement
(CHERS system) on one of the heating beams provide the ion temperature and
toroidal velocity profiles: Ti(R) and v (R). This nine channel measurement
covers the outer half the plasma excepf for the last five cm of the edge region,
The Zeff‘ profiles are computed from the Visible continuum and Thomsonscattering data. The radiated power is obtained from an array of 15 tangentially
viewing bolometers located at the midplane. Single time point Thomson
scattering measurements were concatenated to produce a time evolution of
Te(R) and ne(R). The concatenation takes into account the jitter ( z 0.04 s) of the
H-mode transition time which is taken to be at 0.375 s. The end of the‘MHD free
H-mode phase is at 0.46 s, and at 0.49 s the plasma has already experienced
MHD activity for about 0.03 s. The Thomson scattering time slices are at : 0.24,
0.27, 0.30, 0.33, 0.40, 0.46 and 0.49 s. Zef‘f profiles were concatenated similarly,
The Ti(R), v¢(R) and bolometer data are taken from representative shots. The Ti
slices are at every 0.02 s from 0.36 s to 0.46 s plus one slice at 0.49 s. For time
points before 0.36 s, TRANSP [5,6] assume the T; profile to be equal to the one at

DIII divertor
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Fig.3 Plasma temperatures profiles at three times of interest: 0.36 3 during L-
mode, 0.46 5 during MHD free H-mode, 0.49 5 during H-mode with MHD
activity and just prior to and ELM
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o 36 s. The plasma boundary was
“imputed by the 'FQ [7] code. at each
Thomson scattering time pomts. All
this data was input into the TRANSP
code which was run in analysrs mode
to compute the power fluxes and
thermal diffusivities. For_ this
camputation, the documentation lS
interpolated onto a 0.005 s grid. The
convection multiplier was set to 3/2.
We will concentrate on the time
interval 0.35 s to 0.5 s, and we will pay
articular attention to three time

points namely: 0.36 s (L—mode), 0.46 s
(H-mode, no MHD activity) and 0.49 s
( H-mode with continuous mode
activity, just before ELM onset).
During this time interval, the total
stored energy increases from 60 kJ up
to 165 kJ at 0.46 s and then remains at
at about 160 kJ. Meanwhile the energy
stored in the fast ions increases from
35 kJ to 50 kJ. One problem may arise
from the fact that in some cases
Ti = Te over a substantial portion of
the minor radius as can be seen on
Fig. 3. This can lead to uncertain
separation between the electron and
ion channels. Because of the difficulty
of evaluating (measuring) small
gradients at the plasma center, and
because many measurements have
larger error bars in the edge region,
the region of minimum uncertainty
is: a/3 s r s 23/3. Although no specific
study of the error propagation was
done for this analysis, past experience
indicates the relative error bars to be
50% for r = a/2. We can see in Fig. 4 a
plot of the ion diffusivity, Xi: and the
electron diffusivity, Xe: as a function of
time from 0.33 s to 0.5 s for three
values of the midplane minor radius:
a/3, 3/2 and 2a/3. This choice
corresponds to the region of
confidence mentioned above. It can be
seen that the ion and electron diffusivities differ and that
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Fig.4 Time evolution of plasma
diffusivities for three values of the
midplane radius: (a) a/3 , (b) 3/2, (c)
23/3. Values of Xi and xe are computed
by TRANSP, see text for definition of
the transport diffusivity my.

i 2 2Xe- The ion
diffusivity falls by a factor of: 3.0 at r = 21/2, when going from t e L-phase to the
end of the MHD free H-phase even if one last beam is added at 0.4 5. During the
same interval (0.36 s to 0.46 s) the electron diffusivity remains unchanged to
within the uncertainty. The time needed for Xi to drop and achieve its "final" H-
mode value is shorter (0.04 s) on the outside then on the inside (0.08 s). We
must keep in mind that the time resolution of this analysis is limited by the
available experimental profiles to a value between 0.02 s and 0.06 5. Hence the



two Xi drop times previously mentioned are upper limits. The "anal
transition time of 0.36 5, instead 0.375 s, is acceptable in view of the milled"
time resolution. The i profile is inverted ( larger value on the outside) duyfils
the L—mode, and neaiily flat at 0.46 s. The ion diffusivity increases fer tim E
0.46 5 (corresponding to MHD activity) and at 0.49 s, the Xi profile is imees >again but with smaller values than during the L~mode. The drop in elec:beddiffusivity for t > 0.47 s may be related to an overestimation of the Prad data to“
mentioned earlier, the bolometer array is viewing tangentially the machi
midplane where most of the plasma interaction with the first wall (indentafihecoil armor plate, outer limiter and conductive shell) occurs. This radiation
which occurs outside the plasma, effectively causes an overestimate of ti,“
radiation loss, Prad, inside the plasma. As mentioned previously, there is a
problem in estimating the power exchange term, Qie» between the ions and th
electrons when the two temperatures are closer than the size of the error barge
For this analysis ( at 0.46 s and r = a/2), Qie is small (100 kW) compared to io.
conduction loss (1 MW), but of the order of half of the electron conductiOn 106:
(180 kW). A change within the error bars of the temperatures data can thenproduced a significant change in 18. For the reasons just mentioned, We
cannot positively determine the behavior of Xe across the H-mode transition. on
the other hand, x; is minimally affected. For completeness, we plot in the last
lsection of Fig. 4 the time evolution of the one fluid tranSport coefficient defined

in
P§;~,+Py-,+PQ§+PXg

XTF , ,(neVTe+n1VT,)S
where the P00. and PVu are the volume integrated conduction and convectiOn
losses for the ions and the electrons. S is the area of the flux surface. By
considering a one fluid plasma the power transfer term between the two
species ils eliminated. In our case, the evolution of XTr follows that of Xi-

n 1 n
A TRANSP analysis of a PBX-M high I} 01 documentation was performed to

study the transport properties across the f to H~mode transition and the later
H—mode deterioration due to MHD activity. It is found that the transition to the
H-mode corresponds to a reduction in x, by a factor 3.0 at r = 8/2 and a
flattening of its profile, between a/3 and 2a/3. Considering that a fourth beam
was added at 0.4 s, the 3.0 factor is a lower limit. The deterioration of the H-
mode during MHD activity is reflected by an increase in the ion conductivity
andda return to an inverted Xi profile but at a level lower than during the L-
mo e.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

It was recently reported [1.2] that the setting up of radial electric fields by means of

electrodes in the edge of a tokamak plasma could lead to edge rearrangements which are very

similar to L-H transitions. In this paper we report on similar experiments in ohmic

discharges on TEXTOR. A biasing electrode was introduced up to 6 cm beyond the toroidal belt

limiter in full grade TEXTOR plasmas (Bl = 2T, lp = 175 kA, Fl = 1.75 m, a = 0.46 m). The

probe did not become itself a limiter and was capable of sustaining the heat load from the

regular discharge and the extra load connected with the biasing. Clear H-transitions
(density rise, profile steepening, Da drop) are obtained resulting in improvements of about

1.4 in the energy- and 2 to 2.5 in the particle confinement time.

This improvement is achieved using positive, i.e. radially outward pointing fields.

Together with the CCT work (negative fields), our experiment then appears to favour such

theoretical models in which confinement improvement depends either on the absolute value

of the electric field strength or on a gradient in poloidal rotation speed.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION.

The set up used for edge polarisation is shown in Fig. 1. The electrode consists of a

canoe-shaped, carbon head with dimensions length =13 cm, width = 3.5 cm and height = 1.5

cm, mounted on a steel shaft housed in an insulating sleeve made of boron nitride. A bias

voltage is applied between the electrode and all 8 blades of the toroidal belt limiter ALT2, i.e.

the current follows the path: power supply, electrode, ALT2. power supply. It is

experimentally tound that the probe current IE is equally distributed over all blades. In the

experiments reported here. the probe tip is situated at a plasma radius of 40 cm, a distance

L = 6 cm inside the limiter. This zone of width L is henceforth referred to as the electrical

layer. Although the bias can in principle have either polarity. it is found that the current

that can be drawn from the plasma with negative bias (then limited to the ion saturation

current of the electrode) is too small to trigger the H-mode behavior. All results shown
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therefore pertain to positive bias, setting up a radial outward pointing electric field in 1
electric layer. he

3. MECHANISM FOR FIELD CREATION AND FOR TRANSITIONS.

Applying a positive bias to the electrode results in the extraction of electrons from
the plasma. To prevent an indefinite charge build-up, the plasma reacts by setting—up
radial electric field Er capable of driving out ions to the wall. In a magnetised plasma this is
achieved by the following mechanism: the field provokes an E x B poloidal rotation (of Speed
Up) which itself yields a radial ion outflow, provided the rotation is hampered by friction
(compare with outflow induced by diamagnetic or Ptirsch-Schliiter currents). This outflow
will be non-ambipolar it ions and electrons feel a different friction. Such a situation arises
e.g. because of parallel viscous stress effects [3] which result in ion poloidal rotation being
damped by a force per unit volume of the form Fp = m n v Up , where m is the ion mass, ms
the ion density and v is an effective collision frequency [4 -6], and in a radial current
density jr = - Fp / Bt . where 81 is the toroidal magnetic field component. From the ion and
electron poloidal and radial momentum equations, one then readily obtains the appropriate
radial Ohm's law

Er = 8p Ut/ Bi +n jr + TlNclr+1/(en) dPi/df . (1)
where 1'] is the perpendicular Spitzer resistivity and Tim; = 812/ (m n v ) is the resistivity
due to viscosity. It should be noted that “NO is typically 7 orders of magnitude larger than n‘
in accordance with Refs. [1] and [8), we assume that the contribution of the toroidal velocity
Ut to Er can be neglected. From Eq. (1) an approximate relation can then be derived between
the plasma potential at the probe location Vp (= Er L [1]) and IE (= jr A, where A is the
area of the average magnetic surface in the electrical layer)

IE=-AnNc-1 L-1 (Vp+otTi/e), (2)
where T; is the ion temperature (expressed in eV) at the electrode and or is of order unity.

In Refs. [1,2,4] it is shown that sudden transitions from low to high electric fields
can be triggered when (i) v decreases with increasing Up [4-6] such that the friction force
Fp develops a maximum as a function of Up, a feature which is experimentally verified in
[2] and (ii) an IE is drawn such that the torque IE Bi L exceeds that corresponding to the
maximum Fp.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

Figure 2 shows the temporal behaviour of the total stored energy E. the total
bolometric radiation loss Prad, the neutron yield Y, the HQ, radiation at the wall, the line
density fie, the loop voltage Vi, the central temperature T90, and the electrode current IE in
response to a trapezoidal electrode voltage VE. When a critical voltage is reached during the
rise and fall, sudden transitions occur in IE and a concomitant fig, Teo- and E growths and
drops are observed. The gas feed rate is constant during the entire time interval. After an
initial transient the loop voltage returns to its pre‘bias value. The ne and Te profiles
change as shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. Of particular interest are the profile changes in the edge
region. A strong steepening of the density profile results from a decrease at the limiter
radius and in the SOL and an increase in the bulk. Further details, obtained from a lithium
probing beam, are shown in Fig. 4 for the zone 44 < r[cm] < 50. The edge Te profile is
essentially unchanged after an initial contraction responsible for the aforementioned Vt-
transient.
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The energy confinement time TE increases, for the discharge of Fig. 2, from 35 ms

to 52 ms. As the confinement in ohmic discharges in TEXTOFl depends on he , the real gain

of 15E then amounts to about 35 % with respect to non-biased discharges at the same density.

In the evaluation of TE the biasing power, amounting to about 20 kW after the transition and

representing 10 °/o of the ohmic power, was not included. This power is deposited in the very

edge of the plasma and is thought not to contribute directly to the energy increment [7 ]. One

should rurther note that the confinement improvement is occurring even though the radiation

loss (Fig. 2) amounts to practically 100% of the input power.
The gain in the global particle confinement time 1p, defined as the ratio of the total

number of particles found in the discharge to the number of ionisation events inferred from

Hot measurements, is estimated to reach about 2 to 2.5. Ha decreases upon biasing at all 4

monitoring stations around the machine, including at the limiter. The time rate of change of

Hat is rather slow, as exemplified in Fig. 2. The recycling at the electrode itself has not yet

been monitored. However, as IE decreases at the transition, we expect the particle flux to the

electrode to decrease as well.
The setting up of the electrical layer is ascertained from two diagnostics.

Preliminary poloidal Doppler shift measurements yield typical field strengths at r = 41 cm

of 50 V/cm under conditions where VE = 420 V. The extent to which the electrode can

impose the local plasma potential can also be assessed from the electrode's probe

characteristic. The latter indeed imposes , besides Eq. (2), a further relation between IE

and Vp, namely

E = lsat+ ' Isat- 9X9 [(VE - Vp) / Tel .
where 'sat+ and 'sat- are the resp. ion and electron saturation currents. It can readily be

appreciated that a significant drop of IE at increasing density and constant temperature

presumes a decreasing difference VE - Vp. A quantitative analysis yields the change of Vp vs

VE shown in Fig. 5. Applying Eq. (2) allows one to compute R = L TlNc / A and compare nNC

with the predictions from theory. This analysis will be published elsewhere.

5. CONCLUSIONS.

We have been able to improve both TE and 1p by setting up outwards pointing fields in

the edge of an ohmic plasma. Although the understanding for the improvement awaits further

elucidation, our experiment, in combination with the earlier CCT work, should be explained

by models in which confinement improvement depends either on the absolute value of the

electric field strength or on a gradient in poloidal rotation speed.
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Linugdhetififl.
In the ASDEX device, the relaxation phenomena known as ELMS /1,2/ are frequently isolated
events in that no preceding and no following changes of plasma parameters occur. During the
relaxation, a characteristic MHD mode is observed which is no precursor /3,4/. ELMS may be
triggered, however, by other MHD phenomena and they are able to trigger the onset of Mirnov
oscillations, the transition from L-type confinement behaviour to the H mode and vice versa.
This paper summarizes the measurements made in the ASDEX tokamak, in particular those with
appropriate temporal resolution, i.e. at a data acquisition rate of typically 200 kHz.

2. Characteristics of ELMS.

ELMS manifest themselves in the signals of practically all diagnostics; the most instructive ones
are those of the SX diode cameras, the 13.3 loops and the emission of Ha / Du light from the
divertor chambers as shown in Fig. 1. The energy loss caused by an ELM leads to a transient
decrease of the X ray emission at a time scale of about 0.3 ms. It also shows up in the B13 signal:
Due to the decrease of the poloidal beta, the major radius R of the plasma shrinks by an amount
which ranges between a few mms and more than at cm causing the negative dip in the B9 signal
shown in Fig. 1 (and, accordingly, a positive one in 3,3 signals arising from Mimov probes at
the high-field side of the toms). For the sake of simplicity, we have selected an example for
which the motion of the plasma dominates the amplitude of B13 . The superposition of competing
MHD activity is discussed in Ref. /4/.

A variation AR by 1 cm corresponds to a lossof [5p by about 0.05 (the precise value depending
on the initial value of lip). Changes of R of the order 1 cm are also characteristic for 'very soft
disruptions. In this case, however, AR is due to A ([313 + 11/2). The loss of internal magnetic field
energy then manifests itself in the well-known positive current and negative voltage spikes not
observed in ELMS while otherwise well comparable with minor disrutions. We conclude,
therefore, that ELMS do not lead to a rearrangement of the current density distribution (say
variation of 1i /2). This conclusion is important for the interpretation of some of the observations
to be presented in the next sections.

The energy lost from the main plasma is at least partially deposited in the divenor chamber which
is indicated by the positive spikes in the Ha / Du emisssion recorded by fotodiodes viewing onto
the divertor plates. Signals arising from the upper and the lower divertor at different toroidal
positions exhibit no time shift. Hence, an ELM is essentially an m = 0, n = 0 event.



The statements given above refer
primarily to "single" ELMs, i.e. those
in which the temporal distance of
subsequent ones is large as compared
to the duration of the relaxation
process of the order 0.1 to 0.3 ms.
"Grassy" ELMs having a typical
distance of 0.5 ms do not differ in the
essential features discussed so far
apart from the smaller amplitudes.
(The shrinking of the major radius,
e.g., is scarcely observable). Due to
the large repetition rate, it is practically
impossible to identify clear
correlations between "grassy" ELMS
and other MHD phenomena. For this Fig. 1 Signals characterizing an ELM. Time
reason, the following discussion window 2 ms. From top to bottom;
focuses onto "single" ELMs. SX emission along two chords (radii

of tangency being a and a/Z
respectively); 3.3 from a Mirnov
probe locacted at the low-field side;
Ha / Du emission from a divertor
chamber.

3. ELMs triggered by and triggering MHD activity of a different kind.

The example presented in Fig. l was selected such that the relaxation phenomena caused by the
ELM are not masked by competing MHD activity neither prior to nor during not after the
relaxation. Hence, it is a typical example for what was called an isolated event in the
introduction. ELMs appear to be triggered. however, by the so-called "fishbone-like events”
which consist of the increase and decrease of an m = l /n = 1 oscillation accompagnied by an
n = 1 satellite with large m number. These observations were first reported in ref. /5/. It was also
suited there, that fishbone-like events may as well occur without giving rise to ELMs. The
increasing part of such oscillations resembles to some extent to the startup phase of a sawtooth
relaxation. The oscillation, however, is not restricted to the interior of the q = l surface. Rather.
it extends over the entire cross section of the plasma column.

An example for an ELM triggered by a fishbone-like event is shown in Fig. 2. This ELM is a
particulary violent one which manifests itself in the saturation of the photodiode signal not
occuring during the preceding and the subsequent ELM relaxations. In turn, this ELM apparently
triggers the onset of an m = 2/ n = 1 mode which finally leads to a disruption.
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Usually. H_mode plasmas are free of sawteeth but they may occur at low heating power and are

men able to trigger ELMS. This observation supports the interpretation of ELMs as pressure-

driven modesz the relaxation leads to a transient increase of the pressure in the near-boundary

regiOU- The triggering of ELMs by fishbone—like events, however, cannot be ascribed to such a

process.

The m = 2/ n = 1 mode, if occurring during an H phase, is always uiggered by an ELM which is

also hard to explain since this mode is usually thought to be current-driven. In the preceding

55cm)“, however, it was pointed out that ELMs do not change the current density distribution.

Hence, it must be inferred, that the stability of this mode depends on the pressure profile, too.

.m/

Fig. 2 A fishbone-like event triggers an Fig. 3 A sawtooth relaxation triggers an
ELM which, for his part, triggers the
onset ofan In = 2 / n = 1 mode. Time
window 1.5 ms. From top to bottom:
Ha / Du emission from the upper
divertor chamber (photodiode signal

saturates); Bi) signals from Mirnov
probes located in the midplane (low-
field and at the high-field side,
respectively); SX diode signal from a
near-centre chord.

ELM and an L to H transition. Time
window 2 ms. From top to bottom:
Ha / Du emission from the upper
divertor chamber; SX emission along
three chords viewing through the
plasma centre and having radii of
tangency of a /2 and a, respectively.
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4. Triggering of L to H transitions by ELMs.

If an H phase is not finished by a disruption there is always a transition to a second L Phase prior
to the return to OH confinement behaviour. It is well known from ASDEX /2/ and, e.g_, DUUblet
Ill-D /6/ that this H to L transition is commonly initiated by a violent ELM. Apparently, the Edge
barrier characterizing the H-type confinement cannot be restored in such cases.

Most surprisingly, L to H transitions in ASDEX are usually preceded by ELMs, too. An “ample
is shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the first triggering event is a sawtooth relaxation. The transitiOn
manifests itself in the well-known decrease of the Ha / Du emission in the divertor. Prior to this
decrease, however, a peak occurs which exhibits all characteristic signatures of an ELM_ The
dips in the B13 signals indicating the loss of energy from the main plasma, tag, can clearly be
identified if the amplitude is sufficiently large.

It was reported earlier /2/ that L to H transitions need not be triggered by a sawtooth. At high
injection power, only one sawtooth occurs after the onset of the injection and does not trigger the
transitons. Also then, at least one ELM appears prior to the decrease of the Ha/ Da signal in the
same way as shown in Fig. 3.Regardless on the occurrence or non-occurrence of sawteeth, in
lieu of one ELM there might be several ones, typically up to five, with a repetition rate
comparable to ”grassy" ELMs.It should be pointed out that the observations presented in this
section do not refer to rare events. Rather, in the majority of cases (about 90%) recorded with
appropriate temporal resolution ELMs are preceding and apparantly triggering the transition from
the L—type to the H-type confinement regime.

These experimental findings are hard to reconcile with the widely accepted interpretation scheme, ‘
According to this, ELMs are pressure-driven (preferably ballooning) modes and the buildup of
steep pressure gradients near the separauix is a necessary prerequisite. On the other hand, it has
to be stated that in the L regime ELMs occur only immediately prior to the H transition and
exhibit more resemblance to " grassy" than to "single" ones. Maybe, for beam-heated plasmas,
three types of confinement behaviour have to be distinguished, namely L—type, H—type with a
few "single" ELMs and an intermediate state characterized by " grassy" ones. Of course, this is
steep speculation and should only be considered as a possible useful guideline for further
investigations on both the H regime and the occurrence of ELMS.
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ABSTRACT . . . .
The quality of the H—mode benefits from operation With boronized walls and reduced vacuum

wnductances between divertor and main plasma chamber. In particular quasi-steady H-
phases could be maintained up to 2 s (beam pulse limited) by the optimized introduction of

regular ELMS (Edge Localized Modes). With an ELM period of typically 4.5 ms, the
confinement time was 40 ms for lp = 0.28 MA (1.9 MW, H -> D) with a Goldston multiplier
of 1.7. Compared with the quiescent H-mode, a reduction of 10 - 15% in TE has to be

accepted in order to establish the quasi-steady state conditions by the ELMs. The distribution

of the power load onto the divertor plates indicates the same toroidal asymmetries for L-

and H-modes.

INTRODUCTION
On ASDEX quiescent H-phases (H') with almost no or only a few ELMs are basically non

steady-state /1/. The improved confinement properties in the H~phase cause impurities to
accumulate in the plasma center and increasing radiation impedes the discharge from

becoming stationary (Fig.1). Quiescent H-discharges are analyzed in a companion paper by

Ftyter /2/. None of the technical means, available on Asdex, has provided steadyastate
quiescent H-modes. We have tried various divertor configurations, various wall conditions
(stainless-steel, carbonizatlon, boronization ), pumping ( Ti ) and non-pumping ( Cu )
divertor plates and additional Ti-gettering in the divertor chambers. Steady state can,

however, be achieved by the introduction of controlled ELM activity. ELMs affect the outer
zone of the discharge and the impurity development depends very much on their presence and
intensity. This paper describes long quasi-steady state discharges with ELMs (H) in more

detail and compares its properties with that of L- and H'-discharges. Quasi steady-state H-

modes have also been reported by Dlll-D I3/.

OUASI- STATIONARY H-MODE WITH ELMs
Operationally quiescent or ELMy H-phases are produced by careful choice of the plasma

position. Basically, the same discharge (Ip = 0.28 MA, q = 3, us = 3.1 x 1013 cm-3) can
reproducibly be developed into an H'- or an H-mode by changing the horizontal position

(Fig) by only 1 cm (Fig.1). With the actual neutral beam power ( 2.2 MW ) a single-null

divertor configuration is necessary to achieve the H-mode (Az=1.5 cm). The discharge

remains in the L—mode in the double-null configuration ( z = 0 ). During the initial

quiescent phases both H—modes show a similar development of the density and radiated
power. With the onset of more frequent ELMs, further increase in density and radiated power

is prevented and the discharge proceeds in a quasi-steady mode. The level of radiated power,
however, is clearly increased in relation to the L-discharge.

Figure 2 illustrates an H-mode discharge with ELMs. The density remains stable in contrast
to the H'-mode with its continuous density rise. (The gas valve is closed with the onset of
the neutral beams.) The loop voltage drops to 0.3 V and stays low. The confinement time
(~ 38 ms ) remains constant and recovers to the ohmic level after termination of the
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beams. The H«mode lasts for about 50 confinement times and is limited by the pulse Iangth
25. The development of the impurities (Fig.3) reflect the stationary behavior or "ff
discharge: The total radiated power PRAD remains constant. The signals from the core or the
plasma - soft X-rays (SX(O)) and the emission of copper lines (Cu-XXIV) - Slighue
decrease during the discharge. probably due to the decrease in beam power. The stationay
situation in the plasma center is confirmed by the central Zen—signal measured b
bremsstrahlung, which levels off at about 2.9 and stays constant. An L-mode discharge 01
similar power has a left of about 1.6. While in H‘-modes the profiles, in particular the
density profile shows a continuous development throughout the quiescent phase. with ELMs
the plasma profiles remain invariant. Altogether, the H-mode with ELMs develops as
stationary as long pulse ASDEX L-mode discharges reported earlier /4/.
Reproducible H-discharges with still acceptable confinement require a certain ELM-
frequency ( 125 Hz -250 Hz ) which remain to be fairly constant throughout the pulse. The
time-expanded Ha-signal measured in the divertor (HaDlV) in Fig. 2 shows the ve
regular ELM behavior. During this discharge the ELM-frequency is 230 Hz, the standard
deviation from the mean frequency being less than 10% during the H-phase.
Such a stable ELM-behavior has been observed on ASDEX only under special boundary
conditions:
1. The divertor chamber has to be as close as possible. Originally, the water cooled divertor
for long pulse operation had large by-passes with an overall conductance 2-3 times the neck
conductance. The resulting higher gas recycling provided bad H-mode conditions ( high
power threshold, high ELM-frequency, low confinement).
2. Low-Z wall conditions and removal of oxygen as realized in Asdex with boronization.
Thereby, a very stable ELM-behavior can be achieved leading to the favorable H«mode
conditions with ELMs reported in this paper.
Under these circumstances recycling control and optimized wall conditions allow sufficient
control of the plasma position to avoid degradation in confinement caused by the
operationally unstable situation in the sense that a sudden increase in ELM frequency causes
a reduction in major radius ( from equilibrium ) which gives rise to a further increase in
the ELM frequency.
The relevance of the H-mode with ELMs depends, of course, on the confinement degradation
introduced by ELM activity. Am optimum has to be sought: ELMs have to be frequently enough
to prevent impurity accumulation but the energy loss through them has to be minimized. In
comparison to quiescent H-modes typically a reduction of 10 -15% in 15 has to be paid for
the quasi-steady state conditions. In the current range .28-.42 MA Goldston multipliers of
1.7 to 1.9 are achieved by ELMy discharges ( PN|= 2.5MW ). For Kaye-Goldston scaling the
corresponding multipliers range from 1.9 to 2.2.

POWER LOAD ONTO THE DlVERTOFl-PLATES
If one considers the H-mode stabilized by ELMs with this modest confinement reduction as
reactor-compatible, the load distribution on the divertor in this discharge is of interest.
On ASDEX time-integrating calorimetric measurements for the toroidal distribution of the
thermal load on the divertor panels are available. Figure 4 shows distributions of an ELMy
discharge (see Fig. 2 ) and a single-null L-mode discharge. The two discharges produce very
similar toroidal distributions of the deposited power caused by vacuum islands residing at
the plasma edge. It is important to note that the power flux across the separatrix via ELMs
does not aggravate the problem of asymmetric power distribution.
In contrast to the toroidal distribution. the ratio of the power load to the inner and outer
divertor plates is different for the two discharges: The power outflow of the ELMy H-
discharge is more symmetric, reducing the inner to outer ratio by a factor of nearly two.
Future experiments have to confirm whether this observation is typical.
Furthermore, as the energy lost via ELMs is distributed onto the divertor plates over a
larger width the technical problem of handling large power fluxes is further reduced.
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CONCLUSION . .
With boronized walls and reduced gas oonductances between the divertor and the main plasma
chamber very regular ELMs can be produced in the ASDEX H-mode. They prevent the

urily accumulation usually observed during the quiescent H-mode and allow a quasi-

steady discharge for 2 seconds ( up to now limited by the pulse length of the neutral beams ).
The introduction of ELMs under optimized and controlled conditions reduces the confinement

time by an acceptable amount of 10 to 15%. An H-discharge with ELMs could therefore be
considered as a candidate for reactor application in particular as no additional problems
seem to arise from the point of view of power deposition onto the divertor plates.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FlG.1
Influence of the horizontal (Flo) and vertical (2) plasma position on the development of the

discharge (IP = 0.28 MA; q =32. He, = 3.1 x 1013 om'3) during neutral beam heating.
A difference of 1 cm in the major radius Flo discriminates between the two Hemode

variants.

Fig.2
Time histories of parameters for an H-discharge with ELMs ( Ip = 0.28 MA, q = 3.2. ne
=3.1E13 1/cm3, TE= SBms, PM = 2.2 MW). The time expanded insert of Ha-signal shows

the very regular ELM-activity (ELM-frequenzy = 230 Hz)

Fig. 3
Impurity development for the H-discharge of Fig.2: Global radiated power PRAD as well as

Cu-XXIV line emmision and soft-x radiation (near plasma- center) decrease slightly
(probably related to the decreasing neutral beam power). The Zeff(0) stabilizes around 2.9.

Fig.4
Time integrated toroidal power distributions on the inner and outer sectors of the ASDEX
divertor for single-null L- and ELMy H-discharges. Both discharges produce very similar
toroidal distributions, but the H-mode shows by a factor of two less inner/outer
asymmetry.
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The spontaneous transition in the regime of improved

confinement has been obtained recently in deuterium plasma

in "TUMAN—B" tokamak. Similar H—mode discharges on different

tokamaks were observed so far in the experiments with strong

auxilliary heatingf1-4] and also in ohmic regime on DIII-D

in the separatrix configuration [5] . The Hemode—like beha—

vior in "TUMAN—B" took place in ohmically heated discharges

where plasma was bound by poloidal limiters. Some features

of the appearance of Hemode were observed also in the regime

with magnetic compression and second current rise[6].
The distinctive feature of "TUMANh3"[7] is a small as—

pect ratio of torus R/aln2.3 (RaSScm, a1-24cm) which allows

to obtain a large plasma current I in a low toroidal field

Bt . In the described experiments the plasma parameters were

I:,-95kA 3t: 4. 5-6. SkG, average density ne- o. 5—2 1013em'3,
ohmic power Pong EOOkW. Under these conditions the corres—

ponding power flux through the plasma surface achived the

value Poh/S - 4W/cm2. This magnitude corresponds to the thre-
shold for transition in H—mode on other tokamaks with auxil~

liary heating [a]. It should be noted that the height of four
inconel poloidal limiters inside vacuum vessel was onlyi1.20m

and.probab1y such limiters did not play an appreciable role

for wall protection.
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Fig.1.‘l‘ime evolution of P1351113
ID,“ parameters in H—mode dis-

"' -ao charge . Bt = 6.5kG, (1)3.

“F
"

u, The required conditions for
obtaining of H—mode were low re-

h cycling and small flux of impuri.
-—— _______ ties. For the cleaning of inconel

vessel the low temperature imam,~

91
.8

.u
.

tive discharge in 02 and D2 was
________ used. As well as in JET-2M [4]

content of impurities and recyc-
° ' ' ‘ ' ling were lower when plasma co..

Iu d J lumn had a small shift AR~2-3cm
Eli ______ towards the inner wall. After.5

cleaning radiation losses P

ne
,lo

"c
ni’

T

rad
did not exeed 30%Poh. Typical va—

2 \n lue of effective charge was Z n.m- /8"°"°“°‘ 1. 5. eff
n A. ‘ J . Time evolution of plasma pa-

rameters in H—mode discharge (so-
lid lines) and in the discharge
without H—mode (dashed lines) is
shown on fig.1. The characteristic

.4_ features of the appearance of H-
g W mode were fast drop in Dal. emission

and increase in plasma density. In
the case of fig.1 (q >3) the tran-

” I'o 2'0 1'0 410 sition occured during the period
of plasma current rise at t=20ms
when the resonant surface m/n=4
appeared in the vicinity of plasma

edge. Apparently the burst of MID—instabilities at this mo-u
ment could increase the heat flux to the plasma boundary and
thus facilitate the transition. Sometimes a small change of
toroidal field ABt/Bt~1% was sufficient to diminish the
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Fig.2.Time evolution of plasma

parameters in H—mode dis-

charge. Bt = 4.7kG, q<:3.

amplitude of MED—spikes and elimi-

nate the appearance of H—mode.

Fig.2 shows the spontaneous

transition in H—mode behavior

during the stage of current flat-

top. Here the transitions was not

connected with any resonant burst

of MHD-activity (the value of

safety factor q=2.6). In both

examples (fig.1 and fig.2) the

transition in H-mode was follwed

by the increase of plasma energy

W; (fig.1e,2d) defined from the

measurements of diamagnetic flux,

by sharp rise of soft X—ray emis-

sion (fig.1f,2e) from plasma

center and by the increase of cen—

tral electron temperature (fig.1g)

The energy confinement time'tE as a function of average

density for two regimes q:>3 and q1<3 is plotted on fig.3

and fig.4 respectively. H—mode energy confinement times were

a factor of 1.2—1.3 longer than typical values of’EE in

ohmically heated plasmas without H-mode. Similar effect of

improvement of energy confinement in ohmic H—mode was obser-

ved in DIII—DEB] . In our experiments particle confinement

time was increased approximatly 3-6 times after transition.

The distinctive feature of H—mode in "TUMAN—3" was also

a significant rise of sawteeth oscillations on the signal of

soft X—ray emission (fig.1f,2e). The time evolution of soft

X-ray‘ emission in the H—mode regimes indicates the possible

formation of peaked current density profile.

The appearance of H—mode caused the rise in radiation
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Fig.3.Energy confinement time Fig.4.Energy confinement time
as a function of average as a function of average
density. Bt-6.5kG density. Bt-4.7kG

losses (fig.1d), loop voltage Up (fig.1a,2a) and led to the
current disruption. The increase in radiated power was obvi-
ously a consequence of accumulation of impurities observed ;
usually in ELM-free Hhmode discharges [9]. i

One should note in conclusion that both observations of ;
H-mode appearance in ohmically heated discharges in DIII-D ?
and in "TUMANLB" were made in tokamaks with small aspect
ratio and in the regimes with low toroidal fields. Ohmic
H-mode in "TUMANe3" was obtained in limiter configuration
without magnetic separatrix inside vacuum vessel.
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After 18 months of operation at 1.8 Tesla , the toroidal field of TORE—

sUPRA has been increased to 4.5 Teslas , its nominal value ‘ The most

unexpected consequence of this field change was the appearance of large

amounts of runaway electrons during major disruptions : tens of RA are

obtained during the strong disruptions .

These electrons are mostly observed through the photonuclear processes

induced when they are lost in the inner wall
» Hitting the carbon tiles , they radiate a part of their energy as hard

x_rays . The X-ray spectrum ranges from zero up to the initial electron

energy -
w This X—ray beam , going through the vessel materials , can stripe

neutrons , protons or alpha particles from the different nuclei . These

reactions are observed both by the produced neutrons ( photo—neutrons ) and

the radio—activity of the residual nuclei . Each reaction is possible only

if the X—rays have an energy higher than a minimum value , the threshold

energy E ‘

Estimations of the electrons individual energy is then performed by an

analysis of the radio-isotopes formed , each one corresponding to a given

threshold . Its observation indicates that at least some electrons have got

an energy higher than the threshold .

Activation of the vessel material ( carbon , steel , copper , ... )

gives a first set of data . The reaction with the highest threshold clearly

seen is : c12 ( X,nu ) Be7 -> t = 25.3 MeV . With a 54 days half—life , the
Be can be measured during operation shut—down , weeks after disruptions

Its high level observed all around the torus graphite first wall . suggests

that runaway electrons have currently reached energy well above 30 MeV

But no higher threshold can be used with the intrinsic elements of the

vessel , the produced radio—nuclei having too short periods to be measured ‘

It is then necessary to place other samples in the hard X-ray beams . The

best choice , to obtain high threshold . high cross—sections with

appropriate half—lives ( a few hours or days l is bismuth . The main

reactions , which could be observed , are :

512°9 ( X,3n ) 312°6 : z = 22.4 MeV / T‘/ = 6.2 days
Bi2°9 ( x,4n l 312°5 : z = 29.5 MeV / T‘/2 = 15.3 days
312°9 1 x,5n ) Bi2°4 : z = 37.9 MeV / T‘/2 = 11.2 hours
312°” ( X.6n ) Bi2°3 : E = 45.1 MeV / T‘/2 = 11.8 hours
512°9 ( x,7n ) 312°2 : z = 54.0 MeV / T‘/2 = 1.7 hours
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On gosbismuth sample . irradiated during one shot , we obserVed 312“but no Bi : electrons have reach an energy about 45 MeV during twdisruption . This value will be used in the following is

This 45 MeV value for the electrons energy can be compared to 0the
theoretical estimations : r
» Total integration of the loop—voltage give a maximum value of 80 MeV
» The ripple resonant interaction limit the runaway energy at 70 Mev [ll» Confinement by the poloidal field is not possible . even for 10 Meelectrons : more complex trajectories involving vertical fields must besupposed , and are not yet clearly understood .

The number of electrons produced in one disruption is determined bymeasurement of the photo—neutron flux ( mainly produced by (X.n) reactionson iron ) J Estimations of the neutron/electron ratio , obtained from [2]are of 2 10 n/e for 50 MeV electrons in a carbon and steel vessel '
Total neutron productions are only known within a factor two , the

source geometry being rather different from the one used for calibration of
the detectors for fusion neutrons . Two checks of the order of magnitude of
the neutron fluxes were obtained : the activation of the copper from thepoloidal coils by the capture of the neutrons ( after thermalisatioh l andthe level of the Ni57 radio—activity in the vessel ( Ni58 ( X,n ) Ni5 )

Neutron integrals were currently between 1013 and 1014 neutrons , with
a maximum value of 2.7 1014 on shot TS-2179 . Supposing that all electronsare at 45 MeV , a mean value of 2.5 1016 electrons are accelerated on each
disruption . They carry a current of 80 kA , and can deposit almost 180 kg
in the wall where they are lost ( the maximum values are 430 kA and 1 MJrespectively )

72 strong disruptions ( d/dt > 25 MA/s ) have been studied . withplasma current from 0.6 to 1.8 MA , toroidal field from 1.8 to 3.9 T and
various electron density and temperature ( pellet injection )

As expected . the number of neutrons increases with the plasma current
value , and the steepness of the current fall : they correspond to higher
loop-voltage and acceleration time . Typical minimum values to obtain
runaways are 0.8 MA before the disruption and 40 MA/s falling rate . Changes
in electron density and temperature have a small effect : after pellets
injection , where density is doubled and temperature halved , the number of
electrons is smaller for the same lo and dIP/dt .

But , these variations are relatively modest compared with the three
orders of magnitude observed in neutron flux evolutions when the toroidal
field increases from 1.8 to 3.9 teslas : the hardest disruption under 3.
teslas ( TS—2397 : 1.5 MA at 100 MA/s ) produces less neutrons than lower
ones at 3.9 teslas ( e.g. 1.2 MA at 50 MA/s ) by a factor hundred . A few
Typical value have been grouped in table I

No clear reasons for this evolution has been identified :
a It does not correspond to a slow evolution of TORE—SUPRA , because

disruptions done the same day with variable toroidal field show clearly the
phenomenon .
a Plasma temperature tends to be higher with stronger field : but a simple

thermal effect ( more electrons close to the critical Dreicer energy ) is
not coherent with the results obtain with pellet injection
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* Energy Timitations due to rippie interaction [1] is not sufficient to
expiain such Targe variations in neutron fiuxes .

SHOT Bt (T) Ip (MA) d/dt (MA/s) NEUTRUNS

TS—1169 1.84 0.93 53.0 3.10B
TS-1377 1.84 1.13 02.0 2.108
T5-1202 1.84 1.17 106.0 2.101“
Ts—2381 2.52 1.28 31.0 < 10B
TS-2386 2.52 1.20 111.0 6.10H
Ts—2397 2.93 1.49 105.2 2.10‘“
75—2400 3.54 1.07 77.0 2.1013
TS-2286 3.85 0.74 15.0 < 103
TS-2321 3.85 1.28 34.5 4.1013
TS-2156 3.85 0.88 46.0 2.1013
TS-2179 3.85 1.82 72.0 3.10“
T5—2135 3.85 1.28 109.0 3.1013

TABLE 1 : DISRUPTIONS PARAMETERS

Today , the oniy expianation seems to be an accumuiation of a11 the
previous effects . and other ones . each accounting for an increase of a
factor 2 to 4 .

During an opening of the vesseT , highiy radioactive areas have been
observed on the centrai coiumn , ciose to the equatoriai piane : they are
the signature of the eTectron impacts ( photo—nuclear processes ) . The

toroidai distribution of this activity is represented on figure 1 . The
minimum are Tocated under the toroidai coils . and the maximum beetween two
adjacent coiis . They are sTightTy dispiaced from the inter-coii midane
accordingiy with the eTectron veiocity direction .

Two survey have been made : one on the first week of january , after 7
strong disruptions with runaways . and the second in february after 27 other
disruptions . The ratio between the 18 peaks ( TORE-SUPRA has 18 toroidai
coiis ) was the same , oniy the absoTute vaiue was different from one
measurement to the other . This suggests that the eiectrons impact
distribution is the same from one disruption to the other , and the 18
Tocations between the coiTs are aiways struck with the same proportion of
the runaways .

A confirmation of this fact has been obtained by an evaTuation of the
radioiogicai age of the impacts : the ratio beetween short ha—Tife
isotopes like N157 (1.5 day) and iong haif-Tife ones Tike Cr5' (27.7 days)
or Mn (310 days) is the same ( within 10% ) on aii Tocation . The first
ones have mainTy been produced by the Tast disruptions ( 4 ) and the seconds
by a11 disruptions since the toroida] fie was increased . ETectrons lost
during these four Tast disruptions have then hit the waTT with the same
spatiai distribution as that of a11 the disruptions before .

The systematic differences from one piace to the other must be due to

sTight mis-aTignements of first waii paneTs respective to the magnetic
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lines . The 18 peaks modulation is caused by the magnetic ripple : th
distance between the toroidal field line and a circular toroidal line Chang:
about 1.1 mm from a under—coil location to an interecoil one . If tms
millimeter can explain the factor of ten between the minima and the cioSE
maxima , a radial change from one panel to the other of the same order m
magnitude can account for the peak difference . A better alignement Seems
difficult to obtain

Burnt , and even broken . graphite tiles have been discovered
correlated with the highest radioactive spots . If electrons are distribUtQ
around the torus proportionaly to the radioactive peaks , an estimatEG
energy from 10 to 100 kJ per disruption is deposited on a few tens of squ3re

icentimetres . This energy can increase the tile temperature of at least
500°C . Some of them have been broken by the thermal shock

FIG 1 : RADIO-ACTIVITY OF THE FIRST WALL

4L
DETECTOR RESOLUTION

TFO. 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

[1] L.LAURENT a J.M.RAX — Europhys. Lett. ll[1990]219
[2] H.C.BARBER a W.D GEORGE - Phys. Rev. 11§[1959]1551
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RUNAWAY RELAXATION OSCILLATIDN ON HL-i TDKAMAK

Ding Xuantong, Zhang Hongyins Xu Deming, Zheng Yongzhen

Yan Ying: Zao Janyong

Southwestern Institute of Physics,
Leshan: Sichuan; P.R.China

we have studied the non-thermaL radiation in HL-i

tokamak at the frequency SSGHz and 80GHzE1]. In this paper,
the experimentaL resuLts obtained by means of a microwave

receiver (the bandwidth of the IF ampLifier extends from

ZDMHZ to 100MHz and its gain is SUdb. The bandwidth of the

video ampLifier extends from DC to TODKHZ and its gain is

about AUdb.) at frequency iOGHz wiLL be presented. The
microwave radiation with frequency TDGHz in HL-i device is

much stronger than thermaL radiation LeveL in Lower density.

The stationary radiation waveform is simiLar to the eLectron

cycLotron radiation which has been studied [1], as shown in

Fig_1. The feature of the radiation with frequency iOGHz is

that a series of sawtooth occurs in certain pLasma density

range. Fig.2 shows these sawteeth. They onLy occur in

Lower pLasma density range in which runaway eLectrons can be

deveLoped and the frequency of the radiation satisfies the

condition: w < a» < “he! under which runaway instabiLity

may arise: here K» and uh; are pLasma frequency and

eLectron cycLotron frequency respectiveLy. The rising time

of the sawtooth is in the order of ten s and the faLLing

time is Less than 2ms, generaLLy. This period agrees with

the experimentaL resuLt about the runaway reLaxation on TFR

tokamakES]. For most conditions, the period of sawtooth is

not Long. The ampLitude and period of sawtooth are in

Linear reLation. Sometimes; when the period of the sawtooth

is Larger than ii they deviate from Linear reLation and

reLate to each other LogarithmicaLLy. In the foLLowing- we

wiLL describe some phynomena reLated to the sawteeth of

106Hz radiation and try to expLain them with avaiLabLe

theory about runaway instabiLity.
1) Upper and Lower Limit of pLasma density:
The sawteeth of 1UGHz radiation occur in Low pLasma

density. Fig.3 shows the reLation between the radiation

with frequency iDGHz and pLasma density. The Zig-zag part

in the figure represents the sawteeth for the iDGHz

radiation. Point a and b denote the beginins and end of the

sawteeth in time scaLe, respectiveLy. We found that at

point a and b the pLasma density is about 0.4Xi0” /cm{ At

pLasma density Lower than this vaLuei'no sawteeth can be

found. We think that this vaLue is a Lower Limit of pLasma

density for sawteeth of iUGHz radiation.
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According to the reLation between the sawteeth of 1radiation and pLasma density: it seems that the sawteEt
ioGHz radiation may be caused by magnetiC' pLasma Wave
instead of eLectron cycLotron emission: because frequency 0;pLasma wave, which deveLopes when runaway: instabiLityoccurs; is equaL to a» k” /k y‘and etectron'cycLotronfrequency is onLy retated to toroidaL' magnetic fieLd 8.Since we use a microwave receiver at'ffixed'frequency Ithe reLation Mbcos a < k) is aLways satisfied when pLaSmadensity is Low enough. So-this wave can not be received atany 9( Sl= tg"UJ./U'u ).

At pLasma density higher than 1.8x10”/cmi the sawteethdisapear in the increase of the piasma density. as shown'mFig.4. So i.8xiD”/cm'can be regarded*as an upper Limit of
'pLasma density for sawteeth. ‘The upper timit of density forsawteeth shows that when the runaway eLectrons are exhaustein higher‘ density range. runaway~ instabiLity can not
devetope"further;

2) Sawteeth and'sudden change of stationary radiation:Itherdecrease of ptasma densitya*when ptasma rdensityis Less than” the* upper Limit: the sawtooth of 10933fadiation can not atways'be found. It iS'possibie to find‘such sawteethr onty afterathe‘sudden'change*of”the*SOGHZ'and§SGH2’TBdiation, which have atso keen studied in “reference
[1]. After the sudden<changero+ radiatton’mentioned'abDVQ;
inc sovfiaeth~eanibe‘+ovndy'when MetasmaVTGenstty is higherthan' itS’ Lower timir, as 'showfi~ in Fig.4(fii.‘ If ptasmadensity~is’Lower=than its tower i4m+t» aswshown~fim~Figs4(B)fi
‘no sawteeth‘can'be~observed.Because‘the sudden change-of thestationary radiation is an importentvmhenomenum 'that pitch
angLer of runaway: eteetrons is changed, so the sawtooth of
WGGHZ radiation is thought to be caused by the same cause.

‘ 3) Sawtooth-of ioGHz radiation and sawtooth “of soft
rx-ray:

We foundxthat the sameisawteeth~of'the soft ‘X-ray canfo‘ esserved in the»Lower density discharge. Both sawteeth
have the same period and are in one to one correspondence.However the sawteeth of soft X-ray stiLL exist when thebLasma densitY'ts Lower than 0.4x10”/ cm!

flhe sawteeth of soft X‘ray in Lower density is
different from that in higher density; which is thought to
be caused by MHD instabiLity. In the case of Lower density;
inverse sawteeth‘ occer at every radius of cross section.
There is no inverse surface at q=iy as shown in Fig.5. The
ampLitude of the radiation with sawteeth can reach 50 per
sent of the totaL radiations ~in 'which there is aLso
stationary radiation. The ampLitude of sawteeth in higher
density case is about 20 per sefit of the totaL radiation:
generatty. A possibte exulanation is that with runaway
instabiLity high4 energy eLectrons are scattered in the
veLocity space. Their paratteL veLocity decreases rapidLy
and the bremsstrahtung radiation are emitted in soft X-nay'range;

UGHz
h of
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Accordion to the phenomena mentioned above. we think
fhflt stronger runaway instabiiity is excited in Low density
Sischarge of HL-i device.The sawteeth of iflGHz radiation
come from magnetic pLasma wave‘ which may be conversed to
magnetoeiectric wave because of non-Linear wave-wave

interaction. Some phenomena rotated to this‘instabiLityy
for exampLei periodic bursts of hard X-ray emission and
spikes of Loop voLtaae, have not been observed. We think
thjg since the rippLe of the toroidaL magnetic fieLd of HL-i
fgkamak is very emaLL (0.6%), these phenomena is too weak to
59 observed. "

Thanks to Dr. G.C.Guo and Dr. Z.C.Den for the data
{hay prov1ded. ALso thanks to aLL members of the HL—i
totamak teem for their continuos cooperation in running the
device .
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Fig.1 Stationary radiation at
frequency loGHz and 35GHz
a) 3SGHz radiation
b) IOGHz radiation
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Fig.2 Sawteeth of lOGHz radiation
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ENERGY USS- IN A MAJOR DISRUPTION AND MED INSTABILITIES AT IN q, IN THE
HL-l TOKAMAK

Qingdl GAO. Yongzhen ZHDIG, Cancheng G00. Libo RAN, Fangzhu LI.
Manqiu TAN, Longwen YAN, Huaiguo ZIIAO, Keqiang HUANG, Lixin TANG

(southwestern Institute of Physics, P 0 Box 15, Leshan, Sichuan, China)

1' Energy loss during a major disruption

Durinz a major disruption, the stored energy is lost in two phases. In the first
phase: the plasma loses the major part of its thermal energy in a very short time
( 50-150ps) with a large negative spike (WV) appearing on the loop voltage
siowl- in the period of the negative spike there is a short burst of regular
oscillation with high frequency (~100kll.) 'which disappears as the negative spike
ends (Fig.1). The oscillation appears on the signal of the plasma current and
the equilibrium magnetic field and is superimposed on the negative spike. The
disruption is a loss of confinement due to a fast rearrangement of the magnetic
mwlogy which is characterized by a flattening of the current profile. At the
begining of a disruption. the plasma current is unchanged and the abrupt reduction

of the plasma inductance causes sharp decrease of the loop voltage. In the

disruption shown in Fig.1, the width of the negative voltage spike is ~50ps.During
this period the change of the magnetic topology permit the plasma inductance of lph
before disruption to be reduced to 0.75ph according to a reasonable model. The
magnitude of the voltage decrease produced by the average changing rate of
inductance can be 659‘" for I,=l30kA. The loss of the thermal energy results in
an increase of the plasma resistance as well because of the drop of electron
twerature and enhancement of impurities. The increase in resistance corresponds to
a voltage change Of less than 100v. From the evaluation given above. it is concluded
that companying the abrupt release of the thermal energy. a‘ negative voltage spike

of several hundred volts can be produced. As is shown in Fig.2. the amplitude of

the spike normalized by the plasma current (Av/1,) generally decreases as the width

of the spike(At) increasesmhich means that the negative voltage spike is related to
the changing rate of the plasma inductance. The hard disruption is of the same
scenario in the first phase even if it does not terminate the discharge. In this case

the external circuit sustains the current and the plasma position unchanged

immediately after the energy release. and the temperature profile is recovered.

The thick conducting shell in llL-l can prevent the plasma position from changing

too much during a disruptive disturbance, so most of the disruptions are minor

disruptions [1]. In a normal termination of discharge the plasma current decreases

even .quicker than in the disruption case. but there is no large negative spike

appearing on the loop voltage signal (Fig.3). This indicates that the magnetic

configuration is not destroyed seriously and the quenching of the plasma current

is due to the exhaust of voltrseconds and the lost control of the plasma position.
After the first phase, the ensuing increase of the plasna resistance causes the

current of the system composed of the plasma and coils coupled together by the



iron core transformer to decrease. The magnetic energy stored in the po
is dissipated into theplasma and lost with the quenching of the plasma Winn. The
waveforms of the current decay in disruptions are rather variable, but, the
rates are much lower compared with other tokamk devices. In a typien
case, the current decreases rapidly with i,~-16MA/s from the bag
hesitation in the current decay which may be due to the runaway compo
the original decay rate is recovered. This kind of disruptions are
disruptions and they are of a snall fraction in the events of disru
termination. The majority of major disruptions in HL-l gave value
limits of vows and ~8MA/s, and in some of the cases the current falls
the end of termination. This fast quenching of the plasna current is si
normal termination of discharges and is probably a result of
plasma position.

In an iron core tokamak, the system composed of the primary winding (0H coils)
and the plasna can be considered as decoupled from the other coils to a Seed
approximation. The plasna behaves like an independent system with an effectiVeinductance i... and the time constant of the current decay is L,,/p,[2]. L" can be
split into L corresponding to the energy stored in the vacuum vevssel (where the
loop voltage is measured) and L, the external inductance. During the current delay
phase, the transient induction in the thick copper shell of HL-i increases the
external inductance. which leads to the low dissipation rate of the magnetic energy.
The external inductance under transient condition is determined experimentally,
it stays in the range 5-6ph. The loop voltages measured by flux “loops located
on the inside and outsidepurface of the shell are significantly different in the
period of disruption.which shows the induced change of the magnetic flux in the shell.

101d“ fheld

, 1 disruptioninning. After ‘
nent of current

“smelly low I
Dtive. Current
for I, bathe"

(minkar at
milar to the

lost control of the

2: Hill] activities at low o.
In the Hugill plot of HL-l shown in Fig 4. some clear boundaries "to operation

appear, which correspond to either disruptions or loss of confinenent through othel-Z
ways. Recently the Hi.-l tokamak has been operating in ohmic regime with a. down to 2.
This has been achieved in hydrogen and helium discharges, with B.~1.8T (l,<l55KA) and
with carbon limiter of 18cm radius. The key point for the low q. poeration is to
overcome the q=3 resonance. In the earlier experiments, the low q‘ (q.<3) operation
regime was prevented by the development of disruptive instabilities and there was a
narrow window in the Hugill plot (0.5(Ft- R/B.<0.65X10'mT'), through which discharges
can pass into the low q. value region. At that time the empirical way to break through
q=3 is to control‘the ramping rate of current at 0.3(l,(0.8MA/S by [making a strong
gas puffing just after the start up of the discharge. At prestent both the plasma
current and the electron density increase consistantly so as to keep LII—n, continuously
in the range of (Xi-whit)" Kn - m', and in this way the relative amplitude of m=2 mode
is suppressed to less than 0.3% during the current ramping phase.

During the quasi-stable phase at q.<2‘.l the highest 5. achieved is.5x10'm'.'
corresponding to a Murakami parameter of 3 (Fig 4). The sawtooth oscillation has
inversion radii between 5 and Sun, as observed by SXR diodes, with periods from 3 to
10ms and unplitudes AA/A~2096 and AR/fin-mi as detected by SXR diodes' and HCN
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mmrfermtry respectivdy. A low level (aim 3... <0.3%) of mu activity is
detected by magnetic coils when q.<2.2. In low (1‘ discharges two kinds of Imjar

disruptions can occur. The first (Fig 58) is characterized by the disapparemce of

wtOOth activity 10-15ms before the slow current decay and it is localized in high

fi'side of the Hugill plot; the second (Fig 5b) results from an interplay between

the “E3 and m=2 modes with the sawtooth activity continuing up to’the sudden current

mmimicion, and this kind of disruptions are localized in low n, side. In the low

disruptive discharges with high 5,, immediately after the sawtooth disappears a

gun” but clearly detectable inward shift of the plasma column is observed together

with an increase in n,. The H. emission and impurity line radiation are enhanced

during the same period of time. The soft-X-ray emission profile shows a tendenc
to drop in peak value and to become slightly hollow in the centre. A more detailed

observation of the MHD activity reveals that after the last detected sawtooth some
bursts of m=2 mode with small amplitude show up in the central region of the plasma.

in the low mdiruptive discharges with lower Fl", however, a quickly oscillating

and exponentially growing m=2 and m=3 modes are seen to grow for 2-3ms before

the disruption. During the last 0.87%, the mode oscillation slows dmm,but apparently

not lOCking-
For a comparison, an improved one-dimensional analysis of the tearing mode

instability has been made for J(r)-profile optimization [3]. As q. is varied in the
1m! qi regime of HL-l, the calculation results show that for q (0) > 1, stable

j(r) - profiles can be found only when q.>2. But‘in the case of 0.5 < q(0) < 1, a

j(r)- profile which is stable against all modes except m=1/n=1 exits for q.<2.

Reference
1. Oingdi. GAO, et 31.. in Plasna Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research 1988

(Proc. 12th Int. Conf. Nice, 1988) Vol. 1, IAEA, Vienna. 121

2. IER Group. Nucl. Fusion, 25 (1985) 919
3. F1. Li, et al., SWIP Institute Report, SUIP*R(90‘1) (1990)

Figure Captions
Fig.1 The waveforms of V, and l, at the beginning of a disruption.

Fig.2 The amplitude of the negative voltage spikes (AV/I.) Versus their width (At)

Fig.3 The evolution of V, during normal discharge termination measured with different

flux loops
Fig.4 The Hugill plot for HL-l. The shaded area is where disruptions occur.

low q‘disruptions with sawtooth activity continuing up to the current

decay
JIDIDDD low q.‘ disruptions that follow the disappearance of the sawtooth activity

disruptions nt q.=3
Fig. 5 Evolution of 3.. SXR emission and l, for low q. disruptions? (a) high density.

(b) lower density
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MHD-PERTURBATIUNS IN T-lO.

Ki51ov D.A., Lyadina E.S., Razumova K.A.,Savrukhin P.U.

Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, P.D. Box3402, Moscow, USSR

Installation of the soft X—ray imaging system on the T-10 tokamak

anows to investigate the internal structure of the plasma

Perturbations during the three different type

the magnetohydrodynamic instabilities: sawtooth crashes, minor

major disruptions.
As was pointed out before the minor and major disruptions were

predgminantly characterized by the m/n=2/1 mode which is localized in

the outer part of the plasma column [1]. But experiments on JET [2]

mdicated that the density limit disruptions were proceeded also by

the m=1,n=1 "erosion". The T-lO experimental study shows the dominant

role of both m=1 and m=2 modes in the processes. (The T—lO imaging

system allows to reconstruct the m=2 perturbations, but only in the

r/a<o.7 region, so the investigation of the minor and major

disruptions was restricted by the high-qL density limit disruptions

when the m=2 perturbation was placed well inside this region.)

md

DIAGNOSTIC AND TUHUBRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE. The T-lo soft X-ray

imaging system consists of the 58 silicon surface—barrier diodes

arranged in the three arrays (20+19+l9) at one toroidal location

(poloidal angles to the equatorial plane a: o°,-30°, +3o°)

[3]. The field of view covers the bulk part of the plasma (r/a<0.7)

with a spatial resolution up to 2 cm (r/a=0.07). Time resolution of the

system is 10 ysec.
The tomographic technique is based on the modified Cormack method

and allows to reconstruct the m=0, cosB, sine, c0528, sin28, c0538

harmonics of the soft X-ray intensity perturbation in the energy range

2.5—15 keV [4].

MAJOR DISRUPTIONS. The density limit disruption are studied in

low Ip discharges (qL=4.5, aL=0.28m) with Ohmic and with the

additional Electron Cyclotron heated plasmas.
The key observations of the density limit disruption in Dhmically

heated high qL plasma are:

1) A transition from the sawtoothing stage to the "giant“

m=1;
2) A growth of the "giant" m=1 mode and its deformation by the m=2 mode;

3) Sharp growth of the m=2 components;
4) Energy quench resulted in the hollow SXR emissivity profiles.

This mechanism is illustrated on Fig.1. representing the temporal

evolution of the soft X-ray emissivity integrated along the central

"vertical" chord and the sequence of the soft X-ray tomographic images

during the precusor m=1 and m=2 oscillations (Fig.1.B.1-7) and after

the crash (Fig.1.B.8). Time of the crash is 0.1-0.2 msec.

NINOR AND MAJOR DISRUPTIONS in ECRH PLASMA. ”Central" ECRH slows down

Considerably the stored energy decay rate during the density limit
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disruption. Duration of the energy losses phase is 10-20 msec whichin 100-200 time larger than in Ohmic heated plasma. The major
was proceeded by a few minor disruptions accompanied
continuum saturated m=1 sinusoidal oscillations. Such Slowdegradation indicates the absence of the sudden transformation of th .7magnetic field configuration. 9 ‘Fig.2. represented the temporal evolution of the centralintegrated soft X-ray emissivity at sequence of the disruptions dUFhECRH. The series of the local soft X—ray emissivity tomographic inaqgduring the minor disruptions (t: 506 msec) with precusor m=1 5?oscillations was shown on Fig.2.B. The first minor disruption i“duted ?the "giant" m=1 mode extended over r/a<0.4-O.5 region which is up to 532 times widely than the m=1 ”sawtooth" mode location. The rotation of iithe perturbation is seen on the Fig.2.Htl—4). At t=506.04 msec them

energye ;_

Chard

deformation appears (Fig.ZB.(4,5)). This deformation resulted in the m;f
displacement of the hot core growth (Fig.2.Bt6)). After the minorcollapse the rotation of the m=1 structure continues and tm
displacement slightly decreases (Fig.2.B(7,B)). '

The internal interaction of the m=1 and m=2 modes at the Majordisruption in similar to the images shown on Fig.2.B. But at the fin“
stage of the crash the central core eroded totally due to the
m=2 perturbations invading.

The m=1 "giant" mode can indicate the sharp expansion of the q=1
surface. Such expansion may be explained by the sudden redistributiOn ofthe skin current produced during the current contraction at the
cooling phase [5].

The prolongation of the energy quench time during the ECRH seems kbe connected with the saturation of the m=1 mode. (During the "centrauECRH the position of the EC-resonance zone was maintained in the plasm,
center R=Ro, but the additional HF power is absorbed not in the central ,region, but outside the q=1 surface due to the refraction in high 9density plasma. As was shown before this can produce the stabilization(saturation) of the m=1 mode [6].)

cold

edge-

Sometimes the first minor disruptions during ECRH were accompanied §by the X-ray emissivity spikes (Fig.2.A(t=493ms)). This spikes seem5 Eto be due to the high-energy (E<30keV) radiation delivering in the Ecrash. But the nature of the spikes and their role in disruption are A
not clear for the moment. r

CONCLUSIONS. 1) The density limit disruptions in T-10, as in JET
[2], are proceeded by the Te(r) profile contraction at the outer radiL
Later phase of the disruption is connected with the m=2 and m=1 modes
interaction. Moreover, the ”giant" m=1 mode play a key role in the
density limit disruption in high-qL (qL=4.5) plasma;

2) The density limit disruption in high-qL ECRH
plasma is proceeded by the series of minor disruptions and continuous
m=1 mode development. This effect slows down the rate of the energy
loses in the disruption (up to 200 times).

REFERENCES.
[IJKadomtsev B.B. Plasma Phys. Control]. Fusion 26 (1984) 217.
[El-wesson J.A.,et al.,Nucl.Fus 29(1989)641., [SJ-Savrukhin P.V.,
et al. This Conference.(i.01), [43-Dnestrovskii Yu.N.,et al. This
Conference.(i.05), [SJ-Kleva R.G., Drake J.F., UNLPR 89-039,1989.
[éj-Bobrovskii G.A.,et a1. Fizika Plazmy (1987) 1155.
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3AWTOOTH MODULATED DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN THE CENTRAL
PLASMA REGION OF NBl-HEATED DISCHARGES IN TEXTOR.

Mhiadgul , G. Waidmann

Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas - Laboratorium voor Plasmafysica

Association "Euratom-Etat belge“ - Associatie "Euratom-Belgische Staat"
Ecole Floyale Militaire - B1040 Brussels - Koninklijke Militaire School

Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jfilich GmbH ,

Association EURATOM-KFA, P.O.B. 1913, D 5170 Jillich, FRG

1, Experimental Conditions.
Local density fluctuations were measured in plasmas with strong neutral beam

heating by means of a homodyne 2 mm microwave scattering diagnostic. The scattering

volume has a radial half~width of 2 cm and was moved, from shot to shot, in the equatorial

lane of the TEXTOFt tokamak, from the magnetic axis at the major radius Fl = 184 cm

(typical for NBl) up to R = 205 cm. The selected wavevectors were radial and varied with

the position of the scattering volume (kR [m1] = 9000 (R[m]-1.75)). The scattered

war was analysed with a filter bank covering a frequency band from 200 kHz to 2 MHz.

The fluctuation levels S(kR,w) were correlated with the sawtooth evolution observed by

means of a 10 channel heterodyne EOE-radiometer diagnostic.

Various plasma densities, currents and neutral beam heating conditions (co-

injection, counter. co+counter, co+ICFtH, H->D injection, D->D) were investigated. The

TEXTOR neutral beams have a Gaussian power density profile of 20 cm half-width aligned to

a tangency radius R1 = 165 cm [1].

2. Observations during Co-lnjection.
Applying 1.5 MW of co-injection NBH (H->D) induced always observable

modifications of the fluctuation levels. When the scattering volume is far from the magnetic

axis (Ft = 200 cm typically), a relatively small increase with respect to the OH phase is

observed at all the frequencies (a factor 2 to 4), with weak or no variation during the

sawtooth evolution. Moving it to the magnetic axis, where the beam is deposited, drastically

changes this picture. Not only the levels can increase by a factor up to 100, but also a strong

modulation in some frequency range, correlated with the sawtooth evolution, is observed.

For the cases of low and high current ( 340 RA and 480 kA), the figures 1a and 1b

show the temperature evolution over one sawtooth period observed on 4 neighbouring ECE

channels. The bottom curves demonstrate the same for one frequency of the fluctuation

spectrum (in the MHz range). This fluctuation level is low just after a sawtooth relaxation,

and stays so for typically 12 ms. After that period, there is a big and sudden increase of the

fluctuations which is always simultaneous with changes in the detailed temperature profile

evolution. At any current, a heat pulse is observed inside the inversion radius (fig. tea and

the) and outside of it (fig. 1ad and too). in the low current case, the central temperatures

will show a large change of slope or even a dip in the intermediate region(flg.1ac), followed

by a saturation. Then, depending on the frequency. the fluctuations can decrease or stay up to

the next relaxation when it decreases anyway. For the high current case, the slope variation

is much smaller. up to the saturation (fig. 1bb and 1bc). At that time a new heat pulse is

observed often accompanied by a smooth increase of the fluctuations. The behaviour of the

local plasma density was similar to that of the electron temperature.
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The modulated behaviour of the fluctuation levels sensitively depends on the Plasdensity. A small decrease of the density as exemplified in fig. 2 (Where We goes from 3313:
cm'3 to 2.x1013 cm‘3) can increase very much (by a factor = 10) the modulation of “is
highest fluctuation frequencies. The fluctuation spectrum during OH and its range ofvariation during co-injection are shown in fig. 3 for the same discharge as shown in fi . 1
The strong modulation is clearly located in the high frequency domain. The low "eqUenc'
fluctuations show only a weak increase and no modulation. y

The modulation effect has also a clear spatial location as shown in fig. 4. Here Wehave normalized it for local density and scattering volume variations. It is usually maximUmnear the magnetic axis and disappears almost completely at a distance of 10 cm from it.

r23/ H“ 7mm
TE Te

R=192cm a R=l92cm . _ t
CO—iHJGC ion/
1.5 MW ; 0.8 3

Te /
R=184cm

/ /
C / /

Te Te
it=176cm R=i76cm

n=l705m R=l63cm

F—l
l0 5 S

R=18=tcm R:l906m
ir‘iilz 1.4mm

W W I if ‘40 ms ’1”t L I'-
1....ILJal/1

Fig. l a Fig. 1 b Fig.2 t(sec)

Eula Sawtooth evolution observed on 4 neighbouring ECE channels and, below, one
frequency of the density fluctuation spectrum; lp=340 kA, fie=3.2 x1013 cm‘3.
13n The same for a high current discharge. |p=480 kA.'n_e=1.7 x1013 cm'3-

E112 Density dependence of the modulation in the high frequency part of the fluctuation
spectrum. The density dropped from We: 3 x1013 cm'3 to F822 x1018 cm'3.

When the density is decreased down to 'n‘e s 1.5x1013 cm‘3, in the low current
case, giant sawteeth develop (periods from 300 ms to more than 1 sec). In this case, after a
few 100 ms. large repetitive bursts of fluctuations (spaced by = 3 ms) begin to grow.
having often a maximum amplitude at the relaxation time (fig. 5). Awarding to the length of
the sawtooth, they have been observed during a few tens of millisecond or up to 500 ms. This



gain seen for high frequencies in the central plasma region and seems to disappear

e inversion radius. It recalls somewhat the iishbone phenomena, although no

oscillations have been seen on the ECE measurements. For some cases this activity reached a

maximum in the middle of the sawtooth period. and a small decrease of the central

temperature then was observed.

effect is a
outside in
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m3 Fluctuation spectra during the OH and NBI heated phases. The dashed region

indicates the range of the sawthooth-correlated fluctuations during NI. The discharge is the

same as that shown in fig. 1b. The modulation occurs clearly in the megaherz range.

m Spatial dependence of the sawthooth-correlated fluctuations, obtained during a

series of high current shots (Ip=4Bo kA), with a line-averaged density 'n’e=2.5 x1013 cm'3.

The modulation is maximum near the magnetic axis.
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Fig. '5 t[ms] Fig6 tims]

Eigfi Part of the series of bursts observed during the last 300 milliseconds of a giant

sawtooth (151 = 800 ms). The repetition rate (3ms typically) recalls somehow the tishbone

phenomena. n_9=1.3x1013 cm'3 and lp=340 kA.

Em Broad fluctuation peaks rising during slow sawtooth relaxations are typical of high

density shots heated by counteninjection. lp=340 kA, Tt'e=4.1 x1013 cm‘3.
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3. Observations during Counter-Injection.
In many respects counter-injection behaves differently from co-injection. While

co-injection offers large or giant sawteeth with an enlarged inversion radius at low
densities, some sawtooth lengthening with counter-injection was easier observed at
increased densities and showed a reduced inversion radius.

For a low current of 340 kA, in the density range from 2.x1013 to 6.x1013 cm'3 a
big modulation of the fluctuations as described for co—injection was never observed. When
the scattering volume is a few centimeters away from the magnetic axis. the stationar
fluctuation spectrum is uniformely increased by a factor up to 10. It follows a power law 3 R
f‘01 with 2 s 0: s 4 (Near the axis the fall-off is sharper in the OH phase). On top of this
stationary level, a large peak is growing during up to 5 ms before the end of the sawtooth
period (fig 6). During that time the central temperature is relaxing slowly. This recalls
previous observations of turbulent sawtooth precursors during OH discharges [2] or
specific turbulence associated with sawtooth relaxations [3], but can show a much longer
time span.

At high currents (470 to 530 kA) and lower densities (1.4 x1013 cm~3) a
moderate sawthooth lengthening was again observed and the fluctuations showed a modulation
similar to those observed with co-injection.

4. Combined Heating.
The addition of either 1.5 MW of counter-injection or ICRH during a co-injection

pulse both suppressed the modulation on the high frequency fluctuations, but had opposite
effects on the sawtooth period (increasing the period in the case of ICFlH). A stationary level
approximatively equal to the lowest level of the previous modulation (but higher than in OH)
was observed. At the lowest frequencies however an increasing by a factor of 2 was found.

5. Discussion.
We have shown. that co-injection of neutral beams into an Ohmic plasma induces a

specific fluctuation phenomenon in the central plasma region. It correlates strongly with the
sawtooth evolution. A transport phenomenon is to be associated with these density
fluctuations. Possible explanations could involve a direct beam-plasma instability or a
plasma profile instability or even a direct effect of fast particles. In all the cases observed,
low densities pronounce the effect. Further work will be devoted to this question. A possible
link with the mechanism of sawtooth lengthening should also be investigated (could it be fast
particles or a profile re-organization). The differences shown for counter-injection might
be due to the evolution of the current profile and broader deposition profiles.

Finally let us recall that the interpretation of scattering experiments is
complicated by a number of effects like e.g. plasma rotation and by the difficulty to measure
the waveveclor spectra and the spatial dependence independently.

REFERENCES
[1] R.UHLEMANN, H. EURINGER, M. LOCHTER in FUSION TECHNOLOGY 1988. Elsevier
Science Publishers
[2] M.JADOUL, G.WAlDMANN, Proc. 16th EPS Conf. on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics
(Venice 1989) p.529.
[3] F.GERVAlS, D.GFlESlLLON,P.HENNEQUIN,A.OUEMENEUR,A.TRUC, idem p.497.
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INTRODUCTION. Previously [1] we studied discharges with very peaked density
and pressure profiles and large gradients ( Vp > 300 kPa/m) in the plasma
central region. These conditions were obtained in pellet fueled plasmas with
Neutral Beam NB) and Radio Frequency (RF) heating]. The value of l3 saturated
at 40% of the royon value and started to decline wit the appearance of modes
with toroidal mode numbers n>1. Calculations showed ideal ballooning unstable
regions near the position of the large pressure gradients.
In this paper we study less eaked pressure profiles with broad density
profiles in the Double Null DN configuration. These low field, dischar es
have reached the Troyon limit 2.8 I/Ba [MA’T’Ill/RNM during the H-mo e phase.
The power needed to reach these 8 values is 10 or above, in agreement with
calculated values derived from the Goldston scaling [3] and the Troyon limit :

Pc = 77 x am 132/ (H2 R“) [MW,m,T] (1)
Here K is the elongation, a the horizontal minor radius, B the toroidal
magnetic field, H equal to 1 for L-mode and 2 for H—mode plasmas and R the
major radius. In X—point divertor discharges in JET there appears to be a
maximum wall loading for the carbon tiles above which increased sputtering of
the carbon prevents any further increase of the plasma energy. Beryllium
gettering recently installed in JET has increased the plasma purity and
decreased the above effect. At low toroidal fields ( B s 1.2 T the Troyon B
limit is reached with additiOnal heating at power levels below w 'ch the
carbon self-sputtering becomes important.
It has not yet been possible to surpass the Troyon limit as has been done in
DIII—D [4], where the ballooning limit can be reached with a marginally stable

resSure rofile over most of the plasma.
LAS PARAMETERS. Fl .1 shows the maximum toroidal beta obtained for all

discharges of 1986 till 1989 with a oloidal beta greater than 0.4 as a
function of the normalised current I(MA)/a(m)B(T) ). The straight line
represents the Troyon-Gruber limit.
A volume-average toroidal B of 5.5% has been reached at this limit in DN H—
modes in H plasma with B around 1T. Central electron and ion temperatures of
3.5 and 6 keV have been obtained with 11 MW NB heating in these low (1 discharv
ges (qqse 2.2 or q: 1.6) with a 2MA plasma current, and a K of 1.8. Z0”

s10w1y increases in time from 1.3 and levels off at around 2.5.
In these discharges with Be coated walls, 8 saturation is observed without
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disruptions. The saturation is related to MED-modes, ELM’S and n=1 activit
Sawtooth and fishbone events occur and sometimes continuous n=1, 2, or 3 mode
appear, which can lead to a B decline. 5
A peaked and roughly triangular p(r) profile develops from an initially broadprofile with the steeper gradient towards the edge. The internal inductance1 decreases from x 1 to 0.7, which indicates a broadening of j(r) towards
those profiles used in the B-optimisation by Troyon [2] The decrease of the
inductance is calculated to be due to the bootstrap current, which is approxi-
matel 25% of the total current and located in the outer half of the plasma,BET SATURATION. The evolution of (3 for the discharge with the highest 3obtained so far is shown in fig.2. Also shown are the periodic changing MHD
activity, central ion temperature and volume-averaged density as a function oftime. The main B-limiting mechanism in this discharge is the high—B sawtooth,Increased MHD (n=1 and n=3 activity (around t=15 s) leads to a diminishedrate of rise in B after the cras and to a decline in the central ion
temperature and so contributes to the B saturation.
The high-B sawteeth differ from sawteeth at low B in two ways :
l. The associated heat pulse is very rapid with THP 3100 us instead of z10 mS.
2. Dominant (1,1), (2,1) and higher In pre— and postcursors are seen, similar
to fishbones but of twice the amplitude. The modes have a ballooning characternear the outer edge with a ratio in amplitude from the low to high B-side of
z10 as seen by the X-rays. Similar to a normal sawtooth, a high—B sawtooth
causes a. flattening of the pressure profile within the q=1 radius.
The fraction of the losses due to high 8 sawteeth is 10 to 15% and that due tothe intermittently appearing MED-modes 20 to 30% of the total energy losses.
This is sufficient to prevent further B increase since the heating power P is
close to the critical power required to reach the Troyon limit. Both the
fishbone— and sawtooth events strongly affect the fast particle distribution
as measured by the neutron emission. This has important consequences for
future nan-particle heating, burn control and wall loading.
The central neutron emission drops by 70 % and its total rate by 30 % during a
sawtooth. Fishbones are observed which individually cause less than a 10%
drop in the global neutron emission. However they occur about 10 times more
frequently than sawteeth and may contribute appreciably to the central loss of
fast particles and energy.
BETA COLLAPSE. In a few cases in JET high Beollapses occur that are triggered
by or preceeded by large n=2 MHD activity with 5B0 e 15 gauss. A typical
example is shown in fig.3 where a n=2 mode starts to grow at 11.45 sec after
the n=1 modes decrease due to a sawtooth. Then, this n=2 mode locks at 11.9
sec and continues to grow apparently leading to a Bvcollapse. This collapse
differs from the B—saturation in various ways :
— a dominant (3,2) and other coupled n22 modes are responsible,
- the electron density is mostly affected in contrast to the saturation due to
the high B—sawteeth,
- the central ion temperature and the fast ions do not seem to be reduced.
Shortly before the start of the 11:2 mode activity there is usually a sawtoothand the (1,1) mode structure observed by the X-ray diagnostic differs from a
very simi ar discharge without a B-collapse. This is an indication for an
altered q(r) profile.
PLASMA STABILITY. The stability of the high-B discharges has been examined
with the ideal ballooning and low-n free boundary kink stability codes ERATO
[5], HBT [[6] and BALLOON [7]. The resistive low—n stability is also examined
With the xed boundary FAR code [8]. These stability studies are discussedmore fully in [9].
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The pressure profiles used for the stability calculations are obtained by
normalising the electron LIDAR pressure to the total pressure derived from the
13mg diamagnetism. This is corroborated by the similarity of measured

electron and ion pressure profiles and the slightly more peaked calculated
{352, ion profiles. q—profiles are generally obtained from the equilibrium
code IDENTC, but have also been deduced from the radial position of the
MED-modes as seen by the X-ray cameras.
It is found that before a high-B sawtooth the central plasma over more than
half its radius is close to or even above the marginal ideal ballooning
stability threshold. The ideal n=l internal kink is also found to be strongly
unstable for BM“ 1 when go: 1. This instability is probably linked to the

observed (1,1) instabilities which seem to cause the B-saturation. However
before quantitative comparisons with theory can be made fast particle effects
must be considered. It is expected that at the {3 values which have been
reached, the stabilizing effects of the fast particles can no longer prevent
the excitation of an ideal internal kink mode. In addition, severe fishbone
activity is expected in this regime, resulting from the coupling with high
energetic beam ions above 40 keV.
It is further found that in the cases where the B-collapse occurs internal
modes of either n=2 or n=l structure, appear to be responsible for the
enhanced plasma losses. These modes have been simulated by the FAR code where
the q—profile has been tuned to match the measured X-ray fluctuations over the
plasma cross-section. In the case where n=1 modes are dominant, the q-profile
had to be relatively flat in the centre with q(0) = 1.1, supported by Faraday-
rotation measurements . The n=2 modes, which enerally lead to the B—collapse,
also seem to be fitted best by flat q-profiles in t e plasma centre, which
'ves rise to an infernal type mode. '

€ONCLUSIONS. In low‘ q discharges ((1955 2.2) at high B, saturation of the
plasma energy is observed without disruptions. Global n=1 modes in the form
of high-B sawteeth and fishbones are generally responsible for this
saturation. B—collapses seem to be related to large n=2 or n=3 MHD modes.
Simple triangular temperature profiles exist at the limit. Together with the
rather flat density profiles this leads to constant Vp across the plasma.
Such peaked pressure profiles are very favourable for a fusion reactor. Both
the fishbone— and sawtooth-events strongly affect the fast particle
distribution. This has important consequences-for future «wt-particle heating,
burn control and wall loading. The role of the ballooning limit in the inner
part of the plasma is not yet clear. Generally good agreement between the
theoretically predicted internal modes and the observations at the beta limit,
has been obtained. The role of the fast particles on the beta limit needs
further studies both theoretically and experimentally.
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SAWTOOTH STABILISATION BY FAST IONS:
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. Sawteeth in IET have been suppressed [l] for periods of up to Ss during high power

auxiliary heating. The value of (1 on axis is measured to be significantly below unity during the
sawtooth-free period. A theoretical model has been developed [2] whereby m = 1 modes are shown
to be stabilised in the presence of high energy particles. The aim of the present paper is an

assessment of the ability of this model in explaining the experimental observations.
' ' ‘ . Non—thermal ions having sufficiently high energy can dynamically

stabilise collective modes affecting the plasma bulk. The condition on the average fast ion energy,

Eh, can be written as mph > a), where mph = t/(ZheBRors) is the bounce-averaged magnetic drift

frequency of energetic ions with deeply-trapped orbits (subscript h = hot) and a) is the relevant

mode frequency in the plasma rest frame. For the internal kink mode, a) 5 max (um, 'Ymhd}

(provided the fast ion density does not exceed a threshold, see below), where (mi = -

(c/cBr n)(dpi/dr),5 is the thermal ion diamagnetic frequency, with q(r5) = l, and 'Ymhd ~ 502p (r5)
. Bpmr lmA is the internal kink growth rate in the ideal—MHD limit, with so E rs/Ro, %(r5) .=. -

[an/BP2(r5)]lgdr(r/r5>2 dp/dr, pp,“ ~ 0.1 — 0.2, 00A 2 vA/vsno and VA 5 B/(4rtmini)1 . The
condition t > a) is easily satisfied during intense ICRF heating on JET, as in this case Eh ~ 1 MeV.

Energetic ions and the plasma bulk are no longer decoupled if mph ~ (1), in which case fishbone

oscillations are likely to occur. In addition, resistive effects are important on m = 1 modes. All

these effects are descrid in terms of a single dispersion relationkgiven in Eq. [3) of Ref. 2. This

dispersion relation depends on four normalised parameters: (i) Ymhd z Ymhd/(DDhi (ii) 634.;

m.i/t; (iii) Bph E (mA/Sot) soufiph, where 80 a rsq'(rs), the index on = 1 or 3/2 for ratios of

parallel to perpendicular pressures pu/pJ.h 5 so or ~ 1, respectively, and

Bph(r5) E ~[87r/Bf, (5)“: dr(r/rs)(3/2)d[(r/rr)(3/2)~a PJJi]/d’ (1)

is a profile dependent poloidal beta of the non-thermal ions; (iv) 3R aim/mph, with YR E sn1/3mA

the growth rate of the resistive internal kink mode and ET] cc 1] the inverse magnetic Reynolds

number.
Examples of stable regimes are given in Figs. 1 and 2. The stable domain in the (Ymhd: {3 h)

plane (Fig. 1) is weakly dependent on (”mi when (‘04 << 1. The portion of the marginal stability
curve at low Bph depends importantly on‘YR for (1M ~ rm (a value of in} = 26m-l is used in the figure)

and approaches the solid-dotted Curve for ("mi >> :m (n —> 0). The stable domain isldelimited by

resistive internal kinks and low frequency fishbopes [2] (with to ~ 0M )at low Bph, by high
frequency fishbones [2] (with in ~ mDh) at high Bphr and by a maximum bulk poloidal beta
corresponding to Ymhd ~ 0.5. In Fig. 2 (with YR = 0), the stable domain in the (63.1,l3ph) plane

becomes narrower as Ymhd is raised, while the two fishbone regimes merge as ("0.1 ~ 1.
The model assumes that the magnetic shear is finite in the q 5 1 region and that the

sawtooth crash is initiated by a resistive internal kink mode. The relevant dispersion relation is

obtained to leading order in an so—expansion. Resistive effects are treated according to the two-
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fluid collisional model. Finally, details of the non—thermal ion distribution f
detailed shape of the stability boundary. These restrictions must be kept in mi
the theoretical predictions with the experimental results.

unction affects “1
nd when COmParin;
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WW1. An attempt has been made to evaluate the relevant stabilityparameters during sawtooth-free periods for comparison with the predicted stable domain. Themajor difficulty we face is the scarce knowledge of the non-thermal ion profiles, which Cannot bemeasured directly. The available fast ion codes adopt a zero width approximation for thetrapped-ion orbit which at high energies fails to give reliable non-thermal ion profiles. Whilework is in progress to improve the fast ion modelling, in this section we replace the profile-dependent fast-ion parameters with global parameters which are more readily accessible, i.e.: (i)fiph in Eq. (1) is replaced by <l3ph> E (Sn/BP2(r5))(Wih/V), where Wih is the fast ionperpendicular energy content and V the plasma volume; (ii) (DDh is replaced by tM st(0)/(ZheBRors), where Eh(0) is the non—thermal ion energy on axis. Clearly, this procedure isvalid as long as discharges with similar deposition profiles are selected. Therefore, we restrictourselves to on-axis ICRF heated discharges. Since urn/mph << 1, the relevant analysis isperformed in the (RH) plane, where l" E ymhd/mDhM < Tmhd and H E to < Bph > mA/(SotM).Results are shown in Fig. 3. Solid circles correspond to discharges in a variety of conditions (c = 4—> 9, PRF = 7 —> 10 MW, <ne> = 2-3 X 1013cm‘3) where sawtooth-free periods are most easilyreproduced. To these we have added discharge #19719, marked by A, where a sawtooth-freeperiod lasting Tfree = 1.35 was produced at the lowest rf power, PR1: ~ 1.2 MW, in a low—densityplasma, <ne> = 1.3 X 1013cm'3, with qw = 4.6; and discharge #20121, marked by 0, corresponding toone of the longest sawtooth—free periods, (free ~ 55, discussed further in the next section. Error barsin Fig. 3 derive from a presumed 50% uncertainty in the minority concentration. An additionalsignificant source of error is encountered in the evaluation of Ymhdr which, being proportional to theMHD energy functional 5W, depends on details of the thermal pressure and q profiles. Thepredicted stable domain is found to agree with the experimental data within a large uncertaintyfactor. Clearly, a more firm conclusion on the validity of the fast ion stabilisation model ishindered by sensitivity to parameters that are difficult to measure. An analysis of experimentaltrends appears more meaningful. This is performed in the next sections.
Dependence on the g = 1 radius. Referring to Fig. l and to the definitions of Aymhd and figh, themaximum stable poloida] betas are found to scale as Bpmax cc (rs/aJ'3/2 and gphmax xx (rs/a)'( +00.
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Therefore, a clear prediction of the fast ion stabilisation model is the increasing difficulty in

suppressing sawteeth for increasing q = l radii. As an example, the three trajectories in Fig. 3 show
how stability is lost as the q = l radius expands during the sawtooth-free period, from rs/ a = 0.3 to

rs/a = 0.4 for the upper trajectory, and from 0.3 - 0.4 to 0.5 for the two lower ones.

Experimentally, the following results are found: (i) so far, the maximum observed inversion

radius of the crash terminating the sawtooth-free period is (rinvmaX/a) 5 0.6; (ii) it is more

difficult to suppress sawteeth at high currents (I Z SMA, qw < 4), unless the rf heating is applied

during the current ramp, when rs/a is still smal ; in these cases the sawtooth—free period extends

into the flat-top and is terminated by a crash with final inversion radius (rfinV/a) ~ 0.5; (iii) fast

current ramping at constant plasma volume and early rf switch-on is one recipe to produce long
sawtooth—free periods with thee — 55. An example of this, discharge #20121 in Fig. 4a (with lp = 3

MA, q“, = 4.6 and PRF = 7.5 MW), shows a current ramp with 1 MA/s and an rf switch—on time early

on the flat-top, to be compared with a discharge with similar parameters, but with a slower ramp

and later rf switch—on time, producing a sawtooth-free period of 35 (Fig. 4b); (iv) considering on-
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axis rf heating during the flat top, and sawtooth—free periods terminating While the rf pew”.
still on, the largest values of Tfree are obtained for small inversion radii, r‘inv, of the last Sawtomls
crash before stabilisation, as shown in Fig 5 for a variety of discharges with IP = 2.4 —> 3 MA a h
PR1: = 3 —> 9 MW. An additional, roughly linear, dependence of ”(free on Wm is obserVed, 1,05“q
saturating at higher values of W_Lh- Y

These results suggest that the sawtooth—free period is determined mainly by the lime of
expansion of the q = l radius from r5 = T‘inv to rs = rfinv. This time should be a fractio
resistive diffusion time, determined by the degree of current penetration at the rf switch
(which affects riinv), and by the thermal and fast-ion energy contents (which affect rfinvl-
Wm. According to Eq. (1), higher values of BPh are attained when the fast
ion pressure is peaked on the magnetic axis. This is the case when rf heating is applied on axis_ No
sawtooth suppression can be obtained when [3 h is negative, i.e. when the rf resonance layer lies
outside the q : 1 surface. This prediction has been confirmed in a recent experimental Cam

n 0f the
-on time

. . , ‘ paiwhere the posmon of the rf resonance layer has been scanned. Results are shown in Fig. 6. gn
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RF switch-off experiments. Possibly the best indication of the role of nomthermal ions in
suppressing sawteeth is provided by ICRH switch-off experiments. In these experiments, the
stable period is terminated by a sudden interruption of the applied rf field. A time delay, 1rd, is
observed between the rf switch-off time and the collapse of the central electron temperature. This
delay is comparable with the average fast ion slowing down time within the q = 1 volume, <ts>,
therefore suggesting that the loss of these ions is the dominant destabilising effect.

Experimental data in the (Id/<15), rfinv) plane are plotted in Fig. 7 for a variety of
discharges, with <T5> ~ 0.07 —> 0.7 5. Larger values of rd /<‘cs> are obtained at lower values of rfinv,
possibly indicating that better stability is obtained for lower values of rS/a.
Negtgal beams. Sawteeth in JET are more difficult to suppress with NBI heating alone. Only a
limited number of cases have been observed, with a maximum Thee = 1 5. On JET, most NBl power is
injected at an energy per neutral of 80 keV. The average fast ion energy is around 40 keV.
Typically, the ratio of bulk diamagnetic to fast ion precession frequency is (mi/(ugh =
(Ti(r5)/<Eh>)(Ro/rp) -— l, with rP :ldl'lPi/drr affected by a large error bar. Therefore one necessary
condition for fast ion stabilisation of m = '1 modes may marginally be satisfied (see Fig. 2). An
important role played by the beam»driven currents cannot be excluded.
References. [1] D]. Campbell et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. so, 2148 (1988). [2] B. Coppi, S. Migliuolo, F.
Pegoraro and F. Porcelli, Phys. Rev. Lett. Q; 2733 (1989). ‘
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ABSTRACT
Measurements from the JET neutron profile monitor are analysed

tomographically to deduce the spatial distribution of emission during

NBI heating both before and after sawteeth. The axial neutron

emissivity collapses much more than the global emission after a

Sawtooth. The Change is due to fast ion redistribution during beam

heating and a decrease in beam—beam emissivity.

INSTRUMENTAL DETAILS AND DATA ANALYSIS METHOD
The neutron emission profile monitor has been described in [1].

The analysis uses 8 vertical channels and 10 horizontal channels. These

have a viewing width in the plasma of 0.1 m for the central channels and

0.2 m for the edge channels. The channel to channel systematic error is

107.. The time resolution is limited by the requirement of a few hundred

counts in the central channels to obtain better than 10% statistical

errors. A global neutron rate of 10 s— requires 10 ms averaging.

To obtain a 2—D emission profile, constrained tomography [2] is

used, employing near-elliptic contours described by a 4—term Fourier

expansion. The amount of smoothing is chosen so that the deduced

emissivity profile gives line—integrals which are within one standard

deviation of the channel measurements. The lines—of—sight are assumed

to be of zero width. Given these limitations in raw data and analysis.

the amount of fine structure detail obtainable is limited.

Nevertheless, comparisons with model profiles including 10% random

errors show that peaked, flat. hollow, double humped, and outwardly

shifted profiles can be distinguished. Global emission is calculated by

integrating over the profile and independently measured by absolutely

calibrated fission chambers. Absolute yields from the two diagnostics

agree within their combined experimental errors of about 207..

NEUTRON EMISSION REDISTRIBUTION FROM SANTEETH
To obtain the best time resolution, a sawtooth with a high

(1016s_ ) neutron emission rate is examined in shot 20981 at 10.75 s.

The discharge is a double null H—mode plasma with NBI heating by D beams

into a D plasma. The global neutron emission measureds by fission

chambers falls in about 0.4 ms from 9.1x10 5 to 7.5x10 5 (827- of

before). The emission recovers to the pre—sawtooth value after 50 ms,

and then continues upwards to a peak of 3.5x10 5—1 at 11.4 3. At 70 ms



before the sawtooth, the electron density and temperature profilee
approximately flat over 1.0 m at the midplane with values of 1,5X10193rg
and 5.0 keV. After the crash, the temperature profile widens and drm
slightly and the density remains flat. The soft x—ray emiSSivips
broadens and drops to about 1/2 the peak emissivity. W

The line-integral data from the profile monitor shows that
neutron emission redistributes itself within the sampling time o thef
The profiles of line-integral emission in the horizontal and veriims'
camera channels are strongly peaked axially until the sawtooth (menial
After the crash, the profile is relatively flat with a local peak 5.0
central channel. The profile of neutron emission after the 53 n thewt
evolves slowly for 100—200 ms and becomes clearly peaked again 2:?
after about 300 ms. This is a commonly seen feature, where the mantra:
emission stays broad long after the sawtooth crash.

The neutron emissivity profiles from tomography are shown for Shot
20981 in Fig. 1 Just before (10738-10748 5) and in Fig. 2 Just after
(10.756—10.766 s) the sawltsoo_t3h._1The neutron emissivity before is highly
peaked on axis at 1.9x10 m s . The emission PHI-TM is 0.36 m at the
midplane. Emission contours are nearly circular on axis and Elliptical
further out. The profile after the crash is much flatter and broader
with a FWHM of 1.2 m, although the global emission has fallen by Only
1/5. The ppgoigally-averaged emissivity inside this region Varies
within 2~3x10 m s . This range is less than 1/6 of the pro—sawtooth
values. The line—integrals from these profiles are within 57. of
measurements for most channels and 12% on the central channel. The
profile can be characterized as hollow plus an axial peak. For
comparison, a flat emissivity profile requires errors of up to 307. on
several channels.

FAST ION AND THERMAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEUTRON EMISSION
An improved analytic Fokker—Planck formulation. including the

velocity space diffusion effects of finite ion temperature, is used to
calculate the expected fraction of beam—beam (bb), beam-plasma (hp) and
thermal (t) contributions to axial neutron emissivity, based on measured
plasma parameters and calculated beam deposition profiles. The
characteristic beam energy is 80 keV. The maximum axial emissiviu
during shot 20981 at 11.4 s is composed of bb-1/6, bp-l/Z, t-1/3, with a
beam slowing—down time of 130 ms.

Analysing the data for an interval immediately preceeding the
sawtooth at 10.75 s,o the_slowing down time is 300 ms. The N81 source
rate on axis is 10 m s , inJegtion has lasted only 260 ms, and the
deuteron density is about 1.7x10 m . The central density is therefore
mostly composed of fast ions which have not had time to fully
thermalize. The axial neutron emissivity can be accounted for by bb
fusion reactions only, using a reaction rate allowing for the beam ions
being only partially thermalized. Moving off axis, the fast ion density
decreases and the thermal ion fraction increases. The bp reactions
dominate over bb, while t reactions are at the 1% level. This general
picture is supported by TRANSP simulations [3], where bb dominates on
axis, but represents only 1/3 of the global neutron emission.

After the sawtooth, the drop of only 1/5 in the total neutron
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emission is consistent with a redistribution of fast ions within the

135mg, The bb emission (previously representing 1/3 of the emission)
is proportional to the square of the fast ion density and drops with
increaSEd volume. The bp emission is approximately unchanged since most
fast ions are in a region with similar electron density. Fast ions
reviously on axis. if mixed with thermal ions. would give additional bp

r“muons, but with a lower reaction rate.
The remaining neutron emission is therefore mostly bp after the

E,awmoth. and the profile evolves slowly on the same time scale as beam

slowmg down. At the same time, newly injected beam ions contribute to

the axial neutron emission. Previous JET results on electron
temperature sawteeth [4] indicate that a hot core is expelled and
expands around a cooler region moved to the center. Observations of

redistribution of fast ions during sawteeth have also been obtained [5].

Fast ions conforming to this model would give a neutron emission profile

similar to that shown in Fig. 2 with the addition of an axial

contribution from ions injected after the sawtooth.

SAWTEETH iN HIGH BETA DISCHARGES
In the 5.57. toroidal beta shot 20881, large sawteeth are observed

which OCCur at the beta limit. The discharge is heated by a deuterium

beam into a hydrogen plasma, so the a>_<iai1 neutron emissivity before a

sawtooth at 14.36 s is only 5x10 m s . The global emission is
5x101 3’ which requires an integration time of 100 ms, about equal to

the beam slowing-down time of 80 ms. The axial contributions are bb—l/Z

and bp-l/Z. A ratio of deuteron to electron density of only 1/6 is
required for consistency with the total emissivity.

Similarly to shot 20981, the sawtooth results in a fall of the

global emission to 2/3 of its previous value. The emissivity profile

broadens, with axial emissivity only 1/3 of the pre-crash value. The
fall is consistent with a strong drop in the bb component, and an axial
increase from newly injected ions.

DISCUSSION
Discharges in JET have varying heating methods, density and

temperature profiles, and ratios of bb, bp, and t contributions to

neutron emission (with different functional dependences). This results
in a wide range of observed ratios of signal amplitudes, before and
after sawtooth crashes, due to global neutron emission relative to those

from other diagnostics. In discharges dominated by bp emission, large
electron sawteeth can be accompanied by almost no change in global

neutron emission, but a major change in radial distribution of

emissivity. In t—dominated plasmas with sawteeth, as in ohmic or RF
heated discharges, quite large sawteeth may be observed in the global
neutron emission with even larger falls in central emissivity.

Significant changes in neutron emission profiles can occur in the
presence of high density and NBI heating. High density broadens the

beam deposition and emission profiles. At the highest densities in
H—modes, the emissivity profile shifts outwards in major radius,

consistent with injected ions trapped in banana orbits at large major
radius [6]. This effect is also observed in pellet fuelled discharges,



where large axial densities suppress beam penetration.
In conclusion, different types of neutron emission SOurce a

profile have been observed, which aid in the understanding of: fast
distributions from beam injection; fast and thermal ion redistribu
ion thermalization profiles due to sawteeth; optimization of he
yield; and transport analysis with heating from redistributed fast

tion;
“tron

ions
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THE DETAILED TOPOLOGY OF THE m =1 INSTABILITY
IN THE JET SAWTOOTH COLLAPSE

s W Wolfe, A W Edwards, R D Gill, M F F Nave", J A Wesson

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 3EA UK.
*Laboratorio Nacional de Engenharia e Tecnologia Industrial, Sacavem, Portugal.

INTRODUCTION - The sawtooth collapse in tokamaks is generally observed to be

associated with the growth of an m=1 instability and a rearrangement of the core

lasma. In JET discharges, this occurs very rapidly and often without a growing

precursor /1/'. Accurate measurements of the details of the rapidly evolving topology

during the collapse are necessary to identify the precise mechanism, and tomographic

reconstruction of the soft x-ray emissivity profile has been used routinely for this.

The profiles observed during the JET sawtooth collapse have been inconsistent with

Kadomtsev’s theory /2,/, prompting much speculation on the correctness of the theory

/3,4/ and the reliability of the data analysis /5/. To aid in both questions, the soft

x-ray measurements during the collapse have been simulated, using two different

theories as guides. In this way, the limitations of the tomographic method were

investigated under controlled conditions.

TOPOLOGY - The soft x-ray detector system /6/ consists of 100 surface-barrier

diodes arranged in two ”pinhole” cameras mounted on horizontal and vertical ports

at the same toroidal location. They measure the integrated emission (”brightness”)

along lines of sight viewing the plasma in two fan-like arrangements. The chords are

distributed across the plasma cross-section over a range of radii and angles, but their

finite spacing and restricted orientation limits the maximum resolution.
The method used to tomographically reconstruct the two-dimensional emissivity

profile from the measured brightness function /7/ involves separating the radial and

angular dependence of the emissivity. The angular part is expressed as a sum over

Fourier harmonics cos(m6) and sin(m6), and the radial function is expanded as a sum

over Zernicke polynomials, a complete orthogonal set. The spatial resolution is

determined by the numbers of Fourier and radial harmonics chosen. These numbers

in turn are limited by considerations of numerical stability and geometry. For radial

resolution, the chord spacing (7 cm on the midplane) sets the optimum number of

radial harmonics to be about 12. In poloidal angle, since there are two cameras, only

four Fourier harmonics may be found, here chosen to be m=0, c058, sin0, and

cos(26) (but not sin(20)), where 8 is measured from the horizontal. This means that

in this study, only plasma perturbations with harmonic content no larger than m =2

may be unambiguously detected.
In the simulation, emissivity profiles are chosen which are consistent with

present theories of the sawtooth collapse, and integrals are calculated along detector

lines of sight to obtain brightness data. These are then inverted tomographically, and

the reconstructed profiles compared with the original. Two models of the sawtooth

collapse, Kadomtsev /2/ and quasi-interchange /4/, Were used as guides when

constructing input profiles. In Kadomtsev’s theory, total reconnection of helical flux
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and magnetic island growth occur in the
vicinity of the q=l surface. The plasma 1.0—Kadormsev q
core becomes displaced rigidly in the t
process. This behaviour is modelled simply 05.
by shifting the central part of an
unperturbed profile (Fig. la). The flat 05»
region represents the cooler magnetic ,
island. The quasi-interchange theory A04.
involves plasma convection, largely §
confined to the region inside the q=l €0.2-
radius. Two convective cells lead to the a ‘.
core being displaced and deformed into a 5;
”hot crescent” surrounding a ”bubble” of E io-CO'WGCW" " I, ‘
cooler plasma which has moved in to take 2’ \ / l
its place. Figure lb shows slices through m 0,87 , l l
the initial Gaussian profile and a typical /,.“.‘ l
displaced one. Both types of profiles 06- l ‘ ‘~\‘
conserve plasma energy during the \l
displacement. Note that the models are not 0.4~ \
rigorous physics simulations, but are is
adequate representations of predicted 0.2- ,V ‘\
plasma behaviour. //

Figure l. Typical emissivity profiles along a Grim -05 o 05 1.0
chard for a) Kadomtsev and b) convection
models. The dashed lines are the unperturbed
profiles.

Figure 2 shows the reconstruction of a horizontal perturbation extending to
about half the plasma minor radius. This is a typical magnitude observed in
sawtooth collapses with additional heating /1/ or after a period of sawtooth
stabilisation (”monster” crashes [8/). The contour plots show that the essential
features of each case are reproduced faithfully. The sharp features of both cases are
smoothed out, as expected, due to the finite radial resolution. But the characteristics
which distinguish one profile from the other remain clear.

One may compare these pictures with tomographic reconstructions of JET soft
x-ray data. Figure 3 shows a reconstruction done during a monster crash at a time
when the core displacement is close to its maximum. lts magnitude is 0.45 m, and the
peak emissivity has fallen by <20%, both measured with respect to conditions
immediately before the crash The similarity to Figure 2b is striking. The convection
model is clearly a better description of the plasma behaviour in this case.

To investigate the limitations of the tomography more fully, the parameters of
the input profile were varied systematically. It was found that the quality of the
reconstruction depends sensitively on the angle of the displacement 0d, the size of the
region where the perturbation is confined, and the magnitude of the displacement.
Figure 4 shows reconstructions for a case where the displacement is at 45 degrees.
(For the Kadomtsev case, the displacement is almost twice as large as that in Figure
2). The image of the rigidly displaced core in the Kadomtsev case becomes ”smeared"
in angle, and is not readily distinguishable from the convective plasma flow. This loss
of angular resolution is not surprising since only the cosine part of the m = 2 harmonic
is available. One would expect that as the displacement angle approached values
where cos(20d) = 0, some resolution would be lost and the fitting would deteriorate.
The larger displacement is also believed to exacerbate the effect /5/.

Minor Radius (m)
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The global error in the tomographic inversion was evaluated by taking the

differences between the reconstructed and input emissivities at each point on a

suitable grid. These were squared and averaged to obtain an rrns error. For the

Kadomtsev case, this quantity is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of displacement

angle in the model profile. For a particular size of displacement, relative minima

occur for horizontal and vertical angles, where, not surprisingly, cos(20d, is a

maximum. (There is symmetry with respect to all four quadrants). The largest error

does not occur at an angle of 45 degrees, as expected, but at about 60 degrees. This

may be related to the plasma elongation (taken to be 1.2 here). Another factor may

be the shift (up to 10 degrees) in the angle of the peak in the reconstructed emissivity

with respect to that of the input profile (see Fig. 4). The error is in the range of 1%

to 10% for reconstructions of both Kadomtsev and convective profiles.
This quantity, being global, does not necessarily give information on those

features which distinguish the two profile types. For example, the error decreases

with the size of the perturbation, but if this is confined to a region of less than about

25% of the minor radius, both profile types become indistinguishable due to the

limited radial resolution and the averaging effect of the measurement.
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a Kadomtsev ‘ Figure 4. Contour plots of €I7lissiy
displacement at 45 degrees '
Karla/71mm and bj canvecn‘zm
Contour levels as in Fig. 2.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION - The topology of the sawtooth collapse in JETplasmas has been investigated in detail by reconstructing the soft X-ray emissivityprofile. The tomography algorithm used has been assessed by simulating thebrightness measurements from two types of model profiles based on Kadomtsev’stheory and plasma convection. Core displacements Were varied over a range of sizesand angles.
From this work it can be concluded that sawtooth crashes due to Kadomtsevand convective models can be clearly distinguished when the amplitude of the

displacement is greater than about 25% of the plasma minor radius and when itoccurs closer than about 20 degrees from the horizontal or vertical planes. Thisinvestigation also confirms very strongly that the JET sawtooth collapse follows a
convective flow pattern as was reported in analyses of earlier JET data /1,4/.
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DENSITY LIMITS IN JET WITH BERYLLIUM

C.G.Lowry . D.J.Campbell, NGottardi, KLawson. G.Vlases

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon. OX11 3EA, England

AB STRACT

jET has now been operated with an evaporated layer of beryllium on carbon and with

beryllium as a limiter material. A principal objective of the experiment was to investigate the

mg effect of beryllium as a first wall material would have on the operational space of IET.

The results of this investigation are presented and contrasted with data obtained during the all

Carbon phase. The gettered phase showed no increase in the gas fuelled density limit except

with RF heating. The limit had, however changed in character, with the formation of a

MARFE preventing any further increase in density, There was a disruption in only a few

cases. In the beryllium limiter phase chlorine was a major contributor to the radiated power.

initially radiating 70 % of the total radiated power. In these circumstances the density limit

changed little from the gettered phase, However, as the chlorine diminished the limit was

extended substantially beyond the level obtained with gettering alone. while still maintaining

its soft character The density at which the soft limit occured is shown to be a function of

input power and plasma contamination with a weak dependence on q, and is described well

by a settling law based on a radiation model 1'2 . Helium and pellet fuelled discharges have

exceeded the deuterium gas fuelled limits. but we present evidence showing an overall

consistency when the edge density is considered.

THE LIMIT CHARACTERISTICS

The density limit in the carbon machine has been described in some detail in a paper by

Wesson et a1 3. In the case of the carbon machine with an evaporated layer of beryllium the

radiation is dominated by carbon and is similar to the pure carbon case with initially about 30

92 of the input power being radiated. As the density is increased the radiation increases in a

similar fashion to the all carbon case. Close to the density limit there is a break in the relation

between radiation and density (figure 1) which can be identified as the formation of the

M ARFE. The difference between the carbon and evaporated cases is that in the evaporated

case the radiation did not normally symmetrise and persisted at 100 % radiation, usually

without disrupting, until the current was ramped down or any additional heating was switched

off, which did lead to a disruption, The beryllium belt limiter was different again, although

the situation was confused by the presence of chlorine. At moderate densities the radiated

fraction was around 20 % and dominated by beryllium. However. as the density was increased

the contribution due to chlorine became dominant. The radiation was a smoother function of

the density (figure 1) although a break could be seen in some cases, The formation of the

MARFE was associated with the break in the radiation but it was not clear which was cause

and which was effect, As the radiation reached 100 9’0 the line integrated density began to

drop back to the pre-MARFE level. As long as gas was fed into the torus this cycle repeated

itself, but as the edge density racheted up the frequency of the instability increased and the

drop in radiation was reduced such that the MARFE. was not quenched (figure 2).

Measurements using Langmuir probes situated on the limiter surface show that the particle

flux and electron temperature at the limiter fall dramatically as the MARFE forms 4. The

intemal inductance of the plasma during the MARFE generally did not increase. indicating

that the plasma was not contracting significantly. This is consistent with the absence of strong

MHD fluctuations and dismptions in most cases.
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GAS FUELLING VERSUS PELLET FUELLTNG

To allow comparison with well known parameters of other machines the start of theMARFES have been plotted on a Hugill diagram (figure 3). Several features are apparent.First one can see that the MARFES of the evaporation phase occured at similar densities‘ todisruptions with a purely carbon machine, the one exception being the case with ICRH wherein some cases the limit was extended to that with comparable NBI. The second feature is thedramatic increase in the MARFTNG limit when the beryllium limiters were introduced; thehighest densities obtained were over double the density at disruptions in the carbon machine,
As in the carbon phase, the line averaged density could be substantially increased withpellet fuelling in the evaporation phase, providing that the pellet penetrates deeply. The limitfor both pellet and gas fuelled discharges can be unified for the evaporation phase (where theimpurity specie was always carbon) by considering the edge density and the input power

(figure 4). A small q dependance can be seen but the scatter in the data is too great to allow aconfident scaling.

SCALING

There are several models for density limits existing in the literature. For the all carbon JET
phases, the disruptive density limit was discussed in detail by Wesson et a1 3. We have
examined several models, including edge radiation 1'2 , edge thermal instability 5'7 ,
shielding ofincoming neutrals, and the Greenwald sealing 3, Of those, the edge radiationmodel provides the best fit to the entire (Be gettering plus Be limiter) data base. Following a
model used earlier for JET "2 one assumes that the radiated power is due to a single species,C in the evaporation phase and C1 or Ni in the Be limiter phase, and that the radiation comesfrom a region between the qw :2 surface and the plasma edge. The density at which the
MARFE occurs is then given by
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Pg 4 i . r._ l
Itc=Czl l~— where CZ:% [U 1-) #Y

(Zw-I)i 39: WC Lt (Rab)’
“a is the dcnSity Wilhin the radiating region and Lz is the cooling rate (taken from a coronal

modcll Due to a lack of diagnostics in the plasma edge figure 5 shows this function plotted

with C7. = 1 against the line averaged density, this is appropriate for the flat density profiles of

mcse gas fuelled cases, the fit is quite good for both phases, over a range of Zeff from over 3

m 1.3, When one restricts the scaling to pulses with Zcu<l.5, the scaling given by a thermal

instability model 6 also [its quite well, The power independant scaling 5 suggested for clean
discharges does not fit the data.

CONCLUSIONS

The density limit in the evaporated beryllium and beryllium limiter phases of JET was

different in character from that of the carbon phase. Although the limit occured in the same
region of the operational space it did not lead to a contraction of the current profile and there

was generally no disruption. The limit in both the beryllium evaporation and the beryllium
limiter phases was characterised by the appearance of a MARFE, The MARY-E either

persisted until there was a reduction ofthe input power or lead to a pump»out returning the

discharge to a stable region of the operational space. The density limit was shown to depend

on the input power and the impurity concentration much as one would expect frotn a diemial

instability. Since the dominant impurity specie did not change from the carbon to the

evaporated phases it was not surprising that the density limit was not increased in this phase,

although it does indicate that oxygen was not a significant radiator at high densities in the

carbon phase. The situation for the beryllium limiter was confused by high levels of chlorine,

but after machine conditioning in which the level of chlorine was reduced the previous
density limit was substantially exceeded, although the radiation was still dominated by
chlorine The critical parameters for the formation of a density limit MARFE were shown to

be located at the edge. Using both edge density and edge electron temperature it was possible

to resolve the differences between gas and pellet fuelled discharges.
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FARADAY ROTATION MEASUREMENTS ON IET, AND THE CHANGE IN
THE SAFETY FACTOR PROFILE DURING A SAWTOOTH COLLAPSE

wig E Lazzaro

JET joint Undertaking, Abingdon 0X14 3EA, UK

Introduction
Abel-inversion of Faraday rotation measurements on IET has shown that

in the current flat-top of sawtoothing discharges the axial safety factor, qo,
remains significantly below unity (O.75i0.15) throughout the sawtooth period [1].
In this paper we address two limitations of the Abel-inversion technique,
namely the dependence of the results on the assumed flux surface geometry
(eSpecially the elongation of the flux surfaces near the magnetic axis, K0) and
their lack of sensitivity to small changes in the poloidal magnetic field.
Assumptions about the flux surface geometry have been verified by comparing
Faraday rotation measurements along nearly orthogonal chords, and by a self—
consistent identification of the plasma equilibrium. The sensitivity to small
changes in the poloidal field, such as those which occur during sawtooth
instabilities, has been increased by Abel-inverting the changes in the Faraday
rotation signals rather than the signals themselves.

Measurements Along a Lateral Chord
Faraday rotation measurements on the 6 vertical chords of the JET

polarimeter are affected similarly by variations in the elongation of the flux
surfaces, and comparisons between different vertical measurements do not
reveal inconsistencies in the assumed elongation. For this reason, a lateral chord
of the interferometer, viewing the plasma at 20° to the horizontal, has been
commissioned to make polarimetric measurements also. This chord makes use
of a mirror mounted on the inner wall of the vacuum vessel, and, in order to

preserve the Mach-Zehnder configuration, has entrance and exit windows which

are displaced toroidally (symmetrically about the plane which contains the torus
axis and the mirror). The linearly polarised radiation propagating along this
chord experiences Faraday rotation due to both the toroidal and poloidal
magnetic field components. However, because of the 180° phase shift introduced
by the reflection at the inner wall, the Faraday rotation due to the toroidal field
on the inward path is cancelled by that on the outward path, while the
contributions due to the poloidal field add.
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To verify whether a given flux surface geometry is consistent with the
Faraday rotation measurements, the poloidal magnetic field is computed in this
geometry by Abel-inversion of the vertical channels only. The expected Farada
angle for the lateral chord is computed using this field, and compared with they
measured angle. If these disagree by more than the error bars of the
measurement (5%), the assumed geometry is inconsistent with the Faraday
rotation measurements.

In this manner it is found that K0 can be constrained to within i470 and is
in agreement with our previous assumptions about the flux surface geometry.

Self-Consistent Equilibrium Identification
In the Abel-inversion procedure, the equilibrium flux surfaces used in the

deconvolution of the (chordal) Faraday rotation measurements must be specified
a priori. Therefore the poloidal magnetic field distribution which is deduced is
not necessarily consistent with the assumed equilibrium. In order to ensure a
self-consistent determination of the poloidal magnetic field [2], we seek the
plasma equilibrium which best fits:
a) the tangential magnetic field, BI, measured by 18 pick—up coils at the vacuum

vessel,
b) the Faraday rotation angles, on, along 6 vertical chords, and
c) the line-integrated electron densities, N, along the same chords.
Accordingly, we minimize the functional

@1128) 39—” —B| 2+liW Cjia—VdZ—a 22 Rap, H 2,11 F Urea}? "i=1

Pick-up coils Faradayangles

2 2 21 6 1 ‘ atn 1 ‘ 82A+— W ndZ—N. +—W — d +—W —— d2; "U 1] 2 RnJJ-[awz P 2 mil; 3W2 ,0

Density integrals Regularising terms

subject to the constraints of the Grad-Shafranov equation and of fixed total
plasma current. Here 11/ is the poloidal flux, 1) is the normal at the plasma
boundary, It is the electron density, and A is related to the toroidal current Via

Jw = A(fiRA+(1—fi)%j
The weights of Wf and Wn are inversely proportional to the square of the

error of the Faraday rotation and electron density measurements. The weights of
the regularising terms are chosen so as to allow a fit of the data within their error
bars while suppressing artifacts that have an unphysical character (oscillations
with a wavelength of the order of the chord spacing, negative densities or

‘ current densities, etc). This corresponds to the range of regularising weights
within which the normalised x statistic is approximately equal to 1. The

.11
«
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Variation of any equilibrium quantity within this range determines the error

introduced by smoothing into the determination of this quantity.
Figure 1 shows the relative errors in the fitting of the magnetic,

po]arirnetric and interferometric data as a function of e, in the current flat-top

of an ohmic discharge. For values of e below 103, all the data are fitted within

their respective error bars. The corresponding variation in qo is shown in
Figure 2, again confirming the results of the Abel-inversion procedure. We note

that the values of K0 obtained by this self-consistent procedure is in excellent
agreement (<3%) with that deduced from SXR tomography.
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shown are typical error bars).

Changes in the Q-Profile at the Sawtooth Collapse
Variations in the safety factor profile, and in particular the change in q0 at

a sawtooth collapse, can be studied more sensitively by Abel-inversion of the
difference in the polarimetric signals before and after the collapse.

The change in the Faraday rotation angle, A6, is written as a first order
expansion in the parallel magnetic field, BH, the electron density, ne, and the
integration path

A6 ~ A[jn,B,,d13] = j(An,)B,, d! + J n,(AB,,)de +(Al)n,3,,d1
where the last term takes into account the change in the Shafranov shift which
occurs at the sawtooth collapse. The change in the Faraday angle due to a
perturbation of the poloidal field is obtained by subtracting from the total change
the contributions from the perturbed density, and the perturbed geometry. The
"corrected" angles can then be Abel-inverted for the perturbed poloidal field in
the usual manner. Because the sawtooth period in JET is long compared with
the integration time of the polarirneter electronics, sawteeth are clearly visible in
the raw data and it is not necessary to perform a coherent averaging of many

it
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sawteeth. The fluctuations in the Faraday angle have an amplitude of
0.01-0.05 radians.

Figure 3 shows the change in (10 at a sawtooth collapse as a function of the
preceding sawtooth period, for sawteeth in the current flat-top of a number of
ohmic and ICRF<heated discharges. Also shown are the lines corresponding to
AqO/TS = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 secl. The most important source of error is the
perturbed electron density, which gives rise to a change in the Faraday angle
which is of the same order as the change due to the perturbed field.

Field diffusion calculations, assuming neo-classical resistivity and
complete reconnection within the q=1 surface, yield typical values for Ago/1:5 of
0.3-0.5 sec1 in these discharges. Thus our results give support to the hypothesis
that complete reconnection does not take place at a sawtooth collapse.

Conclusions
The systematic errors associated with the flux surface geometry have been

studied using measurements along orthogonal chords and a self-consistent
equilibrium identification algorithm. The results validate our previous
inference that C10 remains below 1 throughout the sawtooth period. The change
in qO which takes place at the sawtooth collapse is consistent with this
conclusion.

[1] J O'Rourke et 31, 15th Euro.Conf. on Contr.Fusion and Plasma Physics, 1988.
Europhys.Conf.Abstracts, Vol.12B, part 1, p.155.

[2] I Blum et al, To be published in NucFusion.
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Fig.3 Change in the axial safety factor versus preceding sawtooth period.
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gAWTOOTI-I TRIGGERED DISRUPTIONS AT THE DENSITY LIMIT ON
DITE

G.M.Fishpool, A.W.Morris

JET Join! Undertaking, Abingdon, 0x0n, 0X14 3EA and

[mperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, University of London, U.K.
‘Cullzam Laboratory, Abingdon, 0x0n, 0X14 3DB

(Euratom/ UKA EA Fusion Association)

Introduction
Magnetic feedback on the DITE machine[l] is successful in reducing the

amplitude of the m=2,n=l MHD instability. (m = poloidal mode number,
n = toroidal mode number. Experiment parameters: R = 1.19m, a = 0.23m,
1p = 70 — 125 RA, B¢ = 1.0 — 2.0 T, :7. = 3 — 5 x10‘9m-3.) The reduction in

amplitude of this perturbation, which grows as the precursor to a major disruption,
allows Operation at densities higher than the previous disruptive limit. A limitation
to the success of the experiment is the modulating effect of the internal sawtooth
oscillation 0n the (2,1) perturbation amplitude for discharges with 2.3 S qc,.(a) $ 4.
This amplitude typically increases by a factor of 3 at a sawtooth crash. One of these
increases starts the disruption precursor growth. This behaviour may have some
Similarities to the ’gong’ phenomenon seen on JETEZ] and other devices.

This disruption precursor oscillation is clearly visible on all channels of both
horizontally and vertically viewing soft x-ray diode arrays. The differences between
the forms of the signals is consistent with coupled m = l and m = 2 components of
the oscillation.

Sawtooth destabilisation of the (2,1) perturbation
Soft x-ray emission and magnetic pick-up coil data are shown in Figure l for

a shot close to the density limit with (2,1) magnetic feedback (qmfiz) = 2.3). The soft
x-ray emission is from a chord through the plasma with a chordal radius (closest
approach to the plasma magnetic axis), rc = 4cm (inverted sawteeth were seen on
x-ray channels with rc > 9cm). The magnetic pick-up coil signal is obtained from
a coil combination detecting mainly (2,1) perturbations. The dominant perturbation
component has this (2,1) structure and a frequency of between 8 and llkHz. This
perturbation exists non-disruptively at a level of «530/39~ 0.5%, this being reduced
by a factor of 5 or more by feedback.

Figure 1 shows the effect of the sawtooth oscillation on the (2,1) perturbation
level. A rapid increase in amplitude to a level comparable with
680(without feedback) occurs around the time of the sawtooth crash. This increase
occurs in 1 - 2 periods, i.e. probably faster than the m:2 non-linear resistive
growth.
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The increase in amplitude is followed, in non-disruptive cases, by a
decrease through the sawtooth cycle. For qcy,(a) 2 2.3 shots, the variation is 5
without feedback. The variation is much more obvious for qc,vi(a) 2 3.0 even Wilho
feedback. lit

The density limit is reached when the (2,1) mode continues to grow, fol
the sawtooth, becoming the precursor to a major disruption.

The increase in m = 2 activity is apparently triggered by the crash, rather than
by, for example, the appearance of the sawtooth precursor oscillation (seen for all
DITE sawteeth investigated). The crash takes % 100 its, as measured on the Chord
integrated x-ray signals. The time, 1', between the crash and the increase in m :2
is s 100 as for the majority of cases. in a few cases, T A: 300 us, but Chordal
integration of the sawtooth precursor 3 s 6kHz could contribute to this.

It is to be noted that there are cases when no increase in the m : 2 mOde is
associated with a sawtooth crash. One sample showed that 1 sawtooth in 9 is
followed by a lower level of in =2; l in 15 exhibit a significant (> [0%)
reduction.The remainder typically have a factor of 3 increase. This variation may
be due to changes in mode coupling.
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Possible mechanisms for m = 2 dcstabilisation
The stability of the (2,1) tearin mode is very sensitive to the current density

gradient around the q = 2 surface[3 . Thus, a possible mechanism for the observed
effect is that changes in the conductivity, and hence j(r), occur close to the q :2.
surface following the arrival of the sawtooth heat pulse. Figure 2 shows x-ray
signals with chordal radii 0, 4 and 140m and the B,;(2,1) signal. 842,1) is seen to
have increased considerably before the heat pulse is seen at 14cm. Since the q : 2
surface has a radius of close to 20cm this mechanism is ruled out for this case. In
many cases, the m : 2 increase occurs before the crash and hence the heat pulse
cannot explain the phenomenon.

The rmm : 4cm x-ray signal in figure 2 shows the large oscillatory sawtooth
precursor which is seen as m :1 in the centre of the plasma, and as s (for
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WM :3) on the Mirnov coils. The frequency of this oscillation was close to, but

not exactly, half that of the (2,1) mode (except during the disruption precursor when

m z 1 and m = 2 modes appear to be coupled - see next section).
There is a weak correlation between the size of this sawtooth precursor and the

est-crash (2,1) activity (fz lOkHz), although there is usually no strong m =1

Successor oscillation.
my rchord

Disruption Precursor Structure TOP 3130""

As the disruption precursor N? '

starts to grow, it becomes clearly fit:

visible on all channels of the soft ES, . Centre ~r\‘\‘/- 0cm

Hay arrays. Comparing the signals E; ’

from the horizontally and vertically fig
viewing arrays a distinct difference in Bottom ——13cm

phase behaviour is observed. The Inside ---------------------- “18m

[op half of figure 3 shows data from
the horizontally viewing array, where a
the phase of the oscillation changes %g
by only a small angle between each 3%? Centre
channel. In contrast, the vertically g; - 0cm

viewing channels, in the lower half 2
of the fi ure, Show two distinct hase , w v are ,

inversiofis (1 channel outsidep the Outsrde “2 "1‘ cm

centre and 7 channels inside). This 366Time (ms)367
observation is explicable in terms of
m = 1, I1 = 1 and m = 2, n = 1 Figure 3. Soft x-ray diode signals from
structures locked together, rotating both arrays for a disruption precursor.

toroidally (poloidal rotation is very
small).

The phase variation with chordal radius, rt, seen on the two cameras is simply

explained by considering the geometry of these two modes. Taking emissivities of

the form em=f,,.(r)cos(m9+nd) —cut+ (5,"), (where fm(r) contains the radial

dependence of the displacement and the equilibrium emissivity gradient), and

performing line integrals for orthogonal viewing directions (the small i12° array

fans having little effect), one obtains,

110.310..) : C(rclcosvut + (1)00)

where [mm is the emissivity measured by the diode as a function of the chorda]

radius (signed). The phase angle, 4), is given by

A r. sin 6 + 6
tanqb(rc)=_—/—————( ’) ( 0. ') ,

A(rc)cos(60 + 01) + BUG)

where A and B contain the dependence of the line integrated emissivities (m 2 1 and

m = 2 respectively) on r,. Without loss of generality (3; = 0, and 60 takes the value

0 for the vertical array and n/2 for the horizontal array. Thus for any functions

A, B the vertical array has phase 0 or it since sin(60 + 51) : 0 whilst the horizontal

array phase varies as tarr'(A/B).
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The results in figure 3 have been simulated using this method. The Sim
is shown, together with the experimental data, in figure 4. The phase bEha
the two arrays is relatively insensitive to the radial dependence of the mm
This simulation has an m : l eigenfunction representing a rigid displaccment 0ft .
core, Whilst the m : 7 emissivity represents an elliptical distortion which has lar he
effect on the emissivity at around half the minor radius. The phasing neededes
simulate the data indicates that the perturbations align on the outboard midp] to
(i.e. 51 : 62 : 0) consistent with toroidal resistive MHD theory. am

Plath)“
Vl-Oul' or
SSlV’ities

- Amplitude: vertical Amplitude: hon
Conclusrons zuntal

Sawtooth activity in
DITE strongly affects the
amplitude of the
m 2 2, n : l perturbation.
This results in the triggering
of density limit disruptions

. t ,0 1 J,
for discharges With ~20 -10 0 i0
moderate qcyl(a) In H1051 Phase:vertical(radians)

' d‘ I

cases the increase of the 2” l
m = 2 mode appears 1
synchronous with the crash. |
The destabilising effect '
occurs on a faster timescale N
than can be explained by '2‘
heat pulse propogation. —20 410
Hence, some other Chordal Radius (cm) Chordal Radius (cm)
mechanism is required to
explain the change 0f the Figure 4. Amplitudes and phases of diode signals
domrilnant instability at the at 367mg in figure 3, and simulation (dotted).
eras .

On DITE the disruption precursor appears to be a global, in = l and 171:2,
n = 1 mode.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PLASMAS AND VACUUM VESSEL

DURING DISRUPTIONS IN THE HITACHI TOKAMAK HT-Z

Mitsushi Abe, Kazuhiro Takeuchi, Hideshi Fukumoto and Michio Otsuka

mwrgy Research Lab. Hitachi,Ltd.I 1168 Moriyama—cho. Hitachi, Ibaraki, Japan

L Introduction
Disruption is one of the key problems in tokamak device design as it has

thermal and meChanical problems. From the viewpoint of mechanical design,

radiating the electromagnetic force during disruptions is important[l-3].

Disruptive current decay processes, such as plasma current decay rates and

p1asma-coil interactions, have been experimentally examined in many

tokamak5l4’7l- In this presentation, the toroidal eddy currents and the

electromagnetic force due to them are discussed. They are determined by the

magnetic fitting technique based on the magnetic data experimentally obtained

during the disruptions of ohmically heated plasmas in the Hitachi tokamak

HT—2[8]. This presentation focuses on giving a qualitative understanding of

tokamak plasma disruptions from an electromagnetic viewpoint. An important

point in elucidating the process appears to be the eddy current induced by

the plasma movement (shell effect), and this point is intensively examined.

2' Experimental Setup Table 1 Parameters of “—2 Tokalak

Ex erimental device
The experiments are carried out “mute” ”'1’“ “1“”

in a small tokamak HT~2[B]. with the “as“ Current 1,, 10—55 M

parameters liSted in Table I ' The Electron Densitine averaged) n. l—3x10‘“ I"3
poloidal cross section is given in hromalyifld 3, Lu T

the Fig.1. The locations of the Plasma Major Radius RF 0 39-0.“ I

magnetic sensors are also shown. Plus-a Minor Radius up 0.08-0.12 n

A feature is a capability to create EMngan K 0.9—L45

various cross-sectional plasmas Iron COPE Flux SVinE - $0.062 Hb

using eight HY coils. B1 and 82

coils are for negative biasing of the iron transformer. ACH coils are for the

rapid plasma vertical position Zp control. Fig.2 shows the plasma cross

sectional shapes which are produced in the HT-2 experiments. The vacuum

vessel is made of stainless steel 9mm thick. The magnetic penetration time is

1.3ms for the vertical field and 1.5ms for the horizontal field. The onesturn

resistance of the vessel is 14m 9 due to the two resistive parts of 8cm width

in the toroidal direction. Feedback control of the plasma position is applied

in the experiments, but it is not powerful enough to control the position

even during the disruption.

Method to estimate electromagnetic force on vacuum vessel

Eddy currents on the vacuum vessel as well as plasma cross-sectional

shapes are determined from the magnetic data measured by magnetic probes and

flux loops. The method for magnetic analysis is described in ref.8. A feature

is that magnetic probes are placed so as to give pairs of inner (plasma side)

and outer (air side) magnetic probes. This placement enables determination of

the toroidal eddy current on the vacuum vessel. Magnetic fitting determines

magnitudes of seven eddy current Fourier components as well as coil currents

on a poloidal cross section. Toroidal eddy current density jT is calculated

by the superposition of the Fourier components and the poloidal field B? is

calculated from the eddy and coil currents. The electromagnetic force f in

this study is due to jT and Bp and is calculated by
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f :j'r X BF (Pa), (1)
The force f is the electromagnetic pressure acting on the Vessel. Total forceacting on the vacuum vessel is obtained by integrating the pressure f 0“ the
vacuum vessel. assuming uniform pressure distribution in the toroidal
direction. The estimated error for jT is around 20% of its maximum value and
the error for Bp is less than 5%. The estimated errors for f is less than 25%
against the peak value of the distribution on a poloidal cross section. ’

3. Electromagnetic Characteristics of Disruptive plasma current decay in HT—z
Plasma current decay date during disruptions

The plasma cross—sectional shapes in these experiments are the same as inFig.2 and each plasma has different characteristics of the disruptive currentdecay. A parameter which shows the difference is a time constant of theplasma current decay T a {=—Ip/(d/dt)}, where I? is plasma current. The
circular plasma has roughly constant d/dt during the current decay and
T a=0.5ms, while the slightly elongated plasma has T d=l.0ms. However thehighly elongated plasma has rapid current decay. Examples of the highlyelongated plasmas are the plasmas with divertor configuration, which haveI d=0.25—1.0ms. In the following part, the electromagnetic characteristics ofthe disruptive plasma current decay are discussed for circular and elongatedshaped plasmas, focusing on the characteristics depending on the plasma
crossAsectional shape.
Circular plasma disruption

Figure 3(a) shows the time evolution of the plasma current IF) net vesseltoroidal current leg. total vertical force Fz and radial force FR acting on
the vacuum vessel, during the 1p decay. The forces are mainly due to theplasma movement (shell effect). This is why the time evolution of the FR
differ from the wave form of Inn. The FR has a peak just after the current
decay starts but the lac has a peak when the plasma current is decreased tohalf its initial value. Figure 3(b) shows the magnetic field and
electromagnetic force during the disruption, indicating the vessel
experiences a counter force (negative radial direction) from the plasma
movement. During IF decay, the circular plasma touches the inner (small major
radius side) limiter. The plasma disruption which cause a decrease of plasma
thermal energy and force the plasma move inward. This movement squeeze the
plasma and the current decay for the circular plasma is rapid. The F2 equals
zero for the circular plasma because it does not moves vertical direction.Elongated plasma disruption

Figure 4(a) shows the time evolution of the disruption for the slightly
elongated plasma. Since the elongated plasma disruptions are accompanied withthe vertical instability, Fz become important. The value nv (=-R/Bv 6 Bv/ a R)is indicated as a parameter of the elongation, where Bv is the external
vertical field. The plasma moved upward and IF start to decay at 15.6ms. Theforces have their peak value just before the start time because of the plasmavertical movement. During the 1p decay, the forces are weak. This is becausethe eddy current induced by the plasma movement is cancelled by the 1p decay.Figure 4(b) shows the time evolution of the disruption for the highlyelongated plasma. A feature for the highly elongated plasma disruption is
that the plasma current decay phase can be divided into two phases. The firstis a short period of rapid IF decay phase which is appeared at 18.4—18.6ms inFig.4(b). The force Fz due to the vertical instability increases until 18.4mswhich is just before the disruptive Ip decay. but F2 and FR are both weak atrapid Ip decay time. The second is a period at which Fz become large again
and is the latter half of the current decay process.

Eddy current distribution helps the understanding of F2 time evolution.
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Figure 5 shows the eddy current distribution along the vacuum vessel wall

for the disruption of Fig.4(b). The upper figure is at just before the rapid

I? decay (18.4ms) and the lower figure is at after it (18.8ms). At 18.4ms the

eddy current is due to the shell effect for the plasma vertical movement and

the vessel experiences the counter force of the shell effect. Most

importantly the eddy current near the plasma (at 260deg.) changes its flow

direction and the amount of the current (shadowed area in Fig.5) is

comparable with the amount of the rapid decay of IF. A part of the plasma

current move to the vessel wall to delete the shell effect and at this time

the eddy current and forces are small {at 18.6ms on Fig.4(b)}. This process

can be understood as the same mechanism as the slightly elongated case in

which the plasma current moved slowly to the vessel wall during all IP decay

phase- After the rapid lp decay, the shadowed eddy current of 1? direction at

13.8ms, interact with the external poloidal field which caused the Zp

instability before 18.4ms, and after 18.6ms the vessel experiences the

vertical force as the plasma experienced before 18.4ms.

The rapid lp decay is associated with the vertical instability. Figure 6

shows the electromagnetic pressure acting on the vessel wall with the

original divertor configuration i.e. with the high elongation. The timing of

Fig.6 is just before the rapid 1F decay. The plasma is moving toward bottom.

The plasma should experience the upward force of shell effect for the

position stability from the eddy current on the vessel and the vessel should

experiences the downward vertical force as a counter force. However, the

figure shows that the force is mainly directed in the radial direction and

the stabilizing effect for the plasma vertical position is small. The reason

of such small stabilizing effect is that the poloidal magnetic field on the

Vessel wall toward which the plasma is moving is small because such point is

close to the null point.

4. Conclusion
Electromagnetic interactions between plasmas and the vacuum vessel

toroidal eddy current during disruptive lp decay have been examined

experimentally in the Hitachi tokamak HT-Z for three kinds of plasma shapes

i.e. circular, slightly elongated and highly elongated. The characteristics

of the disruptive Ip decay depend on the plasma CPOSS’SeCtnal shape. The IF

decay rate in the circular plasma is twice as large as that in the slightly

elongated plasma. The main cause of the electromagnetic force during the 1p

decay is mainly due to the plasma movement (shell effect) for these two kinds

of plasma shapes. Very rapid Ip decay is observed in highly elongated plasma.

This is associated with the vertical instability. After the rapid 1p decay,

eddy current which has a peaked distribution with IP direction at the point

toward which plasma has moved. Such eddy current interact with the magnetic

field from poloidal coils and create a large vertical force. The effect of

the poloidal vessel current has not yet discussed.
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ASYMMETRIC EFFECTS OF AN 8 = l EXTERNAL HELICAL COIL ON THE

SAWTOOTH AMPLITUDE ON TOKOLOSHE TOKAMAK.

G. Nothnagel, D. Sherwell, D.E. Roberts, J.D. Fletcher, J.A.M. de Villiers.

Atomic Energy Corp. of South Africa, PO Boa: 582, Pretoria 0001.

Introduction: Sawtooth theory suggests two q—profiles are of particular interest,

namely: (a) a parabolic q—profile with qo < 1 and (b) a. flat central q-profile (go 2, 1)

for 0 g r 5 r1 with q parabolically increasing outside r1, leading to sawtooth crash

mechanisms governed by Kadomtsev’s total reconnection model [1] and the more

recent quasi-interchange model suggested by Wesson [2] respectively. Flat central

q.profiles with £105 1 can allow the tearing mode and the quasi—interchange mode

to be present simultaneously. An attempt is discussed to distinquish between the

profile types (a) and (b) by energising an E = m/n : #1/1 external helical dipole

field winding [3) on Tokoloshe ( 12/11 = .52m/.24m;1p : 140kA;B¢ = .6T).

Experimental arrangement and results: The helicity of the magnetic field lines

in the plasma can be arranged to have a resonant or non-resonant sense relative to

the Z = *1 winding by reversing the direction of the plasma current (Fig. 1). Exper-

iments have been performed for both resonant and non—resonant configurations and

for both current directions in the helical winding. Two soft X—ray diodes at Q5 = 3300

view the plasma at tangent radii 4.5 cm below and above the centre of the radius of

inversion (r1 = 7.5 cm). For a reference shot (i.e. without helical field) the sawtooth

amplitudes on the two diodes are similar (Fig. 2(a)). With the winding energised

the signals on the two diodes are affected asymmetrically as shown (Figs. 2(b) &

3): For a winding current of 7kA, one diode shows a general decrease in relative

sawtooth amplitude (AA/A) of z 50 % while a. qualitatively different effect is seen

on the other diode (figure 3). Starting at a time to during the sawtooth rise phase

a hollow in the intensity relative to the other diode signal is seen. The hollow lasts

for typically .67, (T, E sawtooth repetition time) and recovers rapidly over a period

of z .11', just prior to the sawtooth crash. This final spike has an m = 1 character.

On reversing the 11 current direction the effects on the diode signals also reverse,

indicating the coil-induced nature of the effects (Fig. 3). In the non-resonant con-

figuration similar features are observed. The phase of the asymmetry (i.e. on which

diode signal the hollow appears) does not depend on the direction of the plasma cur—

rent, (resonant or non-resonant) but only on the direction of the 11 current. Fourier

analysis of the measured vacuum helical field reveals a non-resonant (m/n = 1/1)

component of r: 13 % of the size of the resonant (m/n = -1/1) component. This

could explain the observed non—resonant effects. No statistically detectable change

in the sawtooth period is observed as a result of the helical field.
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Comparison with numerical calculations: Field line tracing calculations usinthe q—profiles (a) and (b) and the measured helical field, were performed. Fm:
profile with qo : .7 (case (a)) and [1 = 1 Jul a magnetic island is formed IElative to
the 11 current direction as shown in figure 4(a). A flat central q—profile (case (1)»
with q0 = 1.006 shows no island formation (Fig. 4(b)), but a shift of the hot Spotin a direction opposite to that for case (a). The two cases therefore lead to difiehent results with regard to the position of the hotspot relative to the I1 Conductms,The results of the calculations for the non-resonant case show similar effects due
to the non-resonant component. Phase agreement, of the hot spot relatiVe to the
windings for both 11 current directions, is found with experiment only for q—profiIeS
with qg < 1. For 11 2 Nut large scale stochasticity is predicted by the field linetracing but is not seen in the experiment where only a small loss in central confine.
ment is observed for 11 : 7kA. Field penetration effects may explain this. Figure 4
([1 : 1 Jul] does however give the correct phasing of the hotspot for each q-profile.

Discussion and conclusions: Comparison of experimental and numerical results
suggests that the hollow in the sawtooth amplitude on one diode is due to the ap.
pearance of a stationary m = 1 island in the field of view of the diode, rather than
a shift of the intensity distribution away from it. Further, a shift of the hot Spot
would be expected to lead to an increase in the one diode signal. What is observed
however, apart from the asymmetric appearance of the hollow, is a general decrease
in the confinement of the central region. It seems likely therefore that on Tokoloshe,
qo must be less than one during sawtoothing. The unaltered sawtooth period sug—
gests that the mechanism of the sawtooth crash is not affected by the coil. The final
spike (Fig. 3 (a) bottom trace] could be due to the growth of the mode that leads to
the crash. There seems to be re-rotation of the mode after a certain amplitude has
been reached. Numerical simulations, using an emissivity model with a non—rotating
growing island, qualitatively explains the hollow and the final spike. However, the
amplitude of the spike cannot be reproduced without assuming rotation.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the helical di-
pole winding with the positive 11 cur-

rent direction indicated. The plasma
current direction for the resonant con—
figuration is shown.
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Figure 2: Asymmetric effect of the Z = 1 winding on the sawtooth ampli_
tude. (a) Reference shot (without helical current) and (b) I1 = i7kA,
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Figure 3: Application of an m : 1,72 = 1 helical perturbation leads to the
appearance of a. hollow in the soft X-ray intensity prior to the sawtooth
crash. (a) For the negative [1 current direction [see figure 1) XBOT is
affected and (b) for the positive [1 direction XTOP is affected.

Figure 4: Field line tracing results with a resonant helical m : 1,71. = 1
perturbation of 1 [CA for: (a) a parabolic q—profile with go < 1, and (b) a
flat central q—profile (qo : 1.006) with q monotonically increasing outside
71. For the opposite II current direction the observed features undergo a
1800 phase shift in 0. The orientation of this phase is independent of plasma
current direction.
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MEASUREMENT OF OHMIC TOKAMAK MOMENTUM CONFINEMENT THVIES

FROM CONTROLLED LOCKING AND UNLOCKING OF TEARING MODES.

Wis, J.D. Fletcher, G. Nothnagel, D. Sherwell and J.A.M. de Villiers.

Atomic Energy Corp. of South Africa, P.O. Boa: 582, Pretoria 0001.

1, Introduction: The global momentum confinement time, T, of a tokamak plasma
dV

is normally estimated from the equation: 7“- = L — g. In an unbalanced NBI heated

plasma with PNBI >> Pn, T can be estimated both in the steady state, because the driv-

ing term L is readily estimated, and from the rate of fall (rise) of momentum following

beam switch off (on). Ohmic tokamak plasmas are not so amenable to determination

of 7- because L is neither easy to estimate nor to control and the rotation Velocity, v, is

small and difficult to measure accurately. We discuss the measurement of T for an ohmic

tokamak plasma from the rate of increase of its velocity following the controlled slowing

down of its rotation. The slowing down is produced by resonant interaction of a cur-

rent pulse, in an external helical coil, with a large saturated tearing mode in the plasma.

2. Momentum confinement model: We assume toroidal rotation (section 3.) with

a global momentum confinement equation:

g}_L o anéflmw—m)_a§jflmw—¢g_ he; (U
dt— n 1+n%3 1+nhg 1+0%t

The terms in k1, 16;, k3 describe, respectively, mode locking due to an external helical

coil with current Ic [1], a stray field B,, and eddy currents generated in the wall [2]. The

penetration of the tearing mode field (Bnfig) through the vacuum chamber depends

on the factor (1 + 0273,)”1 where 7',J is the penetration time of the wall. This means
that all three locking terms are highly non-linear in Q. In the steady state with Ic = 0,

:7? z 0 and Q = no so that L can be obtained from (1). It will be justified a posteriori

that k; 2 0 so that (1) can then be written as:

an_&_g_mn&sm¢so am _ am (fl
dt _ Tee Tr» \/17+ S1273, (1+93Tt) 1+927t

The external coil can always force locking for sufficiently large 1,. For Tokoloshe f0 =

6kHz and Tu, : 0.25ms, so (ion, >> 1 . Thus, re—rotation of the mode (% > 0 ) after

locking (0 : 0) can only occur, even when I, = 0, if k3 B92: % where C < 1. If

re—rotation does occur (with I, : 0 and k2 = 0),

9E1 ._ {Ll E1 {Ea___E1__, i12___£1___
dt ; 1,5 T¢ rd, 1 + (1373 T¢ 1 + 9273

no22 Q
_m_. for 020.30,, if 020.9

7-4? 743
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Then (Qn ~ [1) : (OD — 0,) exp —} where Q : Q, at t 2 0. Hence 7",) can be Obtaind
from the slope of In [1 —- f/fo) versus 1.“ for sufficiently large 0. e

3. Experimental details: We consider an z 10ms duration phase of a Tokoloshe
plasma during peak Ip (I1, = 125kA, R = .52m, a 2 .24m). In this phase, qt 2 3.33502
and two tearing modes are present, an m = 2/7; = l at r/a = 0.76 and an m = 3/n :1
at r/a : 0.95. Due to the low aspect ratio of our machine, we obtain signals on FOUIier
analysing coils responding to poloidal mode numbers m = 1, 2,3,4 and 5. Theme Coils
all give to within 2% the same Mirnov frequency of 2 6kHz. Since the toroidal mode
number is n=1 and assuming w : m—fi + % the simplest explanation is that the mOdes
are rotating toroidally with v4, : Rwo. The rotation direction is opposite to that of
Ip, while the apparent poloidal rotational frequency of the m = 2 mode corresponds in
magnitude and direction to the local electron diamagnetic drift frequency. Hard X-ray,
Langmuir probe and H,! signals also show the same frequency. Following the onset. of
sawtooth oscillations, soft X-ray m = 1 fiuctations centred on the sawtooth inversion
radius also show the same frequency as the Fourier coils.

There are four external coils on Tokoloshe, an E = 0 [purely poloidal) winding and
Z : 1,2 and 3 stellarator type windings. Due to the low aspect ratio, currents in each of
the four coils are able to lock the mode structure [3] but with strongly decreasing effi-
ciency as the E-number decreases. During locking with any coil all the above mentioned
signals slow down in phase (Fig. 1). Thus the plasma appears to rotate essentially as
a solid body.

4. Results: Plots of In (1 — f/fo) versus time for seven different shots are shown in
Fig.2. These shots cover a range from incomplete locking to a. locked phase of : 7ms.
The linear regions of the plots indicate an increasing momentum confinement time from
0.4 to 0.8ms. The electron energy confinement time 75, = 1.6 d: 0.3ms at t=5ms so
that T¢ z 156 as found on NBI heated machines. The decrease of MHD activity at
the end of the period studied is due to a narrowing of ]'(r) which leads to the onset
of sawtoothing. The time at which this occurs is progressively delayed as the locked
phase becomes longer [ Fig. 2] so that the locking itself clearly changes the plasma
properties. No significant difference in T¢ is obtained from locking with the E = 2 or
Z : 3 coils though the locking currentsare considerably smaller for the E = 3 (Fig. 1).
The relatively undistorted (sine like) 50 traces after rotation in Fig. 2 (cf Fig. 1) also
indicate that stray fields are unimportant during the linear ln(1 — f/fo) versus time
phase of the rotation. The accuracy of the present measurement is limited to N i20%
by the fact that there are only a few Mirnov cycles (~ 3 to 5) in the available range of
(No.30 S Q g 0.900) i.e. T¢/T(Mirnov) z 3 to 5.

5. Conclusions: Measurements of global momentum confinement times of ohmic
tokamak plasmas have been made from the acceleration of tearing modes following their
controlled slowing down. This method could be useful in probing the regime from ohmic
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d. Clearly a fully toroidal helical coil could not readily be installed on an

achine. However, a. modular coil covering S 1/25 of the surface of the vacuum

hould be sufficient to cause an appreciable decrease in 1)., on a machine the

ASDEX without excessive coil currents (g 10kA).
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Fig.1 Soft X-ray(SX), Hard X-ray[HX), Mirnov (m : 2 and m : 3), Langmuir probe(LP)

and Hcl signals showing slowing down and
2 = 1,2 and 3 coils (The SX signals are at

locking of the rotation frequency due to the

the sawtooth inversion radius above(T) and

below(B) the centre. The LP is biased at e20V and is positioned at r = 0.23m)
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW—q DISCHARGES ON
HT-GB TOKAMAK

Li Guoxiang, Li Linzhong, Xie Jikang, Guo Dequan,

Qin Pinjian, Deng Chuanbao, Huang Rong, HT—6B Group

(Institute of Plasma Physics, Academia Sinica, Hefei, P.R.C.)

1 . Introduction

HT-6B is a small air core tokamak with circular cross

section and without conducting shell and divertor. Its aspact

ratio is R/a = 45cm/12.5cm. The operation regime according to

the original design was q(a)23.0 (q(a) is the surface safety

factor of plasma), and no low-q programm was included[n.

During the initial stage, HT—SB was operated of the following

parameters: q(a)=3.0—-6.0, ne=(O.5-—2.3)x1013cm‘3 (in this

paper ne is line averaged electron density) and plasma

current IP =13--35 KA. One year ago, we made the study of the

fine structure of discharge region on HT—6B, and five

discharge regiones of different characteristics have been

found[2]. They are sawtooth region, MED-oscillation region,
transition region,energetic region and runaway region. During

that research, the operation regime has been expanded to

q(a)S3.0.
Recently, by decreasing the impurity level, carefully

controlling the plasma current and density rise rates and

enhancing equillibrium adjusting* ability,HT—6B has been

successfully operated in the 1.75 S q(a) S 3.0 low—q regime,

with special emphasis on the understanding of the confinement

property and the low—q disruption. Experiments show that the

low-q discharges not only have the same fine structrue of

discharge region, but also have special characteristics.

2. Characteristics of Low-q Plasma

The typical plasma parameters of HT-6B operated in low—q

are as followszIP = 30--50 KA, B: = O.4—-0.6 T, he =(O.4——2.6)

x1013cm-3, < B > = (O.6——1.3)% and q(a) = 1.75——3.0, and the

uncertainty of q(a) is lower than 10%.

2.1. Confinement Property When operated in lower q(a),

the circular-cross-section tokamak without a conducting shell

usaully has poorer confinement property. On HT—6B, however,

stable plasma of well confinement property can be obtained

even though q(a) is lowered to 1.75. The comparision between

the measured energy confinement time 1e and the experimental

scaling[3}
re (ms) = 0.61x10-3 Tel-08 (ev) He (1013cm—3) q(a)1.17 (#)

Obtained from 1.75 S q(a) S 3.0 is given in Fig.1. From

scaling (#),one can see that except that 15 decreases as q(a)
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is lowered, the energy confinement does not become bad-The:
value derived from (#) is similar to that derived EreAlcator, Mirnov and DIVA[4] scalings. 0m
2.2. Sawtooth Behavior During low—q discharges, saWtooth
activity becomes strong. Sawtooth inversion radius r
increases as q(a) decreases (Fig.2). The whole plasma
modulated by sawtooth which can be seen even on plasma 100
voltage(Vl), Haemission, diamagnetic signal, hard X—ray (HM
emitted from the limiter and Mirnov signals. The sawtoothmagnitude on soft X—ray (SX) signals may reach to (20"30H
in low—q shots, while only (5-15)% in high q(a) Shots. Theremarkable sequence of strong sawtooth oscillations is that
the plasma parameter profiles become broad which
responsible for the growth of some instabilities.
2.3. Broad Profiles "Fat" plasma parameter profiles isthe principal characteristic of low—q HT-SB dischardes. In alarge central region, the electron temperature and densityprofiles Te(r),ne(r) and SX emission intensity profile s(U
are flat. Fig.3 shows the current density profiles estimatedfrom assuming q(rs)=l and j(r)=j(0)[1-(r/a)2]“. When q(a)=l.79
,we have n=O.99, and such current profile is unstable to theideal kink mode[m.
2.4. Low-q Disruption Three kinds of low-q disruptiomswe call them major disruption, soft distuption andsawtoothelike disruption,have been observed[6]. When
q(a)52.0,the disruption probability obvisously increases.

is

3. Low—q Disruption of q(a)32.0 Shots

We specially pay attention to the q(a) S 2.0 lOW—qdisruption since in plasma there is no q=2 rational surfacewhich is the pre—condition of the growth of m=2/n=l tearingmode related to most of q(a)>2 disruption.Typical low—q major
disruption shot of q(a)=l.8 is shown in Fig.4. The disruptionprocess is similar to that of the q(a)>2 disruption, but the
instability related is different.

The growth of m=2/n=l mode is observed on SX signals and
magnetic fluctuation(MF) signals l~2 ms before the disruption(Fig.4b). The s(r,t) profile (Fig.4c) shows that before
disruption the central part is flat and a small broad peak
appears on the profile near by sawtooth inversion radius rs
(~ 5 cm). Such profile is the result of the strong sawtooth
activity. The VUV OVI line measurements show that the total
oxygen inpurity does not increased, but the inpurity
distribution may change.

It seems that the strong sawtooth activity itself and
the special plasma profile caused by it, as mentioned above,
play considerable roles in low-q disruption. Fig.5 shows a
q(a)=l.91 shot disrupted after some sawtooth collapses which
is followed by fast growth of m=2/n=1 mode. Sawtooth is so
strong that can be seen on the HX signal,and several positive
spikes on V1 also seems to be the sequence of the energetic
electron loss caused by the sawtooth crashes.Usually,low-q
disruption takes place just after the last sawtooth collapse
and,sometimes(Fig.5),the m=2/n=l mode successively increases
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and does not oscillate again, untill disruption occurs.

The growth time 1g of the m=2/n=l mode increases as the

flasma density ne increases. when He increases from 0.4x

i0”cm_3 to l.6x1013cm’3, Tg is enhanced from 50 us to 400 us.

Wis behavior is very similar to that of the m=2/n=l kink

mode growth time (1k ~ pl/z, pis the plasma mass density) and

is different to that of the tearing mode growth time ( It ~

ne--7/5 n‘9/5 , n is plasma resistivity). Considering the above

results and q(a)<2.0, we believe that the m=2/n=l mode have

ideal kink mode characteristic.

4 , Summary

On HT-6B, low—q plasma ( q(a)S2.0 ) of well confinement

property has been obtained. The q(a)<2.0 low—q disruption is

the sequence of the strong sawtooth activity and the growth

of the edge m=2/n=l mode which seems to be an ideal kink mode

,If we can effectively control the sawtooth oscillation and

the plasma profile, it is possible to run tokamak with well

confined plasma in lower q(a) and higher < B >.
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PROFILES AND MHD ACTIVITIES IN PBX—M TOKAMAI’x'1

H. Takahashi, B. LeBlanc, S. Kaye, S. Sesnic, M. Chance,
R. Hatcher, C. Kessel, J. Manickam and M. Okabayashi

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08543, USA

Abstract

An S—oz diagram is used to characterize and catalog plasma current and pressure

profiles modified by tools available to PBX-M. A class of MHD-quiescent plasmas, ob-

mined by skin effect and pellet injection, has broad current and peaked pressure profiles,

while a class of MHD—active plasmas, which often leads to a fl collapse, has peaked current

and broad pressure profiles. The two classes of plasmas trace distinct patterns in the Sea
map. The fl collapse and ELM events are discussed using the 5—01 formalism.

The PBX-M tokamak(1) has an array of tools to modify and measure the pressure
and current profiles including strong external shaping (bean shape), skin effect (rapid 1p
ramp), pellet injection and others. What are stability characteristics of profiles modified
by each of these tools? Is it possible to avoid the fi collaspe? These are important current

topics in the PBXvM project.
Three different operating regimes, produced by different profile modification tools,

will be discussed. (1) The first regime, termed ‘high fip’, is produced by shaping alone, i.e.,
a moderate indentation (t ~ 0.15), ellipticity (K N 1.9) and triangularity (6 ~ 0.5). This
H—mode, steady 1p (N 320kA) regime is characterized by a high poloidal [3 value ([3,, ~ 2),
but also by active MHD (fishbones, sawteeth, continuous global modes and ELM’S) and
often a fi collapse. (2) The second regime, termed ‘high (fl,)’, is produced principally by
the skin effect resulting from a rapid 1,, ramp (1,, ~ 2.51V1A/s) and by strong shaping,
i.e., a large indentation (1 ~ 0.28), ellipticity (1»: ~ 2.2) and triangularity (6 ~ 0.60). This
L»mode, high 1p (N 570kA) regime is characterized by a high volume—averaged toroidal [3
value ((1%) S 6.8%), Troyon—Sykes parameter (fiTS E IP/(amidBw) ~ 21llA/(mT)) and g
factor (9 E (fitl/fiTs N 3.4(%mT/IVIA)), and by a long MHD-quiescent period (N 1007115)
followed by a brief period (N 301715) of sawtooth precursor—like MIID activities prior to
an unavoidable disruption. (3) The third regime is produced by modifying what would
have been a typical high 3,, regime discharge by injecting a medium—sized pellet (D/L N
2/3mm). This L-mode, high density (116(0) S 1.5 ~ 1020/1713) regime is characterized by
a. sustained (Z 100ms) peaked density profile, long MHD»quiescent period (2 80ms)
followed by a brief period (~ 20ms) of MHD activities before a (possibly avoidable)

1Supported by U. S. DOE Contract DE—AC02-76-CHO-3073
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disruption, and by an energy confinement time (TE ~ 45ms) comparable to that of H.
mode discharges.

In this paper the pressure and current profiles are obtained from equilibrium analysis
using the measured poloidal flux values, plasma and coil currents, and electron pressure
profile as boundary conditions. The total computed pressure is assumed to be propor—
tional to the measured electron pressure. Profile characteristics such as ‘peaked’ or ‘broad’,
whether expressed qualitatively or in terms of the profile factor (peak-to-average ratio),
refer to an integral moment of the profile function. It is, however, the dimensionle55
pressure and current gradients in relation to each other, which are relevant to stability
considerations: speaking of a ‘pealtecl’ pressure profile, e.g., is meaningful only in the con-
text of having a particular current profile. A diagram of the shear and pressure gradient
parameters, which is commonly used to delineate ballooning mode stability boundaries, is
instead used here to Characterize and catalog pressure and current profiles of experimen-
tally obtained equilibria. The shear parameter in this paper is S E (20/q)((lq/di,/))(d1/J/dv),
where DWI) is the volume within a flux surface given by the poloidal fiux function, 2/), and
the pressure gradient parameter is a E (—2/10)(dp/(l'r/i)(dv/(lr/J)(/(v/(QWZRD, Where R is
the major radius of the geometrical center of the flux surface. The diagram, here referred
to as the S—a- map, can be used to describe relationship between the shear and pres-
sure gradient and to make a qualitative assessment of their stability characteristics. The
map is used for ‘pattern recognition’ to catalog features of discharges in different regimes.
Knowledge of the manner in which each profile modification tool alters the pattern is
useful in finding paths to high ,6 states without encountering a ti collapse.

In Fig. 1 two equilibria are shown in the Sea map formalism. Each curve is a
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ararnetl'ic representation of SUD) and 0471)) for an equilibrium as the parameter, 1/), is

varied from its value on the magnetic axis (x at the origin of the diagram) to the value

at the plasma edge (either a or b on the vertical axis). lnbedded numerals mark locations

of integer q values. The last segment of each trajectory, representing changes between

the last two flux surfaces, is omitted for the clarity of presentation. The curves A and

B are typical for high [3,, and high (fit) regimes, respectively. For localized modes such

as ballooning mode, the stability is determined by the locations of these trajectories in

relation to stability boundaries. For global modes such as kink mode, the stability depends

on the trajectory pattern, in whole or in part, as well as on the wall locations. We will

make qualitative observations on these instabilities from the knowledge of their generic

characteristics instead of describing details of stability calculations. The generic shape

of ballooning unstable zone of a flux surface is a ‘tongue shaped’ region in the diagram

extending from the upper right-hand corner toward the origin. The generic shape (but

not the size or location) of such a region is indicated by the curve C in Fig. 1. The tongue

‘recedcs’ toward the upper rightliand corner for a series of flux surfaces increasingly

farther away from the magnetic axis. Thus, the ‘first up, then to the right and finally

a downward loop’ pattern of the trajectory A is not favorable in avoiding ballooning

unstable zones, and also implies expending a limited ‘supply’ of shear at places where

there is no significant pressure gradient. A downward loop of the curve A beyond the

q = 3 surface means increasing pressure gradient as the shear diminishes and is likely to

give unfavorable contributions to the kink stability. In fact, MHD-active, high [3,, plasmas

in PBX—M are expected from a stability analysis to be external—kink unstable and to have

some ballooning unstable interior surfaces. In contrast, the curve B in Fig. 1 is a ‘first to

the right, and then up’ trajectory, and the pressure builds up significantly within the q = 1

surface without expending much shear. The trajectory pattern would be helpful in going

under the ‘tongue’, although the trajectory’s end near the plasma edge could still run

into ballooning unstable zones. Rapidly increasing shear near the edge, as the pressure

gradient rises, should also be favorable for the kink stability. Calculations show that

MHD—quiescent, high ([3,) discharges are indeed expected to be stable against ballooning

mode, and either stable or marginally stable for n = 1—3 kink modes depending upon how

the stabilizer plates are modeled.
In Fig. 2 a time sequence of equilibria (from three similar discharges) in the H

collapse process2 is shown: curve A in the [3 rise phase, B in the saturation and C at

the beginning of the collapse phase. In this sequence qedge varies from 6.4 to 4.7 to 4.3

indicating diminishing total available shear as B rises. The curve C shows a characteristic

downward loop and a large pressure build—up, without an accompanying increase in the

shear, in regions outside the q = 2 surface. Following this state 5 begins to collapse in a

series of large ELM events and other global (n = 1—3) MHD activities. In Fig. 3 a pair of

equilibria (from two consecutive similar discharges) are shown at a moment, just before

and after, an ELM event that caused a large (N 10%) stored energy loss, A major effect of

the ELM on the equilibrium appears in regions outside the q = 3 surface: it unravels the

downward loop of the trajectory A and flips it upward into a region of higher shear and

2discovered in PBX tokamak and reported at BPS (orally) and IAEA (written) meetings(2).
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Fig. 3 Equilibria before (A), and after (B), Fig. 4 Equilibrium for a pellet discharge_
a large ELM event.

reduced pressure gradient. The resultant trajectory B resembles closely the saturation
phase trajectory (curve B in Fig. ‘2). The stored energy often recovers partially until]
another ELM occurs. The downward loops appear to be unsustainable and destroyed
by ELM’s to yield a more stable configuration. Trajectory changes depicted here may
suggest that ELM’s have features more compatible to kink mode than ballooning mode.
A measure of the total available shear, game, is unaffected in the ELM event discussed
here and therefore the increase in the shear in outer regions would require a compensating
decrease elsewhere in core regions.

Qualitative features of the trajectory shown in Fig. 4 representing a pellet fuelled
discharge are similar to those of high (8,) discharges, i.e., a ‘first to the right, and then
up’ pattern, and a large build—up of the pressure within the q = 1 surface. The maximum
a value encountered is, however, much smaller as a result of nearly linear 11%) function
which does not produce a large gradient anywhere. Yet, MHD-quiescent pellet discharges
have nearly the same central pressure and stored energy as high [3,, discharges, and may
represent a way to circumvent the L3 collapse.

We have shown, using the S—a formalism, that a combination of peaked pressure
and broad current profiles of transient skin effect discharges has MHD characteristics
superior to a combination of broad pressure and peaked current profiles of steady high [1,,
discharges. The strengths of both regimes may be combined possibly by pellet injection
and other profile modification tools, especially lower hybrid current drive.
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THE BETA LIMIT IN THE Dlll—D TOKAMAK"
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E.A. LAZARUS,I J.K. LEE, T.H. OSBORNE, R.D. STAMEAUGH, E.J. STRAIT,
’1‘.S. TAYLOR, AND A.D. TURNBULL

General Atomics, San Diego, California, USA

The combination of high power deuterium neutral beam injection and operation with
high current double-null divertor discharges has enabled increasingly high values of both
toroidal and normalized beta (fig- and pm respectively) to be obtained in the DIII—D tokarnak.1
The highest achieved values are [91- : 9.3% and fly = 5%-m-T/MA, obtained in different dis-
charges. Here, [91 = (f PdV/V)/[B2/2po) is the Volume average beta and ,6N :: fiT/(I/aB)
where a. is the minor radius of the discharge, B is the vacuum toroidal magnetic field at the
geometric center of the discharge, P is the plasma pressure, V is the discharge volume, and
I is the plasma current. It is expected that when the beta reaches a threshold value an ideal
instability will occur, either the low toroidal mode number (n) ideal kink mode or the high-n,
ideal ballooning mode. If all other obstacles to achieving high values of beta are overcome, it
is generally postulated that the insurmountable limit to beta will be the stability threshold
of one of these modes. According to T‘royon—Sykes scaling}3 this limit to ,BN is a constant
(05) with a value which depends on the limiting ideal instability, plasma profiles, and wall
stabilization. Previous tokamak experiments!” have found operational limits representing
Cg values from 2.8 to 3.5, associated with several types of instabilities. Experimental data
is presented in this paper that demonstrates that over a wide range of plasma current, in
DUI—D the value of Cg is larger than 3.5. For values of I/aB near 1.1, Cg is demonstrated
to he at least 5. Theoretical calculations using measured plasma parameters show that the
ideal beta limit is set by the ballooning mode at a value of [9N between 4 and 5, depending
on the discharge shape and current.

In practice, the achievable value of beta in any g'ven discharge is not necessarily de-
termined by an ideal beta limit. There are a number of low and high beta phenomena that
can limit the confinement time and thus limit the value of fly that can be obtained with the
available heating power. Examples are given here. Discharges in which the value of beta is
determined by one of these phenomena should not be interpreted as having reached an ideal
beta limit.

The present operating regime for DIII—D is summarized in Fig. 1. Values of fir near
9.3% have been obtained at the highest values of normalized current, 2.7 S I/aB S 3.25.
These discharges use the double-null divertor discharge shape heated by up to 20 MW of
deuterium neutral beams. The highest value of pT obtained using the single-null shape is
7.4% (the two shapes are compared in the inset of Fig. 1). Other notable parameter values
are (in separate discharges) ion temperature up to 17 keV at fly = 2.8 and [37 > 5% at the
maximum available toroidal field of 2.1 T.

The data points at the highest values offir at each value of I/(13 (shown as open circles
in Fig. 1) show that the experimentally demonstrated value of the beta limit in DIII—D is at
least 3.5 I/aB over the range of current 0.5 S I/aB S 2.7. Above this current the data sets a
minimum value of the beta limit in the range 2.9 to 3.5 I/aB. The data can only reliably be
used to determine a minimum value of the ideal beta limit because the value of [3T in most
discharges was lin1ited by confinement, the total heating power, or instabilities other than

* This is a report of work sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract
No. DE-ACO3-89ER51114.

i Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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the ideal kink or. ballooning modes. The data with I/aB : 1.1 demonstrate that the ideal
stability limit can be at least as high as 5N : 5.

In Fig. 2 is shown the time evolution of one of the discharges that reached flT = 93%
a high toroidal beta, high normalized current discharge. Figure 3 shows a lower current, hi '
normalized beta discharge with a peak value of [3N = 4.5. As shown by the divertor Du
signals, both are H—mode discharges with an initial quiescent period followed by a Period
of continuous edge-localized-modes (ELM). During the Du quiescent period, the value of fir
increases continuously, reaching a peak value just before the occurrence of the first ELM_ In
these two cases, the highest values of beta are maintained for 40 to 150 1115, a time period
that is short relative to the total length of the discharge but that is long compared to the
time scales relevant to the study of ideal stability at high beta. The ideal mode growth time
would be expected to be on the order of 10 to 100 poloidal Alfven times (20 to 200 #590). A
non-rotating mode stable in the presence of the conducting vacuum vessel wall but unstable
without a wall would be expected to grow on the time scale of the resistive wall skin timeI a
few milliseconds.

These two discharges have been compared to the stability theory for ideal infinite—n
ballooning and low-n kink modes. To do this the measured temperature and density profiles
are used with magnetics data to obtain a self-consistent equilibrium that is used as input for
stability codes.8 The ballooning stability calculation finds, at each flux surface, the maximum
value of the radial pressure gradient that is ballooning mode stable In considering stability to
ideal kink modes, the analysis has concentrated on external modes, those with a perturbaticm
which is strongly peaked near the edge of the plasma. This is done because m/n = 1/1 modes
which are typical of an internal kink are not observed to provide an ideal limit to beta in
DIII—D and because the present experimental observations of high beta kink—like modes in
DIII—D have an external character. The role of the central safety factor (1.; (here taken as 1.05
for stability calculations) and of the fast ion population (here simply added to the thermal ion
pressure) are uncertainties which will be the subject of future experiments and calculations.

Figure 4 shows that while the fir > 9% discharge of Fig. 2 is stable to ballooning modes,the high 5N discharge of Fig. 3 is at the theoretical ballooning mode beta limit. In the
case of the higher current discharge [Fig 4(a)], the regions near the axis and the edge of
the discharge are close to the stability limit while in the region in the center of the figure,
representing approidmately 50% of the plasma volume, the experimental pressure gradient is
below the marginally stable gradient. In this case the marginally stable value of fiT is 12%,well above the experimental value of 9.3%. In the case of the high EN discharge [Fig 4(b)],
the experimental pressure gradient is very close to the marginal ballooning mode gradient
at ml radii. The marginally stable value of ET is 6.3% compared to the measured value of
5.9%. Within measurement uncertainty, this discharge is marginally stable to ideal ballooning
modes.

Both discharges are calculated to be stable to external kink modes if the effect of a con-
ducting wall at 1.5a is included to model the DHI—D vacuum vessel. The high flN discharge(Fig. 3) is only marginally stable if the conducting wall is not included. A test to determine
whether a discharge is close to the kink mode stability limit can be made by cheddng the
stability of equilibria with the same discharge shape and plasma current and similar pressure
profile but with higher total pressure. In this manner it was found that neither of the dis-
charges in Figs. 2 and 3 is close to the kink mode stability boundary. In both cases, equilibria
with fiN near 5.5 were found to be stable. This is consistent with the results of a numerical
study of the kink mode stability boundary as a function of the shapes of the pressure and
current profiles. In this study, for a typical DIH—D single-null divertor discharge shape with
a conducting wall at 1.5a, it was shown that with a sufficiently broad pressure profile and
sufficiently peaked current profile, the kink mode beta limit could be as high as 5N : 5.8.

The data points shown as squares in Fig. 1 summarize the calculated stability limits for
discharge shapes and profiles measured in several high fiN discharges. In all of these cases, the



calculated kink mode limit is equal to or larger than the ballooning mode beta limit. These
calculated stability limits for typical experimental conditions define a curve at 5N z 4.5 to 5
at the lower current and at fl” 2 4 at the highest current. Since all DIII—D discharges are
Iocated at or below this stability boundary, the experimental data is consistent with these
theoretical predictions.

DIlI—D discharges are, for the most part, sufficiently below the predicted ideal beta limit
that observation of ideal instabilities in high beta discharges would not be expected. There
are only two cases of evidence for ideal modes. First, in discharges which are calculated to be
near the ballooning stability limit, there have been observations of fluctuations with relatively
high frequency (f w 200 kHz) and toroidal mode number (n = 5 to 8) which may indicate the
Presence of ballooning modes. Second, a small number of discharges with flN : 3 disrupted
at the time of a sawtooth crash after the rapid growth (:30 psec) of a non—rotating, n 2 1
mode which appears to be an ideal, external kink. The ideal nature of the mode is indicated
by the short growth time. The external nature is indicated by collapse of soft X—ray emission
which occurs first at the plasma edge and by continued rotation of the plasma center after
the non-rotating mode has grown to large amplitude. It is believed that these discharges are
destabilized by transient pressure or current profiles that are created after a sawtooth crash
on a time scale more rapid than heat diffusion times.

Phenomena that can make it more difficult to reach high values of pm but that do
not provide a fundamental upper limit to the value of 6T are distinguished by the ability to
increase the value of beta even in their presence. In Fig. 1, the achieved values of [in for
I/a.B > 2.7 are below the value 3.5 which is typical of lower current operation. This partially
reflects the failure of confinement to increase with plasma current that is observed when
1195 < 3- This occurs even at low beta. Sawteeth and ELMs can afi'ect energy confinement,
as in the discharge of Fig. 2. The existence of stable equilibria at beta values higher than the
steady level during continuous ELMs is demonstrated in the earlier, ELM-free phase of the
discharge. Heating and confinement can also be adversely affected by n = 1 fishbone modes,
and m/n = 3/2 and 2/1 resistive modes, all seen in Fig. 3.

In summary, the highest value of ET in DIII—D so far is 9.3% and the highest value of
fly; is 5, achieved in separate discharges. The discharges with the highest values of 6N give
expa'imental evidence that, at least in a limited range of current, the limit to EN must be at
least as large as 5. These discharges are calculated to be near the theoretical stability limit
which is predicted to be set by‘the ideal ballooning mode at a value of fly between 4 and 5.
The experimental data agree with the calculated stability limit in that all data are at or below
the limit and most discharges show little evidence of ideal ballooning or kink mode activity.
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MED CHARACTERISTICS AND EDGE PLASMA STABILITY DURING PERIODS OF
ELM ACTIVITY 1N PBX-M

S.M. Kaye, I. Manickam, N. Asakural, R. Bell, Y.T. Lauz, B. LeBlanc, F. Levinton3,
C. Kessel, H. Kugel, S. Paul, S. Sesnic, and H. Takahashi

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princteon University
Princeton, New Jersey, 08543 USA.

Introduction

A common repetitive feature of H-mode plasmas is the so-called Edge Localized Mode
(ELM), which is identified by a rapid increase in the Doc emission, denoting an increase in
edge recycling, and is associated with a loss of plasma energy and density. In this sense, the
term ELM is a misnomer, as the energy loss can extend into the core of the plasma, and, in
some cases, can be coupled to internal activity [1]. The mechanism causing ELMs is still not
well understood. It was initially suggested that ELMs in DIIl-D could be due to microtearing
modes [2], but later stability analysis of detailed profiles near the plasma edge indicated that
"giant" ELMs may be triggered by the ideal ballooning instability [3]. In this work, we will
show the existence of a high frequency magnetic precursor to ELMs, and we will present the
results of stability analyses that indicate the pressure-driven ideal kink to be a likely candidate
for driving these oscillations and, therefore, perhaps the ELM itself.

Data

The objective of the PBX—M tokamak is to explore regimes of enhanced plasma stability
and confinement. Stability control is effected through the use of a set of close—fitting passive
stabilizer plates and through active profile control [4]. Data for this work come from low
Troyon parameter (I/aB~0.9 MA/m—T) D+ plasmas with I =330 kA, B,=1.3 T, ne=6x1013
cm'3, elongation of 1.9, indentation=15%, and 5 MW of 1130 injected power. The magnetic
data to be shown come from a poloidal array of 20 Mirnov coils whose distance from the
plasma surface is as small as several cm. The data were obtained at a sampling rate of 0.5
MHz.

Figure 1 is an example of a 3 msec period containing a giant ELM in a discharge near the
B-limit with [3 01:2.0 and <Bt>/(I/aB)=4. Shown in the figure from the top are two chord
integrated traces from the horizontally viewing soft X-ray system (one chord viewing near the

1 University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

2 University of Maryland, College Park, Md.

3 JAYCOR Corp., Cal., U.S.A.
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top and the other viewing at za/Z),. . . SOFT x-Fiavsmoc ' :\raw Signals from M1rn0v coils M l
situated on the outer midplane, top of i i a“- - - son x- Y5 2:21 Mthe plasma, and on the-inside majlpr W R.“ ( 9, i
' - l vat ‘1radius, and the'Da emissron on t e OUTER MIDPLANEMHNOV W

rrndplane. In [hlS particular example, g
the ELM at 497.6 msec occurred WWW WWW
during a period of continuous activity
consisting of a 13 kHz m=3ln=1 and
a 23 kHz m=3/n=2 component. Prior INNER MIDPLANE Nita
to the rapid rise in Da that

TOP MIR 0v 3pm

3
WWWcharacterizes an ELM is a change in WWW

appearance of the Mirnov coil traces. o N\
The occurrence, at 497.25 msec, is a .
the high frequency mode that will be we 497 i 498 499
shown in more detail. As is seen in
the figure, the high frequency burst “MElMSECl
occurs prior to the drop in any of the Fig. 1 Overview of ELM event
SXR signals, also characteristic of
ELMS, and thus it is taken to be an
ELM precursor. .

A 1 msec expanded view of the period that OUTER: MiD bl MIRNOV- i3polincludes the ELM is shown in Fig. 2. The top
trace in the figure is the raw Mirnov signal, the W
middle trace is the Do: signal, and the bottom
trace is the Mirnov signal filtered from 200 to ‘
240 kHz. The filtered trace clearly shows the 1
high frequency mode amplitude growing on a
time scale of 10 usec. The burst persists for .
350 psec, and it disappears just prior to the
rapid increase in the Da signal. Spectral '
analysis of the poloidal and toroidal Mirnov M 7 . ‘
coil arrays indicate the high frequency burst to
be incoherent; thus, no poloidal or toroidal
mode information could be extracted. One
practical difficulty in this identification is the
large uncertainty in phase due to the mode . .
frequency being close to the Nyquist
frequency (250 kHz) of the time trace. The
high frequency precursor is not observed in
any of the SXR signals, nor is it associated
with any drop in neutron flux (usually .
associated with instabilities in the plasma ‘97 497-5 493
core), indicating that the mode is most likely “Home”
localized, or at the very least more prominent, Fig. 2 Expanded time scale of ELM event .
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at the plasma edge. to

To test whether the high frequency
precursor is ballooning in character, we have
examined the poloidal variation of the mode
amplitude. Fig. 3 shows the mode amplitudes
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higher amplitudes than those on the outer ° 1° 2°
major radius side. Thus, we conclude that DISTANCE FROM FLASMA (CM)

these high frequency ELM precursors are not
outward ballooning in character, Fig. 3 High frequency mode amplitude as a

function of distance between plates and
Stability Analysis plasma surface

In an attempt to determine the source for
the high frequency precursor mode, and
therefore perhaps the ELM itself, the stability of the edge plasma was studied using kinetic
profile data obtained 1 msec prior to an ELM. The data used in the analysis consisted of Te,
n6, Ti, Zeffv and Prad profiles in addition to a measurement of (1(0) (=O.8) by the Motional
Stark Effect diagnostic. The data were analyzed using the TRANSP transport code, and the
resulting pressure profiles (including beam pressure calculated from a Monte-Carlo algorithm)
and current profile (from a self-consistent solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation using the
pressure profile and measured q(0) value) were input into the PEST [5] ideal stability code.
The data were also analyzed for stability with respect to microtearing modes. The results of
these analyses indicated that the edge plasma was stable to microtearing and to ideal ballooning
modes (for nSZS). For n225, a marginal condition with respect to ideal ballooning could be
obtained within experimental error; however, it is believed that finite Larmor radius effects
would stabilize these high-n ballooning modes. This last result, coupled with the results
shown in Fig. 3, make ballooning an unlikely candidate for our case.

The PEST calculations indicate, though, that the n=l to 3 ideal kink modes are unstable
with no conducting wall present. The n=l mode would be stabilized by a closed, ideal-
conducting shell at rwaH/a=l.45, which is the just inward of the actual position of the plates
relative to the plasma in this high-B 01 case. For a wall at rwan/a=l.55, the calculations
indicate that the n=l mode consists ofpmany m-components, which would make even toroidal
mode identification difficult, with the mode amplitude greatest near the plasma edge. The
amplitude on the inner major radius side is expected to be greater than that on the outer major
radius side. The growth time of the mode is predicted to be on the time scale of the poloidal
Alfven time (usec), and is consistent with the observed growth times. Furthermore, stability
analysis of profiles obtained 2 msec m and ELM indicate the plasma to be more stable to the
pressure-driven ideal kink in that this mode is stabilized by a wall farther from the plasma (by a
factor of 2) than in the pre-ELM case. Consequently, we suggest the pressure-driven ideal
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kink to be a candidate for the high frequency ELM precursor mode, and perhaps the ELMitself.

Conclusions

In summary, we have presented a new observation of a high frequency precursur to anELM event, and have suggested, based on stability calculations that a likely candidate for this
mode, and thus for the ELM, is the pressure—driven ideal kink. This is not meant to diSpute the
claim by DIII-D that giant ELMs are triggered by ideal ballooning. The ELM, as We
characterize it, is a rapid increase in the Da emission and a loss of plasma encrgy and densi .It is probable that any strong instability localized or prominent near the plasma edge can nigger
these effects. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that either or both ballooning and kinkmodes are possible candidates for driving ELMs.

The PBX-M project is supported by the US. Dept. of Energy Contract No. DE-AC02.76_
GHQ-3073.
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RESONANT MAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS AND DISRUPTION
STUDIES ON COMPASS—C
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Introduction
One of the aims of the COMPASS programme is control of instabilities and disruptions. The

first phase of the experiment is conducted with a thin circular vessel with relatively low aspect.

ratio (R : 0.56m, on," : 0.21T1,Ip .S QOOkA, Bd, 5 1.7T, 0.7mm s/steel vessel), but with the full

poloidal field shaping system, allowing, for example, formation of separatrix bounded plasmas

with an inboard x—point. Outside the vessel a large number of saddle coils are installed for

the production of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs), and a flexible high poxver ECRH

system allows good control of the plasma heating profile. In this paper the efl'ect of RMPs (with

poloidal and toroidal mode numbers m,n dominantly 2,1; 3,2; 1,1; and ‘2,I+3,1) on sawteeth,

MHD activity and disruptions is investigated. Initial results on sawtooth control with ECRH

are presented.

Resonant MEEUEt-ic Perturbations Fixed saddle coils Movable saddle coils

In order to perform controlled stud— ‘:

ies of applied helical fields, it is neces—

sary that any error fields from the poloidal

field coils be nulled. On COMPASS this
was achieved by means of 16 high sensi—

tivity pickup coil packages (BH,B¢,B:)

which allow measurement of lawn per-

turbations The poloidal field coils can
be shifted, tilted and their ellipticity ad—
justed in Sim to minimise error fields, with

the result that error fields below 0.5Gauss
for n = 1 (5, 5 x 10‘“B.9) with respect
to the toroidal magnetic field axis have
been achieved. There are 10 toroidal con»

ductors on each quadrant of COMPASS-

C (Figure 1), which can be connected in
almost any configuration, driven by three
independent transistor amplifiers, giving

5, 1.2kA in each conductor (only quasi-
static perturbations are described in this Figure 1 Cross-section of COMPASS-C Showing

paper). saddle coils and ECRH injection geometry

Perturbations with m,n = 2,1; 3,2 and 1,1 were applied separately to sawtoothing discharges

(Ip : IOOkA, Bd, : 0.6 — 1.0T, fie 5 5 X 10191114) to study the efl'ect on sawteeth and the

discharge in general. The field levels were N IOGauss, corresponding to island widths of a few

cm (neglecting plasma response) and for m,n : 1,1 both resonant and non-resonant helicities

were used. There is no substantial change in the sawtooth behaviour : the period, amplitude,

precursor activity and heat pulse propagation are all essentially unchanged. Experiments on

other devices [1, ‘2, 3] which have shown some effect have usually used larger perturbations.
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For the 3,2 fields, however, the evolution of 13., is changed: dire/d! is reduced with the RMP
for the same gas feed programme.

Studies of the density limit have been performed with 1,1; 3,2 and 2,1 perturbations_ Only
the 2,1 field has a significant effect on the density limit. at the levels used (Cf CLEO Where
3,2 fields were best [4]); an increase of up to N 15% for ”(0.) :1 4.3 (Figure 2). This is
manifest as a delay in the disruption and increased rate of rise of fie for the same gas feed
rate. There is no obvious change in the IIa or CH radiation from the plasma Periphery (3
locations) as the RMP is applied The m = 2 MIID activity is not much aiiected except
just before the disruption (he. above the normal density limit), but it is to be noted that atthis 9,), disruptions are not stimulated at the maximum saddle current prescntly available, and
Im=2(siubilise) Z, 0.61m=2(disrupi) usually (see below). Full moderlocking is not obserVed‘ but
the distortions that characteristically precede locking are observed when the mode has evolved
to large size and low frequency, just before disruption (Figure 2). The final mode growth and
deceleration is enhanced with the RMP, when the free energy for the instability is probably
larger since the density is higher.

Stabilisation of the 2,1 mode is observed, however, in the low density discharges studied,
when there is a 2,1 mode at N 15kHz and N 0.1%89. The amplitude decays into the noise foi
Im=2 2 500A (842,1) ~ 0.4%B9 at (mm) in a time that can be as small as N 2ms from the Start
of the RMP. The frequency falls by 5 2 — 3l<Hz Le. the mode appears to be stabilised rather
than locked. This timescale is similar to that predicted with a A’ code for poloidally symmetric
flattening oi'Te(r) and hence J¢(r) over a small region near q : ‘2. Velocity gradients near q :2
caused by the mode—locking torque lead to an alternative stabilisation mechanism: the effect is
stronger for small islands [5]. The difference from the high fie results where stabilisation is not
seen may be due to these discharges being more unstable, Le. requiring more flattening, or to
reduced rotation—stabilisation for the larger modes observed.

Disruptions may be stimulated far from the normal operation boundaries if the saddle cur-
rent is sufficiently high. The disruption occurs when the island almost touches the limiter, sup
porting the idea that full reconnection occursjust before disruption. In some cases the disrup-
tion occurs several ms after 1504,“: has reached its maximum value. Figure 3 shows a stimulated
disruption when a 3,] field is added to an existing 2,1 RMP (with Im=2 '1 0.91m=2(disrupi))
in a L11), '2 3 low fie discharge. The disappearance of the sawtooth and reduction in central
SXR emission suggests that the core confinement is indeed affected just before disruption. In
this case, simple island width calculations are consistent with the disruption being related to
interaction between the 2,1 and 3,1 islands. Note that the small(~ 10%) toroidal 2,1 sideband
of the 3,1 saddle should be added in quadrature as the saddle is displaced 90° toroidally, so
the notionally 3,1 RMP should not directly increase the 2,1 island width. These discharges are
similar (or even the same) as those where stabilisation is observed. Applying rotation—modified
reconnection theory [5] to this data implies that only partial reconnection occurs in the stabil-
isation process, and that full reconnection only occurs when Isaddle exceeds a sharp threshold
level.

For all types of disruptions in OH discharges examined to date on COMPASS-C, Ip, falls
to zero in zlms, i.e.dI,,/d15, 2 x 108A/s.
ECRH sawtooth stabilisation

Various experiments have shown some effect of ECRH on sawteeth [6], but with different
requirements on the ECR location. Initial experiments with ECRII (Pgnj N 150kW) have shown
prompt removal of the sawtooth for the resonance located between rq=2 and sawtooth inversion
radius rather than at r,,,,,. In these discharges on COMPASS-C there is no lengthening of
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the sawtoOth period before stabilisation (Figure 4) (the later reappearance of the sawtooth is

believed to be due to changes in the power deposition profile as 11,, evolves in these discharges).

Conclusions
A wide variety of RMP experiments have been performed on COMPASS-C showing that

(i) the OH density limit may be improved by up to N 15% using 2,1 perturbations, but that

a 3,2 field has no such beneficial effect; (ii) stabilisation (not locking) of m = 2 modes is seen

and rotatiOn effects may be a possible mechanism without large islands being formed; (iii) the

influence on the sawtooth of 1,1; 3,2; 2,1 fields is weak in experiments to date, suggesting that

large magnetic islands are not be formed; (iv) stimulated disruptions may be produced either by

a single (2,1) RMP, or by combining 3,1 and 2,1 RMPs, consistent with large driven islands in

this case. The sawtooth can be influenced by ECRH, however, with prompt removal occuring

when the heating resonance is somewhat outside the sawtooth inversion radius.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
Sawtooth stabilisation for more than two seconds (corresponding to the maximum

heating pulse length) can be achieved in TEXTOR in deuterium discharges by means of neutral
beam co-injection. The parameter domain where sawtooth-free operation prevails is larger
with 00 than with H0 injection. The sawtooth period is found to be much more resistant to
changes by counter beams. Although ICRH can stretch the sawtooth period, it never succeeds
in lull stabilisation. In combination with NI, however, ICRH is capable of extending the

operational stabilised domain.
In this paper we present the experimental data. show that q stays below 1 in the

sawtoothsfree phase and interpret the results in terms of stabilisation of the resistive
internal m = 1 mode by trapped energetic ions. The creation of trapped hot-ions populations
strongly peaked inside the q = 1 surface is apparently essential for stabilisation. The
differences between Nl-co. Ni-oou and ICRH can be understood by the differences in power
deposition profiles in TEXTOR.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
Neutral beam [1] co-injection proves to be very efficient in stabilising sawteeth in

TEXTOR. The (20- and oou-beam characteristics are Do or H0 injection in deuterium plasmas

at 50-55 W injection voltage delivering 1.6 to 1.75 MW to the torus. Because of the
excellent pumping capabilities of the boronized walls, operation at low density is possible.
which turns out to be essential for sawtooth-free conditions.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the central electron temperature Teo for a sequence
of discharges in which identical Do beams are injected at t = 0.8 s in discharges of varying
density. In some discharges an additional ICRH pulse is applied of power and pulse shape also
shown in Fig. 1. From (a) to (d) the line averaged density during the beam phase drops from
fie = 3.0 to 2.4, 1.7 and 1.4 x 1013 cm'3 resp. A progressive stretching of the sawtooth
period 151 is seen ending in complete sawtooth stabilisation at densities below fie = 1.55 x
1013 cm‘3.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of 151 as a function of he for 5 different conditions: (i)

H0 co-injection at | = 340 kA, (ii) 00 co-injection at lp = 340 kA, (iii) Do cou-injection
at lp = 340 kA, (iv) 80 injection at lp = 465 RA, (v) D0 injection supplemented by 1.4 MW
of ICRH at l = 340 kA, . In all cases except for counter injection, 15( strongly increases
with decreasrng fie. One notes an isotope (favouring D0 to H0) and Ip dependence. Whereas

ICRH alone [2] provides some prolongation of Tst, its efficiency in this respect is much
lower than that of NI. In combination with NI, however. ICRH is capable of extending the
operational stabilised domain.



3. CENTRAL q-VALUES IN STABILISED SAWTEETH.
It is important to establish whether the sawtooth activity ceases as the result of the

disappearance of the q =1 surface from the plasma [3], or whether at all times the centra|
value stays below one [4]. The former situation could arise from a flattening of the current
profile brought about by the extra current driven by the beam, whereas the latter asks for a
mechanism affecting the m=1 activity which is usually held reSponsible for the sawtoom
relaxation[5]. As no polarimetric data are available for the present shot series, We extram
the pertinent information from the experimental data on the evolution of the inversiOn
radius and simulations thereof by means of the TFIANSP code. Neo-classical conductivity is
assumed to prevail.

The closed symbols in Fig. 3 show the variation of the inversion radius (defined as
the radius where the Te profiles, taken 1 ms before and 1ms after the crash and derid
from 9 channels of ECE emission. crossover) versus the plasma density for cases (I)
(triangles) and (ii) (circles) of Fig. 2. It is apparent that for both cases the inversiOn
radius increases with decreasing fie. These data then show that during the approach to
stabilisation (which is effectively achieved for the lowest densities in the Do case) the
inversion radius rim, is monotonically increasing. The open symbols in Fig. 3 represent
simulations by means of TRANSP of the radius at which q equals unity. Except for a constant
offset of 2 to 3 cm, this radius is seen to track rim, quite well. The same offset is also found
in the ohmic discharges pertaining to this density range. and has been confirmed by
polarimetric measurements in ohmic discharges [6].

Since TRANSP is capable of correctly predicting the evolution of the q=1 surface. one
can also trust the computed values of qéO). For the conditions of Fig. 3, (1(0) slowly changes
from about 0.78 at he: 4 x 1013 cm‘ to 0.72 at "e= 1.4 x 10 3 crn‘3 , In agreement
with the growth of the q = 1 surface. Sawtooth stabilisation is thus accomplished while q(0)
is significantly below unity.

4. COMPARISON WITH THEORIES ON STABILISATION.
A sawtooth cycle usually consists of two stages: a first one during which the current

on axis rises on a resistive time scale. and a second , much shorter. phase which begins with
the explosive growth of an island leading to reconnection. This large disparity in time scales
recently has led to the proposal of a semi-emperical scaling for the sawtooth period [7],
purely based on the phenomenology of the first phase. For TEXTOFI parameters, this scaling
reads Tst [ms] = 28 T915 Zeff ' . The experimentally observed periods of the sawteeth
only roughly match the scaling-law prediction of 35 ms at the highest densities. The
maximum value predicted at low density amounts to about 55 ms, due to a partial
compensation of the temperature increase by a rise in Zeff [8]. We therefore conclude that
in the experiment at low density the period is prolonged by a strong reduction in the growth
rate of the instability responsible for the sawtooth crash.

Several authors [9-11] have studied the influence of high-energy particle
populations on the stability of global modes. In Ref. 11, hot trapped-ions are found to
produce a major modification of the MHD theory of the resistive m=1 tearing mode, such that
sawtooth stabilisation occurs when the trapped hot-ion poloidal beta Bph at the q = 1 radius
(r=ro) exceeds a critical value .

The decisive role of Bph appears to be borne out also in our experiments as can be
seen from Fig.4 where the sawtooth period is plotted versus Bph for the data points of Fig.
2, cases (i)-(iv). The definition of the trapped hot~ion Bph used here is that for isotropic
hot-ion distributions [12]
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pph = - 501/2 [an/ep2(ro)] I; dr r3/2 (1 (pih )/ dr, (1)
where pmm is the perpendicular component of the hot-ion pressure tensor and is obtained
from TRANSP for the pure beam cases; r ar/ r0, where ro is the experimental inversion
radius. The beam injection angle in TEXTOR is such that the actual distribution is
characterised by p" h = 4 pm. We presume that Equ. (1) is a valid first approximation for
this relatively weak anisotropic distribution. Each data set exhibits a monotonic increase of
15] with Bph , however at a different rate which presumably depends upon the proximity of
the critical beta above which complete stabilisation is achieved. In Ref. 11 e.g., the critical

beta is defined as

Bph.c = IAK (cit-1 (so/so) [Mi + lEnwA/mdil1/21- (2)
and depends on the value at ro of the shear so , the aspect ratio 50, the Alfven frequency 03A ,

the diamagnetic frequency OJdi. the parallel resistivity (through 871) and the ideal MHD

stability parameter M4. The reader is referred to Ref. 11 for further notations. Given the

fact that the thermal plasma components are essentially identical [8] in cases (i) and (ii),

one expects the pertaining data set indeed to coincide. Changing either the current or the

beam direction brings about significant changes in re and so such that sets (iii) and (iv)

should behave quite differently.
Work on more detailed comparisons with theory is in progress. Figure 4 appears,

nevertheless, at this stage already to allow the following conclusions:
1. The sawtooth period reacts to the hot particles trapped inside the q = 1 radius.
2. D injection is more efficient because of stronger beam components.
3. The counterbeams produce much smaller Bph . Although significant beam components are

produced their spatial distribution is very different from the counter case. This is partly
due to the different evolution of the density (more peaked than 00) and temperature profiles
(broader than co), partly to the differences in the particle orbits. The pertaining Bph.c also
appears to be higher.

The pure lCRH or combined ICRH~N| operation can not yet be treated by our TRANSP

code. Both theory and experiments [13] have shown the RF deposition profiles to be much
broader than the co-beam ones. It is further found experimentally [8] that a strong

interaction of the ICRH with the beam ions occurs which significantly enhances pih such that

in this case a strong stabilising effect should result.
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Recent experiments in 'ITTR have achieved high ,Bp plasma equilibria that exhibit a
natural inboard poloidal field null. Values of A E 5,, + [1/2 2 6, and Efipflia 2 4e fpidV /
uORpIPZ 2 1.3 were attained, surpassing an apparent limiting value of Efipdia S 0.7 previously
observed in TFI‘R supershots.1 Here, RF is defined as the area averaged major radius. These
plasmas were achieved up to and perhaps beyond the Troyon limit. While tokamak equilibria
of this type have been produced transiently in experiments on the HBT tokamak2 and values of
slip ~ 1 without an inboard null have been produced in HBT, DIII—D,3 and Versator 11,4 these
are the first experiments to demonstrate an inboard poloidal field null at high clip sustained for
many energy confinement times in a large, neutral beam heated device.

The discharges were formed with B, = 4.9 T, Rp = 2.45 m (nominal), at low plasma
current (IP = 280—500 kA) corresponding to cylindrical safety factors between 22 and 12.
Neutral beam heating usually began with co-injection only. Subsequently, counter-injected
beams were added to provide balanced injection at 18-22 MW during the high slip steady state.
Line-averaged target densities were in the range 1—3 x 1019 rn‘3 and typically increased to 3-
4.5 X 1019 1113 during the auxiliary heating phase. Two plasma current time histories were
employed prior to neutral beam injection: (i) constant current and (ii) current ramp down. In
the constant current case shown in Fig. la, the ohmic target plasma was formed with 1,, = 300
kA and held for 2 sec prior to neutral beam injection. In the current ramp»down case shown in
Fig. 1b, an ohmic plasma was formed with 850 kA and held for about 1 sec. The plasma
current was then decreased (1,, ramped down) rapidly (2.5 MA/sec) to a value [p = 400 kA and

held constant. The highest values of slip were obtained in the ramped down plasmas when
neutral beam injection was initiated shortly before or at the time the lower value of current was
achieved. In these discharges, the peak ion and electron temperatures were as high as 11 keV
and 5 keV, respectively. In the constant discharges, the peak ion and electron temperatures
were as high as 5.5 keV and 3 keV.

When the value of A exceeded approximately 4.5 during the neutral beam phase, a
poloidal field null was observed at the inner wall of the vacuum chamber, causing a transition
from a discharge limited on the inside wall, to a naturally diverted discharge, as expected for
equilibria with very high values of efip. The initially circular ohmic plasma assumed a highly
oblate shape with K~ 0.7 at the maximum values of A achieved. Separatrix formation was
confirmed by the direct measurement of Bp on the inside wall (shown in Fig. 1), an abrupt



drop in the Ha intensity seen from the chord viewing the inside wall on the mid-plane (Shown
in Fig. 1) followed shortly thereafter by a drop in the Ha intensity seen from the chord
viewing just above the mid-plane, a video camera with a tangential view of visible radiation
from the plasma, and an MHD model fit to the equilibrium based on external and internal
magnetic measurements. Divetted discharges were maintained for up to 0.3 sec, limited by the
length of the neutral beam pulse used.
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Figure 1. Data illustrating the time evolution of both a constant—[p discharge
(a) and a discharge with a current ramp-down (b). From top to bottom, the
signals are (i) the plasma current and neutral beam power, (ii) A = [3,, + li/2
and fipflim (iii) the midplane Ha detector, (iv) the surface voltage, and (v)
the inboard vertical field monitor showing reversal as the plasma becomes
limited by the separanix.

Maximum values ofA and stored energy were achieved in the case of current rampdown
to 400 kA prior to neutral beam injection. In these cases, the ener y confinement time is
estimated to be about 50 msec. This can be compared with an L—mode value of about 15 msec

Estimates of the peak stored energy in the thermal plasma and
unthermalized beam ions is estimated to be as large as 1 M]. No disruptions or large scale
MHD activity were observed for the constant current discharges that achieved a value of A :
5.5. Soft x—ray measurements showed a very quiescent plasma interior, although some
discharges had low-level fluctuations at the edge. However, while these constant 1,) discharges
had values of 813;, > 1.3, the normalized toroidal beta, fill]: [3,aB,/10‘81p was less than 3. ln
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current ramp down cases, MHD quiescent plasmas operated with [3N as large as 3.9, but
disruptions occurred when fiN reached values near 4.5.

For large values of flip, large levels of
neoclassical bootstrap current6 are expected if
v* is less than 1. For equilibria with the
largest values of A , the plasma was
collisionless with central values of v*,- ~ v*e
~ 0.1. Approximately 0.3 V—see of poloidal
flux was removed from the plasma during the
ohmic current ramp down from 850 kA to 400
kA. During the neutral beam heated phase,
the surface voltage became strongly negative
(as shown in Fig. 1b) and the plasma expelled
about 0.4 V-sec of poloidal flux while the
total plasma current remained approximately
constant at 400 RA. For the 300kA constant
current discharges that had a smaller, but still
significant loop voltage reversal, initial
calculations indicate that roughly 25% of the
total current is due to the bootstrap effect.
Further analysis is needed to quantify all
possible contributions to this negative surface
voltage before an accurate value for the
bootstrap current contribution can be
determined. Although balanced co- and
counter tangential injection was used,
significant beam driven current is expected
due to the effects of differential losses and
orbit shifts.

A least-squares “best-fit" free~boundary
equilibrium representative of the high 6B,,
constant current discharges was
reconstructed7 using (i) magnetic field data
measured by external flux loops and pickup
coils, (ii) the measured values of the plasma
and EF coil currents, and (iii) measurements
of the internal profile of the poloidal field
obtained with a diagnostic using the injection
of lithium pellets.8 Data from 14 similar shots
were used to obtain the average and variance
of the measurements. The reconstruction
consisted of finding the plasma current in
terms of polynomial expansions of the
gradients of the pressure and toroidal flux that
minimize the normalized sum of the squares
of the errors between the data and
reconstruction. This technique enables the
estimation of the c104!) and 1901/) profiles. The
model assumes that the pressure was isotropic and that the measured errors were statistically
independent. The resulting “best-fit" equilibrium is shown in Fig. 2. The magnetic axis
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Figure 2. An illustration of the least'squares
“best-fit” free—boundary reconstruction of
the average of 14 similar constant 1,, =
300kA discharges. From t0p to bottom, (a)
the midplane poloidal field as measured
from the Li pellet and as reconstructed, (b)
the midplane thermal plasma pressure and
the reconstructed pressure profile, and (c)
the reconstructed poloidal flux, w, contours.
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measured by the Li pellet diagnostic agreed
with that determined by a Inulti-chord soft x~ray
diagnostic. The reconstructed pressure exegeds
the thermal plasma pressure (computed from
measurements assuming a carbon impurity With
Zcf = 3.5), and this difference probably
represents the contribution of the unthermttliZed
beam particles. Other equilibrium parameters
for the constant lp = 300kA discharges are A :
5.1 i 0.33, 813,, = 1.3 i 0.12, l,- = 1.2 i 0.19,
and q(0) = 1.6 i: 0.55.

Ideal MJ-lD ballooning stability analysis
of the reconstructed, two»dimensional equilibria
was performed for the constant current case of
Fig. 2. The resulting stability diagram is
shown in Fig. 3. Within the error bars of the
reconstructed p and q profiles, it is found that
the flux surfaces lie primarily in the first stable
region. Although the edge flux surfaces are
computed to lie in the unstable region, the
uncertainty of the equilibrium profile fit near the
edge prevents an accurate assessment of their
stability. It should be noted that the ideal MHD
stability calculation may be pessimistic, since it

does not include stabilizing effects of finite Larmor radius that could be large in these relatively
low current plasmas. Further equilibrium reconstruction and stability analysis of the constant
1,), and current ramp down cases with larger values of fly is in progress.

This research is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under contracts DE-FGOz‘
89ER53297, DE—ACO2-76-CHO—3073, and DE—FGOZ—90ER54084.
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sOFT—X-RAY TOMOGRAPHY OF SAWTEETH AND M=l MODES IN ASDEX

R. Biichse, M. Kornherr and the ASDEX Team
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EURATOM-IPP Association D-8046 Garching, FRG

1. Introduction
High resolution tomographic analysis of sawtooth crashs in discharges with neutral beam injec—

tion (NBI) and with lower hybrid wave heating (LH) is performed. We find distinctly different
temporal developments of precursor oscillations, implying the conclusion that not all crashs

may be explainable by the same mechanism. Furthermore, with the injection of neutral beams

in counter-direction (ctr—NBI) a compound-like relaxation process is found, which we believe

to be due to the presence of two q=1 surfaces.

Stationary (m,n)=(1,1) modes and their impact on plasma heating in discharges with Lower
Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) are also investigated.

2. Soft-X-Ray cameras and the rotation tomography method
Our investigations of central plasma modes are mainly based on measurements of soft X—rays

(0.5keV < E < 20keV) with 58 Si-diodes arranged in two pinhole cameras.
For the reconstruction of the local emissivity from the line integrated measurements the method

of Cormack [l] is used. Because simulations showed that the poloidal resolution attainable with

only two cameras is not sufficient to reconstruct details of the mode structure, we make use of

the mode rotation on surfaces of constant magnetic flux whenever possible. This allows higher

harmonics to be included in the analysis.

3. Sawteeth in NBI-heated plasmas
In this chapter we report on five qualitatively different sawtooth relaxations. An overview of

the temporal evolution of SX~intensities during the crashs is given in Fig. 1, for discharge pa-

rameters see Table 1. It can already be suspected from the differences in pre- and/or postcursor

oscillations that the evolution of flux surfaces may strongly differ from scenario to scenario.

Fig. 2 shows two contour plots ofSX-emissivity and cross sections through hot spot and island

in the immediate crash phase of sawtooth A. The outward movement of the circular hot plasma

core and the decrease in radiation amplitude are clearly visible. This topology is in agreement

with models of resistive reconnection [2], whereas the short crash time Tom}, z 200nsec cannot

be explained within this frame [3]. The same result was found for TFTR [4,5].
In plasmas with Ctr—NBI often peaking of n,2 [6] and accumulation of impurities is observed,
resulting in a flattened current profile and stabilization of sawteeth. Crash B in Fig. 1 is an

example of the last crash before stabilization. A common feature is the large (LU-successor
present for several 10 msec. The tomographic results in Fig. 3 show that the crash phase

starts very similar to crash A. But the outward movement (see t=1.25ms) during reconnection
is not completed, instead shrinking of the island and a motion of the hot spot back into the
core (see t:1D.Ums) is observed. The attributed process of shrinking of rq=1 at a rate of
r'q=1 z 0.5cm/msec is seen to last for about 10 msec. Then lowlevel (1,1)«activity may be
present for up to 130 msec, which is about 3 sawtooth repetition times. So in these cases

sawtooth stabilization does not seem to be due to a vanishing of the q=lasurface, but just to

changes in the current profile with (1(0) < 1. The same may be true for the stabilization of the
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Sawtooth Heating P[MW] fig [1019m‘2] Qu
A Co-NBI 2.2 3.6 3.2
B Ctr—NBI (before accumulation) 1.2 4.8 2.5
C Ctr—NBI (after accumulation) 1.2 4.8 2.5
D Ctr-NBI 0.5 4.6 2.5
E LHCD 0.5 1.4 3.3

Table 1 Plasma parameters for the sawtootlring discharges A-E

m=1: No fast decrease in rq=1 is seen, instead the mode vanishes on all channels SimultaneouslyY
thus implying that either a q=1-suri'ace remains present or the q-profile inside (1:1 is so flat,
that the time necessary to raise q(0) above unity by current difl'usion is in the order of a Very
few m=1 rotation cycles (2 msec).
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Fig. I Soft X‘ray signals measured with nearcentral chords during sawtoothing discharges
A-E (see Tab 1). The left hand column of plots displays signals for the time intervals given
on the outer left, the right hand column shows the same signals with better time resolution
around the immediate crash phase. The crashs are marked by arrows and dotted lines.
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In the same discharge after a. sawtooth-free period of about 200 msec a few Tc- and SX-crashs
may occur again. Crashs in this phase of the discharge show an increased inversion radius, very
low precursor activity and a comparatively long crash time of ram” 2 1msec. Fig. 4 compares
the SX-profiles before and after such a crash (C) against the corresponding profiles of an
ordinary crash. It is clearly seen that there is only a slight drop in the range 190m < 7‘ < 56m,
whereas the central value increases by a few percent.
While the results for crash C might be interpreted as a hint to the existence of two (1 = 1-
surfaces at. 1' = 5cm and r = 19cm, we believe to have better experimental support for the
occurrence of such q-profiles for discharge D in Fig. 1. It exhibits compound-like sawteeth [7],
but in contrast to such seen in other devices [8], this one shows up in beam heated plasmas
and exhibits precursor oscillations different from the common (1,1) precursors. Mode analysis
using the data of the two SX-cameras and of a, further diode toroidally displaced by 90° yields
that there might be two (1,1)-m0des present. Tomography supports this structure (Fig. 5).
In Fig. 6 the distances of the centres of the two hot areas to the magnetic axis are shown.

_..
_..

1
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The centre of the big inner hot spot is seen to move away from the axis, Whereas the Centre
of the smaller outer one moves towards the axis, so that the distance between the two mod“
increases. The fast crash may be triggered by a certain critical value [7], but its estimatiol, is
beyond the resolution of the measurement. The values plotted in Fig. 6 may actually not be
a suitable measure of the exact location of rqzl, because for this determination the radius ofvanishing mode activity might be better suited than the radius of maximum mode aCtiVity,
4. Sawteeth in LH-heated plasmas
Sawtooth E in Fig. 1 is a typical example of an internal disruption in low-density (fie =
1.4 x 10197714) LHCD—discharges. The striking feature of inverted signals in central Channels
is not just due to a line integration effect or the excitation of certain strong impurity lines,but holds also for the local profile and is not yet understood. The Ts-Cl‘aSll exhibits 110mm]
behaviour. Here we want to concentrate on the development of the island as seen from the
complicated precursor activity in Fig. 1. Tomography of this phase shows the shrinking of an
area of low emissivity, which is the exact opposite to the situation in ordinary crashs. This
observation is confirmed by Tymeasurements. Simultaneously the buildup of a strong gradient
at the border of the lotv-emissivity~area is seen. In Fig. 7 the location of this area is plotted as
a monitor for island development: From the rather small slope it can be seen that this kind of
crash is introduced by changes in mode activity taking place in the 10msec range, whereas for
ordinary crashs (e. g. crash A) timescales of loflnsec are commonly seen. A further distinct
difference lies in the crash mechanism itself: in the A case the island development and the
crash take place on the same time scale, whereas in the LH case the very fast Te-crash starts
at the end of the slow island development.
5. Stationary (1,1) modes during Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD)
With LHCD at a power level of P“; > 0.4MW sawteeth are stabilized due to a flattening of
the current profile [9]. SK data shows a shrinking ofthe q : 1-snrface (typically: Arq=1 : 2cm)
and (LU-modes grow to a stationary level, until for PL” > 0.75MW no central modes are
seen.
Fig. 8 illustrates the impact of (LU-activity on central confinement: When at t:1.993ec the
mode amplitude decreases, a rise in electron energy content is seen. Closer investigation shows
that the decrease of the line integrated amplitude is accompanied by a further decrease in
q=1~radius.
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DENSITY LIMIT IN ASDEX UNDER CLEAN PLASMA CONDITIONS
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Introduction

The understanding of the density limit and its parametric dependence is an important prerequisite to

determine the operational range of the next step tokamaks presently being designed. The maximum
attainable densities on ASDEX and many other tokamaks were found to be strongly dependent on the
plasma impurity level. Boronization of the ASDEX vessel resulted in a significant improvement of the
plasma purity, especially the oxygen content during a discharge was reduced by about a factor of 5 with

Zeff reaching values of 1 - 1.5 at higher densities. Under these well defined conditions the density limit
of ASDEX divertor discharges has been investigated over an extended range of qa for ohmic heating and
with additional heating by neutral injection (NI). Special emphasis was put on the documentation of the
plasma radiation and the development of the divertor plasma parameters when approaching the density
limit

Expe rlme ntal Paramete rs
The density limit in ASDEX is determined in specially dedicated density limit shots where, after a short
density plateau, he is slowly ramped up by feedback controlled gas puffing under otherwise stationary
conditions until the plasma disrupts. It has been verified that discharges can be operated at constant
densities slightly below (1-2-1012 cm'3) the value of the density limit determined as described above.
Under boronized wall conditions and for D+-p1asmas qa was varied over the range 5.9 2 qa 2 1.9 (the
cylindrical definition of qa is used throughout this paper) by simultaneously changing IF and B[ (230 kA
5 I13 S 460 RA; 2.8 T 5 Bl S 1.8 T) in a series of ohmic discharges and a series of additionally heated
discharges with a fixed neutral beam power (PM = 1.15 MW, H°-beams, co-injection) applied during
the phase of density rise. Less extended qa-scans were done for ohmic H+- and He++-plasmas.
Comparisons with results just before boronization are available for D+— (OH and NI) and He”-
discharges (OH).

Denslty llt Results

Results obtained from the qa-scan in D+-plasmas are shown in Fig. l where the density limit is
presented in form of the Hugill diagram. The overall behaviour agrees with earlier results from ASDEX
under clean plasma conditions /1/ (eg. Ti-evaporation in the divertor region, old divertor configuration):
In ohmic discharges the Murakami parameter fie-Ro/BI increases linearly with 1/qfl for qzl > 2.5 and a
minimum is seen around (la 2 2.1. This minimum was observed also in Ip- and BI-scans and, therefore.
is an effect of qa. Neutral beam heating results in an increase of the maximum attainable density at all qa-
values as is always observed on ASDEX. The minimum around qa : 2.1 is maintained though less
pronounced. The linear l/qa-dependence with NI in Fig. 1. however, may be due to the specific choise
of 1p and Bl during the qa-scan, since earlier measurements /2/ have shown that with additional heating
the density limit not only depends on qa but also on B. (or 1?); the Murakami parameter is generally not a
good scaling parameter for the ASDEX density limit with NI.

Independent of the plasma heating method the occurence of marfes is observed for q“ > 3 prior to the
disruption. They can last for up to 1 s and 0.4 sin OH and NI heated plasmas, respectively. During the
marfe the plasma edge density at the outer midplane as determined by a Li-beam stays roughly constant
whereas the central density still rises. The maximum fic—values used in Fig. l are determined omitting
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the contribution from the marfe. A profile peaking during marfing is also observed for TThomson scattering) and for the current density (from Bp+lfl - pdia). A more detailed desen‘marfes in ASDEX is given in ref. [2/.
The improvement in the maximum attainable density of D+-plasmas due to boronization is shown in Fig.2 (OH-plasmas). In the linear range (qa > 2.5) HERO/BI is increased by a factor of around 1.5; {0.- N1heating the improvement factor due to boronization is around 1.35. At lower qa-values, however. theshape of the density limit curve is drastically changed. The minimum at qa = 2.1 is not seen for the lessclean plasmas. This is also true for Ni heated D+-plasmas without boronization.

e (from
Piion of

Fig. 2 further shows that the density limit under boronized conditions is roughly independent of thedischarge gas (Hfi D+, He“) for all qa-values. In HeH-plasmas, where the density limit Withoutboronization significantly exceeds the one of D+—plasmas the improvement due to boronization is rathersmall. Here the minimum at low qa is already present before boronization presumably due to a mducedlow-Z impurity content in HeH-plasmas.

Radiation at the Density Limit
It has been reported from other tokamaks (e.g. ref. /3/) that the density limit is reached when the mainplasma radiation power equals the input power. Such a behaviour is not found on ASDEX. Fig. 3shows the total power radiated from the main plasma (PM) measured during the qa~scans (Dtplasmas,OH and Ni, boronized walls) as function of the plasma density just prior to the disruption or to the Onsetof a marfe, respectively (t<Disr). For ohmic discharges measurements taken during the He plateau phasefar away from the density limit are included (t-Plat). Pmd in OH plasmas corresponds to 0.3 (i0. l)-Pwith the pro-disruptive values slightly above the ones far from the density limit. For NI heating thesituation is very similar: 30-40% of the total input power is radiated from the main plasma. Pmd plus theradiation measured in the two divertors amounts to 60-70% of the input power for all ohmic and Niheated shots and is roughly independent of the time within the discharge. This indicates that still aconsiderable fraction of power is deposited onto the target plates.

The determination of the main plasma radiation during the occurrence of marfes is difficult due to thepoloidal asymmetry of this phenomena but during this phase divertor radiation is still detectable atroughly half the level just prior to the onset of the marfe indicating the existence of a finite power flowinto the divertor even during the marfing phase. This is confirmed by probe measurements as will bediscussed below. When comparing Pm in ohmic discharges under boronized/non-boronized conditionsone finds that boronization reduces plasma radiation by roughly a factor of 2 when plotted against he atthe density limit. Even under these less clean conditions Pmd at the density limit is therefore significantlybelow the input power.

Development of Divertor Parameters
From earlier investigations of the density limit in discharges with peaked density profiles on ASDEX itwas concluded that the density limit is a limit to the edge density of the plasma /4/. This may becorrelated to the energy balance in the divertor plasma /5, 6/. This section, therefore, deals with thedevelopment of divertor parameters, when approaching the density limit. Further infonnationsconcerning the plasma edge and scrape—off layer are given in another contribution to this conference /7/.
During the ohmic qa-scan in D+-plasmas Langmuir probe measurements of the divertor temperature anddensity were performed at a fixed probe position close to the maximum of the nc'div and Tad“, profiles.During the plasma density ramp-up ne‘div rises and Te.div drops. The onset of a marfe is clearlyindicated by a sudden reduction in ne,div by about a factor of 2 with only a small increase in Te,div- If nomarfe occurs the divertor temperature continuously decreases towards values of 45 eV whereas thedensity starts to saturate some 100 ms before the disruption. At the given power flow into the divertorobviously no further increase of the divertor density is possible. For qa < 2.5 the disruption occurs
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during the constant rise of neldiV and at Tad-w significantly above 5 eV. Data beyond the minimum at q3
= 2.1 are not available.
C III radiation from the divertor plasma is a further signal indicating the divertor temperature. For qa >
2.5 this signal drops from a constant value during the Fifi-plateau phase to rather low values when
approaching the density limit. For lower qa-values the C III divertor intensity is much higher already
during the fie-plateau with only a small reduction during the density rise. When (13 is below 2.1, i. e.
beyond the minimum in the density limit, the C III intensity decreases again and rather small values are

attained at the density limit disruption. This behaviour is linked to the power flow into the same divertor
region since the flux of sputtered Cu from the target plate measured by Cu 1 radiation at the same
position is strongly correlated with the C III intensity. Neither the Cu concentration nor the C 111 line
radiation of the main plasma nor the total plasma radiation or Zcff show any correlation with the high
divertor radiation.

In order to interpret these observations it is important to know that for qa below 3 rather strong toroidal
asymmetries are seen in the ASDEX divertor loading. Cooling water calorimetry of the different divertor
sections reveal differences in excess of a factor of 2. This observation could tentatively be related to the
presence of a local m=2 disturbance which could cause a toroidally asymmetric efflux of the power into
different divertor sections when the q = 2 surface comes close to the scparatrix. The C III and Cu 1
radiation measurements were performed in a sector which according to the water calorimetry is close to
the maximum loading.

[1 the energy balance in the divertor plasma determines the attainable plasma edge density and therefore
the density limit the existence of the minimum in the density limit curve at q3 = 2.1 could be tentatively
explained by the observed toroidal asymmetry. ln divertor regions with minimum power loading the
energy balance may be locally violated at a rather low plasma density preventing a further increase of fie
and causing the plasma to disrupt.

Conclusions

Boronization of the ASDEX vessel leads to a significant improvement of the density limit. Additional
heating by N1 further increases this limit at all qfl-values. Plasma radiation under these conditions is, up
to the maximum densities. only a small fraction of the input power and, therefore, does not cause the
plasma disruption. Lower radiation, of course, increases the power flow into the divertor and may
therefore be responsible for the higher density limit. A more detailed investigation of the power
dcpencence of the density limit is planed for the near future. At higher qa—values the plasma disruption
occurs when the divertor temperature reaches values around 5 eV at high divertor densities. The
characteristic minimum in the density limit at qa around 2.1 may be connected with the observed toroidal
asymmetries in divertor loading: the maximum attainable density could be determined by the divertor
regions with minimum power influx. The operation of future tokamaks at high plasma densities and
overall low divertor temperatures in the low qa-rcgime, therefore, calls for the achievement of a high
toroidal symmetry.
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Introduction

Recent high—[3 discharges in JET [1] have reached values of [3 up to the Troyon limit
[2] (/3Tmym. : 9.8I(ll/IA)/B(T)a(m)). These high-l3 values were reached in double null
X-point configurations during the Hemode. To reduce the total heating power needed to
obtain these high fl’s, a low toroidal field (BT ~ 1.2 — 1.5T) was used. The experimental
features are described in more detail in Ref [1]. In this paper we discuss the theoretical
ideal and resistive MHD stability properties of these discharges, and comparisons with
observed mode structures.

Equilibrium Reconstruction
The equilibria needed for the stability studies are calculated with the IDENT—C code
[3] which fits the magnetic measurements and the experimental pressure profile. The
pressure profile shape is generally taken from the LIDAR electron pressure measure-
ments and normalised to match the diamagnetic fl. This is a good approximation as
the electron and ion pressure profiles shapes are generally quite similar in these high—
fl discharges. It does however mean that the contribution to [i from fast particles is
included. ,

For the ideal low-n and ballooning mode calculations the HBT [4], ERATO [5], and
BALLOON [6] codes were used, the results being in good agreement. For low-n. fixed
boundary calculations the resistive M‘HD code FAR was used [7].

Ballooning Stability
Most highs/3 discharges develop from a broad pressure profile at low [5' to a triangular
pressure profile shape for ,6 ~ flTmyon (see Fig 1). The pressure profile here is measured
by the LIDAR at a time just before a large sawtooth7 corresponding to the maximum [3 in
the shot (fl ~ 088,6m", Ip =2.1MA, BT=1.2T). The ballooning stability boundary is
calculated by increasing the pressure gradient in small steps (keeping the q—profile fixed) ‘
until the ballooning limit is reached. This results in marginal stability to ballooning
modes, across the entire plasma. In Fig 2 we show the resulting profiles of normalised
pressure gradient (01 2 4q3fl/(6nlp/drp) versus the square root of the normalised
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flux, for both the experimental and marginally stable equilibrium. Comparison of the
two, shows the plasma to be marginally stable over more than 50% of the minor radius.
Near the magnetic axis the experimental pressure gradient exceeds the ballooning limit.
For this case the marginally stable equilibrium has [3 = 6.3% (which is 4.0I/aB) the
normal limit for ballooning modes).

In a discharge where a pellet is injected coincident with the start of neutral beam
heating (14MW), an even larger central pressure gradient occurs. In this case the
maximum gradient in the centre seems to exceed the ballooning limit by about a factor
of two although experimentally no large degradation in confinement is observed Until
a large n. : 1 mode causes a fl—collapse (see next section). Within the ideal MHD
model a hollow qiprofile with negative shear (go ~ 1.1, {1min ~ 0.9) at the positiOn
of large pressure gradients can stabilise the ballooning instability, for this pellet Case.
The hollow current density profile needed for this q—profile, could be produced by the
contribution of the bootstrap current.

In a discharge at higher current, Ip = 3MA, (and higher startup density) the pres—
sure profile remains broad, with large pressure gradients near the edge, up to a disrup-
tion caused by the influx of carbon impurities. The highest ,6 obtained in this case is
0-7/3’1'7-oyon- These pressure profiles are similar to the broad pressure in the early phases
of the discharges mentioned above. The experimental and marginally stable profile
of the pressure gradient (0-) for this case is shown in Fig 3 (the marginal profile has
13 ~ 3.4I/aB). The largest gradients near the edge are close to the ballooning limit1
but this is only a region of ~ 15cm.

Low—n Stability

The lowen activity divides into that seen during flr-saturation (fishbones. ELM’s and
sawteeth) and that seen during the fi—collapse (large n :1, 2 or 3 activity) [1]. For
equilibria reconstructed to fit the flesaturation shots, with go < 1, we find that the
peaked pressure profiles cause the n = 1 internal kink to be strongly unstable. This
72. : 1 instability is probably linked to the fishbone/sawtooth activity, but trapped
particle efiects must be included before a quantitative comparison can be made.

In the majority of cases in which flecollapses there is large n = 2 activity present,
however first we discuss a discharge in which a very large n : 1 mode (39 > 25G)
seems to limit the ,3. This case is the peaked pressure profile pellet case discussed
in the ballooning section above. The pellet causes a reduction in I. of ~ 0.2 and the
polarimetry indicates an increase of ~ 0.2 in (10. Subsequent to the pellet injection7 as
the 13 rises to 0.8]31mym, a large n : 1 mode grows to R; ~ 25G (by which time it
is locked) and a collapse in [3 follows. This very large n = 1 mode is visible on the
soft X-ray (SXR) array; a tomographic reconstruction shows a distortion to the core
and island~like structures near q : 2 (Fig 4a). We have constructed an equilibrium for
use in studying the stability of this case by matching the boundary shape, (1.), and fip,
determined from the magnetics, and have also matched the LIDAR pressure profile and
the location of q : 2 and 3 surfaces (from SXR’s). This leaves the form of the central—q
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to be determined. We have tried a flat central—q (with go ~ 1.0), a parabolic central—q

with (go ~ 0.9) and a non-monotone q. From the n = 1 eigenfunctions for each class of

gsprofile, calculated with the linear FAR code, we have reconstructed the flux surface

distortions. We find only the flat central—q, with qo ~ 1.1, gives a good match to the

relative phase and amplitude between the core and q = 2 distortions in Fig 4(a); the

theory result for go : 1.1 (flat q) is shown in Fig 4(b). This case is close to the marginal

threshold for the 71 = 1 mode; raising qo slightly leads to stability.
For the n = 2 activity, which generally seems to cause the fi—collapse, we have also

constructed equilibria by the same technique and considered a range of central q—profiles.

For a parabolic central—q with go ~ 0.9 the n : 1 growth rate exceeds that of the the

n = 2 mode. However for a flatter central—q, with go > 0.96, we find an n = 2 ‘infernal’

type mode [8] which exceeds the n = 1 mode growth rate. This n = 2 infernal mode has

strongly coupled m. = 2, 3 and 4 components and reconstructions of the line integrated

SXR’s give a reasonable match to the phase inversions observed experimentally.

Summary

The ballooning studies typically show the plasma pressure to be marginal over the

central N 50% of the plasma when ,8 ~ Enos/0,1, and in many cases the core region is

unstable. For a pellet shot, in which an n = 1 mode is strongly unstable, stability calcu—

lations show that the SXR tomographic results are reproduced best by a. flat central—q

with (10 ~ 1.1. For n : 2 modes which usually cause the fl—collapse and seem often

to be initiated by a sawtooth [1], flat q—profiles (with go ~ 0.96) seem to give the best

agreement with SXR‘s.
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Introduction
During a disruption, the plasma energy and the electrical current are lost rapidly.

The energy decay time is shorter than the current decay time. In JET the time scale
for the energy loss of the plasma amounts to about 1 - 2 ms /1/. In TEXTOR the
current decay time was measured to be about 10 - 20 ms and the energy decay time
determined by ECE to be about 1 ms or slightly shorter /2/. Even shorter than this
event is the time scale for the heat quench time measured by heating of the limiter or
the wall components. The energy release there can lead to a dangerous overheating
and damage of the different materials. Here a technique is described which allows the
measurement of this heating over a large area in TEXTOR.

The Experimental Setup
For the observation of the heat flux distribution to the wall, it is desirable to

detect the thermal radiation from a large portion of the plasma facing components with
high spatial and temporal resolution. The spatial resolution is necessary to discriminate
between a very localized heating and a widely distributed one. The high temporal
resolution is important because the time scale of the heating burst only is about one-
hundred microseconds. The simultaneous realization of both requirements leads to
an unrealistic amount of diagnostic hardware and memory. An instrument that
nevertheless can meet many of these requirements is an lFi-scanner. The lR-scanner
is widely used for thermography. It operates in the following way: the incoming lFi-
light is deflected horizontally and vertically by a set of two mirrors and is imaged to an
lR-diode ( here HnTe optimized for radiation of a wavelength of 3 — 6 pm ). This
instrument produces a TV-picture fulfilling the typical TV standards. We have one
camera in NTSC standard and second one in CGIR. In contrast to the CCD cameras
the time resolution of the scanner is not limited by the time to complete consecutive
frames, each of which has a length of 16.6 ms in the US standard and 20 ms in the
European one. The time resolution is very much higher because the diode records the
different spatial points consecutively in time. The smallest time interval which is
convenient for our analysis is the time duration of one TV line which amounts to about
64 us for both standards.
In TEXTOR two synchronized IR-scanners are used. One scanner is directed to one
of the eight ALT-II toroidal belt limiter blades and sees about two thirds of it, La about

1 m in the toroidal direction; poloidally it covers more than the blade width of 28 cm
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so that parts of the wall are also visible. The second scanner is oriented towards the
inner bumper limiter looking at an area of about 60 cm in diameter.

Resufls
Typical heat loads at ALT-ll

A typical picture measured with camera 1 during a disruption is shown in fig. 1,
This discharge was a high current discharge (IF. = 460 kA) in which 1.2 MW of neutral
beam power was switched on att = 800 ms. Att = 862.6 ms a minor disruption
occurred. In this disruption the electrical current was not quenched but the electron
temperature in the plasma dropped from about 1450 eV to 1050 eV within roughly a
millisecond. The figure is recorded during the time span when the disruption occurred,
The top half of the the’rmographic picture looks rather normal: As already mentioned,
the bright part is a section of an ALT-ll blade and in the left corner a part of a
neighboring blade comes into the line of sight. The temperature distribution along the
blade in toroidal direction is rather homogeneous with the exception of the and tiles
which receive twice the heat flux as the rest of the blade /8,4/. In the middle of the
blade a sudden disturbance in the blade temperature appears and going further down,
the blade surface at first is strongly and later moderately heated as compared to the
top part. Watching the picture more closely one finds a series of more or less strong
disturbances which are indicated by bars at the right edge of the picture.

For a consistent analysis of the photograph we have to make use of the fact
that the different local points correspont to different time points as discussed above.
The top half of the frame therefore represents the time before the disruption. The
disruption itself is a very sudden event. It is structured in time and in this case it
consists of six individual sub-events which have different intensities. The thermal
quench time of each sub-event is less than or equal to 64 #5 corresponding to one TV
line. The time duration of the whole disruption agrees fairly well with the decay time of
the electron temperature. After the last sub-event the surface temperature decreases
within a few milliseconds. During this time the heat wave propagates from the surface
into the bulk of the material. The observed time scale is plausible because the surface
was exposed to very short heat pulses only.

When first seeing the thermographic pictures of a disruption one may be led to
another interpretation than presented here, namely that the heat is deposited only very
locally on the limiter blades. The heat would be distributed in a narrow, sharply limited
band with a long extension in toroidal direction. When observing different disruptions
one finds that the band is not fixed poloidally but covers the blade with the same
probability. This strict toroidal orientation of the thermal quench seems very unlikely.
The strongest argument against the highly localized structure of the thermal quench,
however, comes from a the series of consecutive frames: the frames preceding the
disruption normally show a smooth increase of the surface temperature due to the
incoming power flux. The frame with the disruption has a clear separation above and
below the disruption as already stated, and the frame following the disruption shows
again a rather uniform temperature distribution but with a higher temperature than
before the disruption. This also means that the cooler area of the blade, which is
always above the disruptive pattern, has received heat during the disruption. Therefore
the thermal quench is not restricted to a small fraction of the limiter; the heat is
distributed rather evenly over at least one blade, possibly it covers the whole toroidal
limiter ALT—ll. As far as one can judge from the statistical observations of the
disruptions one can assume that the relative heat distribution over a blade - i.e. slight
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nonuniformities due to the magnetic ripple effect or the higher heat load at the end tile
/4/ - is similar in normal discharges and during a disruption. The statement about the
relative heat distribution is of course very important for the construction of protective
elements in future fusion reactors. To confirm this point it will be necessary to perform
simultaneous measurements at different blades.

Simultaneous Observations of ALT-ll and the Inner Bumper Limiter
To obtain information about the correlation of the thermal quench at the outer

and at the inner limiters, two lR-scanners are used, one looking at an ALT-ll blade
and the other at the inner bumper limiter. The observations at the bumper limiter are
as expected: during the disruptions those parts of the limiter are preferentially heated
which normally also see the highest heat flux. The uniformity of the heat transfer,
however, is very much poorer than at ALT-ll because the flatness of the graphite tiles
allows a heating of the edges only. The thermal quench time at the inner bumper
limiter is similar to that at ALT-ll namely 100 #5 or less.

The energy transfer strength at both limiters is not correlated during the
disruptions. Under comparable discharge conditions sometimes the outer limiter
receives most of the thermal load and in other cases the inner one. If the energy
quench of a disruption is detected at both limiters, it is first seen at the outer one and
later at the inner one. We have observed a discharge where the plasma first hits the
outer limiter weakly, then 30 ms later the inner limiter and another 15 ms later the outer
one again. The highest temperature rise of this disruption occured at the end. During
our observations this disruption was the only one in which the plasma not only ended
at the limiters but also hit the bottom of the vessel. As compared to the heating of the
ALT-ll limiters the heated spot at the wall was very localized and the spot temperature
was higher than normally observed at the limiters. The reason for the strong
localization is most likely that the walls are not as smooth as a limiter surface which is
designed for a good heat acceptance and distribution.

Conclusions and Summary
The observations with the lR-scanners show that the energy from the plasma

boundary is transferred to the wall components in a series of short sub-events. The
time duration of these individual events is on the order of a hundred microseconds or
less. If the energy quench is deposited on a smooth limiter surface then the energy is
distributed over a large area, possibly over the whole limiter. Our observations of the
heat quench are not complete enough to construct a firm model of the plasma - wall
contact during the disruption. At the moment we tend to the assumption that the
plasma looses its axisymmetry and rotates like a snake in the vessel. The areas of
contact with the wall are then heated and one can observe the heating several times
as long as the plasma winds in the vessel. Another interpretation is that the plasma
’breathes' i.e. it is shifted axisymmetrically several times to the outer vessel. For a
detailed understanding, more measurements are necessary.
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Heating, p 663 (1988)
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Fig. 1: Photograph of an lR-scanner imageof half a blade of the toroidal pump limiter
ALT-ll. A disruption occured during the recording of this frame. The image
elements not only represent different spatial points but are also sequential in
time. Therefore the disruption manifests itself as a narrow local disturbance.
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Introduction

One of the real mysteries connected to major disruptions in tokamaks is the sudden
disappearance of a major part of the plasma kinetic energy during the energy quench phase. In
JET [1], the energy quench phase seems to be divided in a relatively slow phase of typically
1 to 2 ms during which the ldnetic energy is redistributed over the cross-section in a toroidally
asymmetric (n=1) fashion, followed by a very fast total decay of kinetic energy in less than
100 us. This last decay means an enhancement above the normal loss rate with a factor 104.

The first phase of the energy quench has been explained in the past [2] by the interaction
and overlap of tearing mode islands: (n =1, m = 2), (n = 2, m = 3) and (n = l, m = 1). The
timescale for this 1: = (1: 92A 1: %)1/5, in which I is resistive current penetration time and 139A
the poloidal Alfvén time, gives indeed few ms for large devices as JET. The second phase is
unexplained. Suggestions have been made that it could be caused by a massive increase in
turbulent heat conduction or by a massive influx of impurities, leading to a radiation loss rate
of gigawatts. However, if the latter were true, one would expect a more or less homogeneous
heat deposition over the wall, whilst thermographic measurements indicate an inhomogeneous
heatload, localized at the same spot where the plasma is normally in contact with the first wall
(e.g. limiter, divertor plates, etc.). This suggests a conductive/convective heatloss
mechanism.

Collective scattering in the TORTUR tokamak

The TORTUR tokamak (R = 0.46 m; a = 0.08 m; B = 2.9 T, [p s 40 kA; ne < 1020 m-3
and V9 = 4 - 5 V) is rather small for the study of the energy quench. The above mentioned
timescale for the first phase of the quench gives 25 us for TORTUR, i.e. is comparable with
the duration of the second phase. A clear distinction between the phases is not really possible.
Nevertheless, the observations with a 2 mm collective scattering apparatus are interesing
because they reveal an increase in elecuon thermal diffusivity with 2 orders of magnitude
during the quench phase of minor disruptions.

Observations with a 2 mm collective collective scattering set-up have been performed in a
wide frequency range from 1 kHz to 100 MHz, for various values of the wave number in the
region 400 - 4000 m‘l. Scattering volumes have been located in the equatorial plane for
various values of the radius; and with k of the density fluctuations oriented in or outwards.
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Experimental results.

A number of phenomena associated
with minor disruptions in a q(a) = 5
discharge have been observed. The first
in the time sequence is a sudden spike on
the signals of the magnetic pick-up coils
e.g. at 20.4 ms in Fig. la. Just before
the quench n = 1 and m = 2. Electron
density fluctuations strongly increase in
the MHz region about one tenth of a
millisecond later. This can be seen from
the time behaviour of the averaged
scattering signals in the frequency bands
0.7 - 3 MHz and 5 - 50 MHz, see Figs
2b and c, resp. The increase of the
averaged signal in the 0.7 — 3 MHz band
starts somewhat before the increase of
the signal in the 5 - 50 MHZ band. The
density fluctuations in the 0.7 - 3 MHz
band relax to the usual level on a
timescale longer than their excitation.
The duration of the burst of electron
density fluctuations is usually about
100 us. The plasma column shifts
inwards (Fig. 2d) and upwards (Fig. 2e)
near the ending of the burst of the
density fluctuations. Simultaneously,
spikes on the plasma current (Fig. 20
and the loop voltage (Fig. 2g) can be
seen. The plasma relaxes to a state
similar to the old one on a timescale long
compared with the quench phase. The
temperature profile broadens during the
quench whilst the maximum temperature
in the plasma centre decreases. This is
shown in Figs 2h and i. In the plasma
centre the electron temperature decreases
about 100 eV per 0.1 ms starting with
the change in MHD activity (Fig. 2h). At
about half radius the temperature
increases (Fig. 2i).

7

Fig. I . See the above text
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The time of appearance and the magnitude of the density fluctuations does not depend on
radius for r/a S 6/8. However, density fluctuations appear with a delay, are weaker and show
a slower relaxtion to normal level fluctuations for r/a > 6/8. This may indicate that an intensive
mixing exist in the plasma interior, while, at r/a > 6/8, phenomena follow passively the central
events.
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Fig. 2. Highfrequency region ofspectra
obtained at r/a = 0for k = 18 cm'] during
a minor disruption (a) and just before a
minor disruption (b).

Changes of a frequency spectrum during
a minor disruption can be seen in Fig. 2. The
Fourier transforms have been calculated for a
time period of 0.1 ms. Two spectra have been
obtained just before and during the current
spike, curve b and a, respectively. The
fluctuation level in the MHz region can be seen
to increase by more than an order of
magnitude during a minor disruption. Lower
frequencies seem to be much less affected.
The magnitude of the enhancement of the MHz
region is weakly dependent on radius. The
enhancement is larger and it extends to higher
frequency regions at r/a S 6/8 when compared
with observations performed at r/a 2 6/8.

The growth rate of unstable modes
increases with the increase of the width of the
frequency spectrum. The ratio of the growth
rate during a minor disruption and during
standard plasma conditions can be estimated
by Yon/Y“ 10 at the plasma interior and by
Yon/Y z 2 close to the plasma edge. Apparently
the effect of minor disruptions is more
pronounced in the plasma interior.

Similar changes in the frequency spectrum during a disruption in TFR were reported by
Andreoletti et al. [1].

Poloidal k-spectra have been calculated
from the scattered power averaged over
4 ms, see Fig. 3, curve a. It should be
noticed that this time interval is much
longer than the duration of a minor
disruption. The obtained k-spectra are

Fig.3. The observed k-spectra for a
plasma with (a) and without (b) minor
disruptions, for r/a = 0. S(k) is normalized
by the square of the electron density
averaged over the scattering volume.
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different from those obtained for non-disruptive discharge conditions (curve b) in the
following points: 1) no maximum is found and 2) the exponent describing the decay of the
spectral density, S(k), is large (- 4.5) compared with the value for a non-disruptive plaSma (_
3.5). This implies that the averaged experimental k—value, <k>, which amounts 1400 m-l for
the non~disruptive plasma state, is considerably reduced when disruptions occur. An exact
value cannot be calculated, but certainly <k>/<k>DR 2 3.

Electron thermal transport

Models for the electron thermal conductivity based on EXB transport during drift ae,
turbulence are employing variants of the mixing—length scaling formula [4]

Xc~ Ymax/<k1>2 - (1)

7mm is the maximum value of the growth rate of the unstable mode considered. Numerica1
values for max and 4‘? have been deduced from the experimental data. The experimentally
observed thermal diffusivity, which amounts 0.6 m2/s, can be retained from the experimental
values for ymax and 4‘? with 7mm = 0.5 A0) and <ki> = 1400 m'1 for normal discharges
The value of (Ymax/<ki>2)DR is at least two orders of magnitude larger. A corresponding
increase in heat diffusivity fits well with a temperature redistribution in less than 100 pg
compared with the normal confinement time of 3 ms.

Conclusions:

1) During the energy quench phase of minor disruptions enhanced levels of density
fluctuations have been observed.

2) Both growth rate and wavelength of these fluctuations increase to such a level, that a
corresponding diffusivity would increase with two orders of magnitude. This is in good
agreement with the observed temperature redistribution.

3) The frequency of MHz indicates that the energy quench is caused by enhanced
turbulence, and not by an explosive growth of a low mode number MHD mode.

4) Further exploration at larger devices is recommendable.
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In the experiments on simultaneous magnetic compression

and second current ramp up in the "TUMAN—B" [1] the regime with

extraordinary high density was found (High Density Mode). The

HDM was charachterised with improved confinement properties.

Regimes with. high density are of interest due to the

importance of the density' limit studies [2,3]. It is also

interesting to check validity of the "alcator" type scalings

(TE m fie). In [4,5] the significant role of the boundary plasma

properties in the density restriction was mentioned. Magnetic

compression [6] and fast current ramping [7] allowed to change

current density' at the periphery' and consequently to modify

plasma properties in this region.

In the described experimental run the additional gas

puffing with simultaneous minor radius magnetic compression and

second current ramping was used. Fig.1 shows time evolution of

the different plasma parameters in the experiment. Toroidal

field was increased two fold during 3.5 ms and then decreased

with the time constant 55 ms. Plasma current after the second

ramp was 1.4 times higher than the initial one. Current

increase time was equal to 4. ms. In the bottom part of Fig.1

dashed line represents the model function of the feedback

density control system and solid one corresponds to the density

behaviour in the experiment. The density was increased from

1.4'10130m—3 in the ohmic stage up to highest value

cm“3 in the HDM during 15 ms. Plasma parameters in the

HDM and in the initial OH are listed in the Table and presented
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cyl -
Ip BT q 13ne_3 Teo T10 TE rtp Zen
kA RG 10 cm keV keV ms ms

OH 94 4,5 2,7 1,4 0,4 0,11 1,5 2,5 2.0

HDM 120 6,7 3,2 5,2 0,5 0,17 6,5 15 2,2

[pm/1 up]
at

-0so i a . a, , ”fin-e 4 OH I HDM ./ a“
40 I OH | /(J ‘ 5-; J“ rw 4 . ,9 I .8M0 """"""" 0.1 49/a 4 ____L__L__.__._._*'

/\[\
Zn” I

4 l!
_______ I I l *

[Lav L I.'IIIII I 1 1m 0H HDM : 8

T; l
m .IE 6 I ./A

0 4‘ | * /
(7') .I //
w—O 2 4 I , */ c

T 2 .
0)

IE: A ...... I _I .
10 20 30 40 50 ,ms 1 2 3 4 5

He, 10130m_3
Fig.1. Plasma current, loop

voltage, toroidal field, D Fig.2. Radiation power to(1
emission and density in the ohmic input ratio (a), Zeff

E (c) dependences on

ramp and magnetic compression. average density in OH and HDM.
experiment with second current (b) and T

in Fig.2. It could be mentioned that attained density was about
two times OH limit and corresponded to .85 Greenwald limit [2].

In the HDM an increase of radiation losses was observed.
In Fig.2a the ratio of the radiation power to the ohmic input
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is shown in the usual OH regimes with fie: (.4 — 1.6)‘1013cm'3

and in the HDM with fie: (2.5 — 5.2)10‘3om‘3. This ratio
increased with a density but nevertheless it was far from 100

%. The maximum value of PRAD/POH was .5. Plasma effective

charge didn‘t decrease with the density. The value of Zeff in

the HDM was about 2 and. this was close to the ohmic one.

Fig.2b. In the OH stage the particle confinement time Tp was

measured using periodic modulation of the neutral influx and

was equal to 2.5 ms. An estimation of T value in the HDM was

made from the global particle balance equation with the source

tent derived from Da emission. Particle confinement time was

equal to 15 ms. which corresponded to the time needed for the

density to achieve second flattop.
Nonmonotonic evolution of

the SXR emission was found in

the HDM. As is shown in Fig.3

JSXR rised up to 44 ms and then

fell down. Approximately at the

same time density increase rate

decreased. Our data couldn't

clear up what is the reason for

Lum ' ' ' the observed restriction of
W(O) (energy content at the

centre). Perhaps the cause was

the peripheral instability ornew. ‘ ‘ '
an. fiflfi444-ud T; dramatic increase of sawtooth

, .-" v9 oscillation amplitude due to

2m 1”, ‘ 7: the approach of 3(0) or 6(0) to

I"’ 2 _ a critical value. The deduced
I: from SXR signals Te(O) drop was

confirmed. by TS measurements.

During 5 ms (from 45 to 50 ms)

Te profile become essentially

broader but the whole energy

content didn't change signi-

ficantly. At 45 ms W = 1.13 RJ

and at 50 ms W = 1.09 kJ.

35 40 $5 50 turr-

Fig.3. Intensity of SXR

emission, deduced from the

SXR data Te(O) and average

density evolution in HDM.
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Since the HDM discovering allowed to extend fie operational
range then it seems to be interesting to compare energy
confinement in this new regime with extrapolation of the
ordinary OH scaling. Circles on the Fig.20 display TE in some

OH shots with qcyl(a) close to that one in the HDM. The dashed
line is an extrapolation of the linear dependence of TE(fie) in
the high density region. This extrapolation is close to
Neo—Alcator scaling prediction. The corresponding to the HDM
stars lie neaI' or slightly' higher than the mentioned, line_
Taking into account the energy content derivative one can find

that experimental TE exceeds OH scaling by a factor of 1.2~2.o.

This proves an absence of the energy confinement time
saturation at high density (saturation of this kind was
observed in the experiments on ASDEX [8] and TFTR [9]) and
indicates some improvement of TE in comparison with OH scaling.

Improvment of the particle and energy confinement in the

HDM indicated appearance of H—mode without permanent additional
heating. Ohmic H-mode phenomena were observed in the DIII—D
experiments [10] and also in our experiments [11]. It should be
mentioned that in "TUMAN—B" experiments H-mode were observed in
the limiter configuration whereas in DIII—D divertor was used.
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NONLINEAR VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT INSTABILITY OF ELONGATED
PLASMA IN TOKAMAK AND ITS STABILIZATION

Yu,G.Y., Du,T.

Institute of Plasma Physics, Academia Sinica (A SIPP)
Hefei, 230031. The People's Republic of China

Abstract Nonlinear vertical displacement instability (nonlinear VDI)
for highly elongated plasma with a finite cross-section in tokamak is
investigated by solving the equation of plasma motion and Kirchhoff
equations of the surrounding conductors. The results show that there are
two components of VDI, namely a fast oscillation with a period of few
microseconds and a slow shift with a characteristic time comparable to
the resistive time of the conductors. The critical elongation “for VDI can
be explained as that beyond which the fast oscillation can not be
suppressed by the passive inductions in the conductors. The active
controlling system usually can play almost no role in the elevation of the
critical elongation. As an alternative approach, the dynamic stabilization
of VDI proposed is shown to be feasible. Its simplicity and wide range of
working frequencies indicate that it would be a potentially promising
stabilizing method.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the key problems of the elongated plasma is VDI caused by

a negative decay indexn of the equilibrium field Bzapplied, defined as
=

- BLQE’. (I)2 3R ..
where R is the coordinate in the major radial direction. For present
tokamak experiments, VDI is stabilized by both the passive induction in
the surrounding conductors (SCs) and the active feedback system. In
case of small displacement VDI and its stabilization can be treated
linearly. But for highly elongated case, a finite displacement of plasma
leads to that the nonlinear coupling among the various conductors
including plasma itself should be taken into account, which is studied in
this paper. Since the emphasis is put on how to stabilize VDI in a tokamak,
we start from the equation of plasma motion as well as Kirchhoff



equations of SCs.
In see.“ the basic equations are introduced for nonlinear VDI.

After the freedback results are shown in sec.III, the dynamic stabiliza—
tion is studied in sec.IV. Conclusions are given in sec.V.

II. BASIC CONSIDERATION
9 vertical motion of plasma can be described by the equation

dZ=-2aIp (2)
dt (M) (S) (A)BR -BR + BR +BR (3)

here 2 is the displacement;m, I and R the mass, current and the major
radius of the plasma torus; M, spand Ain (3) stand for the equilibrium,
the passive-produced and the active-produced fields respectively.

In tokamaks (Fig.1) all of the toroidal currents are coupled with
each other, which is governed by Kirchhoff equationd ( ()d (H) ()() d (up) _ (a)2 E dtbdkciflJf+ELja I,“ +Hja Ija+kzfiMkP Ip-vj 0.,B=S,A (4)

Ben

v‘“= g HWIP < Z(t) - 2(0)) (5)
where R , L ,],V and M c{ire 1‘0 E/coil\-
the resistance,jindjuctance, r-
rent ,the applied voltage of the
j-th coil, the mutual inductance 2 (m) 0-5
between k—th and j-th coils, re-
spectively. The subscript means
plasma. V in (5) is for active
feedback, with a reference position "0 R(m) 1'5
2(0) and a gain factorg. We take Fig.1 The tokamak model used with parameters of
a finite cross—section of plasma Egg-33353533?“ Ip-450KA' ”we-1'6into account and assume that ' '
the displacement is rigid. In our 30
case, botfi 's andVI ' are functions
of Z(t) anthe progem becomes 10
nonlinear. A fourth-order Runge— um]
Kutta method is used for the -1,0.
numerical solution. .

"3.0- 5
III.FEEDBACK STABILIZATION mun-”WI --------[I
AND CRITICAL ELONGATION 3 6 Tim) 9 ‘2

horizontal conductor

vertical conductor

ununulnnrnuln”InInlunuullulnrn

Fig.2 2(1) of VDI in plasma. 'u‘,'b' : the envelopes of the last oscillation;First the passive stabili- .dqhwacedmemmmwmn
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zation is considered only by setting - . . .
3.0 » (I)

g in (5) to be zero. Figs.2-3 show “TEA/WW
Z as a function of t. It is seen that ' - h0.: io 20 “M, 3‘0 4'0
VDI can be decomposed into two 15.0 m ' ' ' '
components, namely a fast oscil- “:2
lation (Fig.3a) with a period of on 4'0 5'0““,1'20 I30
several microseconds and a de— 10 . i“ ' ' ' '
caying amplitude (Fig.2), and a 1.0; L' L2

2 (an)slow shift (Fig.3b) with a charac- M _
teristic time of about several to —

-J.O .
tens milliseconds depending on '-10 I20 1'60

the resistive time of SCs. The locus figfi%fiofig&%fifiifl:w
in Fig.3b—3c can be understood as "“m‘mw""W“
the traces of the oscillating center
in Fig.3a. In a stable case, both fastz:
and slow components of Z(t) are q“
decaying with time. If the elonga- """"f"°°"“j‘°°°“
tion exceeds a certain value, then ion
the amplitude of the fast oscilla— z (a:
tion is growing and VDI can't be ”M (b) 0-1 .ag-Joczup-nc an

stabilized no matter how the value . - 3 i .
of the gain factorg is set, as shown ”WE ‘
in Fig.4. We believe that this is them’

-ID.D
reason for the existence of the <=’--w-a°°2uv,-7°w ,

2 4 6 a incritical elongation. The closer spac- n.ummmmnuw.“Jami“...wm. m...“ M”.
ing of the passive conductors “wmmwmmmm'wmmmfiu’mm M
w.r.t. plasma can elevate the criti—
cal elongation as in Fig.4c.

IV. DYNAMIC STABILIZATION
If We think such a case as stable that the plasma displacement is

slowly varying in time but within a certain region, then instead of the
feedback control system We apply an ac. (eg. cosine) voltage on the
active coils by setting

V(A)- A EWIp cos(mt) (6)
and substitute it into eq.(4). The frequency in (6) is taken to be close to
the inverse of the resistive time of SCs. The result shows that for given
frequencies a certain range of the amplitude A in (6) can be found to
make plasma moving periodically around an equilibrium position, as
shown in Fig.5, and hence to make VDI stabilized. Physically it can be



understood as a process of forced
oscillation, namely, the periodic
horizontal field produced by the L1
a.c.voltage makes plasma torus W A
move up and down within a cer— —2.0. V V w
tain range. This indicates the fea—
sibility of the dynamic stabiliza—
tion of VDI and it is obvious that I”, ,,,,,,,, , IIIIII W.
the dynamic stabilizing sche—me 40 507mg) ‘20 160
can make the active control—

Fig.5 2(1) in case of dynamic stabilization with Z(0)=U.5cm.
ling system very simple. Ll: m-lSandax=15KW; L2:cn=lOOand Pmax=llDOKW,

It is found in our caicula— .. Logm)
. . ~ Zm ( )tion that the amplitude of the 53 __ Log?é$x(KW))

applied ac. voltage strongly de—
pends upon the frequency. Fig.6 :2
gives the maximum displacement
Z A and the maximum power 2'0
Pm i‘equired as functions 0h) for 1-0
{213$ elongation. It is seen that 0-0
the dynamic stabilization can work '1-0
in a wide range of frequencies, -2.c. —1 b 1 2 3
even very low. The lower the fre- Logim)
quency is, the smauerz is and, Fig.6 Dependence of Zmax, A and Pmax on In

V a in case of Z(O)=O.5cm.
perhaps more importanrfiy, e
less maximum power requirement is.

V. CONCLUSIONS
1. VDI is composed of a fast oscillation and a slow shift the char—

acteristic times of which are about several microseconds and several to
tens milliseconds respectively.

2. The critical elongation can be explained as that beyond which-the
passive induction can no longer suppress the fast oscillation of VDI. Thus
a strong coupling between SCs and plasma is needed to stabilize VDI for
highly elongated plasma.

3. Dynamic stabilization is shown to be effective. Its physical
feasibility, the technical simplicity, the interesting frequency effect and
a low power requirement, make this scheme to be a potentially attractive
way in stabilizing VDI.
This work is supported in part by The National Science Foundation of China.
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VERTICAL INSTABILITIES IN JET

P.Noll, T.Bonicelli, M.Garribba

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK

Introduction

The vertical position of the JET plasma is actively stabilised by an
externally applied radial magnetic field. Without feedback the vertical
position is unstable due to the destabilising effect of the iron magnetic
circuit and due to the quadrupolar magnetic field required to obtain the
desired elongation b/a = 1.4...1.9 of the plasma cross section. If the
stabilisation fails the plasma moves vertically and disrupts causing large
vertical and asymmetric radial forces at the vessel which are of concern
when operating at high current.

A sudden technical failure of the stabilisation system has been
regarded as the most serious fault case and must be considered as possible
even though faults of this kind did not occur in JET. The expected effects
of a complete stabilisation failure have been studied by deliberately
disabling the feedback during the pulse [1,2].

All vertical instabilities observed during normal operation can be
ascribed to the existence of a limited stabilisation range and to the
effects of large amplitude perturbations leading to saturation and
degradation of the stabilisation system.

In the following the electromagnetic aspects of vertical
instabilities in JET are examined and the implications for the planned
operation with a divertor coil inside the vessel are outlined.

Stabilisation range

The stabilisation of elongated Tokamak plasmas has been widely
studied, for example in [3,4,5]. The degree of elongation which can be
achieved inside a metallic vessel and with externally applied stabilising
fields depends on the plasma/wall gap and on the response time of the
stabilisation amplifier. Without stabilisation the instability growth time
is roughly proportional to the radial field penetration time Tv of the
vessel and it decreases with increasing gap width. For stabilisation the
response time Ta of the radial field amplifier must be smaller than the
growth time. At some critical gap width an MHD limit is reached where no
stabilisation is possible by external means.

In JET quiescent plasmas can be stabilised up to an elongation ratio
of about 1.9 (corresponding to a growth time down to about 3 ms). The
feedback gain must be set within a window which decreases with increasing
elongation. The amplifier response time is Tass 2ms for small amplitudes,
but it increases at larger amplitudes. The stabilisation performance
degrades therefore if large plasma perturbations are present.



Observations

A frequent cause of vertical instability is a saturation of the
amplifier resulting from disruptive plasma behaviour. This is not serious
if the instability starts after the beginning of the current quench.
However, the saturation and the onset of instability take often place
before the current quenchI in which case the instability can escalate at
high current leading to large vertical forces at the vessel.

An example is the disruption 0f 4444444444447 44*_____744,
a 4MA double null magnetic limiter 4 I i
plasma shown in fig.1. Shortly after 2(MA) P
the energy quench at 12.63 s the
feedback control signal (not shown) 0 ' T ”
asks for the maximum possible 0
amplifier voltage (about 4kV). The WW W
response is insufficient and the >4;_, W L”WJA>KM _#_____
plasma becomes unstable. The
vertical displacement éZp reaches 0
about 1m while the current is still *2-
large. The original configuration is o Vacccccc, , --4447///,,cww

(W n

up/down symmetric. It is therefore ‘\\ pisgigfim
apparent that the disruption caused (m) i
an up/down asymmetric perturbation ‘
which exceeded the capability of the G \4—_..‘_\_\~\\/
stabilising system. The perturbation (m) 5%
must have occurred suddenly as can —oa»
be inferred from the initial plasma ¥Wfi531254®
displacement of about 3cm within lms. _ ‘t-ee—A
From simplified circuit and plasma eeeeh
force balance equations one can (V)
interpret this displacement and the Two‘ bVmbmwm
associated differential loop voltage 0’4444444444' "‘————”’ ’
éV:3 150 V as resulting from a sudden (m) a;
vertical force Fz-z -.25 MN acting on —Or
the plasma. The same model indicates
that a force of this magnitude drives
the amplifier into saturation and Fig.1 Vertical instability of a
causes a vertical instability without 4MA double null plasma
possibility of recoveryI as observed. (pulse 20802)

a.

The example shown represents the most severe case of a vertical
instability observed so far. In most other disruptions of double null
plasmas the instability escalated far less dramatically.

There is no significant difference of the disruption and instability
behaviour of up/down symmetric plasmas (double null or limiter plasmas)
and up/down asymmetric plasmas (single null).

Some vertical instabilities were caused by perturbations which can
not be clearly identified. They occurred usually shortly after the removal
of neutral beam heating. The instability and the subsequent disruption
might have been prevented by a more powerful stabilisation system. In few
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cases plasmas became unstable without stimulation during the ramp—up of
the destabilising shaping field, starting with growing oscillations as is
characteristic when the linear stabilisation range is exceeded.

An important general observation is that the vertical displacement
62p of the plasma reaches some maximum and decreases thereafter. This is
not expected from simulations but may be understood in terms of poloidal
plasma currents which are branching into the wall.

Forces

During the vertical instability the destabilising force Fd at the
plasma must be balanced by stabilising forces. The accountable stabilising
forces are -Fr due to the radial field coil current and —Fv due to vessel
toroidal currents. One finds that Fv is ignorable around the time when the
product Ip*6Zp reaches a maximum, and that Fd — Fr > 0. The plasma force
balance is only possible by postulating an additional repelling force Fadd
= Fd - Fr between the plasma and the vessel. There is evidence from
toroidal field measurements inside the vessel that this force arises from
poloidal currents circulating in the plasma and the vessel [2].

The maximum vertical force at the vessel is approximately Fvess
Fd — Fr. It has been evaluated for a number of instability tests and can
be reasonaEly described by Fvesscs f*D, where f is in the range .25 to
.35 MN/(MA m) dependigg on the relative magnitude of the shaping field,
and D = maximum of Ip *5Zp. D is not predictable, but from a series of
vertical disruptions it is found that the equivalent displacement D/Ipo
(Ipo = current before the instability) did not exceed 1.07 m. This permits
some forecast for operation at higher currents. The vertical force at the
vessel supports is measured routinely with strain gauges. One finds
Fsupp /Fvess:s.6 (i.e. + 1)I probably mainly due to vessel elasticity and
inertal effects.

implications for a divertor operation

The single null plasma of the planned operation with a divertor coil
inside the vessel is more unstable than present magnetic limiter plasmas.
This requires an enhancement of the stabilisation system. A simplified
system analysis indicates that use must be made of the passive stabilising
capability of the divertor coil. Simulations with the PROTEUS code give an
instability growth time of about 2.2 ms. Therefore a fast radial field
amplifier (four quadrant inverter) is foreseen with response time <.5ms.
The power rating will be doubled to P = 25 MVA in order to permit a better
recovery from perturbations. The fig.2 shows a simulation of the response
upon an assumed pulse force Fz = .12 MN applied at a 6MA divertor plasma.
The plasma displacement is 4cm and the peak power is 10kV*1.5kA = 15MVA.
When fully exploited and optimised it may be possible to obtain recovery
from an assumed force of .2 MN which is comparable with the apparent
perturbation estimated for the disruption of pulse 20802 shown in fig.1.

Simulations of disruptions and vertical instabilities indicate that
the force at vessel supports can reach 6MN which is acceptable. The Fig.3
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mo mm

50

,,.2b——————

Fl (m) my,

Fig.2 Simulated response of the Fig.3 Simulated vertical instability
stabilisation system upon of a 6MA divertor plasma. The
a force perturbation at a current quench is assumed to
6MA divertor plasma. start with 18 ms delay.

illustrates a downward vertical instability. Poloidal circulating currents
are disregarded. This may explain why the simulation shows a monotonous
plasma movement contrary to observations in present experiments.

Conclusions
Highly elongated magnetic limiter plasmas have been produced. But the

vertical stabilisation has a small margin and larger perturbations such as
disruptions can cause saturation and a vertical instability, unexpectedly
also in up/down symmetric plasmas. A faster and more powerful amplifier is
foreseen for the planned operation with an internal divertor coil. It is
expected to improve the robustness of the stabilisation and to reduce the
frequency of vertical disruptions.
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SCALING OF POLOIDAL CURRENTS DURING RAPID VERTICAL
DISPLACEMENT EVENTS
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Abstract:
Currents in the tenuous plasma peri hery have been measured in DUI-D15, and

their existence had been postulated in JET ’4, during rapid vertical displacements of the
plasma. Since the currents close through the first wall elements, it is necessary either to take
into account the electromagnetic forces they produce on the attachments of these
components or to insulate the plasma facing components to interrupt the currents. In this
paper, we invoke the conservation of toroidal flux to extrapolate these currents to reactor-
size tokamaks. The poloidal loop voltage produced by the flux change is so large that
insulating gaps between poloidal segments would be short-circuited by plasma.

Introduction:
In order to increase the plasma current at constant safety factor, elongation in

reactor-size tokamaks will be high, of the order of two. Such plasmas are unstable vertically,
so that their vertical position must be controlled by a rapid feedback system. If this control
fails for any reason, the plasma is rapidly displaced vertically, and strikes the bottom (or top)
of the containment structure. The vertical displacement is braked by eddy currents induced
in the surrounding structures. An electromotive force is produced on the plasma by its
motion in the toroidal field. This emf can cause currents to flow in the periphery of the
plasma. If the plasma facing components are conductors, which is generally the case, the
currents can close through the plasma facing components, thereby exerting localized forces.
This paper scales the currents induced in the plasma periphery and closing poloidally through
the plasma facing components from present experiments to reactor-sized plasmas under
simplifying assumptions discussed in the next section.

Model:
As a model, we take a toroidal plasma moving strictly vertically (i.e. at constant major

radius) with a prescribed vertical velocity. During the motion, the shape of the surfaces is
assumed not to change. (This corresponds to a plasma moving in a vertical field without
curvature, so that in this approach, there is actually no destabilizing force on the plasma. The
model is therefore not self—consistent.) As the plasma moves, it touches a horizontal limiting
surface, which is assumed to be axisymmetric and which scrapes off the outer layer of
plasma. However, there remains a tenuous plasma, the "halo", on the magnetic surfaces
intersecting the horizontal limiting surface . This scrape—off layer, a reasonably good
conductor, is electrically connected, via the sheath, to the limiting surface. If this surface is
also a conductor, we have a circuit whose enclosed area, and therefore enclosed toroidal flux,

is decreasing. This induces an electromotive force in the poloidal direction, which can drive a
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current through the circuit.
Defining C(b) as the circumference of the surface

with vertical half-axis b and assuming constant toroidal field
as the plasma moves, we write for the poloidal emf Vpol:

Ipar

d
VpoI=ElBtof dA=Btof C' Vven“ “K!”

where A is the cross-sectional area and vvm=db/dt is the
speed of vertical motion. The function f of elongation K and
triangularity b is a slowly varying geometrical factor in the
range of .65 to .9. The emf is applied to a circuit loop
containing, in series, the sheath for ion collection, the
resistance of the tenuous plasma, the sheath for electron
collection, and the resistance of the conducting path in the
plasma facing components.

Vpal = Vs}: + [pol 'Rpc + Ipar 'Rpar

Rm, = 141,,”p a) = (C/sinm/(Abdy-sinp- a)
where: [P01 - poloidal current in the limiting horizontal conductor, R c - resistance of this

conductor, I a, - current parallel to the magnetic field in the tenuous plasma,
emanating from the limiting conductor (note: total parallel current flowing across a
vertical cross-section is I m-q), Rpm - resistance of the current path in the plasma
(parallel to B), a - paralflal conductivity, Abd - sheath area, equal to sheath thickness
t3}, times 2- rr-R, fl - angle between field line and toroidal direction; for small J3,
and small inverse aspect ratio, sin/3 ~ tanfl ~ C/(2 - n-R-q)

Note that, from continuity the poloidal current in the limiting horizontal conductor equals
the current in the plasma periphery, i.e. Ipol=1pap so that

1p01 = (V170! ‘ Vsheath)/(Rpar+Rpfc)

If Vsheath and Rpfc are small compared to Vpol and Rpar respectively, this simplifies to the
expressmn:

IP01 = flKr 5) ‘ (2' ”'RrI'Bto/vvefi'tsh ' a- (Oz/‘12) (1)

Characteristics of plasma periphery from experiments
The unknown quantities in the expression for I 01 are the conditions of the plasma

periphery, tsh and 0. However, these are not expected to vary widely. We can substitute the
experimental values of Btor’ IP01‘ vvm, C, and q from DIII-D and JET into formula (1) to
obtain the product of tsh' o for those experiments.
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In JET, the estimate from fig. 5, ref. 4, for shot 15100 at ~50.05 s is: Ipol~500 kA,

~24m/s. With B = 1.8T, R=2.96 m, and taking f=0.75, this gives:
vvert tor

tsh- 0 ~ 2.9x105- ((12/02) ohm‘lm'2

The ratio of (q/C) is estimated from fig.3, ref.3, where q=2.32. We estimate C to be 10 m
and assume that the ratio does not change over the next 20 ms, so that

tsh' 0 ~ 1.5x104 ohm'lm‘2 for this JET shot.

For DIII—D, the estimate is obtained from fig. 12 of ref. 6. At 2684 ms Ipol'" 150 kA,
~75 rn/s, B =2T, R=1.67m. The plasma is not strongly elongated so f~1. This gives:

vvert tor

rm. 0 ~ 1.05x104'(q2/C2) ohm'lm'2

To estimate the ratio of (q/C) for this shot at this time, we use the measured total toroidal
current in the plasma Im=0.9MA from fig. 13, ref. 6. For these values of poloidal and
measured currents, the contribution (~ q .117!” ) of I 01(= 1pm.) to the measured toroidal
current is significant. A typical value of q is obtaine (for a=0.5 m) by taking the enclosed
current at a ical point in the plasma periphery, I = 1m — q -I 0,. This gives q =3,
so that ((42/8e ~ 1. Therefore, the estimate becomgeps: W P typ

tsh' 0 ~ 1x104 ohm'lm'2 for this DDT-D shot.

In spite of the approximations and extrapolations, the values obtained are within a
factor of two for the two experiments.

Extrapolation to reactor-like machines
For extrapolation to reactor-like machines the value obtained in the preceding section

is substituted in equation (1). With tsh' a = 1.5X104, R=6 m, C=21 m, Btor=4.85 T, f=0.75:

. . -2 .Ipol'" 0.6 vvm q MA, Vpol“ 0.08 vvm KV

Evaluating for vvert=50 m/s, q=3, gives:

11ml = 3.5 MA, vpol = 4 kV, RP.“ ~ 1mohm

Voltages between components
In this model, the poloidal voltage is developed by the reduction of enclosed toroidal

flux, and is essentially independent of parameters other than the average toroidal field and
the time-rate of change of plasma area. Voltage division, however, depends on the
characteristics of the circuit. In the preceding section a reasonable speed of displacement of
the plasma is shown to produce a poloidal voltage of several kilovolts. For such conditions,
and for plasma temperatures typical of the plasma periphery (e.g. 20-30 eV) the sheath
voltage will be small compared to the total poloidal emf (justifying a posteriori the neglect of
Vshcath in the above calculation). The poloidal emf will then be shared between plasma and
plasma-facing components in inverse proportion to the resistances a! and Rpfc‘ We have
shown that the plasma resistance Rpar is several milliohms. For the normal case of



conductors (even poor conductors) limiting the plasma, the plasma therefore represents the
largest resistance and accounts for the major part of the voltage drop. As a consequence, the
toroidal distribution of current would not be expected to be strongly affected by local
variations in sheath and boundary conditions.

If the plasma-facing components were insulated, the total poloidal emf developed
would remain the same as long as the speed of displacement remains the same. The voltage
developed, however, would be concentrated at the insulating gaps. Since emfs of several
kilovolts can be developed, the insulating gaps would be short-circuited by the plasma,
leading to similar poloidal currents.

In the limiting case in which no current flows to the wall (insulating plasma-facing
component tile material), a current could be driven across the magnetic lines of force by the
emf in the region where the plasma touches. From MED considerations, this would be
accompanied by a pressure gradient towards the wall, as has been considered in ref. 3 to
explain JET observations.

Discussion and Conclusion
For an accurate description, a predictive model is required, which includes MITD

effects, sheath resistance, a good description of the plasma halo, and accurate modelling of
the passive structures (eddy currents) Such a model is being developed for DUI—D.

The scaling presented here can clearly not replace such a model. It assumes purely
vertical motion of the plasma without change in shape, which cannot be true in the
experiments. The only driving term for the poloidal current considered here results from the
reduction of enclosed toroidal flux due to the plasma motion. Depending on the
experimental situation, other driving terms, such as the toroidal voltage produced by the
plasma current quench (ref. 7) could be of the same order. The vertical speed resulting from
the forces due to the poloidal current treated here and other forces such as those arising
from eddy currents in passive structures is treated as a known input. In a given experimental
situation, however, this force may be a major determining component of the motion.
Whenever the velocity is actually measured, it can be inserted into the formula, and, as we
have shown, reasonable agreement is found between two experimental situations.

The extrapolation to reactor-size machines gives values of currents in the plasma
periphery of several megamperes and poloidal emfs of several kilovolts for vertical speeds in
the range of those observed'in resent-day experiments. Before a complete model is
available, these quantities could2be predicted more accurately by calculating the plasma
motion when vertical position control 13 disabled, including the effect of passive structures,
but ignoring the force resulting from the effect of currents in the periphery. The poloidal
currents can then be obtained by a treatment similar to that in this paper, and the resulting
force taken into account iteratively.
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EXPERD/IENTS AT HIGH ELONGATIONS IN DIII—D“

E.A. LAZAnus,l AD. TURNBULL, A.G. KELLMAN, J.R. FERRON, F.J. Harmon,
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In this paper we discuss the limitation to elongation observed in D-shaped plasmas in the DIII—D
tokamak. We find that as the triangularity is increased and Z,- is decreased that the n = 0 mode
takes on an increasingly non-rigid character. Our analysis shows two aspects of the behavior; first, an
increasing variation of the m/n = 1/0 component across flux surfaces and second, an increase in the
relative amplitude of a m/n = 3/0 component which couples to the m/n = 1/0 component and further
destabilizes the mode.

In previous work1 we have reported on a study of vertical control and the implementation of those
results on Dill—D. In that study we used a single filament, with properties consistent with the radial
force balance, to represent the plasma and employed an eigenmode dscription of the passive shell in
order to allow time-ordering of the problem. The most important result of this study was that the
active control coil must be positioned in the poloidal plane so as to minimize its interaction with the
stabilizing shell currents. As a. consequence of plasma toroidicity, these currents flow primarily in the
outboard regions of the shell. Thus, control coils on the inboard side of the shell, near the midplane,
are required. With such a spatial arrangement we can have radial fields from the active coil penetrating
the shell on a time scale faster than the decay of the stabilizing shell currents. In accordance with
these model calculations the control system for the Dill—D tokmnak has been modified resulting in
operation to within a few percent of the ideal MHD limit for axisyrnmetric stability. In this work we
refer to the ideal MHD limit as that of the plasma-shell system. As discussed in Ref. 1, the ideal limit
can actually be reduced by a poor choice of the active control coils, however that is not the case for
work discussed here.

In Ref. 2 we reported on detailed measurements of the plasma response to that control system and
concluded that the model of Ref. 1 is quite accurate and adequate to prescribe the control function.
We have also reported in Ref. 2 that the modifications to the control system have enabled us to
reach elongation, rt, up to 2.5 transiently and K. > 2.45 for more than 0.5 second. Also, behavior
characteristic of the destabilization of the plasma-shell system by use of control coils on the outboard
side of the plasma was experimentally observed. With this improved vertical control, operation of
double null divertors with clongations of 2.15 have become routine. Behavior at higher elongations is
quite sensitive to the plasma shape and the width of the current profile.

The reader may notice small differences in the stability margins quoted here as compared to those
in previous work. The primary reason for differences of several percent is that in previous work we
had used the contour of the graphite tiles to define the stabilizing shell. In fact, the conducting shell
(vacuum vessel wall) is approximately 5 cm. behind the graphite surface and we have now made this
correction. Also, we have refined‘eur calculation of n:

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We wish to focus on two particular discharges, #60809 and #63422. The equilibrium parameters

for thae plasmas are given in Figs. 1 and 2. The equilibria are calculated several milliseconds before
the vertical instability which rsults in disruption. The distinction of interest is that the former has a
higher A and a lower triangularity, 5, than the latter. The motivation for choosing these plasmas is
centered about the quantity n/nc. The decay index n is defined as

=-£§§s
7“ B, an R=Rc '

z : ZC

where RC ,1C is the centroid of the plasma current. The critical index, nc, is

= 2M5: Ro L... z.' 1_ 1" — — —n: poI‘Lu’ WRO+2+fip+2 ,lll

‘ Work sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—ACD3—89ER51114

and DE—AC05-84OR21400.
l Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831, U.S.A.
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Luz/(#0 R0) 2 1n (ERG/a) — 2, a is the poloidal contour length over 27r, and l,- E [£1]: fv Bgdf/
[V f5 BPCYJZ. In Ref. 1 71/71c = —1 was identified as a good approximation for the ideal rigid—body
stability limit.

For shot #60809 a value of n/nc = —1.04 was calculated prior to disruption, whereas for #63422
we could only achieve n/nc : —0.81. A multi-filament rigid—body analysis3 gives similar results,
namely values of n/nc of 0.91 and 0.73 for #60809 and #63422 respectively. This turns out to be
typical of the observed behavior, i.e. as e, is decreased and 5 is increased the achievable value of n/nc
also decreases. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3 where we plot the achievable n/nc vs. 2‘». In
column near each data point are re, 6, and Q E [ff’]&='95fo/Ro/(ICQD), which has been reported" as a
measure of the departure from rigid-body behavior. In that work Solovev equilibria are used and Q
is purely a shape parameter, whereas here Q contains effects of the current profile. A correlation in
departure from 71/11,: ~ 1 is seen with both C,- and with Q. Q shows a local sensitivity to the current
profile parameterization which is why we chose to plot the data using (3;, a better—known quantity, as
the ordinate. In Ref. 4 departure from rigid-body behavior is seen at Q < 0 and Q is bounded by
Q > —.5, thus we consider the agreement to be quite good.

STABILITY ANALYSIS
In the stability analysis of these plasmas with CATO5 we use the real wall shape of DIlI—DI

not a wall conformal to the plasma. This wall has an expansion parameter, which expands the wall
in minor radius without changing its shape in the poloidal plane. If, starting with the experimental
equilibrium, we find that the expansion parameter must be increased from unity to 1.03 in order to
find an instability we shall refer to this as operation at 97% of the ideal limit. For ease #60809 the
result of this analysis is that we are at 97% of the ideal limit, in good agreement with the rigid—body
result of 104%.

For case #63422 the result is 98% of the ideal limit, even though we have only achieved 81% of
the rigid-body (TL/nc = —1) Limit. We will now pursue this discrepancy in a bit more detail. In Fig. 4
we plot the perturbed shape as calculated in GATO and normalized in amplitude so that the perturbed
shape of the 95% flux surface just touches the limiting surface of the vessel. The dotted lines are the
unperturbed equilibrium. Our control system regulates the vertical position of the current centroid,
thus it is of interest to look at this perturbation with the shift in the magnetic axis removed. It can
be seen in Fig. 4 that if this axis shift is removed most of the perturbation still remains.

This equilibrium was calculated 2564 ms into the shot. The outer boundary of the plasma at
2566 ms is shown as the broad dashed line in Fig. 4. We see excellent agreement between the calculated
and measured deformation of the equilibrium. It is characteristic of vertical disruptions in these D-
shaped plasmas that the top of the plasma is moving radially inwards and the bottom radially outwards
as the plasma is moving vertically upwards.

As an aid to understanding the perturbation we have spectrally decomposed the results of the
CATO calculation. By far the largest component is m = 1, as shown in Fig. 5, The second largest term
is m = 3, whereas the m = 2 and m = 4 components are negligibly small except at the very edge where
the presence of the divertor increases the breadth of the poloidal spectrum. It should be noted that
even the m = 1 mode has a distinctly non-rigid character in the outer region of the plasma. By way
of comparison, we show in Fig. 6 the spectral decomposition of case #60809. Here all the components
other than in = l and m = 3 are negligibly small. Because of the higher Z, the m = 1 amplitude peaks
in the central region of the plasma. The m = 3 amplitude is about 19% of the m = 1 as opposed to
33V; for #63422. These effects combine to account for the much better agreement with the rigid-shiit
mo e1.
CONCLUSIONS

We find excellent agreement between the experimentally observed vertical stability limits and
ideal MHD stability calculations. Detailed calculation of the perturbed plasma shape done with CATO
are in good agreement with experimental observation. The observed behavior is not unexpected. The
possibility of an m/n = 3/0 mode was found in the analysis of a square plasma.6 Departure from a
rigid-body stability criterion has been predicted for D-shaped plasmas with high triangularity.“ Such
non-rigid effects have been observed in the PBX tokamak for bean—shaped plasmas.7

We find n/nc an excellent characterization of the rigid-body stability limit and Q is in quali-
tiative agreement with the observed departure from rigid-body behavior. As can be seen in Fig. 3,
antisymmetric instability is seen over a wide range of elongation. It should be noted that reducing tri-
angularity does not allow higher elongation since the additional quadrupole field required would then
simply move the MHD and rigid-body limits closer together. For current profiles typical of DIII—D
H—mode plasmas the non-rigid efi'ects have limited our maximum elongation to It : 2.5.

Over a wide range of plasma conditions we are able to operate to within a few percent of the ideal
MHD antisymmetric stability limit. The loss of control is quite abrupt, for instance, we may operate
under conditions where K. : 2.33 is accomplished without difiiculty but K. = 2.4 is impossible. Small
changes in E, become critical in such operation.
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It remains unclear as to whether this represents the maximum achievable elongation. Of course,
some gain is likely from further broadening of the current profile, but these results indicate that
further gains will be modest. It is plausible that one could provide further stabilization of the non-
rigid component of the motion with other poloidal coils. Because of the shielding effects of the vessel
this could only be accomplished with derivative gain. The reference signal would need to be a measure
of the difference between the surface motion and that of the axis. Thus the reference signal would be
the derivative of a difference signal which involved many magnetic probes. The control function would
need to be done without degradation of the axial control. This idea does not violate the above results
since the stability calculations only use the passive shell. However, it remains to be seen whether such
control is practically realizable. Note that it is only the completeness of the closely~coupled poloidal
coil set of DIII—D which allows consideration of such a control scheme.

1 Lazarus, E.A., Lister, J.B., Nielsen, G.H., Nucl. Fusion 30, (1990) 111.
2 Lister, J.B., Lazarus, E.A., Kellman, A.G., et. al., “Experimental Study of the Vertical Stability

of High Decay Index Plasmas in the DIII—D Tokamak," General Atomics report GA—A19843,
(April 1990), submitted to Nucl. Fusion.
Leuer, J., Fusion Technol. 15, No. 2 (1989) 489.
Bernard, L.C., Berger, D., Gruber, R., Troyon, R, Nucl. Fusion 18, (1978) 1331.
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(1987) 569.
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FIG. 1. Shot No. 60809, equilibrium just prior
to disruption as calculated from the experimen—
tal data. The parameters are 1,, = 1.0 MA, B9 =
2.0 T, R = 1.139,:1 = 0.59 m, (195 = 5.7, fip =
0.41, E,- = 1.48, K. = 2.17, and <5 2 0.37. The
coils used for vertical control are shaded.

FIG. 2. Shot No. 63422, equilibrium just prior
to disruption as calculated from the experimen-
tal data. The parameters are 1,, = 1.1 MA, Bt =
0.8 T, R = 1.69, a : 0.54 m, (195 : 2.7, fig =
0.47, E; = 0.92, K : 2.41, and 6 : 0.85. The
coils used for vertical control are Shaded.
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FIG. 5. The poloidal decomposition of the cal-
culated perturbation for case # 63422 normal-
ized to the amplitude of the m = 1 component.

FIG. 6. The poloidal decomposition of the cal-
culated perturbation for case # 60809 normal-
ized to the amplitude of the m = 1 component.
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